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Introduction: Something Gained by the History of Garden Cities!

Letchworth Garden City, a 1923 promotional leaflet declared, “is being developed…on lines which secure a maximum of light and air for every dwelling, and provide a clean, healthy and pleasant town for people to live in.” With community planners applying the “best of modern knowledge” on the town’s layout, on an estate of undeveloped countryside north of London, Letchworth was promoted as the ideal “healthful” solution to the “the insanitary evils of old towns and the monotony of modern suburbs” and the deleterious effects of nineteenth and twentieth-century British urban development and industrial capitalism: a prescribed built environment form for the restoration and maintenance of British working class bodies and healthy forms of physical culture.1 The leaflet proclaimed Letchworth the first fully planned community to be created as a result of an international movement for the promotion of garden cities, a community model articulated by the English social reformer Sir Ebenezer Howard as the means for restoring a “healthy, natural, and economic combination of town and country life…”2 Howard envisioned his garden city model as the materialization of a practical, yet utopian impetus, shared by middle and upper class Anglo-Saxon reformers, to solve the rapid overcrowding of cities and depopulation of the countryside for the cause of improving the British nation’s bodily strength. Through the garden city, they sought to install the conditions wherein the

1 Letchworth: The First Garden City in England. Entirely Surrounded by an Agricultural Belt of 3,000 Acres (1923), Garden City Collection, Garden City Collection Study Centre (hereafter referred to as GCCSC), Letchworth, United Kingdom.
urban workers of Britain could be resettled, their social and physical health could be “regenerated” through organized community life and preserved countryside spaces, and the strength of the British Empire could be revitalized and protected by returning urban dwellers “back to the land” long mythologized in English lore: the pre-industrial countryside. The garden city model was promoted as at once a blueprint for urban, spatial, and housing reform, and a vehicle for the regulation and maintenance of Britain’s working class bodies through community design.

Within this context, important “biopolitical” undercurrents shaped the activities of the international garden city movement, with each community designed as the ideal, healthiest environment for the national citizenry and a paternalist remedy for the “civilizing” of poor urban workers through their relocation to “healthier” landscapes. Prominent communities that materialized as a result of the international garden city movement—namely Letchworth Garden City in the United Kingdom and Sunnyside Garden, New York and Radburn, New Jersey in the United States—were shaped by their planners’ conceptions of what constituted the ideal health and healthy embodiment for the nation, as well as its relation to idealized spaces of “nature”. As a result, the history of the garden city movement was not simply a progressive development in perfecting the planning of healthier built environments, but rather a complicated history fraught with contextual and (bio)political contingency. The “properness” of garden city planning was, at root, a class-defined, racial and gender-bounded strategy of social and physical regeneration: a means of utilizing preconceived and reformed housing communities to create environments where working class residents would be persuaded to live through the planners’ idealized
and prescribed forms of embodiment and interactions with “natural” or green spaces. In these idealizations of garden cities, the planners concomitantly idealized conceptions of nature and forms of embodied living as the pivotal, interrelated components ensuring the healthfulness of each planned community. Such conceptions were historical and biopolitical constructions dialectically implicated the cultural and ideological milieu of the period. How did these planners arrive at their conceptions of “health” and “nature”? How were their definitions of health related to their visions of what constituted healthy, “natural” living? What did they believe constituted “naturally healthy” surroundings, landscapes and communities, and in what ways did they think garden cities were a response to the social crises of their time period?

To address these and other related questions, this dissertation explores the history of the international garden city movement, focusing on the years from Howard’s explication of his originating garden city model in his 1898 treatise To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform, to the FDR administration’s incorporation of garden city principles in the United States federal government’s design and construction of Greenbelt, Maryland in 1937 through the federal greenbelt town program. The dissertation focuses specifically on the case studies of Letchworth Garden City in the United Kingdom, Sunnyside Gardens, New York, Radburn, New Jersey as they represented illuminative materializations of garden city planning, as well as contexts in the transformation of garden city ideals into practical community

---

3 Howard, To-morrow; Cathy D. Knepper, Greenbelt, Maryland: A Living Legacy of the New Deal (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001).
plans to restructure the spaces of lower class living for the purposes of producing healthier bodies and citizens. Focusing on the planning of garden city communities on both sides of the Atlantic allows me to examine how such ideals were culturally exchanged between town and community planners in both countries. My aim is to historically explore how planners, by instilling their ideals of health, nature and forms of living within garden city community plans, infused garden city communities with a contradictory “nostalgic biopolitics” in which their prescribed town layouts, designs and guidelines were politicized manifestations of ideal embodiment that simultaneously harkened both to past and present cultural forms of healthy, “natural” living, and expressed these through prescribed community activities and the pre-planning of each town. Because of this, the dissertation does not necessarily attempt to significantly revise the historiographical literature on garden cities, as such works have thoroughly examined the general social, architectural and ideological history of the towns. Rather, I focus on the ways garden city ideals entailed an imagined and prescribed relation between resident’s bodies and the natural/built environments that informed the paternalist, biopolitical garden city planning, a key aspect that to date

has not been comprehensively examined in the historiography. It is in studying the relations between imagined embodiments, conceptions of nature, and built environments that one can engage with the historical and cultural complexity of garden city planning, and the ways in which community thinkers responded the political, economic, and sociocultural conditions of their periods by imposing a nostalgic form of living onto a material built environment. 

As they critiqued industrial capitalism’s undesirable shaping of urban housing and living space, Victorian reformers who supported the garden city movement saw the community model as a spatial palliative for uniting “naturally healthy” countryside within a wholly modern town plan. In his noted 1912 pamphlet on the objectives of the garden city movement titled *Nothing Gained by Overcrowding!*, famed British architect and Letchworth planner Sir Raymond Unwin proclaimed that garden cities proposed not just any form of community planning, but the “proper” planning of a town, the “proper” balancing of city and country life, and the “proper arrangement” of building in relation to open space. This “properness” articulated a Victorian perception of “unhealthy” urban life, and the view held by many middle and upper class reformers of the time that low income workers were degenerating, socially and biologically, in the sordid, overcrowded spaces of urban slums. For these reformers, the garden city could resolve the contradiction between their disdain

---

5 In his seminal history of the Columbia River, Richard White wrote that his research project concerned not simply the reconstruction of the history of the river, but rather a study of the historical relations between humans, fish and the natural environment. “I want the history of the relationship itself,” White argued. This approach allowed White to study the historical contexts in a way blurred, rather than reproduced, supposed boundaries separating humans and nature. This dissertation follows White’s example, in that the object of inquiry here is the relation between cultural ideas of health and healthy living and the designing of garden city communities. It is not a wholesale history of garden cities, but a history of such cultural and ideological relationships. See Richard White, *The Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River* (New York: Hill and Wang, 1995), x.
for the urban industrial environment and their romantic “nostalgia” for the English countryside, “civilizing” the working class and introducing them to bourgeois understandings of health, contentment, privacy, and maintained physical culture through a single built environment form. Unwin incorporated an exclamation point in his pamphlet’s title to emphasize the necessity of immediate urban and housing reform not only to benefit the conditions of workers, as he and other reformers saw the rapid, unchecked growth of cities and industry as an “evil” that threatened to “obliterate the country all around” and prevent workers from enjoying “fresh air, recreation and contact with growing nature.” In this sense, planners and reformers like Unwin saw the garden city as not just a planned community, but a deployable strategy for elevating the physical, social and cultural “well-being” of its inhabitants through the structuring, organizing, and regulating of the built environment and embodied activities. The garden city, in short, was to be the panacea of their historical moment: a modern means of resettling the British classes onto planned built environments that could also bring to material fruition their nostalgic imaginings of ample country and green space and beautiful natural and well-built surroundings, the necessary ingredients (in their reformist visions) for socially and physically regenerating the health, bodies, and culture of urban dwellers.

Thus, examining the history of garden city community designs means interrogating the deeply historical, contextual, and often contradictory circumstances of each town planner’s underlying conceptions of health, nature, and livelihood as

---

6 Raymond Unwin, *Nothing Gained by Overcrowding! How the Garden City type of development may benefit both owner and occupier* (Westminster: P.S. King & Son, 1912).
each town materialized in its prescribed form. The proclaimed founder of the
movement, Sir Ebenezer Howard, envisioned his ideal garden cities as harmoniously
balancing city and country life through planning measures such as the preservation of
a belt of undeveloped agrarian landscape surrounding the community and the
installment of organized physical cultural and park spaces. His understanding of
what constituted ideal “health” and “nature,” were linked to the community’s ability
to return residents to a pre-industrial, bucolic form of living he believed existed prior
to the rapid, congested urbanization of industrial capitalism. In comparison, as
American town and regional planners incorporated garden city ideals within their
schemes for new planned communities, their definitions of ideal health and natural
spaces shifted in relation to the dominant national mythology concerning “natural”
natural spaces of health and physical culture, reproducing “wilderness” spaces as the places
fostering traditional, “healthy” American values of democracy and cooperation. In
this, both the English and American garden city community projects promoted
ideologically-complex and contextually-specific conceptions of health, embodiment,
and natural environments. The communities arguably represent some of the most
complete and prominent manifestations of international garden city movement ideals,

---

7 Howard, To-morrow, 2-5; Typescript of brief biographical notes, Folder 17 - “Anecdotes by
Ebenezer”. Sir Ebenezer Howard Papers, Hertfordshire Archives and Local Studies (hereafter referred
to as HALS), Hertford, United Kingdom.
8 “Resettlement Administration”, Folder 1 – “Resettlement Administration, 1935-1937”, Box 238 -
Correspondence 1933-1945: Resettlement Administration, Rh-Rn [1937], Henry Morgenthau, Jr.
Papers, FDRPL.
and are thus fruitful sites for studying their historical conditioning and importance in planning the communities.⁹

Studying the history of garden city ideals and communities is a topic of increasing contemporary importance due to the continued widespread influence of garden city movement ideals on twentieth and twenty-first century urban and suburban planning, as well as projects for the creation of healthy and sustainable living environments. In itself, the early twentieth-century creation of garden city-inspired communities in Great Britain and the United States remains a key moment in histories of modern town planning and public health initiatives concerning urban reform and the healthfulness of living in relation to natural environments.¹⁰ The garden cities in large part became the influential predecessor to the construction of post-World War II British New Towns, New Towns and New Urbanist communities in the United States, and planning movements throughout the world.¹¹ The influence of garden city ideals, however, should not be understood as a socially neutral or progressive development, as the incorporation of garden city ideas and objectives

---


within imperialist and fascist town planning showcased the potential in how such ideals could complement eugenic and colonial objectives. In a contemporary moment in which the consequences of unchecked global capital accumulation and ecological destruction becomes ever more apparent, examining the history of garden cities and greenbelts can help inform present struggles to imagine and create more equitable, environmentally sustainable and non-alienating communities throughout the world.

A Garden City Embodied Environmental History

In studying constructions of health, nature and embodiment in the community planning of the international garden city movement, the dissertation places an embodied environmental historical approach in conversation with garden city and greenbelt community histories. As historian Christopher Sellers explains, an embodied environmental history studies the body as “the most critical middle ground where...relations between nature and culture are being actively remade as well as rethought”; environmental histories in which the body is the historical vantage point through which the relations between culture, human experience, and natural environments can be studied. In part an expansion from environmental

14 Christopher Sellers, “Thoreau’s Body: Towards an Embodied Environmental History,” Environmental History 4(1999): 486-514. For an environmental history of the twentieth century, see
historiography, such an approach sees the body as a historical discursive register through which the meanings of human interaction with natural environments and landscape, and the articulations and relation of power, can be highlighted and studied. To date, many embodied environmental histories have tended to focus on the role of work and labor as the historical mediator between the human and the environmental, studying contexts such as California citrus workers and Hawaiian migrant laborers to better understand how their activities of their laboring bodies helped to blur the boundaries between environmental processes and the processes of capital. This focus on labor as the historical nexus between the cultural and environmental allows the arguments of embodied environmental histories to often complement ecological Marxist conceptions of human labor pursuits as historically linked to capitalist and ecological processes. Other historians have importantly studied historical relations between humans, environments, and issues of disease and health, as well as how changing ideas about the body have shaped perceptions of natural landscapes and their supposed healthfulness or cultural significance. All of these embodied


environmental histories help to illustrate how, to borrow Joy Parr’s words, “bodies...are historically malleable and contextually specific,” archives of knowledge obtain through senses and experiences of environments and technologies. With the historical focus as the central focus, embodied environmental histories affords the analytical tools necessary for studying historical perceptions of human-environmental interactions in a way that dissolves, rather than reinforces, the traditional polarizing binary of nature vs. culture. Though embodied environmental histories importantly highlight the interactions between bodies and environments within history, environmental histories have long illuminated the various relations between humans, knowledge, culture and environments, with William Cronon writing in 1995 that “the way [humans] describe and understand [the nonhuman world] is so entangled with our own values and assumptions that the two can never be fully separated.” The issue of the relation between culture, ideology, and human understandings of the environment have been examined for some time, buttressing Raymond Williams’ study of the historically and contextually complex meanings associated with articulating “Nature.” As a result, 18 Joy Parr, Sensing Changes: Technologies, Environments, and the Everyday, 1953-2003 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2010), 1. 19 William Cronon, “Introduction: In Search of Nature,” in Uncommon Ground: Toward Reinventing Nature, ed. William Cronon (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1995), 25; Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), 219-24; see Andrew C. Isenberg, ed., The Oxford Handbook of Environmental History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014); For an early influential environmental historical text on the relation between
environmental histories have elucidated the historical politics enmeshed in human understandings of nature and natural spaces in ways that help rethink understandings of historical processes traditional understood as human/cultural. Through such studies historians have illuminated how constructions of “Nature” in Western societies have long reproduced gendered, racial, and national hierarchies, as well as reformulate histories of technological development (such as industrializing and urbanizing processes) as at once cultural, natural, and contextual processes. Such histories shed light on how to study the political dimensions of conceptions of nature and natural spaces, with the body as the historical nexus through which such politics become articulated and contextually displayed.

With garden city movement histories focusing on the social, intellectual and spatial histories of the various community projects, as well as their relation to the overall history of community, regional, and government planning, my dissertation expands and branches off from their preceding analyses by examining how constructions and ideologies of embodiment have functioned in relation to conceptions of health and nature in the planning of utopian, cooperative, and model communities. Scholars have long articulated the relation between people’s bodies and cultural values with cities and designed landscapes. To the best of my

---

knowledge, however, this dissertation constitutes one of the first systematic attempts—I’m referring here to the predominant historical literature on garden cities, greenbelts, and related planning projects—to study not only the role of politicized embodiment in the history of international garden city planning, but to situate and examine the history through the historical lens of biopolitics. As the reader will come to find, in many ways the dissertation is an expansion of scholars Thomas Osborne’s and Nikolas Rose’s assertion that Ebenezer Howard’s garden city model was part of an intention to “ameliorate social relations” through “an appropriate style of urban environment.” While such histories examine the historical ideas of the garden city movement and the creation of greenbelt communities, there has yet to be a focused study on the corporeal-cultural politics of the movement: how culturally constructed ideas of health, nature, and ways of living were prescribed and inferred as


embodied “ways of operating” through garden city and greenbelt community plans and guidelines for architecture, town layout, and resident activities.\textsuperscript{24} An embodied environmental history of the international garden city movement, focusing on the role of cultural ideas of embodiment, nature, and health in the design, planning, and guidelines of the communities, places embodied environmental history into a productive and important conversation with the history of garden city and modern town planning. Such a study contributes to the existing canon of historical literature a suggestive exposé into the politics of embodiment in the history of community planning and conceptions of nature and health.

A Physical Cultural Studies Historical Dissertation

My dissertation research has developed from within a program dedicated to Physical Cultural Studies (PCS): the critical studying of everyday active body cultural practices and contexts and the interrogation of how such practices and uses of the active body are/were mobilized within contextual relations and articulations of power. A recent elucidation by prominent PCS proponents Michael Silk and David Andrews framed the project as emerging in part from previous political projects such as British Cultural Studies, in that PCS scholars understand everyday (physical) culture as

\textsuperscript{24} Michel de Certeau wrote how living spaces, organized and produced as places of living and being in the world, entail “ways of operating”, literally the ways/styles people act and do in the course of their everyday lives. De Certeau wrote that once a space is produced, distinguished, or given a role, there are discernable “ways of operating” within that spatial field that are at one level regulating (as kind of “instructions” for living) and at another an opportunity for obeying other rules of operating. See Michael de Certeau, \textit{The Practice of Everyday Life}, trans. Steven F. Rendall (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), 29-31.
integral components in the organization and operation of social power within contextual sets of relations. In this way, PCS is partly indebted to a tradition of Marxist analysis flowing from the British tradition of cultural studies: a Marxian analysis devoted in part to “the problem of ideology,” as Stuart Hall termed it, and the ways ideological concepts become a material issues once they are “articulated to the field of political and social forces and to the struggles between difference forces at stake.” The Marxist analysis within Silk and Andrews’ explication of PCS sees the body, like culture, not as a “superstructural” result of the “base” determinations of class, but a contextually-specific cultural nexus inscribed by social and political forces: the body as a culturally constructed articulation of contentious ideologies and power relations. While it is reasonable to link the intents and objectives of PCS scholarship with preceding critiques by Raymond Williams, E.P. Thompson and others of the “vulgar materialism” of economic determinist Marxian analyses, PCS scholarship locate physical culture and the body at the center of their analyses of the materiality of culture, ideology and capitalist relations of production.

Studying the contextual articulations of physical culture and the body allows me to approach “physical culture” as, historically, using the words of scholar Patricia Vertinsky, “cultural practices in which the physical body—the way it moves, is represented, has meanings assigned to it, and is imbued with power—is central.” At its root, Silk and Andrews explain, PCS is the “the critical and theoretical analysis of

---

physical culture, in all its myriad forms,” a project for broadening the sociological and cultural study of sport to include practices such as health, dance, and movement practices dependent on the active body. PCS scholarship seeks, according to Andrews, a “contextually based understanding of the corporeal practices, discourses, and subjectivities through which active bodies become organized, represented, and experienced in relation to the operations of social power.” In relation to active body-focused fields such as kinesiology and sport sociology and sport studies, PCS advances the cultural study of physical culture in ways that highlight the power relations implicated within active body practices and the inherently politicized nature of conducting such contextualized research. In a way, PCS furthers scholar Bryan Turner’s call for studying the body as “a system of signs which stand for an express relations of power,” allowing for such critical study while highlighting the material and contextual consequence of seeing the body as a system of signs.27

As a historical dissertation rooted in this particular PCS sensibility, this study focuses on understandings and idealizations of embodiment within specific historical contexts and their contextual relations. This focus on “past” contexts through a historical narrative is a departure from the preponderance of preceding PCS dissertations which, for the most part, have tended to be historically-rooted studies contemporary iterations and present contexts of physical culture. The foundation of

---

PCS in Marxist cultural analysis offers a fruitful grounding for studying how cultural ideas (for example, the imagining of garden city planned communities) become material expressions within specific contextual sets of capitalist relations, and PCS students and scholars have long utilizing historically-grounded theories and concepts such as Pierre Bourdieu’s “habitus.” To date, however, PCS dissertations and analysis have tended to begin their analyses from a contemporary, ethnographically-interrogated problem space or topic. While this dissertation is undeniably presentist in its political motivations and reasons for examining garden city history, the goal is to incorporate PCS principles with theories, concepts, and literatures emanating from the historical discipline, and examine historical contexts outside the reach of ethnographic methods. The makeup and trajectory of the PCS project has perhaps been impacted by its emergence as an academic critique of the sociology of sport field, arguing for a “complementary field of study” and expansion of the range of empirical sites in which everyday physical cultural practices—things like leisure and recreation practices, dance, and discourses of health and physical movement—can be studied in terms of their articulation of power relations. Nonetheless, the continuing engagement of PCS research and thought with fields of study and disciplines out of

28 There are examples of PCS dissertations with chapters devoted to particularly important historical contexts. See, as just a few examples, Jacob James Bustad, “Right to the Active City: Public Recreation and Urban Governance in Baltimore” (PhD dissertation, University of Maryland, 2014), 42-150; Joy Bauer Olimpo, “Contemplating Survival: Sport History, Kinesiology, and the Academy” (master’s thesis, University of Maryland, 2012); Jaime R. Deluca, “Exercising social class privilege: Examining the practices and processes defining upper-middle class swimming club culture” (PhD dissertation, University of Maryland, 2010).

sociology, sport studies, and cultural studies is important to the vitality and growth of the project as a whole. With a background of undergraduate and graduate studies in academic history departments, and a desire to further develop my skills as historically-focused scholar, I hope to further the engagement between PCS and the historical discipline, as well as related fields of study such as environmental and urban history.

There are important PCS-influenced works that examine specific historical topics and contexts and demonstrate the project’s wide historical breadth, including fields and topics beyond the study of strictly sporting practices and cultures. To date, the work of Patricia Vertsinsky, Jeffrey Montez de Oca’s book *Discipline and Indulgence*, Damion Thomas’ *Globetrotting*, and Josh Newman and Michael Giardina’s chapter on the historical significance of automobile culture within the American sporting imagination remain notable PCS-related scholarship that analyze wholly historical contexts. Other scholars linked to PCS have published influential histories of physical cultural practices, or works on topics related to physical culture that are deeply historically rooted. They offer a more theoretically-nuanced, critical approach to studying the historical of physical cultural practices than previous social histories of the role and presence of sporting and recreational practices in community planning and building. With that said, there is a relative dearth of distinctly historical PCS scholarship, evidenced in the recently published *Routledge Handbook of Physical Cultural Studies* in which a chapter is devoted to “historicizing” the

---

intellectual development of PCS rather than elucidating the role of historical analysis with the project or the “history” of PCS historical literature.³¹ Jeffrey Montez de Oca’s book, studying the militarization and media portrayal of Cold War college football, stands as perhaps the clearest example of a PCS-inspired historical monograph, with Newman and Giardina’s discussion of automobile cultural history serving as a historical backdrop to their particular ethnographic inquiry into Southern NASCAR sporting culture. De Oca’s focus on how college football during the Cold War period functioned as an institution culturally implicated with the development of consumer capitalism, media technology and the military-industrial complex illustrates the parameters of a PCS-influenced history of sporting practices.³² In de Oca’s explicit attention to sport, however, there remains a need to expand the scope of PCS historical inquiry, and explore how a PCS history might look like in conversation with fields such as environment history, urban history, and the history of community planning.

The discussions, thus far, elucidate the interdisciplinary, inter-field, theoretical and historiographical spaces this dissertation attempts to relate. As a historical study,

I seek to advance and expand the presence of politically-engaged historical analyses within the developing PCS project, an existing canon that, to date, is largely composed of sociological and cultural analyses of the contemporary societies and, to a lesser extent, interrogations of historical contexts. As a history of the international garden city movement from the vantage of PCS inquiry, the dissertation underscores the importance of the body within an area of inquiry that, to date, has largely been confined to questions of urban planning, intellectual history, and social history. As a historical study informed by approaches used by embodied environmental historians, the dissertation places the topic of garden city in conversation with nuanced studies of the historical interactions between bodies and environments, helping the study of garden cities to expand beyond traditional questions of urban planning development and housing reform. As a topic that continues to resonate beyond the academic realm and into the world of international housing policy and initiatives for creating healthier, sustainable living environments, I examine the history of international garden city planning to inform contemporary discussions of housing reform and highlight the role of cultural biopolitics in assuming the healthfulness of planned built environments.

A “Cultural Materialist” History of Garden City Planning

An important historical and theoretical predicament emerged when I began to study the historical ideas of the planners and proponents of the international garden city movement, and particularly the embodied dimensions of their community
designs, guidelines and town layouts: how was I to capture the historical processes through which the planners’ designs and spatial guidelines for the material communities were dialectically shaped by the planners’ imagined “healthiest” ways of living? From what ideological sources did these planners derive their ideals and conceptions of health, nature, and healthier, natural living? How should I conceptualize these historical and dialectical processes linking the ideational (the realm of ideas) with material forces and social relations? In the case of the transatlantic transfer of English garden city ideas into American garden city planning and the federal greenbelt town program, those who advocated or aided in the design and planning of the communities often referenced cultural ideas and sources that served to buttress their own constructions of ideal health and natural spaces. By seeking to reform the housing, social, and public health conditions of contemporary industrial conurbations and degraded rural districts, garden city planners invoked inventions of an idyllic, pre-industrial past as part of their critique of industrial, urban capitalism. The garden city, in other words, was to symbolize the planners’ challenge to the housing conditions of industrial capitalism. This requires a historical framework capable of capturing the dialectical interactions between the realms of the cultural, ideational and material, as a way of illuminating how each garden city community was planned as a material nexus of cultural values, ideals and practices.

The articulation of ideas, as British cultural scholar Raymond Williams reminded us, has long been a historically complex and contextually specific process. In the 1970s, Williams elucidated the historical conditioning of “keywords” (terms such as “health”, “nature”, and “culture”, for example): familiar terms imbued with
meaning dialectically contingent on the context and power relations in which they are enunciated, and entailing residual meanings derived from the past. By this Williams was not implying that language and terms simply evolve in some historical teleology, but that keywords are articulations of cultural signification contingent upon the historical conditions of their expression. As cultural studies scholars Tony Bennett, Lawrence Grossberg, and Meghan Morris rightfully point out, “[f]or Williams the point was not merely that the meanings of words change over time but that they change in relationship to changing political, social, and economic situations and needs.”

Keeping this understanding of the historical and cultural construction of “keywords” in mind, the ideas and plans of garden city planners can be understood as comprising simultaneously imagined and material dimensions, with the resultant communities imbued with historically-specific conceptions of health and nature through the designation of various community spaces for specific purposes and intentions, the use of certain materials and architectural styles within community’s actual buildings, and the preservation of specific “natural” spaces for their perceived healthful qualities.

In his classic 1977 text of Marxist cultural analysis *Marxism and Literature*, Williams elucidated a theory of the relations between culture and historical materialism. He termed this approach “cultural materialism”: the study of cultural signification in terms of how its distinct material elements were historically linked to

---

33 Williams, *Keywords*; Tony Bennett, Lawrence Grossberg, and Meghan Morris, *New Keywords: A Revised Vocabulary of Culture and Society* (Hoboken: Wiley, 2013). For an introduction to the application of Williams’ “Keywords” approach to language and cultural history, see Jeff Wallace, Rod Jones and Sophie Nield, *Raymond Williams Now: Knowledge, Limits, and the Future* (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997).
capitalist relations of production. With a background in literary theory, Williams sought to place “different forms of Marxist thinking”—referring to the work of Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci, the cultural critiques of scholars from the Frankfurt School, the neo-Marxism of Lukács and Sartre, and the cultural Marxism of not only E.P. Thompson but Stuart Hall and those related to British Cultural Studies—in relation “with other forms of thinking,” opening “the subsequent way to critique and contribution” by fostering a rethinking of the dominant concepts of Marxist analysis, namely culture, language, and ideology. *Marxism and Literature* was in many ways a culmination of theoretical concepts Williams had developed over the years, specifically his uses of Gramsci to complicate economic determinist interpretations of the Marxian base-superstructure metaphor in order to study culture as sets of meanings, practices, and values “which are not merely abstract but...are organized and lived.” For Williams, culture was and is not composed of “objects” determined by an economic base, but contextual “practices” inextricably shaped by complicated material relations within hegemonic systems of power. He studied cultural signification in its historical relation to the “dominant and effective” sets of meaning and values within a particular society and time period.34

Scholar Marie Moran and others have recently interpreted Williams’ cultural materialism, beyond the scope of literary analysis, as a paradigm for studying the
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34 Raymond Williams, *Marxism and Literature* (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), 5; Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory,” 3-16. In many important ways, Williams’ explication of cultural materialism as a mode of Marxist cultural analysis was a development from his pathbreaking reconceptualization of culture as entailing “a whole way of life” in previous works. See Raymond Williams, *Culture and Society, 1780-1950* (Garden City: Anchor Books, 1960); Raymond Williams, *The Long Revolution* (Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1965). Chapter one of this dissertation is wholly devoted to explicating cultural materialism as a historical framework, so I am refraining from further providing the related source material until those pages.
“power of ideas in their material context” and the ways such ideas become articulated within the “cultural political economy of capitalism.” In Marxism and Literature, Williams framed cultural materialism as a theoretical approach based firmly within the historical materialist tradition, the apotheosis of his work studying the materiality of cultural and literary production. Moran expands this understanding, applying cultural materialism as a paradigmatic means of examining the material and productive power of cultural ideas within historical contexts. Far from Terry Eagleton’s assertion of William’s cultural materialism as more “intuitive” than cogent, Moran explicates the paradigm to show how historical ideas can be emphasized within “a materialist account of social change,” as constitutive, material elements within the social contexts of capitalist production. Cultural ideas, in other words, are not only historically constructed and culturally contingent, but are lived in dialectical relation to what Moran refers to as the “social logic of capitalism,” the “active, living and meaningful logic” mobilized by individuals and groups that “manifests, embodies, rationalises and normalises the principle of capital accumulation.” As a historical framework, this interpretation of cultural materialism allows one to study historical and cultural ideas as not only conditioned by their contexts, but serving to socially and culturally reproduced the relations of capitalism.


There is an extensive literature on “cultural materialism” that will be noted in chapter one, but for a recent introduction beyond Williams and Moran, see Jim McGuigan, Neoliberal Culture (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016).
In this dissertation, I incorporate cultural materialism as a theoretical framework for capturing the productive and material power of ideas of health and nature involved in the planning and creation of international garden city movement communities. Williams’ and subsequently Moran’s, theoretical development of cultural materialism allows an examination of how contextually interrelated cultural ideas, particularly those concerning health, nature and planned built environments/spaces of living, were not only contextually specific and imbued with relations of power, but entailed a complex mixture of what Williams called “dominant, residual, and emergent” cultural traditions and values that subsequently became interwoven in the material creation of garden cities. The framework helps resolve questions as to the historical subjectivities of garden city planners and their dialectical relation to the garden city ideals. In Moran’s interpretation of Williams’ cultural materialism, historical ideas are practices constitutive of a group or individual’s lived experience, cultural context, and relation to the capitalist mode. Since ideas are embedded within material processes of life, the individual’s subjectivity depends not just in terms of their historical laboring activities but their “ability to think about, plan and reflect on this world communicatively, that is socially, in tandem with the active laboring capacity.” As firmly rooted in the tradition of historical materialism and cultural Marxist concepts of agency and experience, cultural materialism offers a means, alternative to Althusserian structuralism, of overcoming theoretical divides between idealism and economism. Consciousness remains a fundamental concept in a cultural materialist historical analysis—though complicated and reformulated through the insight of Gramsci and
his writings on hegemony. This, in this dissertation, the study becomes how the ideas of historical thinkers and planners were transmuted into the material designs and organization of garden city communities.\(^{37}\)

This utilization of cultural materialism as a historical framework is productively complicated by the social history approaches of the embodied environmental historiography. As its central research questions concern the historical relations between contextual ideas of health, nature, and built environments, the dissertation is informed and indebted to embodied environmental histories that highlight how people historically interacted and understood their natural surroundings through embodied activities such as work, as well as how environments have often held an agentic, powerful relation to people’s lived experience.\(^{38}\) The social construction of ideas and perceptions of “nature”, as historian Carolyn Merchant demonstrates, is an issue that has long been interwoven within historical relations of power.\(^{39}\) Historian Karl Jacoby, in his study of late nineteenth and early twentieth-


century American conservation regulations, argued that people’s understandings and interactions with nature comprised a “moral ecology”, an alternative “vision of nature ‘from the bottom up’” in oppositional response to the “elite discourse” of conservation legislation. The conservation legislation is conceptualized as a kind of historically static “base” of elitist discourse in opposition to the vibrant and agentic “moral ecology” of ordinary people.\(^4\) Ideas, in other words, hold power in part because human agents make and remake their meaning throughout history, and are present and active within these processes.

This dissertation’s analysis, however, deviates from a strictly social history approach by focusing on the cultural and ideological values and meaning imbued within the design and planning of garden city communities, rather than the historically complex and contradictory subjective experiences of the residents as they actually lived within garden city communities and responded to the planning forms in their everyday activities and discourse. The spotlight here is on specifically the historical processes and the planners’ cultural ideas that became imbued within garden city plans, in order to excavate their role and idealization of the body and physical culture within those processes of imagining, designing, and planning the idealized built environments.\(^4\) By examining the historical processes and relations


\(^{41}\) In “base”, I refer to Raymond Williams’ important article on “base” and “superstructure” within Marxist cultural analysis, and how he argued for a more critical understanding of the complex processes destabilizing the determinative force of the base in relation to the superstructural. See Raymond Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory,” 3-16.
involved in the community planning, my analysis destabilizes the assumed
determinative force of “base” and “superstructural” conditions, and introduces the
role of the body and “biopolitics” within their historical imagining and emergence of
garden cities.

Regardless, as an approach formed in part from the Marxian tradition of
historical materialism, cultural materialism remains a valuable and illuminate
framework for historical and cultural analysis, particularly as it presents a productive
engagement with recent ecological Marxist reinterpretations of the Marx-Engels
canon. By ecological Marxism, I refer to contemporary theoretical reformulations of
Marx’s original writings positing that Marx’s materialist conception of history
developed in dialectical relation to a materialist conception of nature. As noted
scholar John Bellamy Foster asserts, ecological Marxism explains how “socialism has
influenced the development of ecological thought and practice, while ecology has
informed socialist thought and practice.” The relationship between materially
understanding socialism and ecology, in other words, “has been complex,
interdependent, and dialectical.” Returning to Marx’s manuscripts and assertions in
Capital of the labor processes of life as “the universal condition for the metabolic
interaction between man and nature…,” Foster and ecological Marxists conceptualize
the historical labor activities as at once social and natural processes, and people’s
incorporating ecological Marxist insight, I am able to construct a theoretical framework in one sense rooted in the tradition of Marxist historiography, yet also nuanced in its approach to nature at once cultural and material in historical and capitalist contexts. At a time in which scholars, including within PCS, follow nascent, academically fashionable theoretical reformulations—notably New Materialist theorizations of anthropocentrism, the relations between nature, culture, and the boundaries between the human and the nonhuman—Marie Moran’s and cultural scholar Jim McGuigan’s nuanced interpretations of Raymond Williams’ cultural materialism offers a useful historical framework, in tandem with ecological Marxist insight, for studying cultural ideas as dialectically linked to the material processes of life and the political economies of capitalist production, all without reifying historical constructed binaries between nature and culture, the body and environment.43

A Garden City History of “Biopolitics” and “Nostalgia”

The body figured centrally in the objectives of garden city planners and leaders, and occupies an essential position in this cultural materialist historical analysis. As they sought to redesign the relations between built environment form and embodied living for the purposes of improving the health of the urban working classes through their tools of town planning, garden city planners were ultimately idealizing a kind of healthy form of embodiment that reproduced and reified their own class, race, and gender positions as value-laden elements of the garden city community’s organization and arrangement. As the dissertation will show, these planners did not consider the politics of their own “habitus”, nor its dialectical relation to their conceptions of health, nature, and the body’s imagined role within a planned environment organized according to their values. The planners themselves were concurrently products of the bourgeois values of capitalist society and, to use Eric Hobsbawm’s words, were “subjectively pursuing strategies” with cultural ideas that were part and parcel of the capitalist ideological context. The planners presumed the healthfulness of their garden city communities in terms of how the built environments would serve as architectural and spatial alternatives to the inhumane contemporary housing conditions of urban industrial capitalism, but also as training grounds for the cultivation of “healthy” social and physical bodies.44
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44 By “habitus” I refer to Bourdieu’s concept of how the historical individual, the human agent, is simultaneously a product of societal structures and residuals from the past, but also a subjective strategizing activities and changes within a “field” of contextual relations. Bourdieu’s habitus, as Hobsbawm explained, is a concept for understanding social reproduction, a theoretical means of understanding human activities within that assumed “space” between the base and the superstructure, between humans making their own history, but in conditions generated not from their own “free will.” See Eric Hobsbawm, “Pierre Bourdieu: Critical Sociology and Social History,” *New Left Review* 101 (2016): 37-47; Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc J. D. Wacquant, *An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992); Pierre Bourdieu, *Outline of a Theory of Practice* (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1977).
health to bourgeois definitions of the ideal environment, however, such plans rested on politicized imagining of a garden city habitus: a prescribed “way of operating” instilled through the actual living and experience of the community forms, and which reproduced, rather than challenged, established forms of “healthy living.”

By planning their community layouts so as to install the deemed “proper” conditions for healthier, natural ways of living for their national populations, garden city movement planners in Britain and the United States approached each project as a “biopolitical” built environment, designed to implicitly regulate and manage everyday life through the seduction of the community’s prescribed form and its reproduction of social relations. By “biopolitics,” I refer to Italian Marxist Paolo Virno’s interpretation of Michel Foucault’s 1976 lectures on biopower at the Collège de France: a historical shift in modern power, through which political and governmental institutions sought to regulate and administer the lives of national populations: the political management of the everyday, biological processes of life, through which the maintenance people’s bodies became the subjects of modern power. It was in the late 1970s that Foucault began discussing his concept of “governmentality” as a way of understanding the rise of a political power comprised of “techniques and procedures for directing human behavior.”


discussion to emphasize how the biological processes of life came to be under the watchful eye of this political power. As biopower scholar Nikolas Rose explains, biopolitics refers to “…the task of the management of life in the name of the well-being of the population as a vital order and of each of its living subjects,” the study of how life processes are managed and regulated through various technologically-based strategies, mechanisms, and guidelines from those in positions of institutional, governmental power or coercion.\(^{47}\) This definition in indebted to a Foucauldian understanding that “a new technology of power,” a new “nondisciplinary power” emerged in by the eighteenth century, applied to “the living man, to man-as-living-being,” a “biopolitics” seeking to “rule a multiplicity of men to the extent that their multiplicity can and must be dissolved into individual bodies that can be kept under surveillance, trained, used, and, if need be, punished.” As scholar Thomas Lenke explains, the history of intellectual discourse on biopolitics and biopolitical strategies stretches at least to late nineteenth-century Europe, and was subsequently used by such regimes as German National Socialism to promote eugenics and racial hygiene objectives and naturalize national populations as “self-enclosed communities with a common genetic heritage.” Biopolitical scholars, following the work of Foucault, Virno, Rose, Thomas Lenke and others, utilize the concept for historical critique: to study how institutions/groups in power in history aimed to regulate and manage the biological and life processes of populations.\(^{48}\)


In this dissertation, I utilize a Foucauldian-based conception of “biopolitics,” drawn from his works on biopower and governmentality, in order to study the complex ways garden city planning sought to create and structure their built environments with particular, prescribed environmental, aesthetic, and physical cultural relations between material elements (for example, architecture, planned park or open space, organized sporting spaces and playgrounds) so as to create the conditions for the cultivation and development of ideal, healthy bodies. This particular deployment of biopolitics expands from feminist and bioethics literatures, in which scholars use the conceptual approach to interrogate not only institutional surveillance of bodies and the transformation of biological processes as objects of governmental regulation, but the reproduction of bodily surveillance through everyday practices (social and physical cultural) that require citizens themselves to police their own subjectivities.49 The benefit in operationalizing biopolitics within my dissertation’s analysis, alongside with prescribed forms of physical culture, is it allows me to study the complexity of cultural forms implanted into the plans for


garden cities and their utility as the planners sought the structuring of particular suburban and environmental spaces and social and biological maintenance of decentralized urban populations through modern and romanticized forms of activity and interaction with natural landscapes.

Such interpretations of biopolitics are engendered from a Foucauldian conception of modern power, entailing, using Nancy Fraser’s words, “local, continuous, productive, capillary, and exhaustive,” strategies to objectify, administer, predict, and prescribe people’s everyday activities.\(^{50}\) It is a productive power, Foucault argued, because it induces “contextually-specific ways of knowing”: it persuades people, provides forms and markers of identity.\(^{51}\) This kind of modern power, in other words, expresses itself through “disciplinary institutions” with the objective of micromanaging the everyday, minute iterations of the “social body”: the regulation of whole populations and national entities rather than distinct individuals.

In its historical location, the international garden city movement straddles between what Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri call the historical epochs of “Disciplinary Society” and “Society of Control.” By this I mean the planning of garden cities entailed mechanisms of modern power illustrative of “Disciplinary Society”—the use of institutions such as schools, universities, hospitals, and prisons to regulate social


customs and regulate behavior—by relying on the centralized, yet locally specific positions of the planners to prescribe and design the built environment and structure its healthful aspects. Yet, as the dissertation will show, by prescribing each garden city as a “healthy” and socially and biologically regenerative built environment, the planners employed biopolitical regulatory practices of the “Society of Control” period: life as “an object of power” and biopolitical strategies as reproducing life and the relations of power. Indeed, their structuring of garden cities as products of architectural modernity resulted in each planned community functioning as a “project of subject formation…the molding and shaping of subjectivity understood as life…”

The planning of material garden communities was at once the planning of healthy bodies, linking such biopolitical strategies to the power relations of historical contexts—as Foucault wrote, “[power relations] invest [the body], mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out task, to perform ceremonies, to emit signs…”

Garden city planners mobilized biopolitical strategies within the community projects through a “nostalgia” of an imagined past: a contradiction conjoining “pre-industrial” and “modern” arrangements through the restoration of healthy physical and social conditions. In other words, the planners’ expression of their ideal healthy embodiments, through their community plans, synthesized the tension between their engagement with modern conditions of life and their idealization of pre-industrial social and environmental spaces of living. By “nostalgia,” I refer to scholar Ruth Austin Miller’s definition: a “mode of engagement with the world that allows thought

---

and life to coexist” through a “sentimental yearning for a unitary, imagined past that promises, in turn, a flat, disengaged, and impossible future…” Miller’s conception of nostalgia allows me to see it as an emboldening element with a modern biopolitical strategy, serving as a cultural bridge between the seemingly contradictory realms of thought and material practice. As Stephanie Coontz explains, nostalgic longing to return to some mythical lost “golden age” have historically been attempts to resuscitate traditional, gender-bound practices and values as “an ahistorical amalgam of structures, values, and behaviors that never coexisted in the same time and place.”53 Within this dissertation, the planners’ particular sense of pastoral “nostalgia”—longings to use the power of modern planning and technology to return people to feminized “natural” and bucolic spaces as an antidote for the discontents of modern urban life—imbued their planning strategies and calibrated their allegiance to particular “naturally healthy” spaces of nature so that their biopolitical objectives transmuted into material community layouts, architectural regulations, and imaginings of embodiment.54 By cloaking their biopolitical aims with nostalgic yearnings for an invented past of bodily health and unity with nature—often an invented past closely aligned to national narratives of health and empire—garden city planning “hid” their mechanisms of power under backward-looking critiques of

industrial capitalism and its effects on national health.\textsuperscript{55} This historical process did not necessarily “determine” the future behaviors of residents—as Norbert Elias explained, cultural habits and behaviors are not historically determined by some central power core, but are rather integral to historical processes influenced in some form by power structures—but rather served as an ideological glue holding together the regulatory intentions of modern biopower with the desire to control community design and health standards so as to reproduce dominant, historically-based racial nationalist conceptions of health and ideal national livelihoods.\textsuperscript{56}

A “Spatialized” Garden City Biopolitics

The “nostalgic biopolitics” of garden city planners functioned as a kind of town planning strategy, as the planners and movement proponents imagined and structured the social spaces and practices of the new communities, imbuing their form with culturally constructed values of health, nature, and what constitutes natural living. For this approach to space, I conceptualize planned built environments (such as garden cities) as, in the words of urban scholar Peter Ambrose, “dynamic” forms that constantly undergo “purposeful” changes ranging from the “barely perceptible and inevitable” to the “very dramatic contentious.” Garden city discourse on space, as David Pinder reminds us, was essentially a discourse for what Michel De Certeau called a “Concept City”: a “city” founded upon its own “utopian and urbanistic

\textsuperscript{55} Foucault wrote in his \textit{History of Sexuality} how modern power’s “success is proportional to its ability to hide its own mechanisms.” See Foucault, \textit{The History of Sexuality} (New York: Vintage Books, 1985), 86.

“discourse” that produces the space and seeks to subdue “the physical, mental, and political pollutions” threatening to “compromise” the urban vision’s rationale and layout.\(^5\) The body figured centrally within this history of spatial production, but it also requires a correlated theoretical understanding of how space comes to be produced in historical capitalist societies.

The planning and structuring of planned communities in garden city history occurred in a historically contingent and politicized process dialectically related to the contextual mode and relations of production. The Marxist philosopher Henri Lefebvre recognized space as, borrowing the words of PCS scholar Michael Friedman, “not a neutral object of Cartesian depictions,” but one that dialectically structures and is structured by social and power relations. By unpacking the spatial dimensions of social relationships, Lefebvre illustrated how the historical processes of producing space are inevitably linked to relations of production and the reproduction of social relationships through the organization and regulation of spatial practices (the construction of built environments and the prescription of deemed “healthy” activities bolstered by the environment’s form).\(^5\) Geographer Neil Smith expanded from Lefebvre’s theoretical vantage point, explaining how, in placing understandings of natural environments in historical context, the “development of the

---


material landscape presents itself as a process of the production of nature”: the “production of nature” is fused with the production of space as themselves historical processes under capitalism.59

With the works of Lefebvre, Smith and Williams expanding from Marxist historical analyses of capitalist production, Williams’ cultural materialism can be seen as complicating Lefebvre’s and Smith’s explications by offering a theoretically-guided, historically-minded approach for sifting through the complex and often contradictory ideas, values and traditions of cultural signification that become material imbued in the production of “natural” and “healthy” environments. Spaces, specifically garden city-inspired planned communities, can subsequently be studied as simultaneously historical, cultural and spatial phenomena structured by and reproducing social relationships that entail complex, materially-relevant cultural meaning.60 Placing Williams’ cultural materialism in conversation with Lefebvre and Smith allows the dissertation to conceptualize cultural production in tandem with spatial production and the study of nature as a historical construction, allowing me as the author to then focus on the cultural articulation of bio-political strategies and


60 I do not want to jump ahead in my explanation of Williams’ cultural materialism, as the notions of “dominant, residual, and emergent” cultural forms are explained in detail in chapter one. It is enough, for now, to say that Williams’ notions explain the complexity of cultural forms and the ways cultural meaning often entail contradictory forms. The reader can find Williams’ discussion of all of this in Marxism and Literature. See Williams, Marxism and Literature, 121-7.
constructions of ideas of race, gender and nationalism as themselves embedded within and shaped by and shaping cultural/spatial practices.\textsuperscript{61}

Environmental historians Neil Maher and Matthew Klingle have offered useful spatial concepts for representing the historical interactions between society, culture, and nature as they have emerged within social experience. Their historical concepts of “landscape” and “place”, though applied to particular analyses of New Deal social welfare programs and the environmental history of Seattle, aid this dissertation by providing an understanding of how the spatial production of power is often entangled in both sociocultural and environmental relationships in ways that interweave historical memory with the planning of space. Landscape, for Maher, is a means of seeing human interactions with natural environments (through the prism of work and human laboring activities) as a fusion of social construction and ecology, and the natural world as at once tangibly natural elements (such as trees and soil) as well as entities imbued with socially construction of nature. Klingle’s conception of place, following geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, sees spaces of living as created by human agents and imbued with socially and historically-constructed meaning; as spatial practices where people’s memories and perceptions help organize the meaning of the space itself.\textsuperscript{62} Indeed, the defining of a “place,” as Doreen Massey reminds us,


involves the contesting of identities and the shaping of space through social relations. Both landscape and place inform the dissertation’s conceptualization of the planned community / built environment as at root historical constructions in relation to natural environments, as well as imbued with cultural meaning imparted through the strategies, guidelines and tools of town planners, designers and architects. Though the materiality of a nostalgic biopolitical ideals represents the central focus of analysis, understanding historical garden city communities as historically constructed places, shaped by human interactions, perceptions and ideas of nature, allows the dissertation to pursue an analysis that is at once natural, spatial, cultural and biopolitical.

Understanding the construction of space as contextually linked to cultural production and the (re)production of capitalist relations concurrently means that, at the experiential level of historical analysis, the designing of space and the real practices in constructing preconceived built environments were inherently imbued with social and power relations. More than seeing designed “objects” as simply communicating some form of cultural meaning, the producing and designing of space is an act of cultural politics. Indeed, as Richard White succinctly put it, “Planning is an exercise of power…” Garden city and greenbelt communities were ultimately spatial practices fashioned by values and ideas of idyllic space and landscape, with

---

65 White, The Organic Machine, 64.
the organization of space conducted through instruments of design. This entails not only the underlying understanding of the dialectical relation between and the expressions of modern subjectivities, but of the embedded relations of power between planner, space, and imagined built environment. As urban design scholar Willow Lung-Amam explains, though community design standards and guidelines can appear as ideologically neutral mechanisms, they are imbued with social and cultural norms and expectations of what constitutes “good” or “appropriate” design. As cultural meanings and ideals become naturalized through design policies, they subsequently serve to privilege one cultural group’s sense of place and the meanings prescribed through the design guidelines governing the community’s development. It is more than understanding modern designing as entangled within social and historical contexts, but that the designed becomes an expression of social and cultural politics. The task becomes to scrutinize the social and cultural values and meaning contained within the designs of garden city communities in their productive relation to culture, nature and capitalism.66

Moreover, just as community designs and guidelines are irrevocably linked to the social and cultural politics of their historical contexts, such processes of planning spaces as healthy built environments entails power relationships, through which the planners reproduce social and cultural relationships by preconceiving and organizing the community form with contextually-specific ideas of proper planning and what

should happen in structured spaces. This kind of planning of space into a structured form entails a process of coercion and an enacting of spatial control, as it requires developing a planning strategy for structuring specific spaces so that residents will be persuaded to perform certain activities and see their living spaces as sites of particular cultural meaning. As scholar Kim Dovey writes, “The built environment frames everyday life by offering certain spaces for programmed action, while closing other possibilities.”67 Regardless of the intentions of garden city planners, their designs, guidelines, and regulations for garden city environments ultimately entailed wielding a planner’s power in organizing and creating the meaning of the built environment, correspondingly legitimizing their desires, vision, and cultural values as they related to the planned community. Just as urban planning has historically been utilized for accomplishing European colonizing objectives of spatial control in places such as colonial Africa, as well as the mobilizing of community models for British imperial objectives, garden city planning is understood in this dissertation as a historical issue involving the (re)production of power relationships through the particular structuring and imbuing of spaces with cultural values.68 As this dissertation argues, if the history of international garden city movement planning was anything, it was at root the mobilization of bourgeois cultural constructions of health and nature and the

idealization of healthy bodies for the purposes of creating communities designed to biopolitically manage life and symbolize nostalgic visions ideal health through the “seduction” of the garden city prescribed form. The power to plan a garden city entailed the power to transmute bourgeois conceptions of health, nature, and urban and rural life into actual communities designed for “healthy living.”

Chapter Overview

The first chapter reviews the dissertation’s particular theoretical framework informed by theories of cultural materialism, ecological Marxism, and modern biopower, considering the important elements and potential historiographical problems in utilizing them towards examining the nostalgic biopolitics of garden city planning. I argue that recent interpretations of Raymond Williams’ cultural materialist approach to historical analysis—the study of “dominant,” “residual,” and “emergent” cultural ideas and forms of cultural signification in terms of their productive power and hegemonic relation to modes of capitalist production—offer a useful framework for capturing the ways garden city planners sought to build their communities by turning their idealized visions of healthy living into “practical,” material community and physical cultural forms. Combined recent ecological Marxist reinterpretations of capitalist alienation as a historical process concerns the body’s “metabolic” relation with not only labor but natural environments, this

Kim Dovey conceptualizes “seduction” as a form of power, a “practice which manipulates the interests and desires of the subject.” The concept affords a means of seeing how the built form can shape people’s perception and cognition of architecture and the organized built environment. See Dovey, Framing Places, 11-12.
framework allows me to highlight the ways planned forms of biopower and biopolitics materialized through the designs, planning strategies, and guidelines of garden city planners. I begin my historical analysis by elucidating my theoretical framework in order to render transparent and reflect on the historical concepts and theoretical tools and lens employed within the historical analysis. This is not argue that my dissertation values theoretical constructs over the “clues” of lived experience I studied through my historical research, but rather to enrich the political and cultural complexity of the historical contexts and dialectically relate my own processes of representing the garden city planning past with this historical narrative.\textsuperscript{70} The dissertation embraces, rather than bypasses, the insight of deconstructionist critiques of historiography and narrative representation, and uses chapter one to make my authorial processes of historical representation unconcealed.

Chapters two and four trace the embodied and physical cultural dimensions of garden city movement ideas in their British and American contexts, with chapter two focusing specifically on the cultural ideas of Sir Ebenezer Howard, the British stenographer and social reformer that garden city historians credit as the “inventor” of the internationally influential English garden city model, and chapter four dedicated to the particular cultural ideas of health, nature, and physical culture held by the planners, architects, and social thinkers associated with the Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA), the organization arguably most responsible for the incorporation of garden city movement ideas within American town planning.

\textsuperscript{70} “Clues” here refers to Italian historian Carlo Ginzburg’s discussion of clues and myths in relation to historical analysis. See Carlo Ginzburg, \textit{Clues, Myths, and the Historical Method} (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989).
Garden city historians have long framed Howard as a kind of historical sponge, a man whose penchant and curiosity for radical social ideas and passion for reforming the contemporary national crises of urban overcrowding and rural depopulation led him to absorb a multitude of social, scientific and religious ideas that he subsequently incorporated in his 1898 garden city treatise *To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform*. As the self-proclaimed promoter of the movement in the United States, RPAA planners embraced, expanded, and refashioned garden city ideas, while incorporating their own unique approach to regional planning, within a particular early twentieth-century context of concern for not only urban congestion and overdevelopment, but the ordering of regional landscapes in relation to suburban built environments for the rational maintaining of white, middle class social arrangements and access to “natural” recreation. I interrogate the cultural milieu and contexts through which Howard and the American planners and architects of the RPAA developed their garden city ideas, focusing in chapter two on the body politics and problematic conceptions of health and nature that permeated nineteenth-century Victorian discourse on urbanity and the virtues of rural life, as well as the ways his garden city vision crystallized as a biopolitical strategy for the regeneration and regulation of British working class bodies. The goal of both chapters is to lay the historical groundwork for viewing the garden city movement as a movement that not only sought to address issues of social and biological health, but the regeneration and management of working class life, furthering ideologies of eugenics, racial nationalism, and modern, “civilized’ physical culture in its quest to garner public and capital support.
Chapters three and five examine the complex incorporation of garden city movement ideas on health, nature, and physical culture through the creation of the first English garden city at Letchworth in 1903, and the RPAA’s experiments in community planning in the 1920s at Sunnyside, New York and Radburn, New Jersey. Chapter three studies how the planning of Letchworth became a biopolitical strategy for the social and physical regeneration of British working class bodies, entailing a contradiction between the planners’ nostalgia for pastoral and agricultural laboring pursuits and living arrangements and their intentions to restore such relations through modern technologies and planning. The planners’ idealization of the healthy body and healthy physical culture functioned as a means of synthesizing this contradiction of modern and anti-modern objectives, by allowing for the prescription of spaces (such as an encircling belt of preserved agricultural land) where pastoral labor could be reinvigorated, as well as organized sporting and physical cultural practices within the community that reproduced bourgeois social relations. Chapter five examines the RPAA’s plans and activities for wide scale regional planning with their incorporation of English garden city town designs, studying their embracing and reconfiguring of the garden city model in relation to their advocacy or regional projects such as conservationist and planner Benton MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail. The point of chapter five is to highlight the biopolitical and nostalgic sensibility of RPAA town planning, as they laid out garden city-inspired planned communities with structured spaces for modern, landscaped leisure, recreation, and physical cultural practices, but with the overall goal of integrating the communities with an entirely redeveloped
region imagined in part through a nostalgia for the recreational and physical cultural healthfulness of wilderness spaces.

My objective is not necessarily to question much of the predominant historical understanding within garden city historiography, but rather to introduce and weave their biopolitical and physical cultural dimensions within the overall narrative of the garden city’s emergence. Hopefully, the dissertation will persuade the reader to view the history of garden cities as a biopolitical history of spatial and environmental planning: historical contexts of a reformist nostalgia for the physical cultural qualities of particular natural landscapes as much as a history of the emergence of an influential community model with the development of modern urban planning and public health policies.
Chapter One: Cultural Materialism-Ecological Marxism
Magnet: A Theoretical Framework for Studying Garden City Biopolitics

In the history of the international garden city movement, town planners prescribed an ideal, yet materiality residential life (i.e., physically living in planned garden city community) by first imagining, through cultural ideas and discourses concerning health and nature, how a preconceived, modern built environment could provide the ideal conditions for healthy bodies and healthy living. The historical process through which the early twentieth-century garden city communities were designed and created emerged from the nostalgia-laden visions of the planners, architects, and leaders of the movement, from their incorporation of preceding and interrelated cultural ideas on ideal living, and from the relations between the individuals, the cultural ideas, and the sociocultural milieu of their existence. Yet, in this context of planners seeking to control and regulate the “modern” urban experience and urban subjects through the structuring of a particular built environment form as a new kind of spatial, architectural, and material “order,” their production of space entailed a dialectical, nostalgic imagining of “pre-modern” or “pre-industrial” bodies that in turn helped define how each new garden city would resolve the bodily effects of the adjacent “overcrowded” or “congested” urban environment.71 The material “order” of each garden city was shaped by an ideational

nostalgia of nature and embodied subjectivity that simultaneously drew from an invented past and mobilized the tools of modern (bio)power.

In these imaginings, what a garden city planner or architect visualized as constituting a healthier, more natural and ideal way of living was circumscribed by the social and cultural forms and traditions within the contexts of their enunciation: they were inevitably ideas of living shaped by intersecting and determining issues of class, race, gender, imperialism, and corresponding moral ethos. In the creation of English garden cities such as the first at Letchworth, community planners reinforced an idealization of the traditional English countryside villages as the apotheosis of healthy British living in stark opposition to the condition of the nation’s crowded and overdeveloped urban centers. When such garden city ideas were culturally exchanged across the Atlantic and incorporated within American contexts of urban congestion, agrarian destitution, and national unemployment, they became central to wielding the tools of modern town planning for the purposes of planning communities as material and biopolitical spaces. The planning of garden city and greenbelt communities in early twentieth century Britain and the United States represents a history in which the boundaries between the cultural and materials blurred as the planners’ mobilized cultural ideas regarding health, nature and ideal embodiment in the service of modern town planning objectives and the biopolitical reformation of the urban environment.

When garden city and greenbelt planners designed communities according to their constructed conceptions of health and naturally healthy environments, the historical processes were at once cultural and material, with the tools of modern town planning
planning mobilizing the power of cultural ideas within historical and material contexts. As a result, it quickly became apparent that studying historical garden city planning discourse would require a theoretical framework capable of relating cultural ideas, beliefs, customs and traditions concerning the body, nature, built environments and healthy living to processes of material production under capitalism. In this chapter, I explicate the historical-theoretical framework I have employed throughout my dissertation, reflecting, along the way, on the inevitable historiographical issues and political problematics that arise in constructing a historical representation of the garden city past via narrative form. The framework has been shaped by the general principles of what cultural scholar Raymond Williams denoted as “cultural materialism”: “the analysis of all forms of signification, including quite centrally writing, within the actual means and conditions of their production.” Conducting a cultural materialist history of garden city planning affords me an ability to do a nuanced historical analysis within the Marxist tradition of historical materialism that is at the same time a Marxian analysis of culture that subverts preceding economic determinist interpretations of Marx’s base-superstructure metaphor.72 As this chapter will discuss, cultural materialism remains highly useful as a method of analyzing cultural ideas within the material processes of historical capitalism.73 By outlining cultural materialism as a historical-theoretical framework, the chapter showcases how the dissertation is both conscious of the forms, theories, and concepts employed for

---

72 Williams, “Marxism, Structuralism and Literary Analysis,” 51-66.
73 By “historical capitalism,” I refer to Immanuel Wallerstein’s conception of a capitalism as a historical and contextual system. This forces the author to approach capitalism in terms of its historical origins and development, rather than as a fixed system with unchanging properties and relations. See Immanuel Wallerstein, Historical Capitalism (London: Verso, 1983).
historical study, and designed to reveal how the cultural ideas of garden city planners were part and parcel of the material and contextual processes through which the planned communities emerged.

The use of cultural materialism as my framework for historical analysis immediately raises historiographical issues, as it causes my dissertation to function as what historian Alun Munslow calls a “constructionist” mode of history: a representation of the past that uses social theories to “construct” and interpret historical materials within an explanatory frameworks.⁷⁴ Such issues are compounded by this dissertation’s use of a framework rooted in the Marxist historical materialist tradition to study historical thought that integrated ideas of health, natural spaces, and planned communities through an embodied idealization of healthy living. For how does such a historical framework, informed primarily by the tradition of cultural Marxism, conceptualize and highlight ideas related to nature, health and embodiment without subsuming them under the category of culture, all the while aligning with the postmodern questioning of the historical narrative as an objective representation of past contexts? I respond to this issue by bolstering my cultural materialist framework through recent insight from works in ecological Marxism—which posit nature’s centrality in the material conditions of human existence—and by being purposely self-reflexive and conscious of adjoining the presentist politics of historical writing with the creation of constructionist, cultural materialist history. The fusing of ecological Marxist and cultural materialism insight, I argue, results in the creation of a theoretical lens that views the processes of culture, the realm of ideals,

and understandings of people’s constructed relations to natural environments as inseparable from the contextual and material relations of capitalism. Much like Ebenezer Howard’s elucidation of his Garden City model as a “Town-Country Magnet,” I present my historical-theoretical framework as a kind of “Cultural Materialism-Ecological Marxism Magnet,” through which I study the productive power of cultural ideas and the materiality of conceptions of “nature” within one framework. My goal through this chapter is to discuss how I used my cultural materialist-ecological Marxist framework to capture the material consequences of garden city and planning discourses, and their role in the shaping of town and regional planning as modern biopolitical strategies in the service of power.

I Admit it, Alun: this is a Constructionist Historical Representation

If we acknowledge from the outset historian Keith Jenkins’ contention that the mode of “history” and the things we call “the past” are interrelated, yet importantly distinct entities—that “History as discourse is thus in a different category to that which it discourses about, that is, the past and history are different things”—it follows to question and critically reflect on the process by which I have come to represent the past through my historical writing within this dissertation. This begins a process of self-awareness requiring me as “author” to acknowledge, first, that conceptually the idea of “History” is a, as Robert J.C. Young and Louis Althusser put it, a “problematical concept” in relation to notions of rationality, intentionality and the totality of social change, and in reproducing the Eurocentric logic of its mode of
operation. Second, it allows me to accept and consider that what I have written in this dissertation is, using Munslow’s words, what I have “discursively created - discoursed...'the-past-as-history'. “ The historian, in other words, “constitutes rather than discovers the meaning of ‘the past’.” Such a critical reflection on the production of history should then extend to reflecting on the form in which the past is being represented, bringing to light the building implements of the historiography’s theoretical framework and how it will be developed and mobilized: the means through which the past has been studied, interpreted and understood prior to its organization within the dissertation’s form as a historical representation. This is motivated by previous arguments, made by historians such as Mark Poster, that the historical discipline has been effectively “shattered into countless splinters” of methodologies and objects of study, leading to an “incoherence of historical writing” “caused by the absence of theoretical reflection by the practitioners of social history.” My primary aim in this section is to unpack and productively ruminate as to why exposing the form of my own historical representation is of corresponding importance to my subsequent choice of representing of the past contexts of the international garden city movement through a decidedly and foundationally Marxist framework or analysis, and why an authorial consciousness of the prefigured form of

75 Robert J.C. Young, White Mythologies: Writing History and the West (New York: Routledge, 1990), 35, 55.
77 Poster made this argument in Chapter Three of his book Foucault, Marxism, and History. I derive the quotations from an online version of the book, so unfortunately I was unable to ascertain the exact page numbers. See Mark Poster, Foucault, Marxism, and History: Mode of Production versus Mode of Information (New York: Polity Press, 1984).
my historical narrative is not necessarily completely antithetical to a devoutly Marxist historical representation when the contemporary politics of the author is rendered apparent and visible.

For my dissertation, I operate from an understanding of historical writing as a practice through which the historian-author mediates their own present imaginations with the past reality discerned from available and surviving primary source evidence; their history is a means through which the researcher translates consulted remnants of the past into an understandable account of past reality. In overall perspective, this mean I am philosophically aligned with some of the central tenets of the “deconstructionist” approach to historical writing, in which the form of writing and conveyance is an essential component in the historian’s ability to create meaning from their interpretation of the past. It is this gap between the past and its historical representation that suggests the necessity for the historian to be conscious of the ways they have constructed historical meaning through how they examined surviving documents and fragments of the past and organized these fragments into a coherent historical account. 78 Unlike previous methodologically qualitative Physical Cultural Studies dissertations, in which the presence of the researchers’ own bodies within fields of sociological or ethnographic observation affords them an opportunity to critically reflect on how their embodied subjectivity was embedded within their field of research, the historian’s relation to the representation of past reality and the

78 See Munslow, Deconstructing History, 61-81.
creation of a historical narrative is perhaps the predominant performance of embodied research subjectivity requiring critical reflection.\textsuperscript{79}

Arguably the predominant mode of literary representation within the professional historical discipline remains the narrative, what Munslow defines as a “structure of explanation used to account for the occurrence of events and human actions.” I’m approaching “narrative” terminologically in a broad sense, and follow Munslow’s approach: at root, a “semantic innovation” (to insert French philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s useful phrase) in which the historian conveys their “written report”, based on their study of surviving documentation concerning a past reality, all within a foundationally literary form organized by the historian-author. In this perspective, the narrative is essential as the form through which a historians presents an explanation of a past topic. By defining and introducing the narrative in this manner, I seek to display mine own and touch upon the general historiographical process of meaning creation. Such a conscious acknowledgment of the form of the dissertation allows me to scrutinize, rather than unconsciously assume, some of the reasons why I, like everyday people, am treating historical time as largely rectilinear and not circular.\textsuperscript{80}


\textsuperscript{80} Munslow, \textit{Deconstructing History}, 1, 3-4, 201; Paul Ricoeur, \textit{Time and Narrative, Volume 1} (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990), ix.
There is a large, illuminating literature addressing theories of the narrative form, the dialectic between language and practice, and the politicized, ideological and homological relations between its form and the representation of past reality. I do not attempt to synthesize various historians’ arguments and debates on the subject here. To date, there remains much contentious discussion within the historical profession regarding the narrative form and the meaning of its use in the conveyance of the past. Historians such as David Carr have countered Alun Munslow’s described disconnect between the narrative form and the accurate conveyance of past reality, offering that there is a continuity between the narrative form and human experience found in factors as the development of communities—in which they articulate the plural subject “we” (as opposed to “I”). For the purposes of historiographical transparency and understanding the relation between theory and the representation of past realities, however, it remains useful to acknowledge that such representations through historical writing involves the use of some literary form to convey meaning through the historical account.


The dissertation approaches the question of the historical narrative in this way so as to acknowledge and render transparent the ways in which the history has been “prefigured” through its form. By prefiguration, I refer to how the historians chooses to conceptualize a historical domain before deploying certain theoretical tools in order to explain the knowledge’s meaning. My present historical domain is the international garden city movement and the chosen years of contexts I have sought to study. Hayden White argues that such historiographical prefiguring is a poetic act in that the form of prefiguring, if the past is being represented through a narrative, can be characterized by a literary mode. White identified four modes of prefiguring in his study of nineteenth-century European historical consciousness—metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and irony—but argued that such prefiguring can take any number of forms based on the historian’s act. But the point is that such prefigurative strategies, on the part of historians, exposes the nature of historical writing and how modes of historical consciousness involve linguistic strategies to organize the empirical field in order to explain its contents through specific theories.83

Such arguments on the representational nature of the historical narrative are revisited here in order to help explain the significance of revealing from the outset the chosen positionality of the dissertation’s mode of representation and framework for imagining and conceptualizing the garden city past. By calling my dissertation a “representation” of the garden city planning past, I do not assume or take for granted the correspondence between my form of linguistic expression (the narrative) and the

---

“explanatory, ideological and political” reasons involved in my method of historical interpretation. Following F.R. Ankersmit, by using the vocabulary of historical representation, I can “account not only for the details of the past but also for the way these details have been integrated within the totality of the historical narrative.”

Second, it forces me, as the author, to recognize the practice and writing of a historical narrative as a “cultural practice”: a distinctly relativist, contextual activity functioning as a discourse about the past and constructed through the language of a human author who is inevitably contoured by their own cultural and ideological station. Second, it cause the historian to see language as ideological infected, and history as “statements of power” involved the transference of socially construction signification as an objective representation of the past. This allows me to present my theories, methods, and approaches as politically transparent, deliberately chosen, and linked to my own personal and political contexts. My act of creating historical meaning through language becomes a contextualized performance because I am transforming a set of real events into a particular form.

The Political Intentions of a Constructionist Historical Narrative

The particular politics of my particular constructionist history, and the relationship between my own present position as the subjective author and my chosen form and prefiguring of the historical narrative, are issues that I acknowledge and

wish not to submerge within my present practice. After all, as those at the CCCS explained, historians have entered a period “when the political credentials of historical practice are more openly recognized.”86 By relating my authorial positionality and politics to my historical practice, I do not presume the separation between the historical meaning of my dissertation and my own positionality as the author and arbiter of the history, thereby helping to prevent my dissertation from reproducing the Western Enlightenment-inspired dualism between subject and object and the Kantian understanding that objective reality exists independent of the knowing subject of the historian.87 Introducing this discussion of historical writing as a cultural practice and discourse about the past is not meant to deviate the reader’s attention from the historical topic of garden cities but to expose my choice of pursuing a decidedly cultural materialist history of garden cities and link it to my personal alignment with the politics of Raymond Williams’ theories and approach to studying history and culture. After all, as the history scholars at the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) rightfully asserted, “History and politics are fundamentally connected.”88 This transparency of method, thus, exposes my authorial process of historical creation, moving it beyond assuming a necessary correspondence between the form of historical writing and its direct transmittance of past reality, and towards a comprehensive unpacking of the politicized concepts, theories and frameworks in my historical explanation of the garden city past. The

88 Johnson et al, Making Histories, 7.
historical-theoretical framework becomes intertwined with the historical analysis itself and becomes a whole political project designed to study the corporeal politics of a built environment form that remains highly relevant and salient within contemporary political and cultural discourse.  

While historical writing can, therefore, be seen as a politically and ideologically contaminated cultural practice—exemplified through the work of White, Munslow, Joan Scott and other historians of the “linguistic turn”—the liberation of the historian from “that noble dream” of historical objectivity energizes rather than restricts the motivations of a decidedly Marxist historical dissertation. This is due to the opportunity, afforded by the deconstruction of the writing of history as an ideologically-neutral act, to consciously acknowledge and bring to the surface the political heritages and dimensions of my chosen theories, concepts, and framework. The question of my historical-theoretical framework and concepts become as much about my chosen form of historical writing and interpretation as their compatibility with the historical topic and contexts. The historian becomes avowedly political in that, to use the words of the late Howard Zinn, they “begin to turn their intellectual energies to the urgent problems of our time” without burying.


such impulses under the guise of notions of historical objectivity. The act of historical writing becomes enmeshed in the political implications of its incorporation historical and social theories, and strives to serve as a “political intervention”, following an approach articulated by, for example, Raymond Williams and those of the British New Left in their *May Day Manifesto* of 1968. It is important to remember that Munslow’s exposition of the predominant approaches employed by historians was part of his overall inquiry into whether historical practice can be an objective and neutral endeavor of studying the past, reinforcing Hayden White’s previous arguments on the prefigurative and socially constructed nature of historical inquiry. Hayden White himself, in *Metahistory*, consciously cast his book in the ironic prefigurative mode, thereby buttressing his own arguments by including his own present writing into his critique of how histories cast themselves in literary modes. In recognizing my historical writing as a performative cultural practice, I expose my chosen framework to its own particular context, politics, and relevant relations of power, and make it an integral component of the totality of my historical analysis.

My compulsion to write a historical narrative arises as part of my study of the garden city past because of the apparentness, within previous garden city historiography, of what English literature scholar Frank Kermode called “essence of our explanatory fictions”: the “making sense” of the world through seeing historical

---

time as rectilinear and the existence of a beginning, middle, and end within human experience. Reading their works, most garden city historians locate the beginning (or “rise”, or “emergence”) of garden city history more or less in the writings and ideas of the Sir Ebenezer Howard and his 1898 publication To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform. From Howard’s articulation of what was to constitute a garden city, the narrative generally follows the construction of garden city communities in Britain, the transferring of ideas to the United States and internationally, and the influence of garden ideals until their relative decline with the arrival of Post-World War II “new towns” and suburbanization. This represents a general narrative structure of the twentieth-century “life” of the garden city movement.  

I do not necessarily bring this up to question the significance of Howard and his book in catalyzing the promotion and creation of garden city communities and ideals. Rather, I seek to use the garden city narrative structure to my advantage by accepting the historical incompleteness of my dissertation, focusing on specific historical questions of embodiment, nature, and cultural materiality rather than attempt to reconstruct the totality of the garden city past. Consciously using the narrative structure already in place in garden city historiography allows the flexibility to examine specific questions through a theorized historical framework.

The question then becomes: what theories can (or should?) be employed to make sense of the historical concepts, contexts, and processes of the garden city past?

---

94 Frank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending: Studies in the Theory of Fiction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 35-6; All of the works to which I refer here will be cited and discussed in subsequent chapters. For a few examples from the literature, see Stanley Buder, Visionaries & Planners; vii; Liora Bigon and Yossi Katz, eds., Garden Cities and Colonial Planning: Transnationality and Urban Ideas in Africa and Palestine (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2014);
Though it may at first glance seem contrary to the conventional historical method to elucidate a theoretical approach as a precursor to studying the reality of past experience, we should remember the fruitfulness in studying the complex relations between the use of theory and the study of history. Even as he embarked on a vigorous defense of historical inquiry through such works as *The Poverty of Theory*, E.P. Thompson argued that theory is not separate from historical practice and methodology, “as if you can keep the theory inside a locked drawer in the desk.”95 For Thompson, his understanding of historical materialist inquiry required the historian to give persistent attention to their “lines of theoretical supply,” particularly to defend contextual contingency and agency against idealist attacks on historical empiricism. The knowledge obtained through historical materialism, Thompson argued, is always a “developing knowledge…a provisional and approximate knowledge with many silences and impurities” that arises from the “dialogue” between theory and historical practice.96 Such theories and frameworks for historical study are not intended to fit historical knowledge into a preconceived model. To the contrary, for Thompson the theoretical tools of historical materialism were to enhance the study of historical agency, and historical concepts “display extreme elasticity and allow for great irregularity” in how they generate knowledge from evidence from past contexts.97 Discussing the theoretical framework in its relation to the historical practice thereby serves to illuminate the complexity and contradictory nature of historical concepts and, as a result, the complexity of past social experience.

96 Thompson, *The Poverty of Theory*, 2, 62, 68.
So, Why Choose Cultural Materialism?

As I began to read the historiography of garden cities and the reformist intentions of the movement, the narratives kept reminding me of Marxist scholar Marshall Berman’s *All That is Solid Melts Into Air*. Every time I read and re-read Sir Ebenezer Howard’s *To-morrow*, I couldn’t help but relate Howard’s ideas, and his seeming desire to merge the conditions and amenities of town and country within one reformed, modern built environment as an attempt to solve the crises of urban overcrowding and rural degradation, with Berman’s explication of “modern concerns” as the simultaneous “will to change—to transform themselves and their world—and a terror of disorientation and disintegration, of life falling apart.” To experience modernity, Berman wrote, “is to live a life of paradox and contradiction”: to be overpowered by institutions and processes that target the localized, community values of “moral economies” and “moral ecologies,” and yet to be willed to exact social change in the face of those forces of production through values derived from tradition and visions of the past. As I will try to argue in this dissertation, the prescribed garden city community form was, at root, a modern reformist attempt to achieve spatial and cultural synthesis through the utilization of town planning as an instrument of modern biopower. It was, in this sense, a history of reformist planners

---

and social thinkers seeking to transcend the seeming contradictions of modern industrial capitalism by reforming where and how people lived and worked. And yet, despite the thoroughly “modernness” of the international garden city movement’s objectives and the intentions of the associated planners and social thinkers—seeking the creation of communities that showcased a clear “improvement” on older communities in terms of their planning and inclusion of recent sanitary technologies and scientific methods—I continued to see the community plans and planners’ writings as entailing a striking antimodern and nostalgic undercurrent, in terms of the sources of their definition of health, nature, and their idealizations of certain forms of livelihood.99

Without trying to ignore the contextual specificities of their approaches, terms and underlying philosophies, the predominantly Euro-American, middle and upper class men who supported the garden city movement of the early twentieth century longed to restore traditional social relations they believed once existed in past living arrangements before the industrial capitalist mode of production, and its onslaught on housing, cities and natural environment, through the power and tools of modern planning. In their quest to establish conditions that would create a healthier, happier national citizenry, they invented and utilized versions of past agricultural, colonial and medieval life—and these living motifs’ seeming natural healthfulness in terms of architecture, social and environmental arrangements, and physical cultural practices—as the cultural and ideological arrangements through which modern town

99 Raymond Williams wrote in *Keywords* that, by the twentieth century, the word “modern” became strongly associated with a sense “improved or satisfactory or efficient.” See Williams, *Keywords*, 208-209.
planning tools could restoration to a material reality. Though scholars of modernity such as Jeffrey Alexander have illuminated the backward-looking character of many modern movements—the prevalence of romanticism and naturalism, and the neo-medievalism that Umberto Eco called the “return of the Middle Ages,” for example—in the history of garden cities, the planners’ nostalgia for the past was, in general, a constitutive element of modern community models and prescribed forms. It wasn’t just that the garden city movement represented a modern example of town planning inspired by mythical visions of naturally healthy, pre-industrial past living and social arrangements. The contradictions between their romantic, antimodern nostalgia and their modern, “scientific” town planning methods were synthesized through their community forms and power positions as planners and architects. Only by reinvigorating their nostalgic visions of natural health and pre-industrial life through the modern power strategy of spatial planning did they believe they could create the conditions for the development of healthy, more efficient, White worker bodies and resolve the deleterious effects of industrial capitalism upon urban health.

By focusing on the planning of garden cities in Britain and the United States—the cultural and ideological politics of the intentions, designs, and layouts of planners influenced by the international garden city movement—I am writing a history of cultural ideas concerning health, nature, physical culture and ideal built environments that were not necessarily in direct conflict, and were ultimately

---

absorbed into the “cultural hegemony” of capitalist social relations. In my fundamentally Marxian approach to history, I recognize conflict, as E.P. Thompson put it, as “the dialectic of a changing social process”: class conflict and struggle as the “motor” of history and historical change. The particular history of garden cities, however, represents contexts in which Anglo-American planners sought the reconstitution of lower class bodies and livelihoods through the reshaping of built environments within, rather than as an alternative to the relations of production. The history of the garden city movement is one in which idealized forms were made material and practical through the uses of capital and bourgeois support. They incorporated socialist ideas in their construction of healthier, improved living environments, but these were ideas functioning as, to use Stanley Aronowitz’s words, “a means by which workers obtain a redress of grievances within capitalist society, rather than an instrument for its transformation.” Garden city ideas were, following Herbert Marcuse, the discussion and promotion of alternative policies within the status quo. For this reason, in beginning to study this garden city history I realized that my dissertation would require a theoretical framework capable of tracing and untangling the complicated cultural ideas of the movement’s cultural ideas and their complex relation with the “cultural hegemony” of the industrial capitalist mode.


In her recent study on the emergence of identity as a cultural “keyword” with material consequences in Western capitalist societies, cultural scholar Marie Moran reinvigorated and argued for the contemporary salience of Raymond Williams’ cultural materialism for studying the material force of cultural ideas and formations. Following Raymond Williams’ originating explication, Moran described cultural materialism as theoretical framework for studying “how ideas, language and signification…exist as forms of practical consciousness themselves, and in virtue of this, have causal powers.” Much of Moran’s use of cultural materialism for her study of identity formation and capitalism derives from a re-reading of Williams’ classic texts, including *Culture and Society*, *The Long Revolution*, *Marxism and Literature* and *Keywords*, as well as his essays on Marxist cultural analysis as a member of the British New Left. As she draws from Williams’ texts and theories to help her understand identity as a material force in capitalist life, Moran asserts that cultural materialism remains a salient and important theoretical framework for Marxist cultural analysis because it offers a way of resolving Marxism’s “problem of ideology,” as Stuart Hall put it, by insisting that the material world entails a “cultural character”: that culture, as Williams himself put it, is “built into our living.” The framework remains firmly rooted in the cultural Marxist understandings of “practical consciousness” as wrapped up in the relations of ordinary human and social activity, yet expands and develops Williams’ originating proposition that ideas and
consciousness are as apart of the “human material social process…as material products themselves…”

I was attracted to Moran’s explication of cultural materialism because she presents it as an approach for conceptualizing cultural ideas present within historical processes and products of the material forces of production, but also more importantly as determining elements within contextual processes of social production and social change. Rather than articulate cultural materialism as a form of cultural analysis attendant to contemporary concerns, Moran’s book reaffirmed Williams’ assertion that “any adequate sociology of culture must…be an historical sociology.” Thus, rather than reject the historical materialist premise that material forces constitute the engine of history, Moran’s articulation of cultural materialism allows the reconsideration of what constitutes a “material force,” and include “language, ideas, values, beliefs, discourses, and so on” as integral components within contextual processes of material production. As part of her theoretical and conceptual indebtedness to Raymond Williams as the eponymous articulator of cultural materialism, Moran relies heavily on Williams’ understandings of historical “keywords” in order to articulate identity as a form of signification that is inherently, historical, contextual, and shaped in constant relation to processes of capitalism and cultural change. Saying that it has been “relatively neglected” as an approach to analyzing culture since Williams’ own formal articulation in 1977 in *Marxism and

---

Literature, Moran re-presents cultural materialism as an illuminative means for scholars to examine “how the cultural and ideational operate in a capitalist system; how people are socialized into a capitalist way of life; and how ideas can support the reproduction of capitalism, or, alternatively, offer forms of resistance to it.” The framework, within its ability to capture historical and contextual complexity, allows me to study a topic in which cultural ideas of health, nature, and ideal embodiment had a practical impact on the material production of preconceived built environments.106

Moran’s work is one of the latest in an array of scholarship seeking to elucidate and outline cultural materialism as a paradigmatic approach for studying the productive power of ideas in cultures.107 As scholar Hywel Dix explains, even with a proliferation of scholarship on Williams’ cultural materialism, particularly within English and literary studies, there remains a lack of consensus over what exactly the approach entails. Multiple literary studies works, for example, identify cultural materialism as more of a psychoanalytical approach to the study of literature following that of Jacques Lacan and Sigmund Freud, even though, as Dix says,

106 Marie Moran, Identity and Capitalism, 7-9, 31-34, 61-2; Raymond Williams, Keywords, 15-16, 21-22.
“Williams did not write about Freud, or Lacan, very much at all.” Part of this issue of ambiguity stems from the interdisciplinarity of Williams’ work: through literary scholars often approach Williams based on his engagement and challenges to the English and Literary studies fields, the significance of his scholarly engagement extended beyond the English discipline. As one of the most prominent thinkers of the British New Left, Williams’ critique of English studies was inseparable from his questioning of Marxist orthodoxy on the determinative nature of the capitalist mode of production, and commitment to socialist politics within Britain. If scholars have had difficulty in cementing a dogmatic principles for cultural materialism, this is undoubtedly linked to the importance of Williams’ work beyond the discipline of English and his commitment to the vibrancy of ordinary culture as much more than the product of the material determinism of the contextual capitalist mode.  

I approach cultural materialism in my dissertation as both a Marxist theory of cultural production and cultural analysis, and as a critique of Marxist explications of historical materialism. As historian R.S. Neale explained,

Williams's difficulty with Marx is that which faces all marxists. It is the nature and structure of 'the mode of production' and the determinate role claimed for it in relation to law, politics, the state and, most importantly for Williams, 'culture'; the question, that is, how best to understand and express the relationships implied in Marx's proposition, 'It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that determines their consciousness'.

While Moran argues for cultural materialism’s contemporary relevancy for studying the material relations of cultural ideas in capitalist societies, her explication centered on the ways Williams provides an alternative to both the idealism of literary analysis and the explicit material determinism of social change exhibited in Marxist cultural theories at the time. In doing so, Moran leaves relatively unexamined just how Williams’ cultural materialism relates with other Marxist critiques of economic determinist translations of historical materialism. Seeing cultural materialism this way allows me to explicate the paradigm in relation to other prominent, still influential texts in Marxist historiography. This does not mean, however, that I understand cultural materialism as a dated theory of culture in relation to postmodern theories by stressing the historical and material nature of cultural production and studying ideas in terms of their relation to the “real conditions” of social change. As theorist Terry Eagleton argues, cultural materialism functions as a theoretical “bridge” between Marxism and postmodernism: it “radically revises” formulations relegating culture as a superstructural category of lesser material and determining importance to the economic, but also preserves a historical sensibility Eagleton finds lacking in the “modish, uncritical, unhistorical aspects” of some postmodern theories. Steering clear of unhistorical abstractions yet maintaining a theoretically-nuanced, material and historical orientation, cultural materialism offers a potential resolution to Stuart Hall’s “problem of ideology” by providing a way to study culture as a productive, causal force.110

---

Cultural Materialism as a Historical-Theoretical Framework

In my employment of Williams’ cultural materialism as the primary framework for my dissertation’s historical analysis, I follow scholars Marie Moran’s and Hywel Dix’s understanding of Williams’ originating explication emerging from his 1977 *Marxism and Literature: a theory of all forms cultural signification within the processes of material production, deriving from a Marxist tradition of historical materialist analysis*. This is in order to mobilize cultural materialism as a framework for historical analysis, rather than its perhaps predominant utilization in English and literary analyses in tandem with the literature theories of New Historicism. Since Moran and Dix accept and employ cultural materialism from the political and theoretical standpoint Williams originally elucidated—cultural materialism as “a theory of the specificities of material cultural and literary production within historical materialism”—they re-interpret and re-explicate the approach to culture in terms of it relation to Marxist analysis rather than its disciplinary import within English and literary studies. Following these scholars allows me to engage with cultural materialism via scholarly discourses and critiques of historical materialism rather than studies of literature, for, as Andrew Milner asserts, the cultural materialist analyses within literature circles are of “a rather different cultural materialism” than that of Williams’ theory of Marxist cultural and historical analysis.111

follows Williams in using cultural materialism to study the “social creation” and materiality of signification, causing both to see cultural signs, including ideas, as in Williams’ terms, “a specific form of practical consciousness,” a “practical material activity…literally, a means of production.” This means the ideational—the realm of cultural ideas—can be studied historically, contextually, and in relation to “all other social and material activity”: the articulation of ideas within cultural contexts can be captured in their relation to the processes of material production. Moran and Dix’s works allow me to use cultural materialism as a historical and Marxian-derived framework of history, rather than a framework for literary studies.\(^{112}\)

The seeds of what Raymond Williams ultimately developed and termed cultural materialism germinated in his earlier, arguably more recognizable texts on culture as embroiled in the everyday, “ordinary” experience of historical change. In this I specifically refer to his laudable texts *Culture and Society* in 1958 and *The Long Revolution* in 1961.\(^{113}\) These two books are now considered foundational works in the formation of cultural studies in the British tradition. In *Culture and Society* Williams’ concern was to historicize the idea of culture within the substantive social changes of eighteenth and nineteenth-century British society. He suggested “a new general theory of culture” that countered elitist, idealist conceptions of literary culture.


\(^{113}\) Along with Richard Hoggart’s 1957 book of cultural analysis *The Uses of Literacy*, Williams’ *Culture and Society* and *The Long Revolution* profoundly shape the version of British Cultural Studies and approach to culture that undergird the pedagogy of Physical Cultural Studies at the University of Maryland. PCS scholars Michael Silk and David Andrews acknowledged this in 2011 when they wrote, “[T]he PCS project is significantly informed by the “Hallian” version of cultural studies…” See Silk and Andrews, “Toward a Physical Cultural Studies,” 9.
from the likes of F.R. Leavis, who sought to protect the meaning of high culture from the corruption of the “masses”. Williams’ theory, in contrast, wanted to account for the historical complexity and contextuality of “culture” as it related to changes in the conditions of everyday British life. Williams’ theory of culture was “a theory of relations between elements in a whole way of life,” a reformulation that departed from idealist definitions in traditional British literary analysis, and towards emphasizing that culture was “ordinary,” and irrevocably a component of the material and historical changes (particularly the effects of the Industrial Revolution) of British society. In *The Long Revolution*, Williams extended his historical analysis of culture into illustrating how major social changes within British life—the advance of the Industrial Revolution, struggles for democratic institutions, and the wholesale expansion of communications—were not “separate processes” but significant, interrelated and “revolutions” with people’s experience of everyday life. In both works, Williams’ intention was to inject a historical sensibility into English literary studies, conceptualizing the realm of culture and ideas as not isolated from the other aspects of social and material life, but inseparable and integrative within all of the historical processes and relations of the society in which they were expressed.\textsuperscript{114}

Though Williams devoted a chapter in *Culture and Society* to how Marxist literary analyses dealt with the meaning of culture in terms of its relation to the determining forces in history, his discussion was not intended to help explicate a new framework of cultural analysis within the Marxist tradition. His concern lay more in

how different British authors—including William Morris and Christopher Caudwell, two prominent British Marxist thinkers—attempted to outline a general Marxist theory of culture and how it related more generally to treatments of culture within literary studies. But as a result, Williams dealt with the complicated question of whether, borrowing Marx’s use of the term in the preface of his *Critique of Political Economy*, the economic “structure” of society determines the “forms of social consciousness,” including the ideas within a given culture. What Williams argues in the chapter is that there is a tension within such writings between idealist conceptions of the importance of cultural works abstracted from historical processes, and a Marxian emphasis on how material existence determines people’s ideas and overall social consciousness. British Marxist historian E.P. Thompson, in a review of *The Long Revolution* for the *New Left Review*, argued that Williams moved out of the “main line of the socialist intellectual tradition” by dealing with historical change in terms of its relation within a social totality—“a whole way of life”—rather than as a question of struggle and conflict between bourgeois and proletarian modes of consciousness. This desire to seek a more nuanced understanding of culture as more than a superstructural mode determined by the material laid conceptual groundwork for Williams’ later formulation of culture and cultural ideas as holding potential material power within contexts of social production and social change.\(^{115}\)

Thompson’s review of *The Long Revolution* criticized Williams’ conception of cultural practices as within a totality of material and social change rather, arguing

---

that it subsumed instances of class conflict under an all-encompassing historical narrative of gradual progress. Yet, Thompson’s review did not necessarily critique the weight of Williams’ work as a nuanced theory of culture, so much as reveal a polarizing, though productive fissure between British New Left scholars concerning the determining nature of class in society and the salience of structural Marxist elucidations of ideology.\textsuperscript{116} As Stuart Hall argued, historical agency and consciousness was an integral component in Williams’ “culturalist” approach to history, for he conceptualized culture as “ordinary” and entailing the whole of social processes and the (re)formation of common meanings in the social relations of everyday life. While he inferenced the importance of historical experience and working class consciousness, Williams’ understanding came by way of broadly studying transformations in ordinary British society.\textsuperscript{117} Thompson, a scholar profoundly informed by a sense of social and political crisis, reviewed \textit{The Long Revolution} as part of an airing of political and theoretical debate within the New Left of Britain rather than a wholesale repudiation of Williams’ theoretical work. As historian Dennis Dworkin explains, while Thompson saw the work of the British New Left as a political movement aiming to transform the country’s Labour Party, “Williams would have been satisfied with the more modest achievement of a new socialist understanding of contemporary Britain.” Entailing a more intellectual and literary historical approach, Williams’ \textit{The Long Revolution} seemed to a Marxian


historian like Thompson to be a work that, while influenced by the writings of Marx, did not emphasize enough the role of the relations of humans and class conflict within social change. Thompson did not necessarily debunk Williams’ approach to culture or his account for historical processes and contradictions, but rather suggested that Williams’ would inevitably find instances of class conflict if he devoted closer attention to the particulars of cultural agency within specific historical contexts.118

By the time Williams began the task of directly elucidating cultural materialism as a theoretical approach, the critiquing of the Marxist base-superstructure “metaphor” of material determinism became central to his developing theory of culture.119 In an article in the New Left Review in 1973, Williams argued how the primacy of “a determining base and a determined superstructure” within Marxist theories of culture demanded its attention. But rather than focusing on the superstructure, Williams attended to conceptions of the material base, and how Marxist theories of culture often considered the base in “uniform and usually static way.” They assumed and reiterated that the base constitutes the relations and mode of production at particular stages in history. This, Williams argued, neglects Marx’s understanding of the “deep contradictions” and variations within the historical and social relations of production. The base, Williams asserts, is not static but rather an active, historically-specific process of the development of social and material existence. The superstructure, then, involves cultural “practices” rather than ideal

118 Dworkin, Cultural Marxism in Postwar Britain, 101-4.
119 By speaking of Marx and Engel’s “base and superstructure” as a “metaphor”, I refer to E.P. Thompson’s discussion of the topic in relation to its abuse within Stalinist formulations: “no such basis and superstructure ever existed; it is a metaphor to help us to understand what does exist—men, who act, experience, think and act again.” See Thompson, “Socialist Humanism,” 133.
“objects”, a key terminological difference to accentuate culture as formations within historical processes and context.\(^{120}\) This pushed Williams on a theoretical path towards considering ideology as more than an abstract-able and formal system of values and meanings, but values, beliefs, and cultural meaning as integral to the complicated “whole social process” of uneven, “specific distributions of power and influence.”\(^{121}\)

As he began to develop cultural materialism as a framework for tracing the interwoven elements and legacies within the “whole social process” of culture, Williams argued that forms, values and practices became active components in the maintenance and determining of power relationships in society. To articulate this Williams worked in Antonio Gramsci’s explication of “hegemony” within his own developing framework.\(^{122}\) Like postcolonial scholar Edward Said, Raymond Williams found Gramsci’s distinction between political (state institutions such as the army, police, bureaucratic governance) and civil society (voluntary associations such as trade unions, schools, families) analytically useful because it allowed him to approach culture as a whole historical process composed of complex, interlocking “forces”—political, economic, and cultural—and link ordinary forms of culture to questions of capitalist ideology, class domination, and social reproduction. Following

\(^{120}\) Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory,” 3-16.


Gramsci, Williams came to define hegemony as “the active social and cultural forces” which induce the social process into becoming “organized by specific and dominant meanings and values”: a way of studying, following Said, how “certain cultural forms predominate over others” and reproduce dominant capitalist ideology and relations.\(^{123}\) The point was to study the relation between domination and subordination: how working class culture came to imbue or absorb cultural elements of the capitalist mode. In terms of his impact on Williams, Gramsci, along with other cultural theorists such as Walter Benjamin, linked issues of working class agency with the complex power dynamics involved in cultural production, and questioned how class agency could be expressed through cultural forms, ideas and values inextricably tied to the coercion of the mode of production’s logic.\(^{124}\) This led Raymond Williams to explore hegemony in his *Marxism and Literature* without a dogmatic definition, for he was trying to move away from studying “ideology” as a formal system, and study “cultural activity” as embedded within the complicated social process of consciousness itself: culture not as the expression of hegemony, but constitutive of a complex historical process. As a result, Williams translated hegemony as part of his ongoing effort to study culture as “a whole social process” related to the organization of power, and ideology as not simply the consciousness of a system of meaning, ideas and practices but embedded in “the whole lived social process as practically organized by specific and dominant meanings and values.” His interpretation of


Gramsci’s hegemony allowed Williams to study cultural ideas in terms of their relation to the totality of social life, and culture as part of the active processes through which signification reaffirms the meaning and values of a dominant relations of a capitalist society. Williams’ interpretation of Gramscian hegemony, thus, became his fulcrum for developing a theory for studying the material force of cultural ideas because it linked the development of culture with a society’s relationships of power and ideology as not an abstract-able system of meanings of a class but part of the complex historical processes of lived experience.125

It is in Williams’ use of hegemony and conception of culture as contextual practices within a lineage of Western Marxist theories of historical analysis that we can see cultural materialism’s usefulness as a framework for examining garden city history. Gramsci’s concept of hegemony, Williams argued, requires attention to the historical complexity involved in the process of a hegemonic formation, and the instances of change, variation, and contradiction that occur within hegemony’s structures and use in domination. The historical nature of hegemony and culture saturates Williams’ interpretation, as his perspective in founded on the real social and material conditions of lived experience: hegemony entails “a set of meanings and values which as they are experienced as practices appear as reciprocally confirming.” Indeed, Gramsci’s lack of a precise definition of hegemony—or “cultural hegemony” following Jackson Lears—forces one to understand the notion in relation to various historical and intellectual contexts. Williams utilized this necessity for historical

complexity and detail to underline why a nuanced Marxist theory of culture demands an account for historical complexity and contextual precision in how cultural ideas become articulated. Gramsci’s hegemony allowed Williams a theoretical means of transcending historically-epochal analysis of culture, and towards more contextually-specific and details historical analyses that could still be understood as elements within a social totality.\textsuperscript{126}

This becomes the essence of studying history through a cultural materialist theoretical framework. Within a particular historical context, the productive power of cultural ideas, signification, and practices derives from their positions within the “complex interrelations between movements and tendencies both within and beyond a specific and effective dominance” that comprises historically particular cultural process. Culture, in other words, is not abstract, but \textit{lived} and \textit{actively} elements as they are organized and shaped by the relations of everyday life, the particular mode of capitalist production, and dominant systems of meaning in the society.\textsuperscript{127} In order to account for the international variations, relations, and contradictions within a whole cultural process, particular so that one can identify how a cultural formation related to capitalist hegemony, Williams differentiates between “dominant” ideas, forms and practices—that is, those forms of significance which reproduce bourgeois social relation and practices—and “residual” and “emergent” forms of cultural signification: respectively, elements that appear as a cultural traditions and forms derived from the past, and those that are newly created and arising through the productive processes

\textsuperscript{126} Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory,” 8-9; Lears, “The Concept of Cultural Hegemony,” 568-9.

within the present. A cultural materialist history studies cultural ideas, forms, and practices in terms of their complex dominant, residual, and emergent contents, thereby revealing not only the complexity of historical and cultural processes, but the ways the ideological and cultural become productive forces within capitalist relations. Moran encapsulates dominant, residual, and emergent practices within her notion of the “social logic of capitalism”: the ways in which a specific cultural formation—in Moran’s case, the concept of identity—became embedded in the production of a way of life and system of meaning that socially reproduced the “logic” of the context’s mode of capitalism. By incorporating cultural materialism as part of my theoretical framework, I can study cultural ideas not only in relation to context, contingency, and in terms of their permeation within a mode of living, but approach the ideational (the realm of ideas and signification) as a contingent force with material consequences within the organization of capitalist power relations.128

In addition, Williams’ elucidation of his elusive concept of “structures of feeling” showcases the potential compatibility of cultural materialism as a framework for capturing the historical relations between the cultural ideas of garden city planning and the materiality contexts of people’s sensual social and cultural experiences within particular places, environments, and livelihoods. “Structure of feeling” emerges in Marxism and Literature as a way of capturing the tension in people’s real experiences as they negotiate between “social forms”—articulated traditions, educational and social institutions, indeed, cultural ideas, formations, and values—and “social consciousness”, how social forms are “lived, actively, in real

128 Williams, Marxism and Literature, 121-127; Moran, Identity and Capitalism, 65-67.
relationships…” Williams’ exploration of “structures of feeling” was his way of grasping how people exist and live in between the “received interpretation” of social forms and the “practical experience” of social consciousness. In this negotiating state, sensual lived experience is only in the process of being articulated: the material context of complex living that inevitable entails a mixture and interweaving of dominant, emergent, and residual elements, since it is composed of “what is actually being lived, and “what it is thought is being lived.” For a historical topic in which modern, emergent practices were imbued with nostalgia values of health and nature, Williams’ attention to the unarticulated aspects of historical experience and people’s social values and relationships is quite useful. In *The Country and the City*, for example, Williams explored how people’s “idealization” of “settlements” in history fostered “a real structure of values” fueled by their “deep and persistent feelings” about the places and environments where they lived. Allowing “feeling” to denote experiences of settlement that are personal and lived—yet difficult to articulate into coherent social forms since it is formed of practical, sensual living—he wrote of the inherent class contradictions between those “who can settle in a reasonable independence”—whose livelihoods are not helpless to the changing mode of production and can idealize and live in a settlement of their choosing—and the “majority” who face pressure to change their sensual attachments to place because of the forces of the capitalist mode. For the “majority,” the change of settlement, and its associated changes of feeling, “can become a prison: a long disheartening and

despair, under an imposed rigidity of conditions.” By devoting attention to culturally complex “structures of feeling”, Williams’ historical and cultural analysis can capture the interactions between the ideal and the practical, the nostalgic/residual and the modern and emergent, the cultural and the material.

As I explained earlier, cultural materialism represents a “constructionist” approach to studying past contexts. Alun Munslow, in his “history” of historical practices, cites cultural Marxist, histories informed by modernization theories, and French Annales histories as representative constructionist histories: histories which employ theories and preconceived frameworks to make sense of evidence from the past and reveal “general rules” or patterns of behavior. Munslow’s outline is more rigid in its interpretation than Thompson’s own elucidation of Marxist social and cultural histories; “Historical materialism,” Thompson asserts, “employs concepts…as expectations rather than as rules…History knows no regular verbs.” Regardless of the rigidity of Munslow’s depiction of constructionist historical interpretation, he acknowledges that, in the case of cultural Marxist inquiry, the incorporation of an explanatory framework does not translate into “fitting events into a preconceived pattern.” To the contrary, cultural Marxist histories “enriches” understandings of historical agency, in part due to the conscious decision to write history as a “form of political commitment” and a historically-informed intervention into present politics. This showcases cultural materialism as a bridge connecting postmodern critiques of historical knowledge creation as inseparable from the

historian’s social position, and the use of theoretically-informed frameworks based within a politicized tradition like Marxian historical materialism. The politics of the historian becomes related to both the theoretical framework and the contemporary significance of the historical inquiry.

This explication of cultural materialism, following Williams and Moran, offers a possible resolution to Hall’s “problem of ideology” without abandoning the historical materialist tradition of focusing on explanatory theories as irrevocably contextual and formed from within “real” relations of material production. Williams, Moran argues, does not distinguish between the cultural and the material spheres of social reality in his version of culturalism materialism. The cultural and the material are integrative categories: more than that, what is culture is material within one’s social reality in cultural materialism. Thus, Hall’s question of studying “how social ideas arise” within a materialist theory becomes mute in a cultural materialist paradigm because ideas are seen in everyday practice as holding a material and potentially causal value. Rather than seeking remedy, as Hall did, in the insight of the structural Marxism of Louis Althusser, Williams’ approach remains indebted to the consciousness of human agents and their role in the culturally material relations of past reality. The theory is not developed, to borrow cultural scholar Lawrence Grossberg’s words, “independently of the concrete specificities of the conjuncture,” but it is part and parcel in the study of the relations of historical consciousness and the material manifestation of cultural elements within past contexts.132 For a dissertation

---

studying the how the advancement of the English garden city movement was
informed by nineteenth-century British and American ideas on health, nature, and the
embodiment of ideal living, Williams’ approach, furthered and extended by Moran
and others, allows historians to blur the boundaries between the poetic-fictional and
still consider the material causality of the cultural.

Towards an “Ecological Marxist” Cultural Materialism

A key problematic emerges in pursuing a cultural materialist historical
analysis that attempts to engage with embodied environmental historiography and the
historical study of relations between bodies and environments: how should one
consider, conceptualize the “natural” or “environmental” within a cultural materialist
approach? For Moran, her central concern is in the materiality of identity within
modern capitalist societies. Her explication of cultural materialism does not
necessarily devote considerable attention to the materiality of ideas of the
natural/environmental/ecological within the totalizing social reality of the cultural.
The constitutive elements of signification and communication in society—
presumably including ideas of the natural or environmental—are inherent and
assumed within the historical complexity of cultural transformations: ideas and
perceptions of the environmental are expressed within cultural processes, articulated
in contexts with “an ongoing past.”

But, does that present an epistemological

---

problem if ideas of the “natural” are subsumed within the “cultural”? In *Keywords*, Williams asserted that “nature” is the English language’s “most complex word,” distinguishing variable, with often contradictory historical meanings related to a thing’s “essential quality,” the world’s “inherent force,” and “the material world itself”. This implies a history in which humans have come to define the “natural” and environmental in culturally complex ways, blurring the boundaries between the human, the cultural and the natural.¹³⁴

Recent scholars of biopolitics have spoken to the salience of “new materialist” theories in capturing the active, forceful qualities of the material without privileging the role of humans or opposing “nature” with “culture”. These conversations has extended into the realm of qualitative inquiries into sport, health, and physical culture, as scholars use the insight to rethink assumptions and dimensions of embodied subjectivity and the agentic properties of matter. In my reading of “new materialist” theories, however, I have found that the prioritization of theoretical nuance and jargoned complexity sometimes comes at the expense of generalizing and fossilizing “older forms of materialism,” with early materialist theories presented as unable to conceptualize the material processes of life as mere forms of “vulgar economism” positing an “inactive” base of determinations upon which the superstructural arose.¹³⁵ This is not to downplay or diminish how new materialist

---

theories have illuminated the problematic universalist, Western assumptions of human-centered subjectivity within historical, social, and cultural theories. Rather, my aim is to further their theoretical and analytical nuance by complicating our understanding of materialist theories of social and cultural production and highlighting their continued salience. As Immanuel Wallerstein notes, “a theoretical formulation is only understandable and usable in relation to the alternative formulation it is explicitly or implicitly attacking…” My point is there is value in a fundamentally historical and cultural materialist dissertation that seeks to converse with scholarship in embodied environmental history—the “gathering of bodies within the field of environmental history”; studies of the body as the material “middle ground” through which signification of the “natural” and the “cultural” have historically intertwined. The question is how to calibrate such a framework in order to study the processes of historical capitalist production as processes in material alienation involves relations with at once the corporeal, the cultural, and the natural.

Recent developments in “ecological Marxist” scholarship posit the dialectical relations between the ecological with the cultural with a cultural materialist inquiry, insight vital to adding an ecological nuance to a cultural materialist historical

---

136 Wallerstein, *Historical Capitalism with Capitalist Civilization*, 9. I want to be sure I emphasize here of the importance of new materialist theories of matter, as they derive from important feminist and post-colonial critiques of subjectivity and agency. As an example of such key works, see Donna J. Haraway, *Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature* (New York: Routledge, 2013). My point is that new materialist insight can only be furthered by more nuanced understandings of “older” theories of materialism. I do not discuss cultural materialism here as a universal, static theoretical framework for all contexts of social life, but for specifically the study of international garden city movement planning. After all, it was Marx who wrote in *Grundrisse* of the production of life as always “production at a definite stage in historical development…”

framework. By ecological Marxism, I refer to works by John Bellamy Foster, Paul Burkett, and others who have laid the general thesis that Marx’s originating writings, particularly his Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, Grundisse, and the third volume of Capital, entailed a sophisticated discussion of the role of human alienation from nature as part of his interrogation of capitalist processes of production. More specifically, Foster underlines Marx’s concept of “social metabolism”: that the human labor process inherently entails not only one’s relation to the product of their labors, but the material relation between human production and nature. In a sense, the maintenance of life—and in capitalism the alienation of humans from their labor—is at once culturally and naturally material. The crisis of anthropocentric climate change is the result of capitalism effecting a “metabolic rift” between humans and the environment by the forces of production and processes of social alienation. This developing interpretation of Marx’s writings, which situates his critique of capitalism as developing complementary to nineteenth-century developments in scientific and Darwinian theories of material nature, rethinks the “natural” factors of capitalist processes of production, calling on Marxist analyses to place nature within the center core of materiality theories of history.\(^{138}\)

Fosters presents his ecological Marxist case by arguing that Marx’s writings pursued a materialist conception of both nature and society. Marx had read widely and incorporated research during his time on physical science issues like agriculture,  

soil degradation, and the industrialization of food production. In Foster’s conception, Marx’s materialist theory of history development in a dialectical relation to Darwinian and other materialist theories of science: they both emerged from interconnected source pools of nineteenth-century knowledge on science, nature and society. For this reason, Foster interprets Marxist materialism “as both an ontological and an epistemological category”: Marx’s “ontology of social being”, to inference György Lukács’ work, entailed metabolic relations between human labor, society and nature. This gives an ecological interpretation of Marx’s work a “realist” ontology, for it acknowledges the objective existence of a physical world related, but distinct from human thought.  

Marx’s historical materialism, in Foster’s interpretation, depended upon a materialist understanding of society in relation to materialist understanding of the physical world.

By underscoring Marx’s concepts of social metabolism and the “metabolic rift” between humans, society and nature brought my capitalism’s logic of production, ecological Marxist scholarship offer a fruitful way of historically examining what Del Watson called “the human-social relationship to nature” and the role of the body, specifically human laboring activities, as the mediator between natural and social/cultural processes. In a sense, humans are seen as living between “nature” and “society,” as the sensual nexus that allows social/cultural systems to come into a productive relation with natural systems through the act of work and laboring activities. By speaking of a “metabolic rift” between humans and their

---

natural relations with the environment—caused by the capitalist logic of accumulation, division of labor, and division of town and country—the concepts allow for a focus on “metabolic restoration”: “a need for humans, in producing their livelihoods, to re-establish their relationships to the land and biosphere…”

On its own, such theories privilege traditional concepts of labor and work. In a theoretical congruence with cultural materialism, however, the productive qualities of the embodied human and laboring experience extend into the realms of cultural signification and historical construction. It is here that the theoretical framework becomes capable of capturing cultural ideas and notions of health, nature, and embodiment and analyzing their complex signification within material contexts and in the midst of the social relations of the capitalist mode.

The consequences of following Foster’s ecological Marxist interpretation is that it impels a historical materialist-informed paradigmatic approach (like cultural materialism) to consciously understand and posit the dialectical relations in history as triadic: that the physical “natural” world inevitably mediates historical relations between the human and the production of social and cultural life. This does not deny the social construction of cultural signification and its impact on perceptions of what socially constitutes “natural” or “environmental” spaces and forms, but rather rethinks the constitutive determinative elements that comprise the “base” of material conditions and its relation to the contextual mode of production. In this sense, one can see the benefit of these ecological interpretations of Marxism in that they further

---

Raymond Williams and his broadening of interpretations of Marx’s “productive forces” from narrow definitions of economic relationships to “the primary production of society itself, and of men themselves, material production and reproduction of real life.” Cultural materialism and ecological Marxism converge in their depiction of the materialist conception of history, society and nature, and the incorporation of the cultural and natural in the historical processes advancing surplus value and the reproduction of capitalist relations. Thus, when Marx writes in *Grundisse* of “production” always involving “appropriation of nature on the part of an individual within and through a specific form of society,” cultural materialist and ecological Marxist interpretations focus on the natural and cultural as necessary components in the production and reproduction of life. In this kind of complementary framework, the body can be conceptualized as the material-natural-cultural instrument through which humans understand their relation to both the physical world and society. The materially productive potential of historical ideas, in other words, are at once cultural, interrelated with people’s intrinsic relations with the natural, and productively implicated in the processes of life and society.

**Raymond Williams, the Body, and Ecological Marxism**

---

141 Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory,” 5-6.
143 Foster, *Marx's Ecology*, 5-9; I am not arguing that an ecological Marxist view of history counters previous important work on the social construction of ideas of nature and its links to relations of power. In fact, I see my cultural materialist, ecological Marxism-informed perspective as reinforcing and adding nuanced to those previous historical arguments. For an example of what I mean by works studying the social construction of ideas of nature, see Merchant, *The Death of Nature*. 
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The relationship between scientific materialist theories of natures and Marxist historical materialism was not lost on Williams. He understood the “ironic” influence of the development of nineteenth-century ecological theories on European socialist movements during the period. As early as 1978, he wrote, “there has been an unusual uneasiness between Marxism and the natural sciences,” noting the potential “gaps in knowledge” in the development of Marxist theories as a result of a lack of rapprochement. Williams’ concept of livelihood—his way of historicizing the “natural” and showing his ways of life constitute integrative cultural and natural elements—exhibits his understanding of the conceptual danger of valorizing culture over nature and misrepresenting their binary-transcendent historical relations. Both cultural ideas of nature and the human interaction with the physical world were constitutive of Williams’ approach to the materiality of ordinary life. Whether Williams’ interpreted Marx’s writings in a similar fashion to Foster and Burkett is mute, for in his concept of “livelihood” Williams revealed how his cultural materialist sensibilities attended to discussions of the environmental and semiotic binaries separating the “natural” from the “cultural”. Moreover, Williams’ approach appears historically complementary to recent contentions by environmental historians like Sara Pritchard and Thomas Zeller as to the “illusory” perception of historical processes like industrialization as antithetical to nature. Thus, I do not introduce the insight of ecological Marxist insight as a counterpoint to Williams’ elucidation of cultural materialism, but rather to reinforce how it is possible, within a fundamentally
cultural materialist conception of history, to see both nature and culture as “ordinary”.144

Indeed, Williams’ study of the historical relations between city and country life in his 1973 book The City and the Country exemplified the potential suitability of cultural materialism as a way of studying the power of cultural ideas in the production of material life and people’s understanding of their environments. The focus of Williams’ study was discussions of city and country landscape and experience within English literature texts since the sixteenth century, emphasizing how capitalism reproduces distinctions between the two realms of living and how people’s views of landscape and environments, urban or rural, shifted in their dialectical relation to the other and to the contextual mode of production.145 His central concern lay in how the texts inferred how ordinary people understood the changes to both urban and rural spaces brought by the emergent industrial capitalist mode of production. This form of relational and dialectical analysis allowed Williams to see the city, following Ira Katzenelson, as not only an integral, spatial expression of the dominant mode of production, but an articulation of that mode that is in a “state of reciprocal need and tension with the countryside.”146 What he argued was that these ideas of rural and urban life were constantly being made and remade not only in their relation, but that

the construction of urban and rural cultural was a relational and dialectical process linked to particular stages of capitalist production. One’s social meaning of the country was not made in isolation, but in relation to their social meaning of the city, to the point that their conception of the state of urban culture shaped the meaning they constructed regarding the country. “The country and the city,” Williams wrote, “are changing historical realities, both in themselves and in their interrelations.” This illuminated a method of dissecting the capitalist mode of production’s logic of the division of labor by approaching the construction town and country life in relational, interactive terms, to the point that the boundaries between the city and the country as seen as historical constructions shaped by the mode of production’s dominant cultural formations. Williams saw ordinary people’s ideas and images of the city and the country as “ways of responding to a whole social development,” as cultural responses in terms of people’s relation to industrial capitalism. By seeing images and ideas of city and country life in terms of their interrelation and rather than their contrast, one can then see “the real shape of the underlying crisis”: the ways in which capitalist ideology imposes social forms predicated on the separation of town and country for the purposes of regulating the production of capital and surplus value.  

This understanding of the capitalist mode of production’s logical dependence upon the division of town and country permeates not just cultural materialist works like Williams’ *The Country and the City*, but the very foundation of Marxist historical materialism, particularly interpretations by ecological Marxists. In the *Communist Manifesto*, Marx and Engels centrally noted the degradation of countryside and the

---

division between town and rural life within their critique of capitalism. The bourgeois, Marx and Engels wrote, “has subjected the country to the rule of the towns,” causing the creation of “enormous cities” and intensifying divisions between urban and rural population. As Marx later noted in Capital, the division was not simply a byproduct of the forces of production, but part of the necessary conditions: “the expropriation of the great mass of the people from the soil, from the means of subsistence, and from the means of labour...forms the prelude to the history of capital.”

In the history of modern Western thought, however, meanings of “nature” have often been contradictory, with urban reformers declaring wholly landscaped, developed and altered spaces as “natural” and “naturally healthful”. The point is, following William Cronon, to see “[i]deas of nature” as based within “cultural contexts”, and as ideas that held important consequences in the contextual production and reproduction of spaces of living.

In this we can see Williams’ approach complementing those of other historians and ecological Marxists in rethinking the history of the separation of town and country, and how the approaches of cultural materialism and ecological Marxism congeal in their attempt to critique the dialectical relations between the historical, material, cultural, and “natural”.

The planners, architects and thinkers of the international garden city movement sought to resolve the separation between town and country within

---

capitalist society through the restructuring of living environments and the
resettlement of urban workers. They spoke of the state of the large cities during their
time through evocative terms such as “overcrowding” and “congestion” to depict the
city as anathema to their idealization of healthy living. They generated perspectives
on industrial capitalism’s deleterious effects on the urban working class through
thinkers who argued against the economic system—Anglo men such as the British
Marxist William Morris, who profoundly influenced the many of the central figures
in the creation of the first English garden city at Letchworth. Morris argued in front
of the Hammersmith Socialist Society in 1892,

Town and country are generally put in a kind of contrast, but we will
see what kind of a contrast there has been, is, and may be between
them; how far that contrast is desirable or necessary, or whether it may
not be possible in the long run to make the town a part of the country
and the country a part of the towns.

This was garden cities purported to accomplish: a harmonizing of town and country
life to create the conditions for healthier people. Yet, despite the political affiliations
of influential thinkers such as Morris, garden cities were, at their very foundation,
attempts at reforming the urban environment within the conditions and relations of
capitalism. Howard affirmed the importance of reuniting town and country life by
arguing that “[h]uman society and the beauty of nature are meant to be enjoyed
together,” but he fully intended the creation of such communities as private ventures
within a capitalist economy, and a “peaceful” means of creating “healthier,” more
“efficient” people without exacerbating class tensions. Unwin, personally acquainted
with and influenced by Morris, asserted that the garden city movement sought “a
more harmonious combination of city and country, dwelling house and garden”—but
in the case of Letchworth, his prescribed social and aesthetic arrangements were paternalist in their imposition, and beyond the economic feasibility of local laborers. The international garden city movement is a complicated history of spatial and architectural planning, and the planners’ cultural ideas of health and nature were complex concoctions of residual and emergent forms that ultimately served the interests of dominant, bourgeois urban planning ideologies. It is this historical complexity of ideas of space and healthy living that I hope to capture through the insight of cultural materialism and ecological Marxism.

**Conclusion**

Because I am studying historical contexts in which the cultural and ideational were productively employed in the shaping of material built environments, and human definitions of the “natural” and “healthy” had deep material consequences in prescribing and landscaping of spaces of living, my dissertation employs a historical-theoretical informed by both cultural materialist and ecological Marxist theories. The framework functions as a kind of Cultural Materialist-Ecological Marxist “Magnet”; just as Ebenezer Howard (as chapter two will explain) believed his “Garden City” would function as a “Town-Country Magnet,” marrying the benefits and attractions of both spheres of life within a single planned town, I see the theoretical paradigms as mutually complementary when mobilized to the task of studying the embodied

---

environmental ideas of international garden city movement planning in British and American history. This is helped by Williams’ own theoretical consciousness of the role of the ecological in material and cultural contexts.\textsuperscript{151} The central premise of historical analysis remains the dialectical “dialogue” between social being and social consciousness—between the material “base” and the social relations of the “superstructural”—but the realm of cultural ideas are placed in their production relation to the material and natural, to be the point of dissolving the perceived abstract boundaries between them.\textsuperscript{152} By following Raymond Williams’ and Marie Moran’s elucidations of cultural materialism in conversation with the insight of ecological Marxism, I am able to focus on the ways in which cultural ideas concerning nature and healthy living were defined in particular contexts of town and regional planning, promoted, and materialized in the design and creation of planned garden city communities in Britain and the United States. As admittedly a constructionist approach to historical representation, I am conscious of my choice in employing a prefigured, cultural theory-informed framework for organizing and interpreting historical discourses into a narrative form. I see this consciousness of my theories and methods as emboldening, as it allows me to highlight and examine my own relation between form and content in my representation of the garden city past, and link the politicized heritage of my historical approach to the contemporary significance of studying the history of how garden cities were planned in the heyday of the international movement.

\textsuperscript{151} Williams, “Socialism and Ecology,” 41-57.
\textsuperscript{152} Thompson, \textit{The Poverty of Theory}, 10-12.
His ideal came from a realization, and his realization came in part from reading a popular American novel. In a speech to the London Spiritualist Alliance on April 14, 1910, Ebenezer Howard told a story of how came across a source of inspiration for writing *To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform*, his book that helped catalyze what became the garden city movement. Howard’s calling, he proclaimed, arrived via a friend lending him a copy of the American socialist Edward Bellamy’s novel *Looking Backward*, about a man falling asleep in the year 1887 and awaking one hundred and thirteen years later to find American society transformed into socialist utopia with all industry and production nationalized and all citizens living in a beautiful, healthy urban landscape. Howard took the novel home “and read it in one sitting,” and it helped him realized that a utopian vision for a higher state of living through grand design could be practically achieved.  

Howard’s newfound utopian vision, however, was a biopolitical vision in that he imagined how people could come to *embody* his ideals within this higher state of living. The politics and values of his vision, in a sense, were dependent upon the ways in which a newly structured built environment form, his garden city, would lead people to *actively live* and *embody* such ideals through their everyday activities and engagement with the surrounding landscape. One can see how such tacit forms of

---

physical culture bubbled just at the surface of such garden city discourse—often in relation to one’s perception of the current state of modern urbanity—in Howard’s retelling of the morning after reading *Looking Backward*, an oft cited moment in garden city histories:

I shall never forget the next morning's experience. I went into some of the crowded parts of London, and as I passed through the narrow dark streets, saw the wretched dwellings in which the majority of people lived, observed on every hand the manifestations of a self-seeking order of society, and reflected on the absolute unsoundness of our economic system, there came to me an overpowering sense of the quite temporary nature of nearly all I saw, and of its entire unsuitability for the working life of the new order—the order of justice, unity, and friendliness. When I turned to 'Looking Backward' again, and read it very carefully and critically, although I perceived that its highly centralised and bureaucratically organised society would probably never come into being (and I certainly hoped it never would), yet the writer had permanently convinced me that our present industrial order stands absolutely condemned and is tottering to its fall, and that a new and brighter, because a juster, order must ere long take its place.¹⁵⁴

In the passage above, Howard’s articulation of the “wretched” conditions of urban and factory spaces and the “self-seeking order” of modern industrial capitalism rested on a perception that the nineteenth-century industrial city held an “unsuitability for working life.” He imagined this state of the city as the antithesis of what he imagined was the “proper” living environment for working class health and well-being: the English countryside. Yet, more than this, he imagined the bucolic as the ideal environment for working class physical culture, with his garden city as a vehicle for restoring British laboring bodies “to the land” and agricultural pursuits in tandem

¹⁵⁴ Printed account of the address given by Ebenezer Howard on ‘Spiritual Influences towards Social Progress’, Given to the London Spiritualist Alliance at the Royal Society of British Artists, April 14 (published Apr 30) 1910, Sir Ebenezer Howard Papers, HALS; Buder, *Visionaries & Planners*, 34-5; Beevers, *Garden City Utopia*, 27; Miller, *Letchworth*, 11, 14.
with cultural “amenities.” In part for this reason, Howard’s imagined garden city entailed romanticizing pastoral labor and spaces as a nostalgic self-regulator of national health and physical culture: combined with the careful planning of a completely modern, sanitary town, the community model, with its prescribed spaces of agriculture and countryside, would lead urban workers to live at a higher level of “justice, unity, and friendliness.” The prescribing and idealizing of particular forms and practices of urban and rural physical culture, as a result, played a key role in shaping the garden city palliative that Howard advocated in To-morrow in 1898. His physically and culturally healthy garden city ideal emerged from a milieu of influential ideas on health, nature, and healthy embodiment, that molded and were molded by Howard’s vision for a planned 30,000 person community “in which all the advantages of the most energetic and active town life, with all the beauty and delight of the country, may be secured in perfect combination.”

As this chapter will show, the garden city ideal that emerged from the pages of Ebenezer Howard’s To-Morrow functioned as biopolitical blueprint for the social and physical reforming of working class health and embodied living: a call to create the ideal planned communities for remaking, improving and maintaining worker physical culture. While some scholars often link the “birth of biopolitics” to studies and critiques of twentieth-century neoliberalism, Daniel Shea reminds us that “the biological manipulation of human bodies” surfaced as “a political agenda as much in the last decades of the nineteenth century as in those of the twentieth.” As they

155 Howard, To-Morrow, 5.
156 Howard, To-morrow, 7.
employed Foucault’s historical concept of governmentality to examine the history of nineteenth and twentieth-century urban governance, biopower scholars Thomas Osborne and Nikolas Rose wrote that Howard’s garden city model was, in effect, “a kind of blueprint for a spatial machine that would render and regulate human sociality towards particular—governmental—ends.” Studying how power becomes spatialized in the imagining and regulating of citizens within the city, they argued by the late nineteenth-century the body became a “problem for government,” as bourgeois anxieties over urban degeneration and rural migration led to a problematizing of urban working class life and the creation of governing mechanisms to regulate biology, behavior, and morality. Howard’s garden city model, along these lines, was the spatialization of Howard’s middle class social vision: an imagining of a new “form of urban existence” he believed deviated from both capitalist and socialist visions of space. As a result, in terms of his physical cultural intentions, Howard’s garden city implicitly reproduced the dominant class stratification of his time, for it was a reformist attempt to regulate the collective social body by repopulating urban workers onto prescribed and preconceived organizational and environmental form. There, workers would be socially and physically improved not only through the town’s modernized civic, architectural, and housing layout, but by the prescribed bucolic and “civilized” physical cultural activities of the communities. Howard’s garden city was a strategy to reshape the health and physical culture of the working class as much as it was a project in urban reform.  


158 Osborne and Rose, “Governing Cities,” 744-5, 748.
Yet, to examine the planned mechanisms and strategies through which the social and embodied relations were to be regulated within the garden city “spatial machine,” we must first understand how and why Howard imagined residents would be biologically and socially transforming by resettling in a garden city community. Thus, Howard’s *To-morrow* is a useful site for unpacking not only the role of embodiment within the community model, but their historical, cultural, and ideological relation to the writings and ideas of various individuals identified by garden city historians as the primary influences upon Howard and the movement. *To-morrow* was written within a complex cultural milieu in which utopian, socialist, anti-capitalist, and philosophical ideas circulated along with Victorian concerns over health, class strife, and the racial/imperialist discourses on the social and physical degeneration of the urban working class.\(^{159}\) By focusing on how notions of embodiment surfaced within the pages of *To-morrow*, Howard’s ideal garden city body can be studied as a cultural-corporeal locus through which the politics and power relations of late Victorian, middle and upper class British society became articulated and implanted within calls for town and urban reform.

In this chapter, I argue that various ideologically-infused presumptions of the healthy body and healthy physical cultural pursuits figured prominently within the framework of Howard’s *To-morrow*, as well as his central premise that the

---

decentralization and resettlement of people onto garden city towns adjacent to agricultural districts represented the healthiest form of late Victorian living. To explain my contention, I unpack and examine ideologies of embodiment and articulations of physical culture as they surfaced within the book, their origins in the various reform ideas of nineteenth-century radical, socialist, anarchist, and utopian thought, and their relation to Howard’s articulated garden city archetype. Rather than (re)construct a narrative of Howard’s process of explicating his garden city vision and his ideological/intellectual influences, the chapter traces and contextualizes the embodied dimensions and authorized physical cultural forms within *To-morrow* and their relation to the model’s framework. Though garden city histories have long untangled and studied the various social thinkers who came to influence Howard’s treatise, such cultural ideas were also articulated within a historical context in which discussions of urban and housing reform were often linked to particular bio-political ideals: notably, middle and upper-class perceptions of social and physical degeneration, and eugenicist, pro-rural discourses on social hygiene and racial decay.¹⁶⁰ By mapping and contextualizing the embodied allusions and dimensions within the social thinkers and works linked to Howard’s *To-morrow*, the chapter illuminates the social and cultural politics enmeshed in the idealizing of embodiment within Howard’s utopian imagination. As such, it lays the groundwork for understanding how garden city community projects became in part material vehicles

imbued biopolitical guidelines and frameworks via the community’s organization and planned relation to dwellings, nature, and space.

The theoretical and conceptual tools are available for historically examining the dialectical relations between conceptions of embodiment within Howard’s Tomorrow and the cultural and ideational contexts of each influential figure and text. Historians have long benefitted from T.J. Jackson Lears’ explication of “cultural hegemony”: following Gramsci, the ways cultural ideas historically became mobilized in the interest of a particular social group or class towards the domination or acquiring of consent of a subordinate group. In this the realm of culture and ideas can be studied as simultaneously autonomous and implicated with the power relations of a particular context of the capitalist mode of production.161 Raymond Williams and William Robins explicated capitalism as a “body of ideas and values” related to a particular historical and contextual economic system: ideas and values that come to be permeate and penetrate historical culture.162 If we follow body studies scholar Bryan Turner in seeing the body as “a system of signs which stand for an express relations of power,” it follows to explore the ways garden city idealizations were imbued with conceptions of embodiment linked to the industrial capitalist values and power relations of nineteenth-century Britain and the visions of middle and upper class reformers responding to the perceived crisis of their times: the state of modern

162 Williams, Keywords, 50-2; William G. Robbins, “In Pursuit of Historical Explanation: Capitalism as a Conceptual Tool for Knowing the American West,” Western Historical Quarterly 3 (1999): 277-293.
capitalism and its physical and sociocultural effects on life in urban industrial centers.\textsuperscript{163}

**Is This a Biography of Sir Ebenezer Howard?**

In their study of the key aspects and significance of *To-morrow* within garden city history, biographies of Sir Ebenezer Howard usually first highlight and summarize the important and relevant influences on his thought and reform ideas on articulating the garden city as a model of urban, spatial, and social reform. Familiar names from the history of nineteenth-century reform movements routinely arise in their narratives: American socialist Bellamy and radical economist Henry George, British anti-modernist, art critic and social thinker John Ruskin, and the Russian anarchist and ex-pat Peter Kropotkin are some of more notable in terms of the available monographs on Howard’s life. The result is well-trodden, often recapitulated chronological and teleological narrative of Howard’s life and intellectual development, with *To-morrow* positioned as the synthesized product of his accumulated knowledge of nineteenth-century ideas on health, housing, and the conditions of the nineteenth-century industrial city.\textsuperscript{164} This has led to historical

\textsuperscript{163} Turner, *The Body in Society*, 27; see also Vertinsky and Hargeaves, *Physical Culture, Power, and the Body*.

narratives that focus on the biography of Howard himself and a conception of the historical figure as, though not the “lone original thinker” of the garden city, nonetheless the singular “synthesizer of pre-existing modes of thinking,” since it was Howard who ultimately authored the foundational treatise of the garden city movement.165

Garden city histories routinely cite Howard and his writing To-morrow as the determinative catalyst and driving force behind the rise of the early twentieth-century international garden city movement. Despite a level of uncertainty on Howard’s life history, owing to only a fraction of Howard’s papers and documents having survived, these predominant narratives leave little need for restating his biography.166 The goal here is not to question established narratives of Howard in terms of his role in the rise of the garden city movement, but to excavate the role of health and physical culture in his eventual articulation of the community model. Howard was born into a largely middle to lower-middle class London family in 1850 with a genealogical lineage of small farmers and tradespeople on both sides—perhaps a historical coincidence that

166 Without fail, garden city historiography assume Howard’s and To-morrow’s place as the catalyst of the garden city movement. This is not to critique their position, but to underscore the utility of . Though it would fascinating and illumine to critique the importance of Howard and To-morrow within garden city histories, I will leave that question for future writing projects. See Kargon and Molella, Invented Edens, 7; Hall and Ward, Sociable Cities, 29-32; Ward, The Garden City, 2; Beevers, Garden City Utopia; David Schuyler, “Introduction,” in From Garden City to Green City: The Legacy of Ebenezer Howard, eds. Kermit C. Parsons and David Schuyler (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 3-4; Meacham, Regaining Paradise, 1-2, 44-69; Buder, Visionaries & Planners, vii; Miller, Letchworth, 8-20; C.B. Purdom, The Building of Satellite Towns: A Contribution to the Study of Town Development and Regional Planning (Letchworth: The Temple Press, 1949), 51-3. Ward wrote of reports, suggested by Howard’s contemporary Frederic Osborn, that Howard’s second wife made a concerted effort to burn the bulk of his written materials as part of her “lack of sympathy” with her late husband’s work and the garden city movement, causing most of Howard’s writings to disappear before the possibility of historical scrutiny. See Stephen V. Ward, “Ebenezer Howard: His Life and Times,” in From Garden City to Green City: The Legacy of Ebenezer Howard, eds. Kermit C. Parsons and David Schuyler (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 15.
nevertheless suggests an inclination to romanticize British pastoral living. He grew up, as biographer Robert Beevers put it, in “[t]he London of…Charles Dickens, imbued with the same sense of optimistic vitality despite extremes of wealth and poverty.”  His apparent modest, lower-middle-class sensibility is a reoccurring theme in narratives on Howard’s life. Newspaper obituaries praised his “practical idealism”: his modesty, selflessness, ideals rescued the British working classes from the “intolerable” conditions and “evils” of overcrowded urban life—bringing “Utopia transformed into bricks and mortar”—assuring him “noble immortality” because he created “one of the great constructive ideas of our time” without succumbing to the ways of socialist “agitators” such as the journalist Henry Hyde Champion. Historians note the modest, yet important qualities that fueled his abilities as a “practical idealist.” As Peter Hall and Colin Ward summarize, Howard up to 1898 “was an obscure 48-year old shorthand writer living in genteel poverty” with his wife and children “in a modest house in north London,” but he had the powers of concentration, preoccupation, likeability, and command of public speaking. In the eyes of the contemporary observer, Howard is presented as one who seemingly had the necessary personal wherewithal, intellectual curiosity, and passion for reform to bring the ideal to practical fruition.

Rather than (re)present To-morrow’s significance within Howard’s biographical narrative, the focus here in on the text’s dialectical relation to the

167 Schuyler, “Introduction,” 1-13; Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 5-8; Beevers, Garden City Utopia, 1-2, 4-8.
168 Folder “Obituary notices from various newspapers reporting the death of Ebenezer Howard”, Sir Ebenezer Howard Papers, HALS.
169 Hall and Ward, Sociable Cities, 3-5.
cultural, environmental, and biopolitical history of late Victorian and British urban reformist thought, with specific attention to historical ideologies on the reformation/regulation of the body and the spatialization of such intentions within visions of planned towns and communities. Jackson Lears, in his influential interpretation of Gramsci’s cultural hegemony, reminded us of hegemonic “ambiguities of consent”: the conflict and contradictions that arise between a person’s conscious thoughts and the embedded values of their actions.\textsuperscript{170} Howard’s articulation of his garden city ideal epitomized this kind of cultural ambiguity, as he sought to merge, through the idealization of particular physical cultural forms, modern values of structuring and rationalizing the urban built environment with a nostalgia for pastoral physical culture. Thus, the chapter contextualizes and analyzes the cultural elements and ideas that swirled around and were expressed within \textit{To-morrow}, studying the tension between Howard’s explication and the Late Victorian structure of feeling concerning urban working class degeneration, modern physical culture, and bucolic embodiment.\textsuperscript{171} In many ways the chapter follows the general approach taken by Raymond Williams’ in his book \textit{The Country and the City}, in that the chapter relates conceptions of embodiment within \textit{To-morrow} to the text and author’s social, cultural, and material context.\textsuperscript{172} The objective here is historical exegesis, with Howard’s historical text \textit{To-morrow} its central concern and focus of analysis. Howard’s book was in many ways a cultural product of a middle class perspective of Late Victorian urban life, formed of assumptions and ideas that were

\textsuperscript{170} Lears, “The Concept of Cultural Hegemony,” 569.

\textsuperscript{171} “Structures of Feeling” is a cultural materialist concept discussed in chapter one of this dissertation. See Williams, \textit{Marxism and Literature}, 128-35.

\textsuperscript{172} See Williams, \textit{The Country and the City}. 
shaped not only by the ideas of Howard himself but in their dialectical relation to the cultural contexts through which the book emerged. By thematically mapping the dimensions of embodiment ideologies within Howard’s book, one can then see the ideational complexity of the cultural milieu in which Howard operated, as well as how each ideological influence functioned with the framework of the garden city model as vectors for the mobilized of bio-political regulatory strategies.

The body and forms of physical culture were central to Howard’s biopolitical objectives as he articulated his garden city model in *To-Morrow*, particularly in ways that linked countryside spaces with agricultural labor and its perceived natural healthfulness as a romanticized method of British living. Because of this, Howard’s text and ideas entailed an ideational dimension of seeing the healthy body as requiring a more “natural” relation, through labor and leisure, with the English countryside. Cultural geographer Don Mitchell has long argued that landscapes, far from solely natural entities, are in fact socially constructed through the work of human bodies and the meanings attached to human labor.  

173 The “acts” of human labor become the mediator through which human constructs (such as the marketplace) and “natural” landscapes come into relation in ways that, using Richard White’s words, “blur the boundaries between the artificial and the natural.”  

174 Yet, the countryside, for Ebenezer Howard, was a space of leisure as much as romantic pastoral labor, with the healthfulness of the garden city dependent upon balancing the relation between the two with the surrounding rural landscape. In *To-Morrow*, leisure
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174 Sackman, “Nature’s Workshop,” 29; White, “‘Are You an Environmentalist or Do You Work for a Living?’,” 173.
and labor constituted the socially constructed mechanisms through which British workers were to live healthier lives in the garden city. The objective of this chapter is to contextualize and understand how Howard came to articulate this relation between landscape, labor, and leisure through an idealized community model.

Figure 2.1 – Ebenezer Howard’s Draft of “Garden City” diagram number two (“County Estate population 32,000”). Note the segregation of “Epileptics” outside of the city on a “Far,” an articulation of Howard’s underlying eugenics and social regeneration concerns. De/Ho/F1/1, Sir Ebenezer Howard Papers, HALS.

Unpacking To-Morrow

Howard’s published vision of a utopian, healthy, yet practical planned community emerged during a period in which observers utilized utopian novels and
narratives to express their experience of, borrowing scholar Phillip Wegner’s words, ‘a modernity…in the midst of a thoroughgoing transformation.’¹⁷⁵ From To-morrow’s first pages, Howard positioned the book as a response to the twin social crises of his modernity: urban overcrowding and the depopulation of agricultural districts in Britain. “[I]t is deeply to be deplored,” he wrote, “that the people should continue to stream into the already over-crowded cities, and should thus further deplete the country districts.” This crisis of health, urban overcrowding, rural depopulation and a shortage of affordable housing was well understood by Anglo social reformers of this period, with men such as Samuel Barnett writing of the “dangerous” state of the “dull, hopeless, shiftless, and sad” urban poor and unemployed alongside the proliferation of uncultivated land.¹⁷⁶ Elsewhere in Europe, especially in Germany, the processes of unchecked industrialization and urbanization led to a shortage of decent housing for the working class, and similar crises of urban overcrowding and unsanitary conditions.¹⁷⁷ The adverse effects of industrial capitalism on urban environments and living conditions spurred Victorian demands for biopolitical control and regulation of cities and working class housing. By the end of the nineteenth-century, the issue of reforming urban housing dramatically shifted from, to use American planner Catherine Bauer’s words, a “simple latter matter” for “philanthropic tenements” to “the problem of providing a decent living environment

for everybody.”178 Middle and upper class British women, as well, were deeply
involved in this Victorian reformist impulse, and were in many ways more active than
men in, as scholar Ellen Ross explains, the “service and the regulation of the poor.”179
For Howard specifically, the significance of urban overcrowding and rural
depopulation—the “universally agreed” social crisis facing turn of the century
Britain—rested on their biological and social consequences: the deleterious effects of
living in squalid, overcrowded spaces on the bodily constitution of the nation’s
working class and the decline of bucolic spaces he believed ideal for healthy British
living.180

Historians have linked the emergence of English residual nostalgia for
countryside spaces with the arrival of Britain as an urban industrial nation. As
Michael Bunce explains, “the idealisation of the countryside was an inevitable
consequence of the urban-industrial revolution” and a conjuncture of systematic
economic transformation and disruption of the nation’s social, political, and cultural
fabric.181 This urban-industrial revolution profoundly impacted forms and spaces of
English living—by end of the nineteenth-century, Britain moved from having only
two cities with over 50,000 inhabitants just a century previous, to over thirty
industrial cities with a population of over 100,000. Within this spatial-economic
transformation emerged a modern form of pastoral nostalgia constitutive of the
emergence modern urban-industrial order. This modern idealization of country life

179 Ellen Ross, Slum Travelers: Ladies and London Poverty, 1860-1920 (Berkeley: University of
180 Howard, To-morrow, 1-11.
181 Michael Bunce, The Countryside Ideal: Anglo-American Images of Landscape (New York:
Routledge, 1994), 8-11. See also Williams, The Country and the City.
arrived not simply as a reaction to the impact of the urban-industrial revolution, but was itself nurtured by the social and spatial relations established by the emergent industrial mode of production. Howard’s *To-morrow*, situating its premise on the assumption of the deleterious effects of unchecked urbanization and industrialization, became one of many attempts, particularly by the middle and upper classes, to make sense of the seeming breakdown of a traditional agricultural social order and the rise of an industrial political economy dependent upon the transfer of the working class to factories and urban districts.  

To stress the universality of the crisis—that “all parties” agreed that they needed to stop the flow of agricultural laborers into overcrowded urban districts for the health of imperial Britain—Howard showcased quotes on the issue from various British noblemen, government, trade union and religious leaders, and liberal and conservative newspapers. The quotes invoked imagery of a declining national “body” trapped in a context of unchecked, overcrowded urban squalor, reflecting bourgeois anxieties over the loss of virtuous agricultural labor and picturesque country villages and landscape and imperialist concerns of the social and physical deterioration of the British race in the “awfulness” of London and the major industrial centers. This was perhaps best exemplified by a quote from Church of England cleric Dean Farrar, who professed the “great cities” of the nation would become “the graves of the physique of our race” with their “foul” houses and “squalid,” “ill-drained” and neglected

---

conditions. Howard’s direct concern was the state of British living spaces and the need to reform the places where the working classes presently resided. By linking housing with health and certain spaces to certain levels of health, Howard’s central question of “how to restore the people to the land” was, at its ideational core, a question of how to restore the people’s bodies to a state of pastoral living, his perception of what constituted a socially and physically ideal space for the people’s health.183

The book emphasized the “natural healthfulness” of an idyllic, feminized construction of English countryside, and did not necessarily document the actual degradation and poverty of nineteenth century rural housing and villages. As scholar Karen Sayer argues, the “real” housing of the rural working class was “less desirable than the ‘Ideal’” articulated by middle class reformers like Howard. Depending on the region, working class “cottages” were most often dilapidated dwellings, with poor families overcrowded into adapted farm buildings and shoddy properties controlled by speculators. As Howard rightly asserted, many rural working class dwellings were cold, damp, unsanitary, and with poor drainage conditions. The deteriorating state of rural poor included unequal access to fresh food, as most of the locally grown produce was shipped to the markets of nearby, larger industrial cities, forcing rural laborers to purchase produce in the city if they did not have their own personal or family garden. The descriptions of rural life To-morrow, however, emblemized the politicized discourse and perspective of the urban middle class, who saw the English countryside as both spaces idyllic, healthful English life and spaces urban laborers

183 Howard, To-morrow, 1-11.
deserted for modern industrial work. Though Howard did reference rural degradation in his description of the “twin crisis” of Late Victorian England, his overall focus and concern was in repopulating rural districts—the British imperialist objective of returning the British people “back to the land”—and thereby regenerating the urban working class by resettling them on planned, modernized, yet pastoral communities.¹⁸⁴

Howard’s understanding and response to the twin crises rested on two interrelated, politicized conceptions of embodiment: “degenerating” working class bodies due to their suffering in overcrowded industrial cities, and “spiritual” bodies if they could be returned to their healthy, bucolic unity Nature, a middle class vision of unspoiled, feminized countryside (“the symbol of God’s love and care for man”). Howard explained this through his dialectical concept of the “Town-Country Magnet.” The problem, he wrote, stemmed from the absence of communities that united the benefits of both city and country life. The benefits of the overcrowded cities, Howard surmised, lied in their “attractions”: higher wages, more employment opportunities, and “prospects for advancement,” along with social and leisure activities afforded by the density of population, wealth and culture. While these “attractions” would be necessary for any effective urban housing reform, the unhealthy consequences of urbanity outweighed the benefits, with city dwellers forced to endure issues such a lack of access to Nature, “foul air, murky sky,” the

isolation of crowded living, and “slums and gin palaces.” Howard’s explication of the simultaneous cultural opportunities and deleterious conditions of urban life was rooted in the longstanding anxieties of the English bourgeoisie and middle class concerns linking the overcrowding of space with conceptions of morality, decency, and comfort. Framing the question of working class city life in terms of unhealthiness and lack of access to natural, green spaces, To-morrow reiterated late Victorian concerns that unhealthy urban conditions would have a degenerating effect on the British poor and working class. To the middle classes of late nineteenth-century Britain, urban poverty was, to use historian Gertrude Himmelfarb’s phrase, a “cultural condition” as much as an economic result. In this sense, middle class urban reformers constructed their class identity through cultural and imagined representations of the negative state of the urban poor. The “degenerating” urban bodies to which Howard inferred, thus, was a middle class cultural reproduction of Victorian anxieties that lack of open space and fresh air would deteriorate working class bodies and thus undermine Britain as a race and imperial power. Much in the
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185 The benefits and unhealthy aspects of town life were listed in Howard’s “The Three Magnets” diagram on the inside of the book’s cover. See Howard, To-morrow, 5-13.
188 Peter Thorsheim, “Green Space and Class in Imperial London,” in The Nature of Cities, ed. Andrew C. Isenberg (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2006), 24-37. In 1866, British physician John Edward Morgan observed “an increasing tendency on the part of the laboring classes to mass together, and either to form new centres of industry or to swell the population of those already existing.” He argued that the working class had an endemic “want of stamina,” with working class men lacking “that calibre from which we might expect either vigorous and healthy offspring, or arduous and sustained labour.” Like Howard, Morgan’s concern was in the effects of overcrowding and the need to return laborers to the social and biological fruits of bucolic spaces. As Morgan’s book explains, however, this was a late nineteenth-century discourse linked to questions of race, imperialism, and eugenics. See
vein of these late Victorian concerns, Howard’s *To-morrow* alleged that the working class needed to be repopulated in communities where fresh air, sunlight, and open space could be guaranteed, and the biological and moral health of laborers could be restored.

In his solution for reforming urban working class housing, Howard presented the state of the nineteenth-century city in unnatural terms: as the outgrowth of modern industrial life that needed to be equalized with natural spaces in order to improve “the standard of health and comfort of all true workers of whatever grade…” This sharp distinguishing between urban and rural life reproduced what scholars Grace Harrison and Ben Clifford calls “[t]he notion of a distinct divide between the ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ spheres” that is “woven into the fabric of English society.” This was a dialectical construction—as Fredric Jameson argues, constructions of human nature are “hostages” to the mode of production—with Howard’s depiction of the state of urban life shaped by its purported relation to countryside, as well as the profound social changes affecting everyday Victorian life. As Lears writes, for the Anglo-American bourgeoisie the nineteenth-century city was “an emblem of modern unreality,” a built environment so adrift in cultural eclecticism and bereft of “familiar architectural and decorative forms” that observers found it “somehow artificial and

---


The nineteenth century industrial city, a dramatic transformation of the visual environment birthed in the social turmoil of the period, became the spatial and social antithesis upon which upper class observers and reformers, such as Ebenezer Howard, sought to reinvigorate the English countryside as a paragon of ideal, naturally healthy environment.

Howard’s conception of the city as the unnatural antithesis to the country was a mobilization of Victorian concerns of the state urban poverty and housing. Some previous garden city historians argue that Howard “hated the cities of [his] time with an overwhelming passion,” disgusted at the condition and growth of the large industrial cities. As Jane Jacobs later wrote, Howard’s “prescription for saving the people was to do the city in.” Yet while To-morrow was undeniably a detestation of the deleterious state of urban housing and everyday life, Howard also held an enthusiasm for urban life, being drawn to its “very confusion and disorder.”

This was a paradoxical depiction of the working class urban environment in which Anglo, middle class identity co-opted the culture of the city while denigrating the working class in terms of unhealthiness and degeneration. Thus, middle class reformers
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193 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 13-6.


such as Howard described the Victorian industrial city with imagery of some state of environmental “impurity” and artificiality, while simultaneously lauding the middle and upper class fruits of modern urban culture.\textsuperscript{196} He wrote of the “alluring” social and cultural opportunities of the city, “amusements” such as theaters, concert halls, lectures, alluding to middle class cultural institutions whose value is lost by the polluted urban conditions.\textsuperscript{197} From Howard’s perspective, the Victorian city was simultaneously a site cultural flowering, and an unhealthy state of existence whose overcrowded, vitiated spaces threatened the survival of middle class culture and British civilization.

The solution he articulated in \textit{To-morrow} centered on the creation of material “Town-Country Magnets,” a term he used interchangeably with “Garden City” to signify bringing together the positives of city life with those of the countryside within a planned, ideal community. The Magnets would be designed to provide the employment and wage opportunities, leisure pursuits, and cultural activities he associated with urban life, but structured within a small scale model town and in concert with access to adjacent, traditional agrarian spaces. Within Howard’s explication of the “Town-Country Magnet,” however, he assumed that cities had an inherently unhealthy and unnatural quality despite its positive cultural attributes. This reflected a nineteenth-century British context in which many middle and upper class people increasingly believed in the detrimental effect city life had on people’s health.

\textsuperscript{196} This is an allusion to anthropologist Mary Douglas’ famous study of symbols and understandings of what is considered “pure” and “dirty” in modern and primitive societies. See Mary Douglas, \textit{Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo} (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978).

\textsuperscript{197} Howard, \textit{To-morrow}, 8.
and biology due to, using historian Peter Thorsheim’s words, “rather insufficient amounts of pure air, sunlight, and exercise.” Unlike environmental historians Sara Pritchard and Thomas Zeller’s rethinking of historical processes such as industrialization “as natural as other large-scale transformations in human history,” the city of Howard’s To-morrow is the unnatural, unhealthy antithesis to pristine British countryside: the epitome of the corruption of modern life, a culturally constructed perception of urban space that middle and upper class reformers like Howard believed needed to be harmonized through community planning to ensure working class health. The growth of the modern city resulted in the “closing out of Nature,” and pastoral spaces needed to be restored next to a controlled version of city life to complete the “full plan and purpose of nature.”

Seen this way, Howard’s “Town-Country Magnet” reflected the concerns of the Victorian middle and upper class that there was an unhealthy lack of green and open spaces, and thus access to their cultural constructions of “Nature,” in London and other industrial cities. It emerged by a Victorian period in which the Anglo-American middle-classes sought a paternalist control over the dramatic transformation of Western society and its built spaces. Public health reformers such as Sir Edwin Chadwick had long argued for increasing the amount of open
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200 Howard, To-morrow, 9.
spaces and parks in cities such as London for the purposes of disciplined public recreation and spaces for proper exercise. This included suggesting the conversion of London cemeteries and burial grounds into playgrounds and parks, with public health reformers arguing for returning the burial of dead bodies to their perceived naturally healthy interaction with the earth.\textsuperscript{202} Such discussions for more green spaces in cities reflected not only public health concerns but were bio-political strategies of social reformers reproducing desires enhance the image of British imperial power through urban beautification projects and bourgeois anxieties that the bodies of urban poor were becoming increasing undisciplined, weak, and uncivilized by living in inherently unhealthy cities.\textsuperscript{203} This context fed into Howard’s argument that “[T]own and country must be married” within a single community; though at the surface To-
morrow appeared to address capitalism’s division between town and country, Howard’s understood the “metabolism” between nature and society in middle class terms. His idea lied not in rethinking the late Victorian city’s relation to nature, highlight the actual interactions between the two culturally-created polarities, but in merging a predominant Victorian understanding of the city with agricultural spaces espoused as naturally healthy by social reformers, eugenicists, and proponents of British imperialism alike.\textsuperscript{204} Thus, the Town-Country Magnets, in Howard’s


depiction, would be constructed according to the aesthetic values of middle-class Victorian society: 120 feet-wide “grand boulevards” connecting outer lying residential areas to the circular town center, a large enclosed “Crystal Palace” within central space where shopping/trade would occur surrounded by prescribed green space for recreation, a lecture and concert hall, library, museum, theatre, hospital, and “picture-gallery” congregated around the “Crystal Palace,” and various “philanthropic institutions” dotted along the periphery and supported by the “public-spirited people” of the garden city. The “Town-Country Magnet” would have the institutions, values, and spaces revered by middle and upper class reformers, but also the adjacent agricultural, green, and open spaces they believed would be necessary to improve the social and physical health of degenerating urban laborers.

If the city of To-morrow symbolized the possibilities of more work, higher wages, cultural “attractions” as well as an unhealthy “closing out” of natural environment, the “countryside” was the spatialization of a Victorian imagining of an uncorrupted, virgin “Nature”. Carolyn Merchant writes, “Nature...and civilization are socially constructed concepts that change over time,” expanding from historian William Cronon’s influential assertion that nature “is a profoundly human construction.” For late Victorian social reformers like Howard “Nature” signified a feminized Garden of Eden, beautiful in its virgin natural state and evoking biblical imagery, yet vulnerable to the onslaught of a masculinized industrial capitalism. He

using it to empirically study the interactions between cities and surrounding natural environment, Tarr’s concept can be seen in part as the incorporation of Marx’s concept of “metabolic rift” within historical analysis. See Foster, Marx’s Ecology.

Howard, To-morrow, 14-8.

Merchant, Reinventing Eden, 143; Cronon, “Introduction,” 25.
wrote that “[t]he country magnet declares herself to be the source of all beauty and wealth,” the necessary complement to masculine modern society: “As man and woman by their varied gifts and faculties supplement each other, so should town and country.” The power of town life, however, meant a vulnerable countryside lacking in the necessary cultural, capitalistic activities: “the Town magnet mockingly reminds her that she is very dull for lack of society, and very sparing of her gifts for lack of capital.”

By arguing for the marriage of the two spheres of life within one Town-Country Magnet, Howard’s reproduced a nineteenth-century Western narratives of recovering Eden: European and American discourses of a gendered, “fallen nature to be redeemed through reclamation,” serving to reinforce predominant upper class ideologies of British civilization and pastoral living. By marrying town and country life, Howard’s garden city offered a built environment form that could seemingly pacify upper class fears of “overcivilization” and working class degeneration while reproducing predominant British constructions and narratives of ideal natural spaces such as the country.

Yet, Howard imagined that residents would come to reap the healthful benefits of the countryside not just through their mere presence near such spaces, but from the opportunities for healthier forms of labor. First, as he outlined the economic benefits of the garden city’s agricultural belt, Howard underscored the importance of town as an adjacent local market for farmers on the belt to sell their produce. “Every farmer now has a market close to his doors.” The presence of the town near
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207 Howard, To-Morrow, 7-9.
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preserved agricultural land would allow farmers to grow crops they otherwise would not grow, such as fruits and vegetables, because the garden city, as a local market, would eliminate expensive freight costs and free the farmers from the demands from agricultural and urban “middlemen” and “speculators.” Moreover, the modernized sewage utilities provided by the presence of the garden city would allow for “maximum cultivation.” Consistently, Howard articulated what he imagined would be a direct relation between the garden city bodies and the surrounding environment by espousing the benefits of a new community of people and culture on enhancing the available and efficiency of local agriculture. The garden city would not only modernize the countryside through technologies such as sewage facilities, but would increase the efficiency and profitability of the farmer’s work and cultivation of the soil. This was a residual cultural idea that fed into dominant capitalist social relations at the time, as Howard worked throughout book to persuasively showcase the revenue generating potential of the reformist venture.

Seen this way, pastoral labor served as a key prescribed, residual form of physical culture in Howard’s garden city manifesto, not only to inculcate healthier bodies through their work and bodily relation to the elements of the countryside, but to maintain their efficiency and profitability as laboring bodies within a capitalist national economy.

Second, Howard imagined the presence of the countryside and the healthful attributes of rural living—“fresh air,” “ample sunlight”—would allow for healthier,
more productive industrial workers, aligning his community model with the dominant
cultural values of the capitalist mode. He wrote that the garden city would
constituting for Britain a “higher and better form of industrial life” because each
community, with its surrounding agrarian landscape and modern, carefully planned
town, would attract industrialists and workers alike: from “manufacturers” to trade
unionists, from merchants and the professional classes to the “very simplest forms of
unskilled labor…” Howard made no attempt to hide that one of the primary issue of
his garden city would be “how capital may be attracted and wealth create,” and spoke
the “healthful surroundings” of the countryside as also economically beneficial by
producing healthier, more content workers who would appreciate the available
“regular employment” in the garden city. Howard applied the community’s benefits
to “manufacturers” and “workers” alike, so that when he wrote that each garden city
would “offer a means of securing new and better employment for their capital and
talents,” he was speaking to industrialist as well as the poor urban worker.\textsuperscript{211} For
Howard, labor connected each dimension of the garden city. The creation of “healthy
homes” and their location in “healthy surroundings” that would come from the “re-
modelling of every city in the land and the building of many new garden cities”
would be “a vast field of work for the adult population.” The prescription and
improvement of labor, its re-established relation with the countryside, and its
improved relation to the owners of capital, was the pivot upon Howard’s definition of
a “healthy” garden city rested.\textsuperscript{212}

\textsuperscript{211} Howard, \textit{To-Morrow}, 10, 13, 128, 140.
\textsuperscript{212} Typescript of lecture entitled 'Remedies for Unemployment', Read at Co-operative Society’s
meeting at Liberty Hall, Kimpton, Northamptonshire. Date possibly 1916, Dec 13, 1910,
DE/Ho/F10/20, Sir Ebenezer Howard Papers, HALS.
Spiritualist Biological Essentialism

When Howard articulated the meaning of the countryside in *To-Morrow*, his words were couched in not only cultural, but spiritual meaning. We should not bypass Howard’s use of spiritual, religious imagery in his notion of nature. In many ways the recovery of Eden narrative Howard articulated through his garden city ideal was not only built upon spiritual and cultural constructions of nature and health—serving to mutually reproduce the other’s embedded conceptions of the ideal, healthy body—but reflected a spiritualist romanticism for pastoral and agricultural commune labor. Using “Nature” and countryside interchangeably in his book, Howard wrote in
To-Morrow that the countryside represented “God’s love,” the “source of all health, all wealth, all knowledge,” a more natural space through which British urban workers would become more civilized, lifted to a “new hope, a new life, a new civilization.” He interwove his spiritual beliefs within his depictions of countryside and how its naturally healthy attribute would flow into worker residents through their laboring and leisurely interactions, to the point of even considering naming his community model “New Jerusalem” (he later renamed it “Garden City” to attract upper class, industrialist support and downplay his communitarian impulses). Though contemporary British agrarian life lacked the modern sanitary technology necessary to preserve “the natural healthfulness of the country,” by returning the British working class to such bucolic spaces, they surely would regenerate via the “the bright sunshine and the pure air” and the interaction with “Nature” that such spaces entailed. The countryside, was for Howard, the biological and spiritual source of ideal, naturally health and embodied living, in part because pure nature was inseparable from healthy human nature: “Our bodies are formed of it,” He wrote, “to it they return.”

Let us first understand that Howard’s spiritualization of the body and natural health, and his relating idealized country spaces to biological and social health, reflected a devotion of nineteenth-century spiritualist doctrine. As a stenographer in 1870s Chicago, Howard endured a personal crises as he read Charles Darwin’s recently published Descent of Man and W.H. Draper’s Intellectual History of Europe.

213 Howard, To-morrow, 9-10.
214 Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 4.
215 Howard, To-morrow, 9, 125.
The crisis, historian Stanley Buder argues, revolved around how to reconcile the advancements of evolutionary science with his Christian beliefs. Howard’s crisis reflected a late nineteenth-century American context in which, as Michael Kammen explains, “the pervasive force of religion declined” in rise of Darwinian evolution, precipitating a tension “between doubt and faith” that “would increasingly be resolved in favor of the former.” Howard reconciled his crisis of faith and science via the doctrine of spiritualist leader Cora Lavinia Scott Hatch Daniels Tappen Richmond, Howard having witnessed one of her trance medium lectures while contracted to transcribe the event for a Chicago newspaper. Nineteenth-century spiritualists purported themselves to be mediums with a spirit world, capable of having, in the words of historian Logie Barrow, “conversations with the ‘spirits’ of physically dead people.” Cora Richmond’s “Modern Spiritualism,” specifically, relied on public performances of speaking to the spirits as a trance medium, preaching abstruse principles of human-cosmic unity while scorning the corrupt, overt materialism and selfishness of modern urban civilization. This appealed to a middle and upper class anxieties of the apparent corruption and decline of the urban environment, and gelled with Euro-American constructions of nature as “another world” separate from their experience of modernity and also rife with cultural and spiritual qualities. As historian Janet Oppenheim explains, despite their use of arcane and occult beliefs in the existence of souls distinct from the material world, spiritualist concerns with the state of nineteenth-century society placed them

“squarely amidst the cultural, intellectual, and emotional moods of the era,” a belief system that was in large part a response to shifting social and cultural concerns of urban health.²¹⁸

In Richmond’s spiritualism, Ebenezer Howard found a belief system emphasizing the power of the individual soul and the human potential in becoming unified with cosmic and godly forces and altruistically work to create a higher order of civilization. This was dependent, however, upon believing that people were healthier and more virtuous prior to the corruption of the nineteenth-century and its concomitant urban industrial capitalism, and could be re-established with more “natural” spaces of life. Paralleling New England transcendentalism, spiritualist doctrine called for the return of the virtues of the early American republic they thought existed prior to the explosion of nineteenth-century capitalism materialism through processes of industrialization and urbanization. If people could live cooperatively and in harmony with nature in smaller communitarian locales, they could achieve a higher stage of civilization and reform the unhealthy and overcrowded state of the nineteenth-century industrial city.²¹⁹ Though imbued with arcane discussions of cosmic and spirit forces, Richmond’s spiritualist doctrine bounded the human body to the existence of souls and “God,” the body being the


²¹⁹ Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 8-13; Beevers, Garden City Utopia, 13-6; Barrow, Independent Spirits.
material vessel to improve towards forming a cosmic unity between spirits and earthly existence. In this sense the spiritualist conception of the body was an imagining of man’s pre-existing, natural unity with “God” prior to the corruption of nineteenth-century urban materialism. In her abstrusely-written 1887 book on Modern Spiritualism, Richmond wrote that the human body was “[t]he expression of the Soul in the personal human form,” inferring an inherent unity between bodily existence and spiritualism’s idealization of nature as indissoluble from God.\textsuperscript{220}

It should be of little surprise, then, that such spiritualist doctrine advocated agricultural labor as a primary mode of active embodied for re-establishing a healthier and spiritually transcendent relation with God. Historian Robert Cox relates the rise of nineteenth-century spiritualism to questions of emotion and embodied sympathy, arguing that spiritualist doctrine situated the body as the material nexus of a desire to obliterate presumed “boundaries of belief, party, and sect, and even of time and space” in the pursuit of transcending the present context of social turmoil and corrupt urban civilization.\textsuperscript{221} The body of Richmond’s spiritualist doctrine was rooted in a conception of human nature that historian Christine Ferguson calls a “deterministic model of subjectivity,” through which physical difference and human potential were understood as biologically determined and linked to natural heredity and eugenic concerns. The spiritualist “organic unity” between the afterlife and social progress, as a result, problematically reinforced racial and gender hierarchies and traditional notions of masculine labor. Spiritualist communes were established where acolytes


engaged in farming and agricultural pursuits. Women were relegated to the role of spiritual medium to their supposed natural meekness. Spiritualists saw non-urban spaces as more spiritually evocative, and spoke of the wisdom of “spirit Indians” due to white notions of American Indian primitiveness and concomitant spiritual superiority.222 Ironically, spiritualism did offer women a public space of empowerment as mediums during popular trace events in cities, and often paralleled nineteenth-century campaigns for women’s rights by arguing that women were “naturally healthy” prior to the corruption of civilization and should be liberated from restrictions with fashion, diet and exercise.223 The idealized, healthy body of spiritualist doctrine, however, was a corporeal linking of evolutionary theory and racial ideologies with the occult and the romanticizing of the pastoral: the biological amelioration of modernity with eugenic desires for racial perfection and the reinforcement of the woman’s position in the gender hierarchy.224

The biodeterminism of spiritualist doctrine gelled with Howard’s close engagement with the positivism of British theorist Herbert Spencer. Analyzing Spencer’s book *Social Statics*, Howard studied the practicality of his explication of an evolved, ordered, progressive society under moral law, with modern capitalist
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societies as models of civilized harmony. Rather than offering a metaphysical contradiction, this form of evolutionary positivism buttressed Howard’s spiritualist beliefs: as Lears explains, Spencer’s doctrine substituted Providence with “an Unknowable power,” with both maintaining their doctrine of inevitable evolutionary process governing the state of society. From Richmond’s spiritualism, Buder explains, Howard “believed he had acquired knowledge of the God-given harmonious order of the universe,” and as a result “the road…humanity must travel to reach the higher civilization promised by grand design.” In Spencer’s Social Statics, Howard believed he found a practical measure by which equality and the proper ordering of society could be achieved by scientific understanding, with the prescription of particular physical cultural forms a central component. Put together, Howard arrived at an approach to reforming society that offered the linking of moral and material progress, allowing for, say, a modern urban and housing reform scheme to simultaneously reinforce determinist moral values. Thus, in his writings Howard couched ideas for modern housing, urban sanitation and reform in religious metaphors and imagery of a strengthened, disciplined population of citizens, seeing future garden cities as “training grounds” for “a body of able and experienced lieutenants” to carry out the Supreme Doer’s goals. Social progress became “the outcome of spiritual forces pushing outward through the hearts and minds of men into
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the social and industrial planes…expressing themselves in material forms,’’ and the garden city would express this social progress, imbuing the “grand” design with the racial and eugenic undercurrents of both spiritualism and Spencerian positivism. By linking notions of spiritualist and Spencerian evolutionary progress, Howard placed his garden city ideal within a biodeterminist framework, whereby the ideal garden city body became a cultural nexus fusing social evolution with moral progress, and resolving, via its biological improvement and maintenance, upper class concerns of urban degeneration and rural degradation.229

Arguably the clearest expression of spiritualist and Spencerian beliefs within To-morrow was Howard’s depiction of the Town-Country Magnet as a “Master Key.” He wrote that the marrying of town and country life within a single, healthy community would be:

the key to a portal through which, even when scarce ajar, will be seen to pour a flood of light on the problems of intemperance, of excessive toil, of restless anxiety, of grinding poverty—the true limits of Governmental interference, ay, and even the relations of man to the Supreme Power.

Social reform, bourgeois anxieties of urban degeneration, spiritual fulfillment, and pastoral activities intertwined within Howard’s “Master Key.” In its proper arrangement of social/cultural intercourse and open, green, and agricultural space, the garden city would be the “stepping-stone to a higher and better form of industrial life generally throughout the country,” echoing spiritualist beliefs in social reform as a vehicle for instilling a socially higher stage of civilization, and Spencerian notions of

229 Printed account of the address given by Ebenezer Howard on ‘Spiritual Influences towards Social Progress’, Given to the London Spiritualist Alliance at the Royal Society of British Artists, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall, London, April 14 (published Apr 30) 1910, Sir Ebenezer Howard Papers, HALS.
evolutionary optimism. Residents would be able to escape the social, biological, and spiritual corruption of the modern city, and be returned to the bosom of the naturally healthy country by, at bottom, living in close proximity and possibly engaging in bucolic activities. Moreover, this fulfillment would only arrive via the creation of a proper Town-Country Magnet, for only in such conditions would the natural health of the country “reveal” itself in harmony with the culturally attributes of the town. In short, Howard believed his garden city model would be a “Master Key” because it preserved the only possible spaces and imposed the embodied living forms through which spiritual, social, and physical fulfillment was possible—the bucolic spaces of “Merrie England”—all within a community model that could simultaneously retain the cultural pleasures and opportunities of the city.230

John Ruskin and English Pastoral Physical Culture

Howard’s underlying spiritualist and Spencerian values alone, however, do not explain why he believed his garden city would spatially provide a healthier living environment for the urban working class. Richmond’s doctrine may have helped Howard to see his reform as a “Master Key” unlocking a higher state of British civilization, but what led him to believe in the British countryside as the ideal...
conception of “Nature” through which the urban working classes living healthier lives? Multiple garden city historians suggest the importance of Dr. Benjamin Ward Richardson’s popular 1876 pamphlet *Hygeia: A City of Health* as a source that led Howard to link issues of public health with urban reform. This is most likely due to the survival of a manuscript by Howard on the plausibility of building a new city along hygienic guidelines recommended by Richardson and his mentor the social reformer Sir Edwin Chadwick. Howard argued that Richardson’s city of health—with its “perfect” sanitary conditions brought through modern technologies, “beautiful gardens,” and “broad spacious streets,” and embedded paternalist disdain for the “crude and selfish,” uncivilized “masses”—could become a material reality, for it appealed to the “imagination of common sense.” The difficulty of Richardson’s vision, in Howard’s mind, was not his depiction of workers, but that he did not specify how such a city could be financed.²³¹ Still, Richardson’s text, and Howard’s interpretation, largely concerned questions of the incorporation of sanitary science within a modern urban design: the practical steps needed to make a modern city more hygienic through radical changes such as subways, kitchen and sanitary technology, and the mandating of garden spaces for each dwelling.²³² Richardson, and subsequently Howard, linked health with garden space within an upper class reformer discourse on civilizing the working class. Yet, why did gardens and the British countryside symbolize the ideal spaces for British healthfulness?

²³² Richardson, *Hygeia.*
There is a clue to the underlying rationale of Howard’s linking of health with gardens and countryside in his choice of quotations to adorn the topic of “Chapter I” in *To-morrow* and his revised edition retitled *Garden Cities of To-morrow*. Both quotations were taken from the writings of anti-modest social thinker and polemicist John Ruskin. For *To-morrow*, Howard chose a passage from Ruskin’s *Unto This Last*, his condemnation of capitalist political economy and its effects on workers. The quote in *To-morrow*, though, linked scenes of “joyful human labour” with vivid imagery of the revitalizing gifts of the countryside:

> No air is sweet that is silent; it is only sweet when full of low currents of undersound, triplets of birds, and murmur and chirp of insects, and deep-toned words of men, and wayward trebles of childhood. As the art of life is learned, it will be found at last that all lovely things are also necessary—the wild flower by the wayside as well as the tended corn, and the wild birds and creatures of the forest as well as the tended cattle...

These things were not just attributes of English bucolic splendor, Ruskin wrote: they were the “desert manna’ wrought by the “unknowable work of God.” One’s natural, laborious interactions with the earth brought with it not only pleasure and health, but spiritual fulfillment.\(^{233}\) The quotation in *Garden Cities of To-morrow* expanded this articulation of the beauty of country and pastoral pleasures, elucidated a vision of a healthier city as one with grouped, “sanitary” houses adjacent to “open country” and gardens and orchards surrounding the envisioned city, so that “perfectly fresh air and grass and sight of far horizon” would all be within walking distance.\(^{234}\) Similar to


nineteenth-century Anglo American authors from the era, this was a stark contrasting of imagined pastoral living with the transformations of industrialism: the “garden” as emblematic of a British pastoral past threatened by nineteenth-century political economy and the scourge of the industrial division of labor.  

The “joyful human labour” alluded to Ruskin’s understanding of a healthy body as epitomizing the physical and social constitution of the medieval craftsman, content with his social position due to the pleasure he obtained through his craftsmanship and natural, healthful interactions with the environment. The path to healthier, happier workingmen’s lives, Ruskin wrote in his famous volume on aesthetics and architecture The Stones of Venice, was a return to pre-industrial, medieval relation between human labor and nature: “it is only by [manual] labor that thought can be made healthy, and only by thought that labor can be made happy, and the two cannot be separated with impugnity.” His perception of pre-industrial agrarian healthfulness seemed to at least superficially parallel Friedrich Engel’s portrait of workingman prior to “the introduction of machinery”: men led a “righteous and peaceful life,” engaging in “leisure for healthful work in garden or field…which, in itself, was recreation for them…” Both not only contrasted a healthier, pre-industrial English past with a physically deleterious industrial present, but formed


their perception from an idea and depiction of, to use Raymond Williams’ phrase, “the rural innocence of the pastoral”: the rise of the industrial capitalist division of labor severed the workers’ originating, healthful, embodied ties with countryside life.238

Yet while Engels’ depiction of pre-industrial worker health was an integral component of his socialist politics and communist sympathies, Ruskin’s anti-modern perspective linked upper class morality with fears of class conflict. Whereas Engels emphasized the healthful qualities of pre-industrial life as part of his overall assertion of the emergence of an urban, industrial proletariat, Ruskin’s jeremiad of the loss of medieval craftsmanship was part and parcel of a desire to remedy urban degeneration through paternalist measures for education and cultivating working class health and vigor.239 Articulated with a nineteenth-century Anglo-American cultural milieu of the upper class cop-opting of nature as a counterpoint industrial urban life, Ruskin lamented of the failings of the capitalism system in its ability to “manufacture everything” in the industrial cities “except men…” He argued that the industrial mode of production transformed the separation between the “noble” and the “poor” from what was “merely a wall built by law” to an intensified, violent separation, “a precipice between upper and lower grounds in the field of humanity, and there is pestilential air at the bottom of it.” Rather than enflame this precipice through radical politics, He thought the poor needed to be rescued from the degradation of factory work through social reform, and shown that “[i]t is not that men are ill fed, but that
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they have no pleasure in the work by which they make their bread…”240 As a member of the Social Science Association—an organization linked to eugenic concerns of improving the moral and physical conditions of poor and studying the effects of poverty in terms of disease and degeneration—Ruskin’s calls for the need to “manufacture…men” flowed in tandem with a construction of ideal health as a form of medieval, pastoral labor necessary to regenerate the social and physical constitutions of the weakening urban working class.241 This was, in short, a moralizing strategy to improve the state of workers without upsetting class relations and the positions of capital, a call for more “fatherly benevolence” from the country’s institutions.242

Ruskin merged a return to pastoral feudal labor arrangements with his social reform ideas, an important aspect for understanding the embodied dimensions of his thought. He established a charitable trust, the Guild of St. George, in order to “re-establish the peasant population of England under conditions which would ensure healthful and happy life.” The Guild was, as Graham MacDonald calls it, Ruskin’s “agricultural and educational experiment,” using upper class donations to acquire “freehold land” so that on such spaces could be trained “as many British children as can be, in healthy, brave, kindly life.”243 Ruskin’s emblem of health was the

242 Lears, No Place of Grace, 62-3.
243 Guild of St. George pamphlet, Number 65, printed by Shepherd & Perkins, Bewdley, 1907, GB 133 Eng MS 1164 – Letters and Papers regarding the Guild of St. George, John Ruskin Papers, The John Rylands Library (hereafter referred to as TJRL), University of Manchester, Manchester, United
medieval laborer in agrarian, feudal social arrangements: indeed, Ruskin wrote in letters that “The old Feudal system applied to do good instead of evil – to save life instead of destroy,” and he hoped the Guild would bring about an alteration of English laws towards such returned pursuits and craftsmanship.244 Simple, manual, craftsmen labor with spaces reminiscent of pre-industrial was, for Ruskin, salubrious labor, capable of reforming the social and physical dangers of the industrial division of labor, without succumbing to class strife, if the nation’s youth could be educated in “training schools” in the mold of Ruskin’s Guild.245

While Howard framed his treatise as a response to the central question “how to restore the people to the land,” one does not encounter prose romanticizing medieval craftsmanship and labor.246 The influence of Ruskin’s thought on To-morrow lay in Howard’s assumptions as to the “pure delights of the country,” imbuing nature with a spiritual power and ability to revitalize; while for Ruskin the country was the “desert manna” imparted from God, for Howard such spaces constituted the “bosom” through which God expended the fruits of rural life.247 It was not necessarily that Howard imagined the health of the residents of his garden city to be dependent on their return to feudal labor pursuit and pre-industrial social

---


245 Ruskin, Unto This Last, 15-8.

246 Arguably one of the clearest examples that Howard’s vision with in some way linked with understandings of medieval life was his assumptions about density in his Garden City model. He relied on traditional dimensions of the average property lot that were in use since the Middle Ages: 20 by 130 feet, a minimum 20 by 100 feet. See Hall, Sociable Cities, 22.
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and familial arrangements—he wrote that social arrangements would “the most healthy and vigorous where the freest and fullest opportunities are afforded alike for individual and for combined effort.”

Rather, it was Howard’s linking of ideal health with agrarian spaces, and seeing rural labor activities as healthier pursuits than their urban industrial counterparts, that one can see the impact of Ruskin’s thought. The healthy bodies of *To-morrow* were not just spiritualized through the countryside: Howard believed their social and physical health would be intrinsically improved by the presumed pleasurable activities the Country Magnet would naturally afford working class residents. This vision of the embodied fruits of the countryside flowed from John Ruskin’s writings.

Many garden city histories introduce the ideas of Ruskin alongside those of the British socialist and polymath William Morris, whose politics and Arts and Crafts values came to profoundly impact the garden city movement through the work of Letchworth architects and planners Sir Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker. It is difficult to pinpoint Morris’ impact upon Howard’s writing, however, as he is not referenced in the pages of either *To-morrow* or *Garden Cities of To-morrow*. Indeed, the only reference to Morris I encountered in my researching of Howard’s surviving papers is a brief reference in a 1910 address on the “Spiritual Influences towards Social Progress,” in which Morris is mentioned, along with Ruskin, as one of the many previous thinkers who expressed the ideas that would ultimately become

---
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embedded within the activities and objectives of the garden city movement.\(^{250}\)

Undoubtedly Morris’ inveighing of industrial capitalism and his belief in the “due
necessaries” for “good citizens”—work that is “worth doing and pleasant to do,”
dwellings that are “well built, clean, and healthy,” surroundings of “unspoilt” and
agrarian countryside, and ample time for leisure and rest—in some way undergirded
Howard’s garden city vision, for the parallels are too striking, the cultural influences
too intersecting, and the British context of radical ideas too interconnected.\(^{251}\)

Historian Mervyn Miller argues, however, that Howard’s conception of the garden
city in *To-morrow* was less a response to the “artistic and social implications” of
Morris’ socialist politics and the politics of the Arts and Crafts movement than an
attempt to unveil the financial and planning practicality of his utopian ideal. The
peak of Morris’ influence upon the garden city movement would arguably flow from
the work and ideas of acolyte Raymond Unwin, and would become visible in the
architectural and organizational layout of Letchworth and its design effect upon
people’s health and embodiment.\(^{252}\)

**Embodying Cooperation**

\(^{250}\) Printed account of the address given by Ebenezer Howard on 'Spiritual Influences towards Social Progress', Given to the London Spiritualist Alliance at the Royal Society of British Artists, April 14 (published Apr 30) 1910, Sir Ebenezer Howard Papers, HALS.


Garden city histories emphasize the influence of Edward Bellamy’s utopian novel *Looking Backward* on Howard’s increasing realization that an ideal community could be practically planned. According to historian John Kasson, the book, an international best-seller by the last decade of the nineteenth century, was one of over a hundred and fifty utopian and dystopian novels published in the 1880s and 1890s, as middle and upper class Americans attempted to comprehend the seemingly pervasive social discontent in the midst of technological transformation and the possible preservation of traditional, pre-industrial values within the emerging industrial order. The utopian novel became a “mode of social experience” for coming to terms with context’s transforming conditions. It was through Bellamy and his novel of a future ideal, heathy, egalitarian, cooperative society that Howard “derived” his ideas; Bellamy “provoked” the future garden city inventor “to formulate his own proposals”; the book so “deeply influenced” Howard that he arranged for an English edition to be published. Garden city historians presumably base their underscoring of *Looking Backward*’s importance not only on Howard’s own surviving explanations, but in his own participation in the land nationalization movement inspired by Bellamy’s ideas. Stanley Buder uncovered historical evidence listing an “E. Howard” as an executive board member of the Nationalisation of Labour Society,” writing that the organization provided Howard with public platform to

---

speak on proposal for co-operative land colonies based on Bellamy’s novel.\textsuperscript{255} Letchworth leader C.B. Purdom put it succinctly in his retrospective account of the community’s planning: Howard “read Edward Bellamy’s \textit{Looking Backward} and became a Utopian.”\textsuperscript{256} Like many other leaders of social and political movements around the world during the period, the impulse and ideas \textit{Looking Backward} profoundly impacted Howard and his development of what became his garden city ideal.\textsuperscript{257} More critically, the utopian narrative reinforced the construction and role of the “nation-state” within regressive visions of reformed living: the construction of a utopian community as linked to the construction of the nation as, in Phillip Wegner’s words, “an original spatial, social, and cultural form.”\textsuperscript{258}

The scale of Bellamy’s influence, however, becomes problematic when considering the embodied/experiential prescriptions detailed in \textit{To-morrow}, particularly how would-be residents would live co-operatively and harmoniously. Howard wrote of his uncertainty of the “highly centralised and bureaucratically organised” nature of Bellamy’s envisioned co-operative.\textsuperscript{259} Contrary to Howard’s inclination to Ruskinian nostalgia for the forms of community and labor prior to industrialization, Bellamy’s novel—in which a centralized state organized society and economy and guaranteed the health, leisure, and satisfaction of every citizen—

\textsuperscript{258} Wegner, \textit{Imaginary Communities}, xvi, 74.
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seemed to embrace the industry and technology of modern society. Bellamy’s depiction was of a future society under the guidance and leadership of a technocratic middle class, in which citizens professed a belief in the “religion of solidarity”: individuals as subservient to the nationalist goals of the state. The powerful institution in the society, the industrial army, reveals itself as a patriarchal authority, the mobilizing of scientific management strategies in order to promote male bonding and scientifically organize the labor, disciplining, and motivation of citizens. Men and women occupy traditional, segregated occupations and positions unchanged differences between the sexes, with women depicted as docile and weaker than their male counterparts. Bellamy does not address the state and position of Blacks in his novel. Bellamy’s co-operative, state socialist utopia, in effect, was a Taylorist, centralized, bureaucratically-managed and population-controlled eugenic paradise in which healthy living is the disciplined middle-class individual, whose needs are provided by the state in return for his subordination to totalitarian management.

Howard’s vision of garden city life, in comparison, exhibited a eugenics form of ideal living, underscoring the spiritual potential in people to become co-operative in the “properly” constituted conditions. In his description of the Town-Country Magnet, the town offered access to cultural fruits of urban modernity, but it

---

symbolized “mutual help in friendly co-operation”; in marrying town and country life, the community would yield “the best results of concert and co-operation gathered in by a happy people.” The garden city was constructed as a spatialized means of “awakening” the virtues of “brotherliness” and “goodwill”; it would inspire “all workers with that enthusiasm which unites men” to move to the planned municipality and instill a publicly-spirited built environment espousing of freedom and fraternity. Howard imagined not only that people with such qualities would be drawn to his garden city, but that the ideal would inspire each resident to embody these co-operative virtues in their everyday activities. No industrial army and scientific managing of citizens would be necessary, with individuals subordinating their spirit for the national good: the garden city would arouse the fraternal and co-operative spirit of its residents and “lead society on to a far higher destiny than it has ever yet ventured to hope for…”\textsuperscript{262} Howard’s vision depended on an awakening of a middle class-styled public spirit.

In his rejection of Bellamy’s bureaucratic, state-managed approach in favor of a romanticized vision of the co-operative spirit and individual freedom of individuals on decentralized municipalities, Howard was undoubtedly influenced in some form by the ideas of Russian anarchist Peter Kropotkin.\textsuperscript{263} Letchworth and Welwyn colleague Frederic Osborn reminisced that while formulating his ideas Howard “listened to all the preachers and the prophets, the reformers and the revolutionaries”
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of the era, including Kropotkin who first arrived in London in 1881.\textsuperscript{264} Kropotkin was among the thinkers Howard cited as having formerly expressed ideas that came to undergird his garden city experiment, and in his revised \textit{Garden Cities of To-morrow} Howard cited Kropotkin’s 1899 \textit{Fields, Factories and Workshops} to underscore the advantages of each garden city’s agricultural estate in serving as a local market for fresh produce and farm goods.\textsuperscript{265} Through Kropotkin, Howard arguably came to seeing his garden city ideal as a co-operative experiment, in which a marriage of town and country living would bring with it a marriage of individualist and co-operative values, allowing the community to be a bastion of individual enterprise and public-spirit without the need of centralized, bureaucratic management.

While Kropotkin’s writings are cited, along with the American economist Henry George’s land reform classic \textit{Progress and Poverty}, as helping to shift Howard’s ideas towards questions of population decentralization and land rents, Kropotkin’s belief in the importance of handicraft and manual labor underpinned Howard’s notions of co-operative garden city living.\textsuperscript{266} Similar to Ruskin, Kropotkin’s explication of a future society was founded on a lamentation of how industrial capitalism’s imposed monotonous, “unnatural” laboring tasks upon workers. Kropotkin, similar to Ruskin, romanticized pre-industrial handicraft and lamented that “skilled artisanship” was disappearing and the artist was becoming “human slave of an iron slave’ by modern industrialism. Whereas the agricultural
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worker used to enjoy “keen intercourse with nature” through his labor, even this seemed “doomed to disappear for the sake of the division of labor. Kropotkin’s remedy rested on a perceived organic unity of “brain work” and “manual work” that exist prior to the proliferation of specialized work in modern industry and the removal of “men of science” from manual labor. “[E]very human being, without distinction of birth,” Kropotkin wrote, “ought to receive such an education as would enable him, or her, to combine a thorough knowledge of science with a thorough knowledge of handicraft.” The objective was to install what he called “complete education,” which entailed destroying the “pernicious distinction” separating manual and intellectual endeavor, and re-educating citizens in both scientific knowledge and technical training. Kropotkin’s conception of the healthy worker, in other words, derived from a mythologization of the agricultural worker, envisioning a people who could enjoy the pleasures of handicraft without being deprived of intellectual pursuits because of class position.267

Thus, Kropotkinian visions of healthy embodiment depended upon the spatialization of pre-industrial, agricultural labor, resting on an idealization of decentralized, municipal communities imagined to offer equal access to pastoral spaces and industrial occupations. In his 1892 The Conquest of Bread, Kropotkin reinforced a truly socially egalitarian society needed to ultimately “make work agreeable,” pleasurable productive occupations that would not alienate workers from the fruits of their labor. Industrial and technological advancements, however, made

possible the improvement of working facilities. “It is evident,” Kropotkin wrote, “that a factory could be made as healthy and pleasant as a scientific laboratory.” In this, Kropotkin was not necessarily advancing a wholly anti-modern treatise against industrialism, but positing that mutual cooperation extended to the decentralization of industry, where manufacturing could prosper in proximity to agrarian production. “A variety of occupations, and a variety of skill arising therefore, both working together for a common aim…” Kropotkin wrote, “are the true forces of progress.” Integrated agricultural-industrial communities would foster healthier factory conditions, remedying the tendency under capitalism for the well-being of the worker to be neglected. Indeed, Kropotkin noted how “we already find, even now, some factories so well managed…it would be a real pleasure to work in them,” factories with improved sanitary guidelines and technology and better organization of work. Such cleanliness and healthfulness of working conditions were not antithetical to the capitalist intentions of the factory: a healthier factory meant happier workers being more productive with more enjoyable factory occupations. In fact, worker content would seemingly spread to building “homes…infinitely healthier and more conveniently arranged than those of today.” The decentralization of industry onto smaller communities in proximity to agriculture, in Kropoitkin’s anarchist philosophy, would foster healthy, content, and more efficient worker bodies, forestalling class conflict by improving worker conditions and making their labor activities pleasurable.268

---

Such decentralized, industrial communities would allow workers to live cooperatively and harmoniously due to Kropotkin’s conception of “mutual aid.” In a 1902 critique of Darwinist texts that underlines the natural competiveness of humans within evolution and special struggles for existence, Kropotkin argued humans, like all animals held natural tendency of animals towards cooperation, or “mutual aid.” The Darwinian struggle for existence, in effect, compelled species, including “Man”, to cooperate in order to “aid” each other in their struggles not just with each other, but against external environmental forces. Kropotkin traced the tendency towards mutual aid throughout teleological stages of human history, highlighting specifically the rise of medieval guilds, which provided “great latitude for individual initiative” while still functioning as a response to “man’s need for mutual support,” as an example of the ideal of “life in free, brotherly communities.” Indeed, according to scholar Anthony D’Agostino, in Kropotkin’s view “Mutual Aid found its highest fruition in the medieval free cities” in terms of being an example of a healthier social arrangement.  

This philosophical perspective reinforced an assumption by Kropotkin, as with others such as John Ruskin (as well as Marx, William Morris, and the British socialist Edward Carpenter) that the industrial capitalist mode of production deprived workers of a naturally healthier way of living and laboring relation to the land, both of which existed within the pre-industrial, pastoral livelihoods. Such an explication on the ill effects of urban, industrial capitalism left

---

untouched an inferred ideal embodiment exemplified by the agricultural workers and village artisan craftsmen of medieval Europe.

By basing their ideas on constructions of the pre-industrial agricultural worker and handicraft artisan as a form of ideal embodiment healthier than the “unnatural” division of labor of industrialism, writers such as Peter Kropotkin and John Ruskin left their ideas vulnerable to becoming embedded with bio-political strategies during their practical implementation. These works assumed the healthfulness of agricultural life, allowing their visions of healthy life to be imbued with not only the anxieties and values of middle and upper class reformers keen to civilizing the “degenerating” urban working class, and become a means of imposing a fixed construction of health and livelihood through a preconceived built environment. In terms of Howard, his ideas for merging town and country within a planned community, though in many ways indebted to Kropotkin’s writings, did not entail his concomitant political devotion to anarchist communism. Moreover, each garden city Howard’s was promoted to those with the means of private capital and advanced as a practically, revenue-generating private venture. This detached the idea of integrating industrial and agricultural work from the possibility of an embodied “moral economy” that could counter the national cultural milieu. The retaining of a traditional value placed on pastoral living allowed the power relations of national discourse to be imprinted on their embodied idealizations.271 The idealized body

---

270 See Kropotkin, “Fields, Factories and Workshops”; Howard, To-morrow.
271 By “moral economy,” I refer to E.P. Thompson’s noted historical concept for understanding how working class men and women came to defend traditional rights and customs as a counter to the new political economy of capitalist industry. I’m referring to Thompson’s concept here to emphasize how, when one focuses on the role of embodiment in Kropotkin, the defense of the traditional value of pastoral living served as a contradiction to any possibility of a moral economy in Thompson’s sense.
became a cultural locus through which reformers such as Howard imbued bourgeois anxieties, such as the worry of working physical and social degeneration within the overcrowded urban centers, into the prescribed experiences of residents within each garden city. Thus, it should not be surprising that many of the early middle and upper class supporters of the early garden city movement saw the “housing question,” which garden cities were to solve, as linked to questions of the “physical and ethical future of our people,” and the need to restore “the health and vigour of the nation” as an imperial power.272

Conclusion

Howard included few explicit prescriptions of modern, organized sporting, recreational, and leisure practices in his elucidation of the garden city in To-Morrow. In the book’s chapter five—adorned with a quote from the Charles Dickens novel The Old Curiosity Shop about the lack of a “love of home” and “domestic virtues” in the “dense and squalid masses” of urban centers, “where social decency is lost, or rather never found”—he specified that a “considerable part” of each garden city’s park space would be reserved for physical cultural pursuits such as cricket, lawn tennis, and “other playgrounds”.273 This is an important lack of detail, for it illuminates the garden city model’s vulnerability in being coopted by the bourgeois values of modern
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sports and organized spaces of “civilized” physical culture. With much of the embodied inferences and dimensions of *To-Morrow* linked to forms of pastoral labor and ideas of the co-operative virtues of rural living, Howard’s unexplained, yet substantial inclusion of middle and upper-class sporting spaces such as cricket fields and lawn tennis courts indicated a preference for emergent organized sports that were restricted, at the time, to the amateur, club spaces and leisure time of the moneyed classes.\(^{274}\) The sporting dimension of Howard’s garden city explains the community model’s correspondence with the social relations of not only bourgeois culture, but physical cultural practices imbued with dominant capitalist values. Howard may have been influenced by radical, anarchist thinkers such as Kropotkin, but the prescribed physical cultural spaces would ensure the garden city’s compatibility as a built environment attuned to the needs of capitalism.

Still, imagery, assumptions, depictions, and ideas of embodiment and physical culture permeated not only Howard’s explicated garden city vision, but the works and writings of those who in some way shaped Howard’s developing reformist impulse. The various notions and articulations of embodiment within *To-morrow* coalesced around theme of improving the health and well-being of the working class through a rethinking of the industrial capitalist division of labor, using largely middle and upper class conceptions of the healthfulness of medieval craftsman and pre-industrial, agricultural living as counterpoint to decry the unhealthy state of the urban industrial worker. It should not be surprising, then, that Howard framed *To-morrow* as a

palliative for the middle and upper class and their concerns about the state of the urban working class—not just in terms of living arrangements but in their physical condition and proximity to social degeneration—in order to persuade them to financially support the construction of a future garden city. This was why Howard took pains to outline the practicality and financial feasibility of the venture, devoting only a small percentage of the book’s pages to set forth the central idea of the garden city. Combined the instability of health, nature, and well-being as historical and social constructions, To-morrow became an ideological capillary through which planners and proponents could imbue their garden city designs with bio-political strategies, mechanisms, and values through accomplishing the model community’s overarching objective: the creation of a built environment emblematic of middle and upper class conceptions of health, healthy physical culture, and symbolic of the reintroduction of workers to nature.
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Chapter Three: Regeneration through Cottages: The Biopolitics of English Garden City Planning

On a rainy Friday afternoon in October of 1903, over 1,000 invited guests huddled under a marquee in a muddy field just behind a Tudor farmhouse, there to witness the official declaration of the site upon which Britain’s first complete garden city was to be built. They were standing on the newly purchased Letchworth estate in the Hertfordshire countryside, just south of the road connecting the nearby towns of Hitchin and Baldock. Many of the guests were shareholders of Sir Ebenezer Howard’s First Garden City Company, a private, limited liability venture formed to facilitate the planning, construction, and administration of a community reflecting the principles outlined in his lauded *To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform*. Others were Honourables, chairmen of nearby communities, and mayors of cities such as Oxford and Lewisham; an amalgam of middle and upper class supporters hopeful that the movement signified the national restoration of the perceived “crisis” of urban working class bodies and their dislocation from traditional pastoral occupations. The event’s vice-chairmen were Ralph Neville, a liberal barrister and chairman of the First Garden City Company, and industrialists George Cadbury and William Hasketh Lever, whose model industrial communities Bournville and Port Sunlight, respectively, were guiding predecessors for Howard and the movement’s objective of decentralizing the nation’s factories. By all known accounts, none of the invited guests were urban laborers or members of the “degenerating” working class to which Howard and the Company sought to reform. For declaring the site of the first planned community built “to raise the standard of health and comfort of all true workers of
whatever grade,” this was a celebration not for laborers and poor citizens, but for those among the British bourgeoisie who financed and politically supported Howard’s venture and hoped the garden cities spelled the improvement of the social and physical health of those in the overcrowded and squalid urban tenements, and the collective national “strength” of Britain as an imperial power.276

The chairman of this declaration of Letchworth, the Right Honourable Earl Grey, spoke to the invited crowd of Anglo-Saxon men of his belief in the practicality of Howard’s vision, proclaiming that soon, on the garden city site upon which he stood, they would see the remedy of a certain “evil” he believed plagued early twentieth-century Britain.

What then is the evil? It is admitted on all hands that most of the larger cities of England, owing to their ill regulated and anarchic growth, have become the very cancers of our body politic, and that they are sapping the strength and poisoning the character of the Nation. No one who realises that physique and character are the products of environment, as well as heredity, can fail to regard the suburban excrescences of our smoke enveloped and air exhausted towns with feelings short of positive consternation. Streets upon streets of sunless slums with nothing to relieve their squalid and depressing monotony—little provision for recreation beyond that which is supplied by low music halls and still lower Public Houses; boys turned out of school at 14 years of age, and no organised influence to mould them into honest citizenship at the age at which their characters are most impressionable. These are the evils with which we have to contend, and unless some effective steps are taken to counteract their influence on the character, temperament and physique of our people, the manhood of our nation must deteriorate, and we shall not be able to retain our present leading position in the World.

In his speech, Grey’s concerns of the state of urban laborers morphed into biopolitical objectives for Letchworth Garden City, articulating a British imperialist tinge that was inextricably political, racial, gendered, and physical cultural. His vision revealed deeply entrenched notions of idyllic embodiment, traditional values of Victorian masculinity and racial concerns that fed into the bourgeois constructions of “countryside” and architecture as the optimum, nostalgic environmental conditions for regenerating urban bodies. While the “principle object” of the company was to “promote and further the distribution of the industrial population upon the land,” Grey’s concern was clearly multivariate, centering on the preservation of the British “body politic,” the “physique and character” of the urban working class, and re-cultivating the traditional “manhood of our nation” by re-connecting laboring bodies to the nostalgic spaces of English lore: the pre-industrial pastoral. Many of the likeminded financial and political supporters of the movement similarly saw the Letchworth project as a fruitful vehicle for reinforcing established patriarchy and emboldening British racial imperialism through the restoration of traditionally pastoral domestic values within a planned, “healthy” built environment. In their minds, Letchworth Garden City promised a resettling of workers onto environments that would be properly planned towards the object of inculcating bodies with the virtues of, using the words of the Viscount Peel (another nobleman invited to the 1903 declaration), “honest labour and honest recreation” through civilized, disciplined, and regulated bucolic pursuits. The first English garden city at
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Letchworth, in short, was a spatialized biopolitical project at once dominant, emergent, and residual in construction. The community was planned for the maintenance of working class bodies for a modern British Empire, a built environment at once modernized and invigorated with prescribed, “healthy” countryside and access to agricultural laboring activities. Workers could be socially and physically “improved” through benevolent management, the community’s material design would solve the dual crises of urban overcrowding and rural degradation, and resident bodies would be maintained through the organization and prescribed spaces of community life and interactions with specific, meaningful, “beautiful” bucolic landscape.

This is an ironic historical argument for me to posit, as the chief planners and architects of Letchworth, Sir Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker, were much like movement founder Ebenezer Howard in that they were acolytes of radical, anti-modern, and anti-capitalist thinkers—Anglo men such as John Ruskin, William Morris and Edward Carpenter—and believers in the aesthetic politics of the anti-industrial Arts and Crafts movement. Yet, while Howard’s manifesto To-Morrow elucidated the general garden city ideals, it lacked an “architectural grammar and vocabulary,” through which cultural and ideational elements of Howard’s vision could became material in the form of an actual garden city community. As this chapter will explore, Unwin and Parker’s architectural and town plans were implicitly contradictory in that they were informed by anti-modernist, nostalgic impulses—

---

their designs deployed to conjure images of a romanticized pre-industrial countryside village—and yet were part of a wholly modern strategy to plan and structure an innately healthier built environment as a mode of reforming the housing and living practices of the crowded industrial cities. They were practical plans for creating a modern Letchworth Garden City that could exhibit the anti-capitalist, co-operative values and politics of Ruskin, Morris and Carpenter by merging civilized civic spaces and architectural beauty with bucolic surroundings and interaction.

This chapter argues that the planners of Letchworth attempted to resolve the inherent tension in using modern town planning to resuscitate pre-industrial, countryside living arrangements by framing the planned community as one that would inspire and regulate healthy, contented working class bodies through the availability of agricultural labor activities and modern, organized, and landscaped spaces for physical cultural practices in the town proper. Though forms of socialist politics and ideas underpinned Unwin and Parker’s writings and planning objectives, these British thinkers and planners were challenging the industrial capitalist mode through invented references to a mythical English pastoral past. As Raymond Williams explained, such nostalgic idealizations of a past “Golden Age” were at root an “idealisation of feudal and immediately post-feudal values: of an order based on settled and reciprocal social and economic relations of an avowedly total kind.” The planners, in other words, used backward-looking celebrations of an idyllic pre-industrial and agricultural order as a critique of the industrial capitalist order, a contradictory “explicit social reaction” that preserved the traditions and positions of those holding property, and reproduced the values of “certain kinds of order, certain
social hierarchies and moral stabilities” by drawing from a particular, social class-bounded visions of English country life. To resolve this tension between tradition and modernity, Letchworth needed to be a built environment for the reformation of bodies and health as much as urban reform. By approaching the garden city as an agent of biopolitical as well as spatial reform, Letchworth was planned to become the paternalist vehicle for the reshaping of British working class bodies and life within the contextual confines of industrial capitalism.

The chapter traces and analyzes the biopolitical agenda that emerged from the development of garden city movement planning strategies and the actual planning of Letchworth Garden City. In its material realization, Letchworth ultimately reproduced middle and upper class Anglo Saxon social relations and physical cultural practices, a consequence of proposing centrally planned housing arrangements for the urban working class without questioning bourgeois assumption of working class culture, nor the historical origins or class politics of their understandings of health, nature, and idyllic visions of pre-industrial life. The limited company formed to create the first garden city, in addition, required the raising of private capital for its objectives, leaving it vulnerable to the displacement of socialist concerns for socially conservative and industrialist ideals brought by the introduction of capitalist shareholders and the gusts and forces of the era’s relations of production. The result was a First Garden City Company dependent upon the political and financial backing of Anglo-Saxon men and reformers seeking to paternalistically improve the biology and social arrangements of the urban working class and inspire them to live according

---
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to middle and upper class ideals for the social, racial and national benefit of the British Empire. Within this historical and cultural context, the chapter argues that the planning of the first garden city at Letchworth became the site for the instituting of a nostalgic, bourgeois biopolitical order, an emergent practice formed from a cultural cacophony of dominant modern and residual anti-modern ideas, socialist, liberal and conservative values, and racial nationalist and eugenic notions of Britain as an imperial people in need of social and physical regeneration.

**From To-Morrow to a Garden City Movement**

The general understanding amongst garden city historians is that Howard’s book was greeted with somewhat sympathetic, yet dismissive reviews within British circles. In 1925, on the subject of the British public’s reception, Letchworth secretary and movement leader Charles Benjamin (C.B.) Purdom tried to retrospectively reframe and underscore the immediate support for garden cities:

> The socialist liked it because of its semi-municipal character, and at the beginning of the century socialism on its practical side was strongly pro-municipal; the conservative because it promised a way in which private enterprise could help to solve the housing question; the liberal because it was a project of land reform. People of every shade of political thought, and of every state of society, readily gave its support.²⁸¹

Purdom’s depiction of the conservative reaction seems accurate, for Howard went to great lengths in *To-morrow* to emphasize the community model’s financial feasibility.

and how it could be “obtained by purchase in the open market” through private resources. Purdom neglected to mention, however, that socialist and labor reactions were not as excited about the proposal. Edward Pease of the socialist Fabian Society, according to historian Stanish Meacham, “dismissed To-morrow with contempt.” Howard’s “plans would have been in time if they had been submitted to the Romans…[W]e have got to make the best of our existing cities, and proposals for creating the new ones are about as useful as would be arrangements for protection against visits from Mr. [H.G.] Wells’ Martians.” Other newspapers and observers saw the book as, in garden city historian Stephen Ward’s words, “an exercise in utopianism, fine on paper but unlikely ever to achieve reality.” Howard had simply “missed the point” in trying to mobilize a utopian solution for workers at the expense of ongoing class politics and the socialist movement. The Times put it succinctly: “the only difficulty is to create such a city, but that is a small matter to Utopians.” It was apparently one thing to explicate the garden city ideal in a published book, but something else entirely to turn the ideal into a material town.

The historical bridge between To-morrow’s lukewarm, respectful yet dismissive reception in 1898 and British town planner Sir Peter Hall’s assertion that Howard’s garden city was “overwhelmingly the most important response to the Victorian city…” requires further consideration. How did a generally dismissed, mocked vision of an ideal, preconceived community go on to become the pivotal and
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influential treatise of modern urban planning? The general narrative found within
garden city historiography underlines the passion and dedication of Howard himself,
his immediate promotion of his book and ideas through lectures and speeches, and his
founding of the Garden City Association (hereafter referred to as GCA) as the
primary causes of the ideal’s dissemination. Biographer Robert Beevers wrote that
Howard knew “resolute and tireless effort would be required of him if his scheme for
a garden city…were to become anything more than ephemeral entertainment for
reviewer.”286 In December of 1898 Howard proceeded to travel and give lectures on
“An Ideal City Made Practicable,” promoting the ideals he espoused in *To-morrow.*
As Letchworth historian Mervyn Miller explains, Howard’s “ability to attract public
figures respected for their balanced views,” aided by his access to politicians through
his current occupation as stenographer within Houses of Parliament, helped him
quickly garner political support for the cause. Speaking to Arts and Crafts guilds,
cooperative societies, the Land Nationalisation Society, and religious contingents,
Howard soon had mustered support amongst the middle-class, middle-aged, Anglo-
Saxon men on London, as well as Liberal Party members of Parliament, to form a
formal organization, the Garden City Association (known today as the Town and
Country Planning Association), for the promotion and realization of Howard’s garden
city ideals.287 The predominant narratives within garden cities histories follow a
general chronology: Soon after publication, Howard dedicated himself to publicly
speaking on the benefits of his garden city plans, mustering enough middle-class and
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Liberal Party backing to form the Garden City Association in order to organize practical support for creating the first planned community.

This was more than a development and impetus for a new, healthier built environment, however. From the beginning prominent Association members heralded the Garden City as a solution to their upper class concerns of the uncivilized, unnatural state of the Victorian city and its corresponding impact on the degeneration of urban working class bodies. They often spoke their positions of support through assumptions of “positive” eugenics and racial imperialism with an evocation that surpassed even that of Howard’s in *To-morrow.* At the inaugural meeting for the Garden City Association, held at the Memorial Hall on London’s Farringdon Street in June of 1899, the Liberal Party M.P. Scotsman Sir John Leng presided. In his remarks, Leng extolled the virtues of Howard’s plan, linking the vision with that of Plato’s “Republic,” Thomas More’s “Utopia,” and Francis Bacon’s “New Atlantis,” an invented continuity between Greek and upper class British history similar to the invention of amateurism during the same period. It wasn’t simply urban overcrowding and rural depopulation that plagued Britain, Leng asserted; it was the effects of such “gloom and pollution” on the “mental darkness and moral degredation[sic] of the occupants, most of whom are more to be pitied than blamed.

---

288 In her history of eugenics ideas in early twentieth-century American popular culture, historian Christina Cogdell identified “positive” eugenics programs of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as those targeting “the ‘fit’ and worked to increase the quality and number of their offspring…” “Negative” eugenics programs, by contrast, “worked to limit the reproductive capacities of the ‘unfit’ and their supposedly deleterious influence on the national bloodstream.” See Christina Cogdell, *Eugenic Design: Streamlining America in the 1930s* (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), 46.

for dwelling in such environment.” The Garden City, he declared, would rescue such laborers and poor workers from their moral and environmental deprivations, resettling them on communities offering access to “pleasant” countryside without “the dulness[sic], monotony, and stagnation of ordinary country life” and that “miserable, precarious, hopeless existence of the country labourer.” Only through such a community could the working class be given proper “social opportunities,” the “beauty of Nature,” “pure air and water,” “freedom and co-operation,” as well as “a field for enterprise for the flow of capital”; only with Garden City would the “social stagnation” of nineteenth-century Britain be transcended.290 The Garden City was not just a better planned community for Leng; it was a bourgeois, Anglo-Saxon strategy to paternalistically “save” and restore the bodies of the urban working class.

**Restoring Healthy Physical Culture at Bournville, 1901**

At the Garden City Association’s first national conference in 1901, industrialist and liberal upper class supporters quickly steered movement concerns towards biopolitical and paternalist objectives: specifically, the practicality of creating deemed healthier, rural communities to civilize the urban working class and return them to active, healthy rural activities in conjunction with industrial decentralization. The conference was held and hosted in the town of Bournville, built by industrialist and chocolatier George Cadbury in the outskirts of Birmingham as a

---

model industrial village in the vein of previous factory town experiments such as Titus Salt’s factory town of Saltaire and Robert Owen’s New Lanark planned settlement. These community and industrial reform efforts arose out of nineteenth-century context of industrialist paternalism: capitalist businessmen seeking the moral and physical reform of their workers through planned communities where they could ensure worker health, occupational efficiency, and regulate their social and cultural activities.\(^{291}\) This was a capitalist paternalism based in part on nineteenth-century constructions of human beings as biologically and socially determined by their external conditions, an iteration of Scottish philosopher Thomas Carlyle’s “environmentalist” concerns that people’s social and biological health depended on the state of their environmental circumstances. By reconstituting rural social and economic relations under the guise of a benevolent, altruistic industrialist—resettling workers onto planned settlements, with more hygienic housing and garden and park spaces, where everyday life could be shaped by the concerns of the company—the idea was that such model villages would ensure not only the health and well-being of workers, but business efficiency by instilling discipline and efficiency through the social designing of work and home life.\(^{292}\) Such concerns were fed into the theme and “object” of Garden City Association’s 1901 Bournville conference: “the


desirability and practicability of a combined movement of manufacturers and co-operators to new areas, so that new towns may be established on land to be purchased for the community”; in other words, practicality of garden cities in furthering the rural industrial goals established by village experiments such as Cadbury’s Bournville.

George Cadbury’s Bournville, a company “story booklet” foretold, was in large part an outgrowth from his Quaker religious concerns for the urban poor and his time working at a Birmingham adult education school and his desire secure for workers the social and healthful advantages of village life. By the end of the nineteenth century, Birmingham worker housing, while “better than in most other large towns” in Britain, was littered with lodging houses ‘of the most abandoned characters,’ while city artisans and the middle class were migrating to the “healthier conditions” of adjacent suburbs.293 Cadbury “knew better than most industrialists of his time how great was the sum of misery caused by bad housing,” the booklet claimed. “Bournville was for him an opportunity to make a practical contribution to the solution of a social problem.”294 Bournville, however, was as much a business strategy as a paternalist attempt at social reform; through his industrial village, Cadbury linked worker health not only to architectural beauty and idyllic village life but to the regulation of worker efficiency through the incorporation of organized leisure, gymnastics, and athletic activities. As Bournville architect William Alexander Harvey recollected, George Cadbury himself remarked at the 1901
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conference that his “intimate knowledge of Birmingham working-men…had shown him that the greatest drawback to their moral and physical progress was the lack of any healthful occupation for their leisure.” Their present craftsmen hobbies too “insufficiently recreative,” Cadbury concluded that his factory workers needed to be given more civilized pastimes, the pastimes of Anglo-Saxon privileged, and be brought “out on to the land, that he might pursue the most natural and healthful of all recreations…gardening.” Moreover, country cottages, adjacent to open and park spaces, were a predominant type of housing within Bournville, buttressing Cadbury’s leisure practice strategies by bringing workers back “into contact with Nature” through their homes and returning them to pre-Industrial village social arrangements. All of this was couched in Cadbury’s overall concern that “working men…be healthy and have healthy children,” revealing the eugenicist discourse prevalent amongst the British upper classes at the time.295

Further, the community and living arrangements of Bournville were promoted as fostering productive, friendly relations between owner and labor—a Bournville “spirit of loyalty to fellow employee and employer”—and a measure for preemptively ameliorating class tension by cultivating and disciplining each worker’s health and social development.296 Cadbury believed the hygienic and sanitary arrangements of the houses, adjacent to gardens and open spaces, would persuade residents to be more “cheerful and thankful” about their everyday lives and create more co-operation at

work and home for the overall betterment of the Cadbury company. He was so concerned about the relation of health to factory life that he issued a “Suggested Rules of Health” to new arrivals, detailing, among other aspects of everyday life, what Bournville residents should eat, how they should sleep—“Furnish your sleeping apartments with single beds; double beds are now little used in civilised countries except in the United Kingdom”—and why they should cultivate a family garden.

“Man’s natural place is on the land…Work in a garden enlarges the minds and strengthens the bodies of your children.” 297 While Howard and others affiliated with the Garden City movement saw Cadbury’s Bournville experiment as an important example in the relocation of industry of urban areas, industrial decentralization was from the beginning correlated to industrialist concerns for worker efficiency, the reinforcement of traditional social hierarchies, and the regulation of worker biology and social life through the restoration of rural life through planned gardens, open spaces, and country-style cottages. 298

At the 1901 Bournville conference, the upper class delegates concerned themselves with the seemingly deplorable physical state of British working class, moralizing the issue of creating healthier, cheaper housing arrangements as a matter linked to the health of the British Empire and the civilizing of the working class. This included the re-housing of urban and rural poor; among the delegates present was industrialist Seebohm Rowntree, who would later detail the deteriorating conditions

of rural poverty in a book titled *How the Labourer Lives*.299 In an opening speech to the congregation, GCA leader and liberal barrister Ralph Neville proclaimed, to delegate applause, that the question of urban overcrowding and rural depopulation “is a national question, nay it is more than that, it is an Imperial question…the ultimate destiny of our Empire depends on the character and the capacity of the citizens of this country.” Ebenezer Howard encountered Neville through reading his 1901 essay calling for population and industrial redistribution, and was delighted to find Neville highlighting the Garden City as a potential vehicle for such resettlement. Now as chairman of the GCA, Neville argued the “physical degeneration” of urban dwellers was “proceeding in some places at a very rapid rate,” and these people needed “physical development” by placing them in restored healthy conditions. “You cannot have physical development; you cannot have intellectual capacity unless you have sound conditions of hygiene as the basis of life of your countryman.” The “ultimate decadence and destruction of the race” would occur and the British Empire would be “doomed to failure” in its rivalry with European powers, Neville warned, if the nation did not restore the British people to a healthier balance of population resettlement and industrial decentralization.300

The Garden City, Neville declared, was a built environment model capable of restoring that healthy balance of more efficient factory labor with living near country spaces. Setting the stage for the subsequent eugenicist, imperialistic discourse of conference speeches, Neville declared that such town-country communities would
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preserve the “splendid stock…the energy and the stamina” of the “British race” by providing “healthy exertion and recreation” substitutes for the “unhealthy craving for alcohol,” the “unhealthy workshop or office” with its artificial light, and the elimination of extended commuting. “[W]ould not” the factory worker “be infinitely more capable of doing his work...becoming altogether a happier and healthier citizen,” Neville asserted, if instead commuting such time was spent “in the football or cricket field.” As an envisioned environment based on an upper class nostalgia for pre-industrial countryside villages and their assumed healthier living and social arrangements, or which middle and upper class leisure and sporting practices were inherent and integral, the Garden City offered the implicit regulation of working class life through material conditions attractive to the delegates’ concerns of urban degeneration. The Garden City would remedy the present unhealthy conditions without challenging capitalist attempts to increase worker efficiency by moving factories to rural districts, all the while helping to ameliorate class politics through improved housing standards.\footnote{301 The Garden City Conference at Bournville..., 7-13.}

In linking “physical development” with the restoration of British countryside living and the preservation of British national power, GCA discourse associated the recovery of the British nation with the imagery and values of the traditional rural village. As scholar Peter Vandergest writes, while notable previous histories of nationalism have often ignored the dimension of rurality in the construction of modern national identities, the imagining of a nation’s rural past has often been dialectically related to the making and reproducing of that nation’s dominant

\footnote{301 The Garden City Conference at Bournville..., 7-13.}
historical narrative and presumption of national authenticity. Drawing from acclaimed historian of nationalism Benedict Anderson, Vandergeest explains how “nation-makers must invent national histories and national traditions” in order to resolve the tension between the nation-state’s modern origins and a nation’s desire to exhibit a seemingly long, continuous history. Modern national historical narratives, as a result, “re-construct the past to fit the mold of a distinctive national culture.”

The Anglo-Saxon, upper class men who spoke at the 1901 Garden City Association conference, similarly, invoking the rural village as a naturalized emblem of national health. The inherent healthfulness of the British countryside village did not require explanation because its historical mythology was an upper class construction compatible with predominant narratives of British racial nationalism. The healthfulness of the Garden City lay in its ability to capitalize on this racial mythology of countryside health.

There was a tension within the proceedings of the 1901 Bournville conference between the Association’s first resolution and the biopolitical significance delegates, particularly Liberal politicians, assigned to the promotion of garden city creation. The first resolution, announced by the young Arts and Crafts architect Raymond Unwin, called for the GCA to recognize “the great evils which arise from bad housing conditions,” urge the relevant local and county authorities to implement legislation

---

for the condemnation of inadequate housing, borrow capital for purchasing cheap land outside the major urban area and the construction of cheap and “good houses for the people,” and engage with the local authorities “and of building and co-operative societies” of the possibilities in resettling workers in better housing alongside rural factories. Unwin’s short speech on the resolution did not expound on previous discussions of urban degeneration and British racial preservation, nor did he attempt counter such discourse. Rather, Unwin emphasized the importance of “relieving” urban centers through decentralization and housing working families in cottage dwellings. “Surely it is possible for us as a people,” Unwin argued, “to devise something better for housing than the dreary rows of miserable tenements that we see in all our suburbs.” In his depiction of working class housing Unwin furthered the criticisms laid by Socialist League leader William Morris, who argued that the poor were being “disgracefully housed” and denied “a higher standard of comfort…” at present. In laying out the GCA’s first resolution, however, Unwin’s underlying socialist politics do not seem to surface through his spoken words; the proposal for promoting and building garden cities and moving factories to rural areas emerges couched between Liberal speeches on the need to save the physical deterioration of the country through housing reform, and the racial, imperial, and eugenic significance of garden city construction.303

Following Unwin’s unveiling of the GCA’s first resolution, Liberal Aneurin Williams, who in 1906 would become the chairman of First Garden City Company,

accentuated the biopolitical details of the “great evils” to which Unwin, and Ralph Neville before him, alluded.304 “The people who are constantly being drawn to our great cities…” Williams declared, “are the very pick of the English people…the people whose children, in the course of one or two generations, are reduced to a comparatively degraded condition.” Evoking the racial, “overcivilization” discourse of the nineteenth-century Anglo-Saxon upper class, Williams proclaimed, “It is not that a certain number of the average of our race are being destroyed, but the very best of our race are being destroyed by the conditions of our great cities.” The GCA needed to “set the example” by establishing “at least one Garden City in the country,” showing the path through which local municipalities might follow suit. Even a quick reading of the proceedings is enough to uncover the biopolitical aims and perspectives of many of the conference delegates: while Unwin and Howard sought to explicate the practical measures of a first garden city, political and capital supporters espoused the movement’s significance as a means of thwarting the social and biological degeneration of the working class and its overall threat to the heredity stock of the British race.305

At least one high profile delegate at the conference was wary of the precarious alliance between the movement, politicians, and paternalist industrial capitalists such as Cadbury and Lever Brothers’ William Hasketh Lever. George Bernard Shaw was a longtime friend of Ebenezer Howard’s: in their early adult years both were members of the London Zetetical Society, a debating group of young British men
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who met to discuss “all matters affecting the human race.”\(^\text{306}\) After Howard’s death
Shaw wrote to his son, remarking, “He was one of those heroic simpletons who do
big things whilst our prominent worldlings are explaining why they are Utopian and
impossible.”\(^\text{307}\) Shaw was also, however, a member of the socialist Fabian Society,
and towed the official Fabian stance that Howard’s Garden City model, his
subsuming of class politics under the importance of industrial decentralization and
rural repopulation and his seeking of Liberal rather than socialist support meant the
scheme did not represent a genuine attempt at creating socialistic communities. Shaw
was also a delegate at the 1901 Bournville conference, and afterwards wrote (but by
all indications did not actually send) an extended letter to GCA leader Ralph Neville,
warning the Association not to presume they could craft a trust deed that would
restrict the activities and objectives of the capitalists and industrialists financially
supporting the venture. In seeking the support of businessmen who might move their
operations to garden cities and rural districts, Shaw argues that the GCA opened
themselves up to the interests of capitalists, to which they would be largely unable to
restrict.\(^\text{308}\) While Shaw’s letter largely concerned the economic and labor aspects of
the garden city movement, his criticism alluded to the profound biopolitical
implications of seeking capitalist and industrial support while clinging to a
conservative vision of British health dependent on the restoration of the agrarian
village form of living.
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Nostalgia for a “Beautiful,” Healthy, “Merrie England” Village

While Liberal supporters such as Neville and Aneurin Williams pontificated the racial nationalist importance of garden cities, at least one delegate spoke on the healthful qualities and details of his vision of English countryside living. At the time a young architect, Raymond Unwin spoke not only of the Association’s first resolution, but on the question of housing within a future garden city-styled community. There were three “main natural circumstances,” Unwin declared, that a garden city design “must bow to”: “light, air, and cheerful outlook.” Each dwelling’s front should be face the sun (“no house can…face northward”), with open spaces instead of walled off compartments so that each house is “always fresh and sweet,” and surrounding communities properly designed to offer “something more for outlook than the dismal monotony of a narrow street.” What Unwin was calling for was architecture that expressed a spirit of co-operation, health, and beauty, for he believed “architecture always reveals the life it clothes and reflects its ideals.” Garden city architecture, specifically, needed to reflect a community “whose units will be bound together by common aspiration, by some definite relationship of mutual association…” In other words, the architecture and town design would need to instill a co-operative spirit amongst residents and dwellers, bringing “a new system of mutual relations” Unwin believed once existed “in Feudal days” before the deleterious effects of the modern industrial order. A co-operative community spirit
would spring from the carefully open communal gardens and open spaces, Unwin asserted, expressed in unity with the planned architecture.  

Unwin diverted from the previous Liberal speakers by addressing some of the aesthetic necessities of an envisioned garden city community, underscoring the emphasis middle and upper class reformers placed on the need for sunlight and fresh air within new worker housing schemes. Like the Liberal speakers, however, Unwin drew his inspiration from an invented vision of Britain’s pre-industrial past, and the social and architectural unity of medieval villages, to validate his conceptions of architectural health and beauty. Unwin was a student and admirer of German and continental European medieval villages along with the cities of Britain; as he wrote in his 1909 *Town Planning in Practice* that the art of a town’s architecture and civic institutions “must be the expression of the life of the community,” he adorned the book’s pages with pictures of German cities such as Nuremberg, Munich and Regensburg—along with a multitude of British, European villages with medieval architectural pasts—to exemplify the ability to relate beauty to civic buildings and city form. Sir Patrick Geddes’ son Arthur recalled later in life that Unwin “enjoyed and admired German local growth-planning from the Middle Ages,” though he worried about the linkages between German town arrangements and overriding expressions of imperialism.

---

the modern living arrangements established by the industrial capitalist order—the explication of a method of planning that emphasized the quality and beauty of life rather than the mundanity and alienation of row houses and slums—Unwin’s approach implicitly called for the restoration of Feudal living arrangements through town planning as part of its objective in making cities aesthetically and socially “beautiful.” Capitalist or socialist, regardless of their ideological background, the biopolitical dimensions of garden city advocacy appeared to arise through the thinker’s invention of the ideal and healthful attributes of Britain’s agrarian past.

By emphasizing the need for light, fresh air, and simple architecture, along with his nostalgia for Feudal architectural and social arrangements, Unwin articulated a personal allegiance to the British Arts and Crafts movement that gelled with Victorian middle class concerns for the “unnatural” state of industrial cities. As historian Eileen Boris explains, the English movement, composed largely of middle class, male applied artists, decorators, designers, and architects sympathetic to socialist and labor concerns, “began as a creative response to the precarious position of the art worker and the degradation of his work” as a result of capitalist processes of mechanization, standardization, and the increasing commercialization of architecture at the seeming expense of aesthetic quality. These applied artists were spurred by social thinkers such as William Morris’ writings and speeches detesting the degradation of art and aesthetics under capitalism, as well as John Ruskin’s ruminations of the links between art, beauty, and morality. They sought to reframe art
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and and artistic production as inextricably tied to social expression, and saw the
beautification of houses, furniture and everyday objects as part and parcel of
protecting craftsmanship from the dehumanizing effects of industrializing, and give
moral worth to the aesthetics of everyday life. Though propertied-class women did
participate in the movement, working in design and handicraft pursuits such as
weaving, male artists from privileged backgrounds largely gained recognition in Arts
and Crafts public discourse, as they sought to revive the aesthetics of pre-industrial
craftsmanship as a critical response to industrial capitalism’s effects on standardizing
everyday realms such as housing. 311

Unwin’s Arts and Crafts sympathies were bolstered by his personal affinity
and support of the socialist ideas of William Morris and the British poet and
philosopher Edward Carpenter. 312 During his time studying at Oxford he attended
speeches by Ruskin and Morris, hearing both deride the negative effects of laissez
daire capitalism and industrial standardization upon handicraft labor and the aesthetic
beauty of ordinary, everyday life. Working initially as a draftsman in the northern
cities of Sheffield and Manchester, Unwin quickly became immersed in the late
nineteenth-century socialist political rumblings within both cities. It was in
Manchester that Unwin personally met Morris, becoming the first secretary for the
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Manchester branch of the Socialist League. Throughout the latter years of the 1880s Unwin wrote numerous essays for the League’s Commonweal newspaper, cutting his political and rhetorical teeth on an array of topics related to capitalist political economy, including the difficulty of creating a co-operative community in a society rooted in competition and self-interest, and the effects of decreased manufacturing costs on labor. As a coal and iron works draftsman outside Sheffield, Unwin befriended Edward Carpenter after one of his lecture, and would become increasingly influenced by what he wrote that Carpenter held “a unique place” in the socialist movement and led a “rare,” “complete and beautiful” life. Carpenter himself would write in his autobiography that Unwin was “a young man of cultured antecedents…healthy, democratic, vegetarian.” While the founder of the garden city movement (Ebenezer Howard) held a more ambiguous relation to the radical class politics of his time, Unwin early on developed a more devout support of the socialist cause and a propensity to distrust the workings of capitalist political economy.  

In part through Morris’s socialist writings, Unwin developed a perspective on the sociopolitical relation between architectural design, planning of housing, architecture, and the restoration of more “dignified” surroundings for working class livelihoods. In an 1893 pamphlet for the Hammersmith Socialist Society titled “Useful Work Versus Useless Toil,” Morris decried that industrial work under capitalism was “a mere curse, a burden of life,” and the working class denied laboring acts that could offer the worker “rest” in the future, a “product” that is useful and 
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313 Miller, Raymond Unwin, 10-18; Meacham, Regaining Paradise, 73-8; Notes marked “E.C. Millthorpe,” Folder 4 – Personal Papers 3, Box 1, Sir Raymond Unwin Papers, TJRL; Scrapbook of Commonweal articles, Folder 2, Box 2, Sir Raymond Unwin Papers, TJRL; Edward Carpenter, My Days and Dreams, Being Autobiographical Notes (London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1916), 131-2.
beautiful, and “pleasure in the work itself.” He believed a person’s “livelihood” came through the work and toil they act upon Nature, and saw industrial capitalism as denying workers a hope for rest and leisure after their labor as well as pride and pleasure in their occupations. In a previous speech, Morris elucidated his vision of one’s proper and deserved “livelihood” that would provide worker rest and leisure: a “decency of surroundings”, including healthy and well-built houses, with access to “ample space” and nature, and a “general order and beauty.” Morris did not examine, in his speech, what he meant by surroundings that were “decent” and an order of life that was “beautiful,” but rather employed a vision of ideal working class’ labor and health conditions in order to castigate capitalism for denying workers a restful “decency of surroundings” they deserved because of laboring acts.314

It is important, however, to highlight the embedded class politics of Morris and Carpenter’s visions of healthy, natural labor and livelihood, with both pitting the presumed healthier conditions of pre-industrial life to its degraded industrial counterpoint. Raymond Williams wrote how the “well-known habit of using the past, the ‘good old days’, as a stick to beat the present” is more historically significant than as a simple “recession into history.” In British history, notions of “Old England, settlement, the rural virtues—all these…mean different things at different times, and quite different values,” depending upon the contextual relationship between the British imperial state and the construction of a corresponding national consciousness.

of “Englishness”. In Morris, Unwin encountered a socialist politics fused with an English romanticism for medieval craftsmanship and the seeming pleasure feudal and agrarian handicraft workers found in their labor and interactions with the land. His ideas typified what historian Nigel Yates explains as the British Victorian “[n]ostalgia for the imagined harmony of the lost society of the Middle Ages,” a kind of “medieval revival” articulated in movements such as Arts and Crafts in part “to provide models of faith, stability and aesthetic unity” at a time in observers became increasingly exposed to the “often ugly process of the Industrial Revolution.”

Though Morris was not necessarily calling for a return to medieval life, his writings were steeped in an appreciation of medievalism, and his calling for “well-built, clean and healthy” housing with “abundant garden space” for the working classes was based in part on his view that pre-industrial, handicraft labor and work with the earth was healthier and more giving of pleasure than its industrial, manufacturing antithesis.

Carpenter, in his writings, reified bourgeois inventions of a past healthy agrarian “Englishness” and naturally unhealthy industrial present. In his famous
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treatise *Civilisation, Its Cause and Cure*, Carpenter depicted modern industrial society as a historical state of “disease” that severed people’s organic and healthful unity with nature. The earlier historical stages of “Savagery” and “Barbarism” were innately physically and socially healthier because native peoples lived harmoniously with their natural surroundings and without the strife, division and selfishness indicative of modern society. Concomitant with his political views on sexuality, Carpenter held gendered, contradictory notions of “Nature” that undergirded his linking of health with access to nature and anti-modern spaces. He masculinized pre-civilized Nature by emphasizing the instinctual, animal qualities of such peoples, while also reifying “Woman” as innately embodying the intrinsic healthfulness of Nature. In tune with Western thought at the time, Carpenter simultaneously masculinized “Culture” in a binary opposition to “Nature,” leading him to philosophize on concepts of “love” and “health” that depended upon a restored, “natural” relation to his feminized conception of “Nature.”

The restoration of people’s social and physical health, in this conception of the Nature-Culture binary, lay in drawing from the social organization of pre-civilized peoples, with a conception of “Health” in conjunction with “Nature” as something dependent upon conditions of natural and social harmony that have been negatively impacted by the forces of industrial capitalism. Unwin, in his later writings, underlined the heavy influence of both Carpenter and Morris on shaping his thoughts on politics and town
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320 Edward Carpenter, *Civilization Its Cause and Cure and Other Essays* (London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co., 1889), Edward Carpenter Collection, Sheffield Archives and Local Studies (hereafter referred to as SALS), Sheffield, United Kingdom.
planning. It seems reasonable, thus, to posit that Raymond Unwin’s subsequent emphasis, within his town planning (and garden city) plans, upon the healthfulness of the Britain’s pre-industrial, pre-capitalist, agrarian village past was in part shaped by his exposure to conceptions of nature and healthy living espoused by Morris and Carpenter.

One can see in Unwin’s writings on architecture and town planning, in the years prior to the creation of Letchworth, how such notions of British health and nostalgic imaginings of pre-industrial British life transmuted into architectural guidelines for creating healthier and more “beautiful” British livelihoods. The same year as the GCA’s first conference at Bournville, Unwin published, along with his architectural partner and fellow Arts and Crafts artist Barry Parker, a volume of previous essays and speeches titled *The Art of Building a Home*. In it he espoused the intrinsic virtues of the ideal British country village. “‘As beautiful as an old English village.’ The phrase arrests our attention and calls up many a pleasant picture stored in our minds,” pictures and beauty that Unwin said were “fast passing away” due to the ramification of unchecked industrialization and urbanization. The underlying theme of Unwin’s essays was his lamentation for the loss of a pre-industrial, countryside-dominant world, a middle class yearning for an era that, as Roy Judge reminded us, “never actually existed,” for it was a nostalgic invention, “a visionary, mythical landscape.”
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321 Letter from Freda White (Edinburgh) recounting Raymond Unwin, Sept. 8th, 1962, Folder 5 - Personal Papers 4, Box 1, Sir Raymond Unwin Papers, TJRL.
Within his essays on the relation between countryside village architecture, nature, and town design, Unwin’s nostalgic conjuring of the healthful villages of British agrarian past functioned as a biopolitical imagining of what constituted a more ideal British community form. He juxtaposed the “sprawl” or urban “squalor” and “suburban gentility,” with its “desecration” of British country spaces, with how pre-industrial villages and buildings seemingly “adorn a landscape.” They are more “honest,” Unwin underscored, because “[i]n the oldest cities” the boundaries between town life and “clean and fresh” countryside was abrupt and immediately adjacent, without obfuscation by the row houses of modern suburbs “which offend in coming between the town and the country.” This nostalgic arrangement, restoring the quality of beauty based on visions past English agrarian villages, afforded a more convenient, healthful relation between town and country life and a better organization of life for British health. In describing such a village Unwin colored the imagery in middle-class archetypes and overtones: “[C]lusters of cottages”; wide village streets; dotted breaks of trees and foliage and large gardens; a church with a “parapetted roof and slender spire rising far above all the surrounding buildings”; a village green with sunny cottages, barns, farm space, and a village school surrounding it. This was not simply a lamentation on a lost era of British life, but a strategic nostalgia that incorporated classed notions of health, nature, and landscape within architectural design. Unwin and Parker’s romanticized nostalgia for the idyllic healthfulness of the agrarian “Merrie England” past engulfed their turn-of-the-century treatise on proper

town planning, becoming a blueprint for restoring middle class attributes of health, nature, and aesthetic beauty with architectural and town design.\textsuperscript{323}

Proceeding further, Unwin’s nostalgia for ‘Merrie England’ village life was a Victorian, middle-class vision of health and a feminized, pastoral “nature” used to construct a sense of national “Englishness” and resuscitate traditional values of rural hierarchies and social arrangements.\textsuperscript{324} As this was a vision of how to return British people to a healthier state a living, it was a paternalist town planning strategy for endowing “proper” housing to the urban poor and working class. Personal diary entries when Unwin was a draftsman in Manchester 1887 indicate a consciousness of his middle class status and a desire to “make things better” in regards to the conditions of workers’ lives. As well, Unwin described lower class workers through phrases such as “uneducated simple fellows”—reproducing Victorian conceptions of the urban poor—while complaining of the preferring leisure activities of townspeople, notably the propensity for drinking and gambling.\textsuperscript{325} As Standish Meacham explains, Unwin are Barry Parker were avowed supporters of the British Arts and Crafts ethos, believing in the ideal “of architect as teaching, compelling his clients to live ‘better’ lives in an environment that left them little choice when it came to defining what was true and honest.”\textsuperscript{326}

\textsuperscript{323} Parker and Unwin, \textit{The Art of Building a Home}, 83-90.
\textsuperscript{325} Raymond Unwin’s Diary 1887, Folder 6, Box 1, Sir Raymond Unwin Papers, TJRL; Meacham, \textit{Regaining Paradise}, 73-5.
\textsuperscript{326} Meacham, \textit{Regaining Paradise}, 3-5, 80-2.
In alleging the ill effects of the modern town in destroying the past “honest” boundaries between town and country, Unwin wrote that modern dwellers feel the degradation brought by unplanned sprawl “without realizing the cause very fully,” and he underlined the power and importance of the architect in designing not just a home but “what many of us really want…houses in which they…shall be able to live a life of less artificiality than our present 19th century existence, a truer, healthier life altogether.” The British people needed to cease their “demand for houses which look as though they belonged to the social grade next above that of the people who are to live in them,” and embrace a more natural, simple way of living. Similar to Edward Carpenter’s conception of “Health,” Unwin linked healthier British living to a sense of organic, natural unity, albeit through the form of medieval rural villages. In such residents lived harmoniously with not only the buildings but their natural surroundings and each other, becoming “conscious of and frankly accepting their relations” within the community. This was a nostalgic affirmation of traditional agrarian social arrangements in congruence with the built environment. What Unwin articulated was a biopolitical strategy informed by middle class, Anglo-Saxon nostalgia for medieval life, utilizing their pastoral visions as a means of improving the health and living conditions of the urban working class.

---

Letchworth’s Biopolitical Agricultural Belt

As the financial and political support of the movement began translating into the actual activities and objectives of First Garden City, Unwin and his Arts and Crafts colleague Barry Parker were not quite yet the chief architects and planners of the Letchworth venture.\textsuperscript{328} Indeed, as C.B. Purdom explained in 1913, there was no

\textsuperscript{328} As Welwyn Garden City leader Frederic Osborn retrospectively acknowledged, the Garden City Association endured chronic failings to secure capital for the first venture. Gathering the political support of Liberal Party M.P.’s and the financial and public support of industrialists such as Cadbury
fixed plan for Letchworth at the start due “for the simple fact reason that the directors of the company did not know what they were going to do,” nor who would plan the community.\footnote{Purdom, Garden City, 39.} After the 1901 Bournville conference, Unwin and Parker were commissioned by cocoa industrialist Joseph Rowntree to plan the layout of his model village of New Earswick, outside York. One can tangibly see the developing paternalist, nostalgic biopolitics of Unwin and Parker’s planning as they designed Arts and Crafts-styled cottage housing in the model village. In many ways the planning of New Earswick exhibited complementary ideals to the garden city movement—the village trust deed stated its objectives in securing “better houses” with gardens for factory workers so they could “enjoy a fuller and freer life”—and the building of countryside cottage-styled dwellings was a pivotal element of Unwin, Parker, and Rowntree’s visions of a healthier village environment. As they strove to incorporate Arts and Crafts ethics and principles of architecture, they arranged the New Earswick cottages to allow for a low housing density and greater access to sunlight, and recommended all dwellings be without parlors and have large, common living rooms on the first floor to inspire traditional familial relations within the home. New Earswick tenants object to this recommended elimination of parlor rooms, as the parlor had long signified upward mobility and a higher standard of living that workers linked with moral value.\footnote{Peter Scott, The Making of the Modern British Home: The Suburban Semi and Family Life between the Wars (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 32.} Unwin and Parker, however, felt the substituting of the parlor for the large common was architecturally necessary regardless of tenant
concerns, as only the single, common room could engender the “sense of cosiness” and nostalgic domesticity they associated with the natural healthfulness and social hierarchy of pastoral village life. The planners believed their conceptions of health and beauty took precedence over the desires of the would-be worker residents. One can argue that Unwin and Parker cut their planning and biopolitical teeth in their housing and village designs at New Earswick, and would revisit worker objections to paternalist architectural regulations when they began to implement their plans for Letchworth.331

While Unwin and Parker were preoccupied with the planning and design of Rowntree’s New Earswick model village, Ebenezer Howard enlisted among others the liberal industrialist and teetotaler William Hasketh Lever to interview candidates for who would plan the Letchworth’s layout. At the time Lever was one of the principle shareholders of the Letchworth venture and was serving on First Garden City’s board of directors.332 Much like fellow board member George Cadbury, Lever’s prominent presence in these early years of the garden city movement reveals the problematic paternalist and biopolitical aspirations of the Letchworth community project. His model industrial village Port Sunlight, where he relocated his soapmaking operations outside Liverpool, paralleled Cadbury’s Bournville as key ideological precursors to the first garden city. It is important to highlight, however, what author Roger Hutchinson calls the “benevolent dictatorship” of Port Sunlight:

332 Miller, Raymond Unwin, 52-3; Miller, Letchworth, 25-7; Ward, The Peaceful Path, 39.
Lever’s overt regulating of village life and the private lives of his worker-residents. This form of biopolitics was encased in Lever’s promoted “rethinking” of profit-sharing he called “prosperity sharing.” The underlying idea was, rather than simply impart a portion of company profits to his workers for their efforts, Lever offered workers that he would “to provide...everything which makes life pleasant...nice houses, comfortable homes, and healthy recreation,” in exchange for them allowing him control and regulation of Port Sunlight life. The village was to improve factory worker health, Hutchinson writes, a “golden security” for workers in the form of a well-built home, green space, and the recreation and social discourse of village life, if in return they relinquished their self-determination and collective rights. This, Lever’s argued, was the only healthy alternative to helping factory workers, for if he simply gave each a share of the profits, it “will not do you much good if you send it down your throats in the forms of bottles of whisky, bags of sweets, or fat geese for Christmas.”

A prominent industrial supporter of the Garden City Association and influential figure on First Garden City’s Board of Directors, Lever’s benevolent regulation of Port Sunlight worker bodies and everyday life harmonized with the biopolitical and regenerative objectives of the first garden city project.

The benevolent paternalism of Lever’s motivations for created Port Sunlight village was mutually related to his upper class understanding of working class life and belief that a planned environment would “socialize” and “Christianize” their social and biological constitution. Personally involved in the initial planning of
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houses on the village site, by 1890 Lever oversaw the construction of at least twenty-eight model Old-English style houses in the village, in order to recall images of pristine English countryside living. His motivation, however, was constantly encapsulated in a condescension of his conception of working class life: he built the houses, Unilever historian Charles Wilson wrote, so that “workers could…know something more of life than going to and from a factory and drawing wages on a Saturday night.” While observers touted the objective health improvements Port Sunlight offered residents—English writer W.L. George wrote in 1909 that Port Sunlight offered the “best possible” cottages “for the working man” with kitchen, bathroom, and the elusive parlour space included—Lever asserted close supervision of community activities. He mandated that young girls wishing to attend Port Sunlight’s weekly “winter dances” submit a list of names of boys they wished to Lever Brothers’ social department. The company would then issue invitations to young boys at the department’s discretion. Lever also placed the upkeep of housing front gardens under company management, a response to his view that tenants used the spaces for “fowl runs,” “refuse heaps,” and exposed “family washing.” In effect, the provisioning of green space, the improving of factory conditions and cleanliness, was integral to improving the efficiency of factory organization, and dispel conflict between workers and owners. From the beginning, Port Sunlight—with its arranged garden plots, preserved public green spaces, and improved housing—was a planned industrial community cloaked as a benevolent project in social engineering, with the aim of producing “cheerful” workers who would enjoy living in more “pleasant” surroundings than in urban housing tenements. While Observers touted the village’s
improved birth rates in relation to nearby Liverpool, Lever’s books, speeches, and
villages regulations exhibit his deeply paternalist and politicized logic underlying Port
Sunlight’s creation, and his linking of heath to particular conceptions of “pleasant”
English pastoral spaces.  

First Garden City chose Unwin and Parker as the consulting architects in part
because their submitted plans seemed to complement Howard’s residual nostalgia for
preserved, unaltered agrarian landscape. Howard and the board (including Lever)
settled on Unwin and Parker’s plan for Letchworth’s layout and arrangement
specifically because the architects molded their proposed town design to the
particular cartography and naturally healthful features of the estate. In a 1913 essay
on the practical planning of Letchworth, Unwin explained that the natural features
and existing transportation lines “determine[d] the main lines of the scheme,” causing
them to account for the Great Northern Railway connection and the pre-existing roads
to Hitchin and nearby villages when determining the spaces to preserve as the
surrounding agricultural belt. It is clear when reading Unwin’s account that the
preserving of natural features, without disrupting necessary industrial infrastructure
such as the railway line, figured centrally in Letchworth’s initial layout. Having
spent the previous days traversing the local landscape, Unwin incorporated the
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preservation of historical rural roads, paths, and farmhouses within the plan, suggesting the old manor house of Letchworth Hall as “a most pleasing site” for a “pleasure park” near the center of the town, and the keeping of historical roadways. This, however, did not deter Unwin’s class-restricted perspective on beauty, landscape, and housing: he noted in the initial plan the “great attractiveness” of the southwestern end of the estate, with pastoral vistas that made them, in his words, “one of the best areas for the residences of well-to-do people…”335 By attuning the community’s layout of streets and spaces to the particulars of Letchworth’s agrarian landscape, Unwin and Parker’s plan offered First Garden City a layout that would preserve a bourgeois conception of healthy environment by protecting agrarian spaces that bore striking a resemblance to the English rural ideal of the period’s British urban commercial class.336

This residual nostalgia, however, was linked with the emergent and dominant cultural components of the Letchworth scheme, as planners prioritized the purchasing, protecting and modernizing of Letchworth’s agricultural surroundings in order to promote the community as a healthful and traditionally pastoral, yet modern and industrial-friendly planned environment. As part of their process of development, First Garden City members (including Howard) commissioned Unwin and Parker to devise the town plan and layout for Letchworth after purchasing the estate, and in tandem with the laying of sewer and public utilities. Letchworth’s first

year was largely dedicated to surveying the estate, establishing the water supply and drainage system, and beginning the construction of gas works and road capable of sustaining a population of 33,000 people, the ideal number Howard specified in *Tomorrow*.\(^{337}\) As a community in the Hertfordshire countryside and just an hour commute by train to London, the planners understood the importance of selecting a site where the recent innovations in train technology and local transport could be felt.\(^{338}\) According to Purdom, the company approached the development of the town by focusing on laying the public services, roads, and building plots. After establishing the proper conditions, they would leasing the plots to private builders. The Company did not do the actual building of houses and cottages, and only conducted detailed site planning in consultation with the commissioned architects, of which Unwin and Parker were primary. The underlying idea was that this approach would allow the town to grow “naturally” as the laid out spatial and pastoral conditions, with its bucolic and modernized healthfulness, would “naturally” attract would-be residents. This approach, however, was also a result of the company’s enduring difficulties in raising capital for the venture, causing them to rely on private and co-operative building associations for the creation of community dwellings. A year after the venture broke ground, there were mostly sites for houses and factories, but little actual construction. W.H. Lever tried to persuade the company to buy up and cheaply lease the outerlying areas of Letchworth in order to quickly attract builders and factories, but company directors rejected the plan as it would jeopardize

Letchworth’s affinity with Howard’s Garden City principles, namely the preservation of the agricultural belt. By modernizing and protecting of the estate’s existing agricultural spaces, the company sought to showcase the Letchworth’s “natural” attractiveness and healthfulness, an approach that reinforced the community’s intended reformist significance.339

Howard’s To-morrow provided the company with a preconceived understanding of the agricultural belt as the environmental linchpin for Letchworth’s idyllic surroundings and planned naturally healthfulness. Through Howard and their own predispositions to similar conceptions of pastoral “English” national identity, the planners assumed, without much explication, the belt’s importance to the venture’s stated biopolitical objectives. Walter Creese argued that the “greenbelt” was a utilitarian and aesthetic aspect of the Garden City: Howard thought the nearby belt would afford a local marketplace for adjacent farmers, and access to local produce and fresh milk for the residents. As Melanie DuPuis explains, middle class Victorian reformers advocated the reform of agricultural products such as milk as part of their attempts to return urban dwellers to more naturally, healthy ways of life. The belt’s landscape, in the company’s middle class, residual vision, was the necessary backdrop for healthy living; along with the improved housing, the inhabitants would live a more agrarian lifestyle to the point of sharing in rural pursuits. The nearby town, on the flip side, would give agricultural laborers a chance to engage in leisurely
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activities previously unavailable. The agricultural belt, in short, was to be the environmental means of fulfilling the planners’ Victorian reformist visions, where roomier bucolic spaces, fresh air, and ample sunlight would be a mere leisurely stroll away. While having a practical use in terms of stymieing encroaching development, surrounding belt symbolized the nostalgic restoration of a bucolic, Anglo-Saxon Eden, and was the planning component that would provide the necessary biological regeneration exemplary of garden city planning. As a result, much of the discourse and planning concerning Letchworth’s development addressing the complex issues involved with housing and architecture: the planners assumed the epidemiological and social efficacy of their bourgeois conception of healthy rurality provided by the agricultural belt. Once the company purchased the estate, they mandated 2,500 of the 3,822 acres of the total community to encompass the surrounding spaces of the belt, less than the standard set of land Howard originally recommended. Questions lingered as to the community’s leasing procedures and its ability to promote small holding farming, but there was no question as to the belt’s innate healthfulness.340

The planners’ residual nostalgia for the countryside entered into the town’s designed form through beautification strategies such as the arrangement of trees and shrubs along roads, and the protection of old trees within building plots. This

construction of tree-lined, middle-class residential streets, along with the subsequent building of cottage housing, would become the picturesque “street pictures” promoting the success of the Garden City’s plan.\textsuperscript{341} Much like the modernizing of the estate through the laying of public utilities and sewers, the planting and arranging of trees along with the construction of roads and boulevards preceded the construction of houses and town buildings. As early as 1904, trees were planted along the side of newly constructed roads, creating tree-lined boulevards, while dwelling allotments were still in the early stages of being let for building purposes. According to Walter Creese, the planners sought to materialize Howard’s originating thesis to combine “the advantages of town and country life” through the planning of environmental features “to reinforce the sense of place.” This influenced the planning approach taken by Unwin and Parker and the particular attention they gave to including tree species along Letchworth’s streets. One particular component Unwin implemented was the planting of a different species of trees along each road, forty-five different species planted in all. On this, Unwin remarked that the potential natural beauty the trees would provide made the provision important, for “the English workman might be tempted to vary his route home” to witness the various blooms and colors during the seasons. Unwin and Parker also made sure existing trees were not cut down as a result of housing construction, with the existing natural “pleasuries” integral to Unwin’s devotion to architectural and town arrangements that left unobstructed not only the land’s distinct environmental features but also vistas of the surrounding countryside. The idea was to preserve town resident’s access to the beauty and
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healthfulness of bucolic space, a residual scheme to invoke the natural splendor of the pre-industrial rurality that will also a key component for the company’s racial nationalist aims. For, in responding to the question of including trees and other environment aspects into the town plan, Letchworth chairman Ralph Neville reminded that the British needed to be returned to “the presence of nature” to strengthen the British populace against the greater proportion of rural citizens in Germany and America.342

It was no coincidence, then, that these middle and upper class aspects of the Letchworth environmental arrangement enticed mostly young Anglo professionals and artists from urban middle and upper classes as the first inhabitants of the Letchworth. According to retrospective accounts by community leaders, the first inhabitants of the estate were young professionals looking to escape the confines of London and resettle onto the healthier surroundings offered by the estate and the potential in building a new home. Company secretary Purdom rejected the narrative that Letchworth’s first residents were “cranks” and “social extremists,” but he admitted more than a few were supporters of the co-operative and utopian communities of the era. Observers emphasized was how the settlement attracted “ordinary” young urban professionals—doctors, lawyers, architects—who were “pleasant,” politically independent, and excited for what seemed to be “Morris’ News from Nowhere…being realized.”343 By 1907, the middle class sensibility of the
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342 “Building Operations on the Site,” Northern Daily Telegraph, 12 September 1904, 3; Creese, The Search for Environment, 207-9; Purdom, The Garden City, 77, 90; “Beautiful Letchworth Society”, The Citizen (Letchworth), LBM4345, 1 May 1925, Garden City Collection, GCCSC. 
community became publicly apparent, with British newspapers reporting the prevalence of debates and lectures “on vegetarianism, social Christianity,” and “the raising of the moral tone of dustmen” in the community, as well as the lack of “places of entertainment” ordinary urban workers enjoyed. In this absence of urban attractions, Letchworth leaders, according to the *Daily Mail*, forgot that “the mass of men are childlike in their tastes,” and that residents would commute to the nearby town of Hitchin to visit their music halls and playhouses. In concert with the environmental landscape, Letchworth quickly became a cultural den for the middle class, exhibiting the “dullness[sic]” typifying idyllic pastoral life.\(^{344}\)

Early residents wasted little time in securing spaces for sporting clubs that reproduced the middle and upper class, English pastoral mentality of the estate. As the Company worked to lay out housing allotments, roads, and utilities for the estate and community, plans were already made, in concert with Howard’s vision, for a local golf club. While town planners, including Unwin, objected to including workers in the management of the newly erected community center, middle class leisure facilities such as the golf club escape public debate.\(^{345}\) As sport historian Richard Holt explains, golf was a highly popular sport for middle-class, middle-aged Anglo men and women at the turn of the century, with suburban golf clubs helping to shape social networking within the suburban environment and mix business interests with leisure on a planned rural setting. As a “distinctly bourgeois form of sociability”—the urban and rural working class could not afford the member fees,


\(^{345}\) Buder, *Visionaries & Planners*, 91.
much less the playing costs of the pastime—English suburban golf clubs exemplified middle-class suburban living, providing what historian Jane George calls “institutional sociability” through the privatization of a sport and leisure practice and restricting of participation to paid members regulated by club rules.\textsuperscript{346} Howard linked the incorporation of middle class leisure practices with the planned healthfulness of his Garden City in \textit{To-morrow}, writing that a “considerable part” of Garden City park space be devoted to sporting spaces and grounds where clubs could “contribute to the expense of keeping” the grounds “in order.”\textsuperscript{347} The golf club appeared to have been popular, with a local movement arising as early as September of 1904 to create a club that would rent the course from company directors. They even discussed the possibility of creating a residential hotel and pavilion for the pleasure of golfers. The allocation of a golf course seems to have been included within early schemes for Letchworth—a recreational provision that, as one newspaper proclaimed, was “one of the wisest steps to check the physical degeneration” of the “present time.”\textsuperscript{348} As a class-restrictive practice in which natural and cultural spaces could be “nicely juxtaposed” through landscaping and aesthetic manicuring, a semi-country golf club served as an ideal physically cultural form to reproduce the Garden City’s ideal of


\textsuperscript{347} Howard, \textit{To-morrow}, 57-8.

healthful, bourgeois embodiment, a leisure practice reinforcing how merging country environment with controlled town life produce a space for optimal health.\textsuperscript{349}

Figure 3.2 – Recent photograph of the former “Agricultural Belt” of Letchworth, Garden City, now conserved as the Garden City “Greenway” of walking and bike trails, maintained by the Letchworth Garden City Heritage Foundation (originally First Garden City, Limited). Photograph taken by author.

\textsuperscript{349} Holt, “Golf and the English Suburb,” 78-80. By 1923, pamphlets made by the First Garden City Company at promoted the healthfulness of Letchworth by underscoring the availability of “open-air recreations” such as its golf facilities. \textit{Letchworth: The First Garden City in England, Entirely Surrounded by an Agricultural Belt of 3,000 Acres}, 1923, LBM3120.3.70, Garden City Collection, GCCSC.
Healthy Housing and the Biopolitics of Letchworth Cottages

Beyond the preservation and modernization of the agricultural belt, the problem of the lack of affordable, yet “healthy” housing for local workers and low income families plagued the planning and early years of Letchworth. Garden city leaders and historians have long linked the lack of early housing construction to the company’s inability to raise capital. Because the directors designed the company’s authority so as to restrict the profit margins of building operations through the allocation of shares, First Garden City was initially forced to withhold directing the construction of housing until private industries, building societies, and private individuals failed to meet the demand. The company’s own building committee, established before Unwin and Parker’s community layout, called for the building of
up to twenty cottages, and led to the first group of housing known as “Alpha Cottages,” designed based on the housing model established by Cadbury’s Bournville. Alpha Cottages consisted of middle-class housing with rents out of the reach of low income workers. Before 1905, most constructed cottage houses in Letchworth were built according to standards set by either Unwin and Parkers’ New Earswick plan or the model industrial villages at Bournville and Port Sunlight, leaving the issue of affordable, healthy worker cottages unresolved.\textsuperscript{350} Purdom called the shortage of capital “[t]he greatest handicap” for the company in terms of housing construction, and alleged that a larger flow of funds “would have produced houses and factories.”\textsuperscript{351} The state of housing, however, was unclear in terms of contemporary newspaper coverage, as some noted that the First Garden City Company was making “rapid progress” in 1904, with cottages “gradually springing up” while “no less than 400 applications” were “received for sites for residences.”\textsuperscript{352} Nonetheless, residents and observers remarked in the GCA’s \textit{Garden City} magazine that the need affordable working class housing persisted within Letchworth.\textsuperscript{353} By 1906, community leader Ralph Neville wrote that it was an enduring problem to have some three hundred laborers working on the estate, yet have no affordable houses for them to let.\textsuperscript{354} The healthfulness and social regenerative properties of the community project depended on the ability for laborers to afford being able to live within the community they were helping to build.

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{351} Purdom, \textit{The Letchworth Achievement}, 21; Osborn, \textit{Green-Belt Cities}, 59.
\textsuperscript{353} Creese, \textit{The Search for Environment}, 204.
\end{footnotes}
The lack of initial capital impeded not only the construction of houses, but the development and landscaping of The Broadway, the main street of Letchworth intended to link the community’s Central Square, where the public buildings and landscaped park space was to be located, and residential areas. This had a felt impact on the politicized relation between prescribed embodied activities and the resultant material layout of the community. The dearth in development funds led Unwin and Parker to allow the adaptation of previous English layouts: the adaptation of “Wren and other masters…to illustrate the layout.”

Scholars continue to debate over determinative role of Austrian architect Camillo Sitte and his Viennese architectural and planning work on Unwin’s layout plans, while the separation of the planned business and civic center of Letchworth displayed an embracing of American City Beautiful ideas on the arranging of commerce and civic beauty. In this way, the shortage of capital helped to push the layout of Letchworth towards more dominant and standard British and American suburban plans, stymieing the construction and landscaping of buildings and spaces more attuned to Unwin and Parker’s emergent and residual biopolitical ideas.

The shortage of affordable housing on the estate was exacerbated by the class politics of Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker’s cottage housing recommendations. Since First Garden City did not exercise control over the architecture of Letchworth, the result was a community of varied dwelling styles and aesthetics, typifying middle and upper-middle class Victorian suburbs of the period. As evidenced by their
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contemporary writings on the subject of housing and health, Unwin and Parker’s affinity for architectural and aesthetic ethos of the Arts and Crafts movement led them to accept the naturally healthful qualities of pre-industrial and medieval housing and community arrangements. This was a perspective deeply rooted in middle-class attitudes Victorian towards industrial cities and housing reform. Unwin wrote in *The Art of Building a Home* that “the relations of...separate buildings should be considered” not just to effect a unity (and in his words, a “dignity”) in the town’s form, but to instill a healthier relation between resident, home, and natural setting: to make village, dwellings, and inhabitants “at home in...country surroundings.” This kind of healthier relation, for Unwin, entailed the restoration of pre-industrial social arrangements and conditions for ideal domesticity, as he believed the organic healthfulness of village life cultivated residents who would “accept” and “be content” with their personal and social relations. This approach served to complement dominant English cultural ideas of the need to “protect” the home, and persuade poor families of the need to adjust or improve their behavior and conditions.358 Echoing the medieval romanticism of contemporary architects such as the Austrian Camillo Sitte, Unwin’s devotion to seeming “organic unity” of pastoral and medieval village led him to reproduce middle class notions of health and aesthetic beauty through his work.359 More than that, such restored village arrangements would aid in the

amelioration of working class health and politics, for it would provide a livelihood through which they could live with idyllic, pastoral health and contentment.

This approach led Unwin to argue for the necessity, beauty, and healthful attributes of the nostalgically-imbued countryside cottage within town planning. In his 1902 Fabian pamphlet Cottage Plans and Common Sense, Unwin detailed his plan for low density housing arrangements he would subsequently recommend in Letchworth. Rather than constructing row houses with backyards—which he found “unsuitable” due their lack of sunlight and propensity to be sites for accumulated litter—Unwin wrote that the “majority of men would accept” the house ideal articulated by John Ruskin: a country cottage, with a little garden, and access to fresh air and sunlight. Such cottages should be planned without parlor rooms, but with the single common rooms to allow for air circulation, ample sunlight, as well as inspire a cozier, nostalgia-laden familial relations. The cottages would be arranged in a quadrangular shape, surrounding a large communal space that would “provide for all sorts of tastes,” such as lawns for bowling, a children’s playground, or a public garden. Unwin’s underlying idea, following the vision of his naturalist and medieval romantic Ruskin, was that such housing arrangements would remedy the dislocation between working class housing and idyllic English pastoral living.\(^{360}\) This was a thoroughly middle and upper class vision of health and nature, and neatly complemented liberal movement supporters who argued that the restoration of English country living would socially and biologically regenerate the urban working

\(^{360}\) Raymond Unwin, Cottage Plans and Common Sense, Fabian Tract No. 109, March 1902, Folder 5 – Folder of Unwin's Publications and Articles, Box 2, Sir Raymond Unwin Papers, TJRL.
class. As garden city historian Stanley Buder explains, through Unwin’s advocacy of low density cottage housing arrangements, “British planning emerged with a theory and practice derived in large part from the blending of Howard’s vision with the Arts and Crafts movement.”

The centerpiece of Unwin’s plan, however, was the country cottage, an antimodern housing ideal mobilized by the modern power strategy of biopoliticized town planning. With the cottage in its natural association with undeveloped country spaces and communal gardens, Unwin’s plan promised the restoration of pre-industrial social and environmental living arrangements alongside strategies to instill greater co-operation without abandoning the garden city movement’s objective of working class regeneration.

The country cottage, as scholar Karen Sayer explains, has long embodied “English national identity and ideal domesticity, representing ‘true’ femininity as ‘natural’, domestic (in terms of both domesticity and nationality), white, wise, and thoroughly desirable/pleasurable…” By the Victorian era, it had become ingrained within English national iconography as the mythical modicum of intimate home life and English healthfulness. The ambiguity of its definition and what materially constitutes a cottage—be it any country home or a hovel—has allowed for variability in the myth’s articulation, as the multitudinous, contextually-specific imagery and signifiers of the idyllic English retreat become emboldened through invented narratives blurring the boundaries between history, memory, and nostalgia. Those narratives then reproduce a “way the English have used/still use their past to sell themselves,” a construction and reproduction of iterations of national identity.

---

Always set in an envisioned idyllic landscape of the ‘picturesque’ rurality of pre-
industrial England—William Blake’s “green & pleasant land”—the cottage was the
utopian and planned space through which the Victorian middle class reproduced
ideologies of Englishness, rural femininity, and bourgeois domesticity. The imagined
bucolic “home” became the nostalgic emblem of lost national health, its imagery
employed by middle class reformers to critique the rapid development of the urban
industrial centers and emblemize the nostalgic, healthy, domestic backdrop through
which British imperial strength emerged. Similar to Ebenezer Howard’s articulation
of rural ‘Nature’ as a feminized bosom of health, such discourse enmeshed the
country cottage within a feminized iteration of rural landscape and signified the
architectural, healthy “Other” in contrast to the culture, power, and unhealthy spaces
of the nineteenth-century city.362

Unwin and Parker’s writings on housing architecture in The Art of Building a
Home and Cottage Plans and Common Sense guided their subsequent
recommendations and housing plans in Letchworth. One notable singular
development was “Homesgarth,” a co-operative housing project spearheaded by
Unwin and Howard. Promoting his vision of communal working class housing in the
Daily Mail and GCA publications, Howard raised £5,000 from private sources to
finance the construction of a block of communal housing arranged in quadrangles.

362 Sayer, Country Cottages, 1-18; Linda M. Austin, Nostalgia in Transition, 1780-1917
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2007), 125-126; Donna Landry, “Ruined Cottages: The
Contradictory Legacy of the Picturesque for England’s Green and Pleasant Land,” in Green and
Pleasant Land: English Culture and the Romantic Countryside, ed. Amanda Gilroy (Dudley, MA:
Peeters, 2004), 1-18. For other histories of the English cottage, see William T. Comstock, Country
Houses and Seaside Cottages of the Victorian Era (New York: Dover Publications, 1989); R.J. Brown,
The English Country Cottage (London: Hamlyn Paperbacks, 1979); Vanessa Parker, The English
The thirty-two planned apartments were designed as “service flats” so that residents would be forced to eat meals in central kitchens and dining rooms, as well as have access to communal living and recreation facilities. Though not personally planned by Unwin, Homesgarth’s design reflected his earlier sketches of urban quadrangle housing with shared rooms and writings on co-operative housing schemes for workers.\textsuperscript{363} Multiple such individual and privately-financed projects emerged in the early years of Letchworth, but the lack of financial stability and haphazard nature of building construction in part caused the community’s wholesale construction to occur gradually through patchwork designs rather than a preconceived layout based on Howard’s \textit{To-morrow}. Moreover, the selection of Unwin and Parker as the company’s consulting architects guaranteed that the issue of housing at Letchworth would be deeply political, culturally complex, and dialectically relation to class tension indicative of the period. The paternalist nature of the venture was not solely created by the planners, as the First Garden City’s prospectus made it clear that not only did Letchworth’s inhabitants have no right to take over the company in future periods of community financial solvency, but that the owners and regulators of the community’s development and design were ultimately the board of directors and members of the company.\textsuperscript{364}

The overt middle class paternalism of Unwin’s housing and architectural recommendations exacerbated class tensions within Letchworth, as local laborers clamored for available, affordable cottages and objected to the higher cost of the


\textsuperscript{364} Purdom, \textit{The Letchworth Achievement}, 11-15.
community’s aesthetic and architectural regulations. The middle-class social and aesthetic values of the cottages that Unwin and Parker designed caused housing rentals to be too costly for ordinary laborers. The planners, for example, stipulated that builders use red tiles for roofing material and banned the use of cheaper gray slates, a material commonly used for roofs in working class communities at the time. During the Victorian period, thousands of roofs were built with Welsh slates throughout Britain, a capitalist break from the traditional use of local materials. Indeed, as R.J. Brown reminded us, the Welsh slate was the predominant roofing material used in Britain during the nineteenth century. Unwin, however, favored the use of the more expensive red clay tiles, presumably as they not only varied in color depending on the local clay material, but exhibit the natural “organic unity” that he believed existed in the “healthier” English and European medieval villages and their architecture. Local laborers and poor residents protested the requirements, arguing that they prevented the cottages from being affordable. Such well-designed cottages were located in areas of the town only middle and upper middle-class residents could afford, while low wage laborers who were working in the town often had to commute from their cheaper accommodations in Hitchin or other vicinities. As a result, Unwin and Parker’s aesthetic requirements produced a considerable degree of tension with local workers. Unwin responded to this division in a 1906 lecture to Letchworth residents, arguing that the advantages of the red tiles outweighed their negligible higher costs. He believed the health benefits of the architectural aesthetic were

more important than the use of building materials typical of the overcrowded urban environment, and stressed that their value would emerge over time. The episode exhibited the class divisions within a planned community designed to ameliorate class conflict. As C.B. Purdom put it in 1913, “[A]t Garden City we have had a conflict between the architect and builder on the one hand, and the tenant on the other.” The conflict was no less placated by the company’s setup; when people asked at the first conferences held on the estate whether new factory owners would be regulated by First Garden City to provide “fair conditions” to their employees, company leaders responded that the question was a trades union matter, and not one First Garden City could tackle.367

Along with the construction of affordable, yet healthy housing, such paternalism also seeped into question of reforming working class culture within Letchworth. Quickly politicians and social reformers began to use the new garden city estate to assert their initiatives for socially reforming the activities of the working class, holding conferences at Letchworth addressing social topics such as temperance and agricultural holdings.368 In the summer of 1904, Conservative politician Sir John Gorst—would late become chairman of the Letchworth Parish Council—presided over a conference concerning “constructive temperance reform,” with figures such as Seebohm Rowntree and Aneurin Williams present for the discussions.369 The discussions and resolutions centered on whether to advocate the selling of liquor be placed under the discretion of local public trustees, with the intention of a public body

369 Purdom, Letchworth Achievement, 112.
regulating local use and restricting excessive consumption. Conference discourse, however, was underpinned by notions of the possibility of working class social reform through the structuring of the environment, and how the Letchworth estate served as an example environment that could quell their immoral activities of urban workers. The degraded conditions of the industrial city exacerbated worker degeneration, Gorst argued: “[T]he greatest temptations to drink in the large towns are bad air and foul surroundings.” This view reinforced the perception of middle and upper class social reformers that Letchworth’s environmental arrangement afforded optimum conditions for health. Letchworth, in other words, would resolve questions of worker immorality through its planned form. As one contemporary newspaper coverage put it, “if [First Garden City Company] succeed in…bringing employment and labour together where both can prosper, while a healthy home life is fostered by the natural influence of agreeable surroundings,” they will have presented a remedy for not only the issue of temperance but the national urban public health crisis.370

By 1905, it was becoming clear that the company would need to solicit help in figuring out how to create affordable, yet healthful cottages for local workers. That year company manager Thomas Adams solicited the help of Spectator and The Country Gentleman editor J. St. Loe Strachey to promote a Cheap Cottages Exhibition. Builders, architects, and interested observers from across the country were invited to visit the estate and attempt to build a livable cottage for under £150.

In terms of promotion, visitor count and number of built cottages, the exhibition proved a success: over sixty thousand people ventured to an incomplete Letchworth Garden City to witness 121 cottages of various styles, materials and designs. The exhibition, however, exposed the Letchworth project to its vulnerability not only as a private venture within an industrial capitalist economy, but as a middle-class reformist project with an overall ambivalent approach to defining a “healthy” cottage. For Unwin and Parker, the Cheap Cottages Exhibition risked moving the planned community into the unfortunate direction of valuing cost over the reforming of affordable housing designs. Apart from its allusions to Ruskian nostalgic visions of pastoral living, however, Howard’s primary stipulation of healthy housing within a healthier rural environment. Howard, Unwin and others continued to advocate the construction of more communally arranged houses for co-operative living, but the company had little control over the direction of home construction. If in the beginning Letchworth leaders hoped to fulfill the idyllic middle class vision laid out by Ebenezer Howard, by 1905 it were being re-shaped by the forces of the free market and the community’s inability to attract industry into a built environment politically and socially resembling the bourgeois suburban communities of its period.  

Garden city leaders would find optimism in the aftereffects of the Cheap Cottage Exhibition, with Purdom retrospectively surmising that “[c]ottage building became…the town’s first great achievement,” for by the end of the exhibition

Letchworth had “shown that reasonably good homes, each with its garden, could be built to let at very low rents.” Ultimately, however, the 1905 exhibition illustrated the difficulty of constructed cottage housing according to middle class, pastorally romantic standards through a private venture and political economy governed by market capitalism. The Cheap Cottage Exhibition, if anything, illuminated a limitations of the planners’ nostalgic paternalist strategies and particular biopolitical planning schemes, for it became increasingly clear to Unwin and others that the originating goal of providing health, well-built, yet affordable housing for workers was becoming lost to the forces of the economy. If the goal was to inspire greater co-operation, contentment, and healthful regeneration amongst the urban working class, the result was a built environment suitable for the reproduction of a dominant cultural habitus: a planned space for the re-articulation of middle class notions of health and livelihood surrounding by a belt of agricultural production.\(^{372}\)

**Conclusion**

In his retrospective summary of the “achievement” of building Letchworth, C.B. Purdom alluded to a rapid change of leadership on the estate. By 1906, only a few short years since dedication of the Letchworth estate, Ralph Neville left his chairman of First Garden City Company to become a judge, and the estate was placed under the management of northern engineer William Henry Gaunt. Gaunt, according

to Purdom, “knew nothing of the garden city and cared less,” choosing not to “hide his contempt for the Spirit of the Place.” With this change of community leadership, multiple supporters of Ebenezer Howard’s ideals, specifically Unwin and the originating Letchworth manager Thomas Adams, left the experiment. Adams went on to become an internationally-renowned town planning expert, while Unwin moved to oversee his planning of Hampstead Garden Suburb under Dame Henrietta Barnett’s authority. In many ways, particularly in terms of its housing designs and architecture, Hampstead Garden Suburb would come to more closely embody the Arts and Crafts ideals Unwin sought to incorporate at Letchworth. Meanwhile, Gaunt would quickly attempt to reverse the healthful planning Unwin recommended for the garden city, fighting hard “to have red roofing tiles banished from the town to be replaced by grey Welsh slates,” ironically the material the local working class pleaded for Unwin to incorporate just a short time previous.373

Yet, the eugenics and racial nationalist biopolitics of the Letchworth project remained central and integral to the project’s national and international promotion, particularly in Howard’s promotion of the community’s national significance. In a 1910 typescript on “Remedies for Unemployment” for a later lecture to the Co-operative Society in Northamptonshire, Howard linked the national need for “healthy homes” with “healthy surroundings,” declaring, “Millions of our children – the men and women of the future are not born into healthy homes!” This had a significant national and heritary significance for Howard, as British children needed a “healthy

home” next to “healthy parentage” in order to guarantee their “fit for the work of life.” Letchworth Garden City, Howard proclaimed, provided the conditions for a “fit” British race:

Letchworth increases the fitness and ability to do the work, because children born there are better fit physically and mentally, the fields and space to do the work is available, the machinery is becoming available, and the organisation is available...

Combined with related urban reform measures such as compulsory education, national children’s employment committees and the prohibition of children engaging in selling goods on the streets, Letchworth would demonstrably help “train a race strong and healthy in mind and in body, and...fit and capable of doing the work that requires to be done, as no race brought up under present day conditions can possibly be.” Following Howard, Letchworth was a spatial harbinger for the racial, biological, and social improvement of the British working class for the betterment of the nation’s imperial might. It was a planned community deeply imbued with the racialized values of imperialism, eugenics, and traditional pastoral values of health and domesticity. The national significance of Letchworth Garden City lay in its contributions to the healthful and physical cultural improvement of the British Empire.

The great British Marxist historian Eric Hobsbawm wrote, “the ‘garden cities’ and ‘garden suburbs’ designed by socially idealistic (Anglo-Saxon) planners followed a town planning path well-trodden by the middle and upper class suburbs of the
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period,” resulting in a community whose social opportunities and spatial arrangements exacerbated class divides rather than offering amelioration. Yet, they were more than Richard Sennett’s condescending summation of their qualities: “worthy, healthy, organic” in their reflection of the “deadening” Victorian insistence on “sweetness and light,” and ultimately “boring quasi-suburbs.” To equate the English garden city’s historical significance as the manifestation of class aesthetics in form of a “boring” built environment is to miss the complex relations between the community planning and their modern impulse to regulate the interactions between human, health, and environment. The important contradiction between the First Garden City’s intentions and its subsequent results stemmed from the particular nostalgic biopolitics of the chief Letchworth planners and the context’s set of political, economic, and social relations. The work done by Unwin, Parker and others, notably the laying out of cottage housing in low density building arrangements (which became known as the “garden city development”) would become internationally influential through the activities of garden city-related associations and publicized writings such as Unwin’s 1912 Nothing Gained by Overcrowding! Yet, by promoting and planning Letchworth as a town form for industrial relocation, the improvement of worker health and occupational efficiency, as well as the reinforcement of nostalgic middle class values of Anglo Saxon beauty, landscape, and architecture, the first garden city experiment, in many ways, maintained and
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reproduced the social and embodied relations of the capitalist mode rather than a “peaceful path to reform.”

Chapter Four: Regionalist Physical Culture: Wilderness and Recreation in American Garden City Planning

In the 1920s, the American architects Clarence Stein and Henry Wright—both members of and associated with the International Garden Cities and Town Planning Federation—would design and lead the construction of two communities on the eastern seaboard of the United States, planned in accordance to the ideals and

---

principles of the international garden city movement. The first community experiment, named Sunnyside Gardens, would be constructed in the Queens Borough of New York City in 1924 on cheap undeveloped land purchased from the Long Island Railroad Company. The second, arguably more well-known development would be built at Radburn, New Jersey in 1929, on the outskirts of New York. In a 1947 retrospective account, Stein wrote that their Sunnyside project “was intended as a step toward the creation of an American Garden City.” By the time they began to construct Radburn, Stein and Wright began were putting into operation a plan for a new town, “newer than the garden cities,” that would modernize the principles of the English garden city in order to create communities “for the motor age,” where families could live in a community in a safe, healthy contact with automobile traffic. To use Stein’s own phrase, they sought to create “complete communities,” the wholesale structuring of a community form in order to “enhance living, leisure, and work” within a context of rapidly growing urban consumer capitalism. Both were community projects administered by the City Housing Corporation (CHC), a private, limited dividend company founded by the wealthy New York real estate developer Alexander Bing, the creation of Sunnyside and Radburn followed a development course similar to that of Letchworth and Welwyn Garden Cities in the U.K. Using a
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private company financed with private capital and middle and upper middle class support, they sought the creation of planned communities that adhered to the principles spelled out in Sir Ebenezer Howard’s *To-Morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform*, yet also to emergent ideals of American planning: communities linked to an entire redeveloped region, where low income Americans could be resettled onto prescribed town spaces ideally suited for cultivation of healthy, efficient bodies, habits, and co-operative, democratic American values.381

Yet, these communities did not emerge from a wholly American garden city movement, but one in which planners like Stein and Wright sought to fuse English garden city ideas with emergent ideas of American regional planning. The two men were key members of the Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA), a small group of architects, planners, and social thinkers organized in the 1920s to disseminate and develop garden city and regional planning projects in the United States. These planners, however, were not just influenced by and advocates of English garden city leaders such as Ebenezer Howard and Raymond Unwin. A young, burgeoning intellectual, social thinker and urban historian by the name of Lewis Mumford, the youngest member of the RPAA, was also an acolyte of the regionalist philosophy of the Scottish social biologist Patrick Geddes. Through Geddes, Mumford and the RPAA developed a distinct vision of regional planning

---

which involved the creation of a network of garden city community forms, but within a larger framework of natural resource conservation, technological innovation, and the linking of garden cities with “wilderness” hinterlands and it concomitant naturally healthy recreational and physical cultural opportunities. According to historian Daniel Schaffer, the RPAA was “the most important advocacy group for garden city principles” to emerge in the United States in the early twentieth-century, but it would be misleading to frame the RPAA strictly in terms of their garden city advocacy. These Anglo-American men knew, were inspired by, and worked Howard, Unwin, and other prominent leaders of the English garden city movement, but they incorporated the community model within a larger vision of the redeveloping the entire Eastern seaboard of the United States as a way to restore healthier living relations between resident, town, and natural environment.  

Relating the garden city-inspired town planning of the RPAA to the organization’s overall regionalist vision allows for a more nuanced, focused analysis of the physical cultural and biopolitical prescriptions embedded in the planning of Sunnyside and Radburn. Along with Mumford, Stein and Wright were close
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associates with fellow RPAA colleague Benton MacKaye, a former forester and conservationist who led the creation of the Appalachian Trail as a major RPAA project during the same decade as City Housing Corporation initiated their community planning experiments. It is through this relation between CHC’s modern planning projects and MacKaye and the RPAA’s Appalachian Trail project that one finds a biopolitical nostalgia within this emergent context of regional planning. In comparison to the planning of Letchworth Garden City, in which Howard, Unwin and the planners mobilized their romantic, nostalgic, residual visions of pastoral labor when they promoted the “natural healthfulness of the community’s preserved agricultural belt, the healthful physical culture of RPAA and CHC planning materialized in two forms: modern, emergent sporting and physical cultural practices within the community form, and nostalgic, residual, yet emergent recreational practices they believed were possible through the conservation of adjacent wilderness spaces. It was through their goal of turning the garden city form into American “regional cities” that could be linked to preserved wilderness hinterlands, through projects such as the Appalachian Trail, that they believed residents would be provided a “naturally healthier” built environment with access to “naturally healthy” wilderness and recreation spaces. Thus, before examining the material contexts of the planning of Sunnyside Gardens and Radburn, we must first trace the residual and emergent, modern and nostalgic cultural ideas that informed the RPAA’s regional planning objectives, and shaped their visions of that the healthfulness of their planned

383 “Minutes of the Organization Meeting of the Regional Planning Association,” 20 April 1923, Folder 12 - RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
garden cities depended upon their relation to spaces of conserved and recreational nature: undeveloped “frontier” space necessary for the cultivation of Anglo-American, masculine values and character.

This chapter focuses on the transatlantic transfer of garden city ideals into American regional planning and biopolitical objectives, paying particular attention to the role of the American planners’ constructions and idealizations of health, nature and physical culture that would come to profoundly shape City Housing Corporation’s planning of Sunnyside Gardens and Radburn community building projects. Examined surviving documents related to the activities and intentions of the RPAA and Clarence Stein and Henry Wright’s plans for what would later become the communities of Sunnyside Gardens and Radburn, the chapter traces how the overarching healthful purposes of both communities related to their prominent English predecessor at Letchworth Garden City. In particular, I discuss how the RPAA’s understanding of health in relation to particular environments emerged as a politicized ideology centered on the prescription of particular physical cultural forms and linked community planning with middle and upper class concerns of social, environmental, and physical “efficiency” and improvement. Much like Howard and English garden city leaders, Clarence Stein wrote of the urban “metropolis” as “unhealthy” and “inefficient,” the antithesis of the undeveloped countryside and the result of unchecked capitalist expansion and poor urban planning. He called for sustainable, self-contained communities planned to balance garden and open space, recreation, and the culturally amenities of the city. “It has succeeded at Letchworth,”
Stein wrote, “It can succeed here.” The restoration of particular residual, nostalgic forms of physical culture and recreation, arising from people living near wilderness spaces, was central to this overall vision of American regional planning. The goal of this chapter is to relate the vision to its ideational and ideological contexts, teasing out the definitions of nature, health, and physical culture that shaped the form of the RPAA’s planned communities.

**International and Intercontinental Garden City Ideals**

Ebenezer Howard’s English garden city movement quickly spread internationally following a 1902 second, updated edition of his original *To-morrow* treatise, re-titled *Garden Cities of To-morrow*. By 1912, Howard’s book was published in French, German, and Russian. At the first GCA conferences at Bournville and Port Sunlight, upwards of sixty foreign delegates were in attendance. By the outbreak of the First World War, eleven different countries established their own national garden city associations. In 1907, the Japanese Bureau of the Home Ministry published a book titled *Den-en Toshi*, based in part on A.R. Sennett’s 1905 *Garden Cities in Theory and Practice* and referencing Howard’s Garden City principles in two of its chapters. In 1913, Garden Cities and Town Planning

---


Association (the new name for the former GCA) Secretary Ewart Culpin published an update on the movement, documenting the various national garden cities associations established throughout continental Europe.\textsuperscript{387} According to historian Robert Freestone, by the eve of the First World War practically all of the “civilised world” received the “garden city message”: as just a few notable examples, while Zionist organizations proposed the construction of new town in Palestine based on Howard’s community principles, in Australia the American architects Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahoney Griffin employed the principles of the garden city and “City Beautiful” movements in designing and laying out of the country’s new capital city at Canberra.\textsuperscript{388}

In the United States, the Christian socialist W.D.P. Bliss and Protestant reformer Josiah Strong helped spur the creation of the short-lived American Garden City Association in 1907, seeing the garden city movement as a useful vehicle for applying their social Darwinist beliefs in Anglo-Saxon supremacy towards urban reform and enhancing capitalist land speculation.\textsuperscript{389} A prominent leader of the Social Gospel movement and white Christian missionary work during the Progressive Era of American social reform, Strong was the author of the 1885 book \textit{Our Country: Its Possible Future and Its Present Crisis}, arguing that the fate of the Western, industrial

\textsuperscript{387} Ewart G. Culpin, \textit{The Garden City Movement Up-To-Date} (London: The Garden Cities and Town Planning Association, 1913), 61-68.


\textsuperscript{389} Buder, \textit{Visionaries & Planners}, 158-159.
world depended upon the Anglo-Saxon race Christianizing and civilizing the
“savage” peoples of the world. He proclaimed that Christian, Anglo-Saxon values
“will spread itself over the earth,” with the goal of saving “inferior races” through “a
ready and pliant assimilation.” In 1904, Strong spoke at the International Garden
City Congress in London, warning the audience that the fate of the Western world
depended on the decentralization of cities, the restriction of urban growth, and the
resettling of urban dwellers to countryside. Later that year, Strong helped the English
Garden City Association with their display of garden city plans at the St. Louis
World’s Fair. The next year, as part of assignment for the Department of
Commerce and Labor, Strong had Bliss travel to Europe to study unemployment-
relief programs. This included a visit to Letchworth to meet with British Garden City
Association leaders. As the American Garden City Association’s secretary, Bliss
argued American housing and social reform depended upon the integration of
individualist values with socialist aims. The association, however, largely composed
of civic and business leaders, dedicated itself to the endorsement and encouragement
of paternalistic industrial housing and model village schemes, causing labor leaders
and critics to critique the new organization’s ties to land boosters and speculators.
Though the nation’s 1907 financial panic spelled the quick demise of the first

Taylor Company for the American Home Missionary Society, 1885), 175. For a good history of the
Social Gospel movement, see Ralph E. Luker, The Social Gospel in Black and White: American Racial
391 Racial and imperial ideologies, in tandem with displays related to sport and physical culture, were a
key element of the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair. For insightful historical accounts of the fair, see
James Gilbert, Whose Fair? Experience, Memory, and the History of the Great St. Louis Exposition
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009); Susan Brownell, The 1904 Anthropology Days and
Olympic Games: Sport, Race, and American Imperialism (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2008).
association for garden city promotion in America, their short-lived activities showcased the community model’s compatibility with American imperialist and Christian missionary efforts, as well as the paternalist community schemes of corporations such as Pullman.392

Back in England, visitors from a multitude of countries came to observe and learn from the Letchworth experiment during its early years, testifying to the First Garden City’s accomplishment in transforming Howard’s ideals into a material exemplar.393 The spreading of garden city associations and societies across the world, along with an increase in inquiries to the London-based GCA for information and assistance regarding establishing other communities abroad, led Howard and movement leaders to formally create an International Garden Cities Association (IGCA) in 1912. The dissemination of ideas throughout Europe caused the IGCA to be associated with cooperative movements, at the time characteristically middle-class and divergent from the Marxist leanings of workers parties and trade union organizations. In part due to its general focus on all things related to the unchecked growth of urban centers and issues of health and housing, the international promotion of garden cities produced a degree of contrast as to the character the movement took hold within each nation. Undoubtedly, as Stanley Buder explained, “[i]nternational discussion of urban affairs flourished in an atmosphere of good will.” The generalized nature of movement ideals, however, led to the movement embraces themes divergent or contradictory to the English, Letchworth model, and spurred

392 Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 158-159.
393 “Stirring Times at Letchworth,” The Hertfordshire Express, 22 August 1931, Garden City Collection, GCCSC.
concerns amongst those on the left that garden cities were a paternalist strategy designed to buttress industrial capitalism.\(^{394}\)

The generalized, ambiguous form of international garden city ideals, combined with their underlying relation to idealizations of embodiment and nostalgia for particularly agrarian spaces resulted in their compatibility within the eugenics movements of foreign town planning programs, as well as their application in colonial planning strategies in African and Asian countries. As Gerhard Fehl explained, Howard’s original diagrams were “well received by the urban professionals and planners and conservative politicians” within countries such as Germany “who wished to restore a more traditional quasi-medieval society.” This gelled with the aesthetic values of Raymond Unwin’s garden city designs and writings, which drew in part from his admiration for the organic healthfulness of medieval German villages and architecture.\(^{395}\) The ideals represented a path to inducing a more “organically ordered” society in line with the eugenics beliefs of many of the German town planners of the 1910s and 1920s, particularly those with the German garden cities organizations. Emphasizing the decentralization of working class populations and the conditions for ideal health, garden cities were subsequently mobilized within German racial hygiene and Nazi planning projects. The eugenics and racial hygiene of German garden city application did not represent a complete divorce from the English movement’s original intentions, as Wolfgang Voigt had documented the eugenics aspects of Howard’s “Social City” diagram in To-

\(^{394}\) Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 133-138.

Moreover, the underlying imperial nature of Howard’s garden city mission led to the creation of low-density residential projects with adjacent park space in Anglophone and Francophone colonies. The international dissemination of garden city principles as general, emergent ideas of urban planning reform led to their absorption within the social logic of the industrial capitalist mode, and problematically allowed their utility as strategies for projects in eugenics, racial nationalist endeavors, and colonial residential forms.

This international promotion of garden cities and town planning principles emerged in a cultural milieu of transatlantic and intercontinental discourse, as middle and upper class Anglo-American reformers exchanged ideas and approaches for confronting common problems of urban development, housing shortages, and the unhealthy living conditions of works. Historian Daniel Rodgers conceptualized the Atlantic as a seaway, through which Progressive Era international cultural circulation between British, European and American reformers advanced social reform policies and spurred a widespread consideration of the social, economic, political, and cultural effects of industrial capitalism. Organized sporting, athletic, and recreational practices were a key element of this Victorian cultural exchange, as British and

---

American sports, and their embedded notions of imperialism, gender expectations, class and race restrictions, were transmitted between the nations.\textsuperscript{399} The intercontinental cultural circulation of ideas permeated the international garden city movement: the presence of many international organizations dedicated to the spreading and promoting of garden city and town planning ideas indicated a period of what Anthony Sutcliffe called “creative internationalism,” fueled by like-minded architects, planners and reformers seeking to remedy the health and development concerns of their major urban centers.\textsuperscript{400} The surviving documents of American architects Clarence Stein, Henry Wright, and John Nolen exhibited this spirit of creative internationalism, with numerous letters and memos from members of the International Garden Cities and Town Planning Federation—the post-First World War iteration of the IGCA—discussing movement and planning ideas and principles.\textsuperscript{401}

The United States of America, however, was arguably the nation outside of Britain that most interested Howard, for reasons that suggest his vision’s harmonization with the RPAA’s subsequent fondness for the physical cultural healthfulness of wilderness of “frontier” spaces. Howard’s own life experiences led


\textsuperscript{400} Anthony Sutcliffe, \textit{Towards the Planned City: Germany, Britain, the United States, and France, 1780-1914} (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1981), 176; Meacham, \textit{Regaining Paradise}, 179.

\textsuperscript{401} See, as examples, the letters between John Nolen and Federation Secretary C.B. Purdom, dated February 9, 1925 and March 4, 1925, respectfully. These can be found in Folder 3 – “International Federation for Housing and Town Planning, Garden Cities and Town Planning,” Box 70, Series 4, John Nolen Papers, CURMC; Buder, \textit{Visionaries & Planners}, 142-145.
him to believe that, as Stanley Buder put it, “Americans possessed the resources and inclinations for bold undertakings.” Historians argue that Howard was drawn to the United States by the seeming “openness of its society,” and became convinced that the nation would quickly be an international leader in the construction of garden cities. Multiple American reformers and figures were key sources of influence for Howard—Cora Richmond’s Spiritualist doctrine, Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward, and Henry George’s writings on land reform, to name a few—and his original diagram of the Garden City as entailed a series of concentric circles revealed a closer conceptual affinity with modern American and spiritualist ideas rather than the traditional, architecturally organic English and European village form. Further, key elements of American pastoral and frontier mythology surface in the historiography as well as his surviving documents. Garden city historians note his failed attempt at homesteading in Nebraska in the early 1870s, and how the venture led him to appreciate the value of open spaces and a gave him a sense of purpose regarding land reform. The purported importance of the Nebraska episode led an American architectural firm to later assert that Howard developed his Garden City ideal from his brief experience of open prairie spaces. Even the famous frontier figure Buffalo Bill Cody, whose popular wild west shows were integral in the public refashioning of frontier notions of Anglo-American masculinity for a post-frontier, urban American society. Buffalo Bill appears in Howard’s own retrospective
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biographical notes, telling how he met Cody on a steam ferry on the Missouri River, and how he “was much interested in my rifle…I was much struck with his Winchester rifle…”Regardless of the significance of Howard’s Buffalo Bill anecdote, such historical evidence help explain the central location of the United States in Ebenezer Howard’s vision for the garden city movement, making it an key site for examining the international circulation of garden city ideals as they were promoted as biopolitical strategies in town planning clothing.

**Health, Housing, and Recreation**

Garden city historians and scholars have long examined the roles of Sunnyside and Radburn as American community projects that illustrated the introduction and relevance of garden city principles within American contexts of town and regional planning. The planning of both communities, indeed, represents an important context in the transcontinental exchange of planning strategies within the international garden city movement. We must also understand, however, that

---


Sunnyside and Radburn were shaped by particular biopolitical definitions and discourses of health, nature, and embodiment that arose from a complicated cultural milieu of American ideas concerning urban reform, wilderness and “frontier” spaces, and their relation to the cultivation of healthier urban bodies. We can witness this intercontinental shift in conceptions of nature and health by considering the significance of recreation, sport and “healthy” body practices in American garden city planning discourse. Raymond Unwin himself, as early as 1922, spoke at an October 9th Boston Society of Landscape Architects dinner on the key differences separating American planning from their English counterparts. He espoused the importance of affordable, well-built housing and the priority of addressing urban congestion in their urban reform efforts. He argued that, however, American town planning tended to focus either on structuring spaces for recreation, leisure, and modern physical cultural practices—parks, playgrounds, hiking trails and recreation fields—or the residential systems of the wealthy. Only the full-scale decentralization of workers and industry onto garden cities and satellite communities, Unwin said, offered a means of relieving urban congestion and providing healthier homes for workers. Invoking the paternalist, biopolitical rhetoric reminiscent in Letchworth’s planning, Unwin told the crowd of landscape architects, “We can’t afford to have our people living in herds,” for such urban congestion “causes the general character of the people to deteriorate.”

The bucolic, pre-industrial romanticism of English garden cities was transformed in an early twentieth-century American context of frontier romanticism.

It was in this context that modern physical cultural and recreation practices were mobilized as a healthy salve for the urban capitalist condition through the reforming of embodied subjectivities.

English garden city ideals entered the United States via a productive transatlantic network of town and regional planners who exchanged vital knowledge on planning, urban reform, and healthy living. Often these planners met and talked during international conferences convened on the subject of garden cities and town planning. One of these major American conferences occurred in May of 1911, with Letchworth manager Thomas Adams and chief planner Raymond Unwin traveling overseas to Philadelphia for the Third National Conference on City Planning. The conference attendees included many of the notable figures that would become intimately involved in the planning of suburban garden cities and greenbelt projects in the United States in the 1920s and 1930s, including Henry Morgenthau, who would later be Secretary of the Treasury under President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Sunnyside Gardens and Radburn planner Henry Wright, and American Society for Landscape Architects fellow John Nolen. Other prominent leaders in American civic planning, notably Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., also attended and spoke at the conference. The conference gave Unwin a useful opportunity to reiterate some of the successful features of Letchworth’s plan, specifically their ability to arrange low-density cottage housing so as to preserve ample adjacent open space and grounds for recreation than are available in the major industrial cities. In general, however, the planning speeches at the conference indicated that such garden city ideals and accomplishments were being absorbed within a national discourse on city planning.
derived from similar civic improvement movements such as City Beautiful projects. This was a discourse that continued to relate questions of health with proper community arrangements, but also more explicitly linked city planning strategies with, as Olmsted, Jr. put it, the administering and “policing of municipal settlements and their suburbs.”

British and American town planning, during the early years of the garden city movement, were attempts to designing built environments that would serve as self-regulating conditions for the purposes of socially engineering residents.

At the 1922 Boston Society for Landscape Architects dinner, Raymond Unwin alluded to a shift in practical methodology as he addressed supposed differences between British and American town planning. He argued that American town planning methods in the 1920s tended to emphasize the need for playgrounds, parks, and recreation spaces, which he juxtaposed to what he believed was the British tendency to prioritize housing demands, specifically developing after the First World War. By the 1922, Unwin was serving as Chief Housing Architect for the British government’s newly formed Ministry of Health, created in part to help deal with the acute war-time housing deficit and need for affordable working class dwellings. He played a pivotal role as a member of the Tudor Walters Committee, which comprehensively reported the state of working class housing in Britain and outlined the standards of housing that would come to influence later twentieth-century council housing construction. The Tudor Walters Report, published in October 1918 just before the November Armistice, confirmed the influence of garden city and Arts and
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Crafts housing standards Unwin repeated in his pamphlets *Cottage Plans and Common Sense* and *Nothing Gained by Overcrowding!* The Report reinforced Unwin’s recommendations for low density housing arrangements—limiting the number of houses per acre to fixed rates in urban and rural settings, and grouping houses around a common or village green—but in relation to improved dwelling standards, incorporated elements of local natural landscape and beauty, and particularly access to garden space as well as social, cultural, and recreational activities. Local councils were not encouraged to build complete garden city and satellite communities, but to acquire suburban land for the construction of simplified schemes by housing societies and manufacturers, an approach that would shadow subsequently garden city developments in the United States. Healthy physical culture remedies were linked to standards of housing and relation of green and open spaces to housing arrangements.

Unwin’s heuristic binary, however, masked important intersections between British and American town planning, particularly in how both groups conceptualized health and the healthy body’s relation to particular constructions of ideal architecture, preserved park and “natural” landscape, and how this impact their structuring of physical cultural and recreational spaces within the built community form. It was Unwin who wrote in his 1912 *Nothing Gained* pamphlet of the desirability of suburbs planned according to garden city standards and to include “at least sufficient open ground to provide for fresh air, recreation and contact with growing nature.”

---

Physical culture, leisure, and embodied interactions with natural environments were central to Unwin’s conception of the garden city movement’s objective in defining “the proper relation and proportion between urban and rural areas...within...urban areas...the relation and proportion between the buildings themselves and the ground surrounding them...” The “proper relation” depended upon the planner’s conception and idealization of health, and as discussed in chapter three, in the planning of Letchworth, healthful embodied depended in part on access to spaces of pastoral labor and leisure.\textsuperscript{409} Unwin’s reference to American town planning’s focus on recreation arguably derived in part from the prevalence of Gilded Age and Progressive Era resorts—such as Asbury Park, New Jersey—communities designed for the reproduction of middle class values of leisure. These were planned communities prescribed with a class-bounded social purpose: to provide idyllic spaces, usually juxtaposed to intriguing natural formations such as ocean beaches or mountains, where middle and upper-middle class families could enjoy healthful recreational pursuits in a controlled, quiet setting.\textsuperscript{410} Within the major cities, reformers sought the construction of park, playground, and recreational facilities for the regenerating of urban youth bodies, spatializing middle class notions of nature, health and organized physical activity within the urban environment.\textsuperscript{411} By the first

\textsuperscript{409} Unwin, \textit{Nothing Gained by Overcrowding!}, 2-3.
decades of the twentieth century, middle and upper-middle class urban reformers of the City Beautiful movement constructed civic art projects across the country, reconstructing urban spaces according to bourgeois taste and values of nature and space, with ample park and green spaces, landscaped boulevard systems, and architecturally grandiose public buildings. All of this occurred within a historical context in which Anglo-American anxieties about the state of white masculinity in a post-frontier, urbanized society led to a refashioning of manliness within structured, commercial physical cultural practices and representations. While an inaccurate comparison of British and American town planning methods, Unwin nonetheless made an important at the 1922 dinner as to the increasing importance of structured recreation and leisure spaces within twentieth-century American town planning programs.

Undoubtedly, part of Unwin’s perception also stemmed from his own professional relationships and contact with American planners. Unwin was close friends and colleagues, for example, with the Boston-based landscape architect and society chairman John Nolen, who argued the need for prescribed recreational spaces

---


at the First National Conference on City Planning in 1909. A graduate of Harvard University’s School of Landscape Architecture and student under the tutelage of Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., by the 1920s Nolen was considered one of the most prolific city planners in the United States. His designing of the model town at Mariemont, Ohio—in its practical realization, a bastion of White, middle class living—is often considered the first planning experiment in the “Americanization” of English garden city principles: utilizing garden city provisions for open spaces, eclectic dwelling architecture, and a comprehensive plan for an entire town to address issues of suburban and regional growth.414 In a conference speech titled, “What is needed in American City Planning?” Nolen argued that American cities needed more planned spaces for “democratic” recreation, in tandem with measures to make cities socially and spatially healthier, efficient and aesthetically unique in beauty and character. While Germany for decades planned “facilities for whole physical exercise,” natural and civic beauty, Nolen claimed, the United States needed to work for “a wider democracy of recreation” and access to forms of civic beauty and pleasure “which feed and refresh the soul as bread does the body”. The importance of city beautification projects—“fine city streets…truly beautiful public buildings…open green squares and plazas…ample playgrounds…numerous parks…theaters, opera houses, and concert halls”—lay not only in the welfare of city inhabitants but the need to make the city itself a healthy, more efficient (economically

and in terms of providing healthier spaces for more efficient work) place to live.\textsuperscript{415} During the course of his life, Nolen was a long-time supporter of the garden city movement and an active participant within the International Garden Cities and Town Planning Federation, having been inspired to pursue town planning after a 1906 visit to Letchworth Garden City.\textsuperscript{416} His 1909 speech, however, illustrated not only how American planners linked spaces for recreation with questions of improving the health and efficiency of cities, but the complex relations between American city planning, dominant strategies of scientific management, and residual American democratic values.\textsuperscript{417}

Regardless of whether planners’ prioritized housing or recreation in their approach to improving health through town planning, what appears in the history is an underlying sense of eugenics and environmental determinism with the American appropriation of garden city ideals, laying the groundwork for the spatialization of an American garden city biopolitics. In 1910, prominent American Chemist Ellen Richards defined “eugenics” as the environment complement to eugenics: “[T]he betterment of living conditions, through conscious endeavor, for the purpose of


\textsuperscript{416} R. Bruce Stephenson, \textit{John Nolen: Landscape Architect and City Planner} (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2015), 3. Numerous letters of correspondence, discussing professional planning projects, as well as personal letters discussing visits and family, are housed in Nolen’s papers at Cornell University. See, as just one example, Folder 37 - Unwin, Raymond, 1920-1922, Box 8, Series 4, John Nolen Papers, CURMC.

securing efficient human beings,” an “immediate” means of dealing with “race improvement through environment” and contemporary notions of racial hygiene. This was a context in which eugenics ideology pervaded not only research fields steeped in scientific racism, such as craniometry, but shaped public policy, such as immigration legislation in order to preserve and improve the efficiency and competitiveness of the national workforce. A euthenics-driven environment, in this American context, would be imbued with democratic ideals, utilizing advancements in sanitary science to educate and improve people’s health and, thus, create economic value and efficiency through the prevention of disease and “needless deaths.”

Through such measures, the built environment would be socially, architecturally, epidemiologically, and racially healthier. As historian Susan Currell explains, eugenic thought permeated modern American popular culture and science discourse in the early 1900s, bolstering national fears of physical and racial decline, male passivity, and concerns of racial infertility. While garden city movement planners (with the exception of Ebenezer Howard through his visual diagrams in To-morrow) seldom advocated explicit eugenics doctrine in their writings and designs, a euthenics-driven environmental determinism in part powered their planning intentions. Unwin philosophically mused in his 1909 text *Town Planning in Practice* that the aims of town planning should be the creation of cities which “express the

---

common life and stimulate its inhabitants in their pursuit of the noble end.”

Irrespective of Unwin’s specific political and social ideals, his town approach made clear the “art of city building,” if it expressed an environmentally and architecturally organic sense of “common life,” would determine, aye, improve the health of its residents.\footnote{Raymond Unwin, \textit{Town Planning in Practice, an Introduction to the Art of Designing Cities and Suburbs} (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1909), 10-12; Miller, \textit{Raymond Unwin}, 106-108.} This sense of town planning would permeate the garden city plans at Sunnyside and Radburn, as the planners sought the construct the ideal, modern conditions for dominant capitalist forms of social and physical health.\footnote{A key archival document led me to believe in the primacy of euthenics as an underlying, environmental determinist strategy of American garden city planning. In the papers of landscape architect John Nolen, I found a single document in which Nolen typed “Euthenics as a New Name for Town Planning – Definitions.” The document consisted only of the American Illustrated Medical Dictionary’s definition of the term: “Euthenics is the science and art of improving the human race by securing the best external influences and environmental conditions for the physical, mental and moral development of the individual and the maintenance of health and vigor.” Though I have little inkling of the documents provenance, its presence leads me to believe that the planners were in some way acquainted with euthenics and, by association, the relation between town planning and eugenics. See “Euthenics as a New Name for Town Planning – Definitions,” Folder 3 – “International Federation for Housing and Town Planning, Garden Cities and Town Planning,” Box 70, Series 4, John Nolen Papers, CURMC.}

The Healthy Bodies of the Regional Planning Association of America

Latent notions of social and spatial euthenics permeated early American garden city planning through the stated aims and resultant communities of Clarence Stein, Henry Wright, and their colleagues in the Regional Planning Association of America, as they advocated planning environments for improved social and living arrangements. Stein, in particular, thought of himself as a “community architect,”
tasked with utilizing the principles of the garden city and the regionalist ideas of the
RPAA towards creating the optimal built environments for community co-operation, social betterment, and healthy lifestyles. I do not mean to say that Stein and the RPAA were self-avowed disciples of euthenics doctrine, as I have yet to come across explicit historical documents testifying to that effect. What I am saying here is that Stein, Wright went on to promote the creation of American garden cities as a healthier form of built environment in contrast to the twentieth-century urban metropolis, and through this objective deployed a biopolitical, environmental determinist strategy of constructing and structuring new communities in such a way as to foster ideal healthy lifestyles, recreation and leisure practices, and social interactions. These American planners decentered English garden city principles by calling for the integration of garden cities within a regionalist approach to planning, equating community healthfulness with access to not only modern, bourgeois recreational and physical cultural practices, and a balanced, adjacent, mindful relation with recreational “wilderness” spaces. Their first garden city project at Sunnyside Gardens was constructed during a 1920s American cultural milieu in which evolutionary and eugenics thought penetrated popular culture, with industrial streamline designers and middle and upper class whites obsessed over ways to make American bodies more “efficient,” “hygienic,” and in line with eugenicist conceptions of a corporeal “ideal type”. At Sunnyside Gardens, the community was to be “efficient” because it would enhance the conduct of business by making residents

healthier, more co-operative, and liberated from excessive, congested commuting. The green and open spaces of the Sunnyside built environment, a practical realization of the planners’ “Turnerian” nostalgia for the natural healthfulness of wilderness spaces, would work in tandem with modern housing and architecture to inspire healthier, happier, and more efficient residents.⁴²⁵

This American approach to planning garden cities was arguably best exemplified through the ideas and activities of the RPAA, as the small group of architects, planners and urban reformers organized as the American corollary of the international garden city movement. As Daniel Schaffer explains, the planners and social thinkers of the RPAA, though organizationally lasting for only a decade and amounting to little more “than a group of close friends who shared ideas on land use and planning,” are now retrospectively viewed as “one of the most innovative planning groups in American history” in part due to their engagement, refashioning and application of garden city principles in the early twentieth century.⁴²⁶ Primarily spearheaded by the young cultural and urban writer Lewis Mumford, New York architects Clarence Stein and Henry Wright, conservationist Benton MacKaye, and New York real estate developer Alexander Bing, the RPAA began as an organization of professional middle and upper class Anglo-American men who were closely acquainted and associated with the prominent figures of the English garden city movement. This particularly including Howard and Raymond Unwin—whom Clarence Stein and Henry Wright personally met when they visited Letchworth and

⁴²⁵ “The Regional Planning Association of America,” Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 8, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
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Hampstead Garden Suburb in 1924—but also Thomas Adams, former manager of Letchworth Garden City and then director of the Russell Sage Foundation’s Regional Plan of New York, as well as C.B. Purdom, a prominent director within First Garden City Company who by then was also the treasurer of the International Garden Cities & Town Planning Federation. Indeed, it was within this milieu of transatlantic professional and social exchange that English garden city ideals began to permeate early twentieth-century American regional planning. In their later 1927 *Expert Opinion* pamphlet promoting Sunnyside, City Housing Corporation quoted Raymond Unwin, who remarked, “The next time the pleasure of a visit to America comes my way I shall hope to find that you have been able to assay a still larger, more complete venture, a self-contained satellite community or garden city.” From the founding of Letchworth through the construction of Radburn in 1929, garden city communities were developed in the United States in part through the professional and close personal relationships American planners and architects cultivated with the likes of Howard, Unwin and Adams over on the English side of the movement.

The white male professionals of the RPAA met in March of 1923 to discuss the formation of an organization dedicated to the improvement of “living and working conditions through comprehensive planning of regions including urban and rural
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428 *Expert Opinion*, City Housing Corporation, December 1927, Folder 10 – Sunnyside, Queens, 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
429 Bunce, *The Countryside Ideal*, 163.
They initially proposed to call themselves the “Garden City and Regional Planning Association of America,” the United States affiliate of Ebenezer Howard’s International Garden Cities and Town Planning Federation, their endorsed principles being the creation of communities that could “provide housing for workers,” planned social and spatial arrangements in order to “liberate” residential communities “from the domain of profit making.” The planning ideas of the RPAA constituted a culturally emergent formation, in that they did not seek to promote living arrangements and create communities that were completely inimical to the social relations of the capitalist political economy, but rather communities more “humane”: they sought “decent living” for workers so as to relieve them from urban congestion and exhausting commutes, alleviate the cost of industries in terms of their output of housing to workers, and solve the problem of accessible, healthful leisure within a refashioning of the urban landscape.

Within a month of their initial christening, the group of planners and social thinkers decided to rename their organization the “Regional Planning Association of America,” tasked with promoting the “planning and development of better communities as a whole, which for the time being are referred to as garden cities.” The “present lack of system in developing American cities,” the RPAA founding members alleged, “has congested living places and placed a heavy burden on the
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430 A few years after the RPAA’s founding, city planner Catherine Bauer Wurster would join the organization. See H. Peter Oberlander, Eva Newbrun, and Martin Meyerson, Houser: The Life and Work of Catherine Bauer (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1999).

community both in the carrying on of work and recreation.” Stein, Wright, MacKaye, Mumford, Bing, and the other men dedicated their new organization to the development of a “regional plan” for “new population centers, where natural resources will be preserved for the community, where industry may be conducted efficiently…where an adequate equipment of houses, gardens, and recreation grounds will ensure a healthy and stimulating environment.” In advocating the planning of communities that could provide better homes, open and green spaces, recreation, and a more “stimulating” environment for workers than that offered in the congested cities—and as a result creating a more “efficient” environment (better, healthier workers) and reducing factory costs for industrialists—the RPAA remained firmly entrenched within the principles and tradition established by the English garden city at Letchworth. Mumford wrote in his 1925 essay “Regions – To Live In” that the garden city movement represented a rightful movement towards “a higher type of civilization than that which has created our present congested centers,” and maintained that garden cities accurately “summed up” the intentions of regional planning.\footnote{Lewis Mumford, “Regions – To Live In,” \textit{The Survey}, 1 May 1925, 151-152; Lewis Mumford, “The Regional Framework of Civilization,” in \textit{The Lewis Mumford Reader}, ed. Donald L. Miller (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1995), 207-211.}

Even after renaming their organization the RPAA, their central objective remained the planning and development of better communities as a whole, which for the time being are referred to as garden cities.” Yet, their emphasis on the planning of entire “regions” to carry out the objectives of the garden city movement, rather than planned “Town-Country Magnets” or satellite communities as in Britain,
signified a shift in the planners’ understandings of industrial modernity, technology, and their nostalgia for people’s past relations with natural environments. Their initial plans, following these first formal meetings (often in Clarence Stein’s or another’s office in New York), were to cooperate with Sir Patrick Geddes of Edinburgh, get in touch with regional planning groups in Great Britain and the other countries with whom he is connected, and develop American regional planning “in harmony, as far as possible, with the most advanced thought in such countries.” The task of building new garden cities remained a key component of the RPAA’s general aims, but within a complete regional plan designed to balance cities with the healthful attributes of regional ecosystems and relieve the burden of work and recreation they saw in the urban centers.433

The “Region” in Regional Planning Embodiment

The RPAA’s concept of “region” derived in many ways from the ideas of Scottish socio-biologist Sir Patrick Geddes, whose writings laid the groundwork for linking regional planning with the objective of establishing the ideal conditions for American-centric notions of health and social improvement. As a polymath well versed in biology, sociology, geography and town planning, as well as a supporter of Ebenezer Howard’s garden city vision, Geddes interpreted the historical evolution of cities as organisms whose significance were in relation to each historical stage’s

433 “Minutes of the Organization Meeting of the Regional Planning Association,” Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 8, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “The Regional Planning Association of America,” CURMC.
technological advancements and the relation between bodies, technology, and environments. Initially trained as a biologist, Geddes conceptualized the city as a progressively evolving organism, with the actions of citizens and the surrounding natural environment interlinked and health understood as a teleological entity impacted by man’s interaction with nature and his social environment. In this view of history and civilization, the various chronological “ages of man” were in large part determined by the particular technologies of each era—the “paleotechnic” stage signifying the city’s entanglement with coal and iron industry, the emergent “neotechnic” stage signifying the hopeful arrival of electricity—resulting in typologies of human occupations (ranging from the woodman to the farmer and fisherman) linked to specific forms of environment (mountains, valleys). Published in a series of articles he titled “Civics,” Geddes sought a reconception of sociology, a social movement for a fundamental reshaping of cities and society through the planning of regions for social improvement. He argued for cities to be studied as bio-sociologist entities, and as the expression of not only each particular region’s social and civic values, but people’s local relations with the region’s climate and ecosystem. Through Geddes’ bio-sociological approach to planning, regions were to be surveyed as holistic organisms, and the task of the regional planner was to “survey” and arrange people’s occupations, activities and livelihoods, within a new order so as to remedy their degenerating condition from living in industrial and environmentally unhealthy cities. Cities (and in Geddes’ view, garden cities as well), then, were components within the regional organism, and technology the motor of history that
should be wrestled from the aims of capital accumulation and recalibrated towards the
social goods of co-operation and ecological restoration.\textsuperscript{434}

Despite his seeming humanistic, altruistic intentions, however, Geddes’
“Civics” can be understood in the context of this dissertation as a project laced with
euthenics. He conceived of the region as racially and biologically homogenous and
improvable: a marriage of environmental planning with biological improvement
strategies for the purposes of creating the ideal conditions for technologically
advanced cities in balance with the natural environment, and a socially and
biologically improved citizenry imbued with co-operative, civic virtues. Geddes’
goal was the creation of environments that were not only ideal in terms of their
relation to nature, but in terms of their capability as conditions that could physically
and socially improve citizens. Physical culture and the body within Geddes’ regional
planning, thus, was marked with the eugenics and technological and environmental
determinism: health and social-physical improvement was interrelated with and
heavily determined by the makeup and conditions of the surrounding region.\textsuperscript{435}

Geddes and Ebenezer Howard supported each other’s planning schemes and
endeavors, but it was in large part Geddes’ bio-social regionalism that would steer the
RPAA’s planning ideas away from the British model established at Letchworth. As


Mumford himself wrote, “[t]he garden-city is useful only as a concrete objective in a complete scheme of regional cities…”

Lewis Mumford incorporated Geddes’ regionalist ideas in his early writings on cities and technology in history, and, along with his RPAA colleague Benton MacKaye, posited modern, yet wilderness-based recreation as the practical result of a modern, ideal, naturally healthful conceptions of embodiment. In the 1920s, the young Mumford, who called Geddes his philosophical and intellectual “master”, represented the intellectual catalyst and planning philosopher of the RPAA, while architect Clarence Stein remained the organization’s practical and “decisive leader.”

Unlike his professional colleagues in the newly formed organization, who specialized in fields such as architecture and town planning, Mumford was more interested in explicating a generalized philosophy of architecture, the sociology of the urban environment, and the rational reordering of civilization in balance with nature. In his 1922 *The Story of Utopias*, Mumford colloquially followed the history of utopian community experiments, arguing the potential Geddesian regionalism offered in rationally reconstructing healthier social and civic relations between people, industry, cities, and surrounding natural regions. Strikingly similar to Unwin and Parker’s nostalgia for medieval village relations with surrounding nature, Mumford lamented how the “excellent efforts” in the garden city movement in creating “a
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common pattern for the good life” paled in comparison to the villages of “mediaeval civilization”—later expanding this view by equating the “sound basis for health” of the medieval town with its location in “open country.” Rational regional planning offered the means through which creative artists could reconstruct a healthier social order. The “healthy body” was both symbolic—the personification of a community harmoniously balancing its conditions for natural and technological health—and practical as the manifestation of regional conditions allowed for a renewal of healthy physical and social life by placing people in more advantageous conditions in a geographic region common in climate, landscape, and culture.\footnote{Lewis Mumford, \textit{The Story of Utopias} (New York: Boni and Liverright, 1928), 40-41, 297; Donald L. Miller, \textit{Lewis Mumford: A Life} (New York: Grove Press, 1989), 163-167; Lewis Mumford, \textit{The Culture of Cities} (New York: Harvest Book, 1970), 42.}

In his subsequent book \textit{Technics and Civilization}—an even more explicit expansion from the lexicon and ideas of Patrick Geddes—Mumford articulated what for him constituted the problematic manifestations of embodiment and physical culture in modern industrial society. By incorporating Geddes’ historical categorization of the evolution of cities and technology, he waged that nineteenth-century paleotechnic industrialization, with its environmentally degrading coal mining and burning processes and concomitant links to capital gain, had upset the once healthy relation between city and region. The result was the accumulation of large, over-industrialized “conurbations” brimming with congestion, slum housing, lack of green space, and unhealthy conditions. This mechanization of modern, urban life, in Mumford’s depiction, cultivated a populace who naturally compensated the loss of spontaneous excitement and competition with masculine mass spectacles of
sport. The emergence of such mass sporting spectacles represented not only the
dominance of processes of capitalist dehumanization, but also an instinctual desire for
“forms of surrogate manliness and bravado” arising with the socializing dangers of
“machine civilization”. Mumford did not abandon a sense of hope in rationally
controlling and organizing the forces of capitalist innovation, for he argued that
recent technological advancements—namely, electricity—could be harnessed in a
new “neotechnic,” industrial order in which natural resources were conserved and
cities beautified: a region of “Eutopia,” a more practical utopia of “effective health
and well-being” brought by the emergent cultural practices of scientific regional
planning.439 In the age of modern, industrial, paleotechnic culture, however, citizens
were victims of capitalist cultural alienation, and commercial, mass sporting
spectacles a result of the urban-technological-capitalist system’s need to stabilize
people’s need to escape the dreariness and mundanity of the age of the machine.
People’s bodies in modern, paleotechnic environments were unhealthy, prone to the
forces of commercial exploitation, and sufferers of the dehumanizing effects of
competitive, mass sports, “one of the mass-duties of the machine age,” and the
unhealthy body was conceptualized as the material effect of technologies conquest of
natural environments rather the result of the complex relations to environment,
technology, human agency and capitalist forces.440

439 Schaffer, Garden Cities for America, 37-38; Lewis Mumford, Technics and Civilization (London:
The American Frontier, Wilderness Recreation, and the Appalachian Trail

The notions of natural healthfulness embedded within Mumford’s regionalist approach to planning should be understood in relation to RPAA colleague Benton
MacKaye’s ideas for an Appalachian Trail in the eastern United States, for in this relation arises the nostalgic “wilderness” and pastoral ideals of their regional planning visions. The Appalachian Trail was one of the early projects closely linked to the RPAA, that was imagined as means of providing residents with access to natural “recreation” through meaningful contact and experiencing of conserved regional environments as “countryside” seemingly undisturbed by urban life. MacKaye, a Harvard-educated conservationist and former forester who idealized community through a residual nostalgia for the typical New England village model, described his Appalachian Trail project in 1921 in the Journal of the American Institute of Architects: a series of “recreational communities” linked by a trail through the Appalachian Mountains from New England to Georgia. The project, in MacKaye’s estimation, would serve as a planned ecological “base” upon which planners could develop a more “systematic” and “extensive” regional community with better housing—along with garden cites—and an important first step in modernizing the Appalachian “wilderness” for the benefit of healthful, yet controlled recreation. This would result in not just a hiking trail, but an ecological “backbone” through which to develop the eastern region. As architecture historian Robert McCullough put it, the trail was designed as “a strategic battle line against encroaching civilization and capitalism,” a “project of social reordering” that sought to preserve undeveloped spaces for “productive recreation”. MacKaye didn’t just advocate constructing a trail for hiking and camping, but a project to make leisure more economically “efficient” and instill the conditions for a socially-improved, civically-minded “outdoor

441 McCullough, A Path for Kindred Spirits, 10.
community life” that would give residents “relief from the various shackles of commercial civilization…”  

The Appalachian Trail project signified for MacKaye and the RPAA a reconstructed passage “from civilization into the wild”: a prescription of restorative nature and “wilderness” for the overcivilized, modern urban middle class. Through the regional planning of underdeveloped mountain land on the eastern seaboard, such projects would provide the necessary conditions for outdoor recreation and give residents a Thoreauvian experience of “re-creating” themselves through nature. “Wildlands” would be preserved in balance with urban areas, instilling a healthier and sustainable equilibrium between “wilderness” and urban “civilization, a necessary condition for the fashioning white, middle-class notions of health and masculinity in modern, urban America.

The healthy bodies Mumford and MacKaye imagined in their regional planning ideas were similarly constituted like the nostalgic and residual, yet modern and reformist visions of English garden city bodies. Just as Howard’s depiction of
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English countryside depicted a feminized “bosom” and “source of all health, all wealth, all knowledge,” Mumford and MacKaye’s regional planning ideas conjured traditional conceptions of the feminized, recreational “pastoral garden” of American wilderness spaces as the necessary antidote to modern industrialization and mechanic urban life. The American wilderness, conserved by the Appalachian Trail, was epitomized an American “Garden of Eden” narrative similar to Ebenezer Howard’s feminized depiction of English countryside. The trail would provide “the wilderness beauties, the wilderness health, the wilderness virtues, which we have so largely lost.” Mumford and MacKaye linked their conceptions of ideal national health and recreation practices to the conserving of “wild” nature spaces adjacent to cities for purposes of physical, social and civic improvement. In their estimation, by hiking in “primeval” wilderness spaces and experiencing direct encounters with nature, Americans could be re-exposed to the American agrarian values lost in the transformations brought by industrial urbanity. In this, Mumford and MacKaye’s ideas entailed a backwards-facing nostalgia for the American nation’s experience in “wilderness” or “frontier” spaces and their associated social and ideological significance as the crucibles through which masculine conquest fashioned American character and democratic values. Yet, Mumford and MacKaye’s project and ideas were also wholly modern and dominant cultural formations, as they imagined such regional, ecologically balanced planning would not only reinforce traditional notions

446 Luccarelli, Lewis Mumford and the Ecological Region, 110-111.
of the American masculine conquest of natural environments—narratives of “virgin lands” which were evacuated of the presence and agency of American Indian peoples—but would solve the need for accessible, restorative leisure practices for the urban middle classes. Their ideas were not to supplant traditional American masculine values and democratic virtues, but to restore their vigor, vibrancy and sustainability through modern, emergent regional planning strategies.  

As Mumford followed Geddes in seeing the evolution of humans, cities, and technology as a progressive teleology of chronological stages of historical development—and MacKaye advocated the modernizing and conservation of healthful wilderness environments adjacent to the urban east—the approach to relating cities and suburbs to “nature” reproduced a Turnerian binary logic distinguishing “civilization” and “savagery” and conceptualization of the “healthy” American body as the corporeal register shaped between the virtues of nature and urban civilization. In 1893, progressive historian Frederick Jackson Turner wrote his famous “frontier thesis,” in which he declared the “existence of free land, its continuous recession, and the advance of American settlement westward,” explained the history of American society’s development. The thesis entailed evolutionary frontier stages of American development, from the arrival of European settlers on the eastern seaboard to the 1890 “closing” of the western frontier. Turner’s thesis, which would come to heavily influence American and western historiography for much of the twentieth century, entailed a specific, embodied logic in its explanation of
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American society. Because Americans developed their character through experience of “civilizing” undeveloped “frontier” spaces, the logic explained, processes of post-1890 American capitalist development could similarly be understood through this stark binary opposition, distinguishing “civilized,” developed spaces and practices from those exemplified as new forms of untamed “wilderness.” The rugged individualist American was, in Turner’s nostalgic frontier vision, the Anglo-American man of Teutonic and Germanic heritage who forged American civilization and social development through reshaping of frontier “wilderness” into “the complexity of city life.”

At its core, Turner’s “Frontier Thesis” was a racialized, imperialist ideology dressed as an explanation of historical causality. The argument privileged and reproduced the myth of the White frontiersman’s conquest of American wilderness, whitewashed the exploitation and environmental degradation wrought by the expansion of capitalism, and silenced the agency and presence of woman, minorities, and American Indians peoples in the American West. In its epistemological foundation, Turner reproduced the cultural, Thoreauvian ideal of “nature” as a feminized “wilderness” vulnerable to the dangers of unchecked commercial exploitation. Paralleling Howard’s depiction in To-morrow, health in Turner’s
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American frontier society was equated with “nature,” and healthy bodies those of the Teutonic and Germanic races who restored their once natural interaction with nature through their labor and appropriation of natural leisure pursuits. By conceptualizing American development as a national process of “civilizing” undeveloped wilderness, rather than as culturally diverse contexts linked to capitalist and imperial conquest, Turnerian understandings of American history and people’s historical relation with the environments subsumed the nation’s racial, gendered, and imperialist politics under a weighty, whitewashed myth of the enduring struggles between “civilization” and “savagery”. By the arrival of garden city-inspired American regional planning, the city signified, overcivilization, lack of rational organization, and spaces evacuated of the relations with nature that once birthed American national and democratic values. This kind of Turnerian logic permeated American twentieth-century urban discourse, surfacing in urban contexts as middle class, white reformers advocated the uses of sporting and physical cultural practices—sport as an “artificial frontier” for White masculine, “civilized” cultural
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Mumford was not a self-described acolyte of Turner’s characterization of frontier values of wilderness, and critiqued how this pioneer and frontier version of American history rested on environmental exploitation on behalf of individual and capitalist self-interest. As Mark Luccarelli writes, “For Mumford, American capitalism was built upon and appropriated the frontier mythology.” Mumford, however, did not rethink Turnerian histories of westward expansion, but rather articulated an enlightened, ecologically friendly conception of modernity that could be brought by the harnessing of technological progress for democratic principle and the social good.\footnote{Lewis Mumford, The Golden Day: A Study in American Literature and Culture (New York: Dover Publications, 1968); Luccarelli, Lewis Mumford and the Ecological Region, 44-45.} With a central component being the creation of social, environmental, and urban conditions for optimal health, Mumford’s writing reversed the Turnerian binary distinguishing spaces of “savagery” and “civilization” in order to critique capitalism’s chaotic overdevelopment of urban areas. In a 1921 essay for The New Republic, Mumford employed this inverted Turnerian frontier logic in his depiction of the state of the urban landscape. He conceptualized the uncoordinated development of “suburbia” as a modern “wilderness” and the average commuting
worker a “barbarian” forced by the results of capitalism to traverse an alienating and unhealthy urban environment devoid of healthy and necessary “cultural resources”—“theaters and concerts and art exhibitions and the like…” The frontier metaphors of the “winning” and civilizing remained, but the spaces deemed as an imagined “wilderness” shifted. Middle and upper class American suburbs were emergent terrains of opportunity for the “remaking” of American democracy and character, as the uncontrolled, irrational development wrought by commercial capitalism resulted in the social regression of overdeveloped cities and conurbations. The congested, polluted, unsanitary, unscientifically designed urban districts signified a modern “wilderness”: spaces where selfishness and the profit motive reigned supreme, and the needs of residential health and well-being sacrificed. Modern regional planning was needed to tame and civilize the urban wilderness.453

What Mumford advocated was a “taming” of this process of unchecked overdevelopment for the purposes of social, physical, and national benefit. “What is the use of conquering nature,” Mumford wrote in Technics and Civilization, “if we fall a prey to nature in the form of unbridled men,” referring to the “power-lusting” of industrial capitalist gain. The modern urban-suburban dweller, due to this unchecked capitalist development and the lack of comprehensive regional planning, became a product of the urban “dissolute landscape,” a new “savage” isolated in a “no man’s land which was neither town nor country,” regressed into a more primitive state by the excesses of complex city life. This resonated with MacKaye’s own exhortation of the importance of wilderness in his 1928 book The New Exploration: the “new

exploration,” for MacKaye, was the “labyrinth” of urban development built after man’s conquest of nature. “The very conquering of one wilderness has been the weaving of another.” The task of regional planning, for MacKaye was to “unravel” the “modern labyrinth” of “industrial civilization,” a “new exploration” of a new “wilderness” that conjured the Turnerian values of the frontier experience. Cities needed proper planning, and urban residents needed healthier spaces (wilderness spaces) for the rebuilding of American social character.454

Mumford’s article exhibited how 1920s understandings of “Nature” and “wilderness” were being formulated in response to questions of industrial capitalism and American individualism, and how reformers worked within a Turnerian binary framework to imagine emergent forms of healthier communities that reflected a more civilized, sustainable regulating of environmental spaces and natural processes. The feminized, passive “Nature” of Ebenezer Howard and Patrick Geddes’ visions—Geddes wrote in Cities in Evolution how “Nature gives us, must give us, health and beauty anew”—remained influential and in polar opposition to the city, itself was little more than “an ugly accretion of factories, warehouses, and shops,” a space of “brutish gregariousness”. What was needed was a modern regional planning that aided people’s “healthy human reaction” of wanting to escape to more rural

environments, but expanded the affordability, accessibility, and social significance of living in such healthier environments.\textsuperscript{455}

In this critique of capital’s onslaught on the modern city, Mumford likened the urban dweller as a kind of modern frontiersman: the “hunter in the mountain wilds” metamorphosed into an urban commuter. Because capital and industrial, commercial development disrupted the city’s natural relations with regional environments, Mumford saw the paleotechnic centers as “simply close-packed areas” where the lives of workers "are confined" and not “marked by multitudes of common institutions — clubs, guilds, theaters, gymnasia, academies, universities — through which their lives might be expressed.” His conception of the healthy, civilized body remained the civilized antithesis to an undeveloped wilderness: the cultural-corporeal of proper spatial and social development. What needed to be solved was the planning of regions in balance with cities, so as to provide modernized conditions for “renewal”, meaning healthy, democratic and physical cultural development. This emphasis on reestablishing a symbiosis between region and built community bore a striking resemblance to the approach of famous American landscape architect Frederick Law Olmstead, who saw bourgeois suburbs of the nineteenth century as escapes from urban life, but as “a delicate synthesis of town and wilderness.”\textsuperscript{456} In a way, the


reader can see a complicated mixture of residual and emergent cultural ideas on health, nature, and planning coming a multitude of sources, included Ebenezer Howard, Patrick Geddes, as well as dominant understanding of modern America’s relation to its nineteenth-century conquest of the “savage” American west. The development of planned spaces for regional health and recreation became Mumford’s exemplar of modern, healthy American civilization.

Thus, it seemed Unwin made an apt assertion in 1922 when he argued that American town planning tended to concern issues related to recreation. Unwin’s characterization of American town planning captured the planners’ “mentalités” on the healthfulness of modern, emergent physical cultural practices as they crafted a distinctly American approach to regional planning and the construction of new garden cities.457 The regionalism of Geddes and his “Regional Survey”—the outdoor, sociologically-minded, direct observation of regions, their natural landscapes and urban developments—was, as Helen Meller explained, a “social service” rooted in eugenics: a kind of diagnosis of the regional habitat in order to instigate a “form of planning for the physical and social well-being of individuals which would lead to an improvement in the social organism” and rebalance the city’s relation to the surrounding environment.458 Like the English garden city discourse preceding the formation of the RPAA, eugenic thought percolated within the regionalist approach of
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457 By “mentalités,” I refer to works of history associated with the French Annales School of the early twentieth century, which explored the history of groups in terms of their thoughts and views about society and the world around them during specific time periods. For a good study of the history of mentalités approach, see Peter Burke, *Varieties of Cultural History* (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997), 162-182.

RPAA architects and planners. However, while English garden cities tended to employ a nostalgia for pastoral and medieval living arrangements as part of their modern town planning and biopolitical objectives, the RPAA’s prioritizing of regionalist projects, such as MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail, suggests that they linked modern planning with the conservation of environmental spaces for the purposes of refashioning a healthier relation between nature and culture, work and leisure, urban and rural. The imagined healthy bodies undergirding the RPAA’s objectives in 1923, their first year in existence, paralleled the embodied dimensions of English garden cities: they sought the creation of communities that were “healthy” in that they provided conditions for more “efficient” workers and industry, modern, well-built, and healthy housing, and a more “stimulating” balance between an increasing in cultural amenities and the privacy of suburban-rural living, as well as built and green space. The pastoral nostalgia of the English garden city and its agricultural belt, however, became an American racial nationalist nostalgia for traditional, Turnerian “wilderness” spaces and their “natural” recreation activities. Integrated within regional planning objectives, the planners spoke of recreation and healthy living as the physical cultural ameliorator that resolved their desire to restore American democratic and frontier values while employing modern planning tools for the purposes of population relocation onto modern, more efficient communities.⁴⁵⁹

⁴⁵⁹ “The Regional Planning Association of America,” Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; Gerstle, American Crucible; Wrobel, The End of American Exceptionalism. The relation between the creation of the Appalachian Trail and the biopolitical underpinnings of RPAA planning is important to underscore, as recent sport history scholarship isolates the physical cultural history of the Appalachian Trail from its contextual significance as a central ingredient of the RPAA’s plan for reshaping the eastern seaboard and reinstating a modern, yet natural relation between regional environment and urban development. See Adam Berg, “‘To Conquer Myself’: The New Strenuosity and the Emergence of ‘Thru-hiking’ on the Appalachian Trail in the 1970s,” Journal of Sport History 1 (2015): 1-19.
Conclusion

In chapter five, I examine the physical cultural and biopolitical dimensions of the practical experiments in community building undertaken by RPAA planners Clarence Stein and Henry Wright in the 1920s: Sunnyside Gardens, New York and Radburn, New Jersey. As the reader will come to find, Sunnyside Gardens, as the CHC’s first designed community, functioned as an experiment in garden city planning in the United States. Constructed on Long Island in the confines of New York City, the physical cultural forms of Sunnyside deviated from the pastoral labor-oriented prescriptions of Letchworth. At Sunnyside, emergent sporting practices and landscaped recreational park space served as the primary spaces for inculcating healthy residents bodies. By 1927, however, Clarence Stein articulated an emergent urban form that fused garden city principles with the objectives of regional planning, a vision that would subsequently shape the biopolitical prescriptions of their second planned community at Radburn. Stein sent out a press release to report his proposal of “[a] new type of community, the regional city”: an amalgam of Ebenezer Howard’s garden city with Patrick Geddes’ regionalist philosophy, whereby self-sufficient, wholly planned communities could be integrated surrounding agriculture and recreational “outlying primeval wilderness.” The regional city, the RPAA’s visionary remedy for addressing the problems of urban congestion and lack of adequate housing, was part of a long term project of integrating garden city-inspired
communities with “wilderness” environments: for RPAA planners, the nostalgic, recreational spaces for the restoration of healthy American bodies.\(^{460}\)

Stein announced his proposal at a dinner at the Hotel Roosevelt in New York, where he was seconded by Thomas Adams, the former manager of Letchworth Garden City. Adams, by 1927, had supervised and directed the heavily capitalized Regional Plan of New York for the Russell Sage Foundation. The plan endorsed New York City as the region’s irreplaceable source of employment and proposed a realistic diffusing of industry, population, and commerce throughout the suburbs so as to regulate the expansion of the urban area. Adams did not, however, advocate the wholesale decentralization of population that was the ideological touchstone of the English garden city movement and American regional planning. This was an indication that Stein’s speech and proposal may not have necessarily reflected everyone within the organization. Adams’ regional plan, according to historian Ted Steinberg, was a “landscape plan” of dominant cultural elements, designed to “allow New York to proceed efficiently” as a spatial terrain of capitalism. It was, in its essence, a plan to ease and make more efficient the transit of workers and allow the conduct of business to occur at a much more cost-effective pace, as well as coordinate the allocation of park and open space throughout the region. Lewis Mumford sharply criticized Adams’ plan, seeing it as little more than giving New York a “manifest destiny” in terms of regional control and urban development. The Regional Plan of New York represented not only “the most ambitious American planning effort until

\(^{460}\)“For Release in Morning Papers November 16th, 1927,” Folder 9 - Sunnyside (City Housing Corporation), 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; Wojtowicz, \textit{Lewis Mumford and American Modernism}, 116.
the New Deal,” but the decline in support for decentralizing cities and populations along the lines advocated by Howard and Unwin in Britain and the RPAA in the United States.461

Yet, Stein, Wright, Alexander Bing at City Housing Corporation would move forward with their planning and creation of a regional city at Radburn, New Jersey. Stein’s 1927 proposal showcased a shift in reliance upon the ideals of English garden city model, exemplified at Letchworth, but also in the underlying biopolitical intentions and meaning of physical cultural forms of American regional planning projects. The regional city, indeed, was to cure “congestion”—the “symptom of the disease” of cities—by providing “healthful living, gardens, playgrounds and other features unattainable now” within a “carefully planned” built environment where “industry could function normally…” Without mentioning Benton MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail project, Stein asserted that regional cities would be “healthful places to live in, efficient places to work in,” with large open and recreation spaces, gardens, and “all the equipment of the modern city.” Stein’s “regional city” represented the increasingly modern character of urban planning objectives, and the role of dominant, bourgeois sporting, leisure, and other physical cultural practices in determining the healthful quality of each new community. Yet, they would not be “garden cities,” Stein argued, but “New or Regional Cities, because they will have a definite relation to the countryside that surrounds them.” What would make them regional cities would be their relation to larger regional redevelopments, and links to

conservation and recreation projects such as the Appalachian Trail. Beyond functioning as park spaces for “recreation” and sources for the “production of food”—undoubtedly a residual idea from Howard’s Garden City principles—Stein did not elaborate as to the relation between surrounding countryside and such Regional Cities, but he did not need to.462

What was becoming clear was that the ideology of health of the emergent regional city was a mixture of residuals of English garden city nostalgia for pastoral labor, American nostalgia for the physical cultural and social virtues of wilderness, and the uses of emergent white, middle class sport and recreation practices as the essential ingredient for American urban health. All of these cultural elements, within a biopolitical strategy for cultivating healthful, efficient living while operating within the dominant logic and relations of early twentieth-century American urban capitalism. Stein’s regional city ideal expressed the particular biopolitical nostalgia of these American garden city-influenced planners, and indicated a shift in planning that relied on definitions of nature and healthy physical culture in terms of their harmonization with the dominant American values imbued in frontier and wilderness mythology.

462 “For Release in Morning Papers November 16th, 1927,” CURMC.
Chapter Five: Highwayless Healthy Living: The Biopolitics of American Regional City Planning

Clarence Stein and Benton MacKaye met at Hudson Guild Farm in rural New Jersey in 1921, during a gathering with those affiliated with the Journal of American Institute of Architects (AIA). Stein was the chairman of the AIA’s Committee on Community Planning, and it was on that farm surrounded by countryside that MacKaye described to Stein his ideas on an “Appalachian Trail” as an expanse of conserved wilderness, recreation, and community development along the eastern seaboard. The farm was property of the Hudson Guild settlement house in New York City. Stein’s mother was a longtime member of the Society for Ethical Culture, an organization closely associated with Hudson Guild, and it was during a Hudson Guild summer camp that a young Stein met his future wife, the actress Aline MacMahon. Settlement houses during this time were institutions established by well-to-do white reformers in low income immigrant areas of large cities like New York and Chicago. Volunteering middle-class men and women, working often according to the tenets of “social Christianity” thought, would offer through the settlement houses English classes, day care and small play areas for children, gymnasium facilities to play sports, and other organized programs as a way to socially assimilate poor immigrants through more “civilized” American middle-class practices.

463 McCullough, A Path for Kindred Spirits, 4-5, 8-9.
The Hudson Guild Farm would remain an important meeting place for the RPAA. It was there in 1923 that MacKaye and Lewis Mumford met and developed a “special bond” with Patrick Geddes over the topic of wide scale regional planning. After the 1925 International Federation of Town Planning and Garden Cities Conference in New York City, the RPAA invited Ebenezer Howard, Raymond Unwin, Barry Parker, and other leaders of the English garden city movement to the farm, where they enjoyed square dances, folk-ballads, and other traditional products of Appalachian folklife. Hudson Guild Farm was spatial unifier connecting the emergent cultural ideas in the RPAA’s planning approach with their residual nostalgia for the healthfulness of Appalachian nature and folk life. It signified how their appreciation for (physical) cultural gifts of rural life combined with their modernist desires to redevelop entire cities and regions for the purposes of American social, physical, and environmental improvement. All of this, with active, recreational physical culture at the center of their objectives.

To understand the dominant, residual, and emergent cultural elements entailed in American regional city planning and biopolitics, we must study their materialization in relation to the planners’ ideology of “natural” physical culture and its imagined relation to spaces of rural life and wilderness. When Clarence Stein, Henry Wright, and City Housing Corporation created the regional city of Radburn, New Jersey in 1929, its plan and intentional layout deviated in purpose not only from their planning of Sunnyside Gardens, New York only a few years earlier—their first

---

465 Wojtowicz, Lewis Mumford and American Modernism, 117; February 5th, 1925 RPA meeting minutes, Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “Hudson Guild Farm, April 25th-26th, 1925 – List of Foreign Guests,” Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
“experiment” in planning an American garden city—but from the preceding English garden cities at Letchworth and Welwyn. With Radburn, the planners and thinkers of the RPAA and CHC attempted to design a healthier, affordable, modern community that adapted to the arrival of automobile transportation and technology, a shift in spatial layout that was also a concomitant shift in the planners’ idealization of healthful embodiment. Their overall idea was to restructure a garden city-inspired community with modest, affordable homes in order to safeguard residents and their children from the congestion and dangers of the automobile, thus creating the conditions where American families and children could enjoy open, common spaces of leisure, recreation and play without fear of crossing a busy, heavily trafficked highway. Yet, this approach to town planning was directly aligned with the regionalist vision of the RPAA. As their colleague and Appalachian Trail planner Benton MacKaye explained in 1930, Radburn was “the key” to his ideas for “townless highways,” limited-access corridors surrounded by preserved open spaces that would link decentralized “highwayless” towns and leave the fully designed towns undisturbed by the efficient flow of automobiles. MacKaye, Lewis Mumford and the CHC believed that by planning towns according to the model exemplified at Radburn and in concert with the planning and construction of townless highways. This would allow entire regions to be redeveloped and made into healthier environments where consumerism was disconnected to automobile traffic, communities were protected from potential breakdown brought by motor congestion, and residents and travelers alike could “experience” the healthfulness of large, surrounding, preserved natural environment. The planners imagined they could create the conditions for healthier
resident bodies not only through modern organized physical cultural practices within the town, but in relation to access to the preserved natural environment of their regional vision. To understand the deeply biopolitical sensibility of American regional planning—their intentions to create the conditions where a healthier, white, middle-class American decentralized democracy might grow—we must study both materializations.466

This chapter examines the actual planning and development of both Sunnyside and Radburn, studying the relation between their material realization with the planners’ constructions of nature, health and the body, particularly in terms of their relation to the historical discourse of recreation and physical culture within the regional projects and plans by those in the RPAA. From the construction of Sunnyside Gardens in 1924 to the advent of the Great Depression in 1929, the architects, planners, and reformers of City Housing Corporation, created, to date, two of the most illustrative examples of comprehensive garden city planning in the United States. As the spatial and material articulations of the cultural and ideational milieu surrounding the RPAA—the American organ of the international garden city movement—their planning can and should be revisited in terms of how the planners and reformers conceived of the role of physical culture and the body in their designing of each planned communities. Yet, to understand the particular biopolitical

and nostalgic dimensions that shaped each community’s planning, we must not only study their emergence not only in relation to the intellectual currents of the international garden city movement and the RPAA, but to the particular historical and contextual circumstances that shifted the planners’ focus from constructing a new garden city (Sunnyside) to the creation of an entirely new kind of community: a “regional city” (Radburn). What emanates from the chapter’s historical narrative is a story of American planners reformulating English garden city ideals in a particular American context of eugenics, racial exclusion, reinforcement of gendered notions of the nuclear family, while highlighting the enduring significance of traditional white American definitions of “wilderness” and physical culture, as the middle and upper-middle class planners imagined them as the necessary recreational spaces for cultivating the nation’s democratic values and character.

The economic and social reverberations of the depression spelled the eventual dissolving of the Regional Planning Association of America, the bankruptcy of City Housing Corporation, and the ceasing of new housing construction at Sunnyside Gardens and Radburn, but it did end the persistence of garden city principles in American community planning. As Daniel Schaffer explained, City Housing Corporation, as a privately funded company much like First Garden City Limited, functioned by the capitalist logic of progressive capital accumulation and continuous expansion, paying for new construction through company stock and bond sales. The community mortgages served as stock and bond collateral. When many Sunnyside and Radburn families were unable to pay their mortgage payments, City Housing lost their primary means of capitalization, a problem that was exacerbated when wealthy
investors demanded to exchange their shares and bonds for money.\textsuperscript{467} Like the construction of Letchworth Garden City, the longevity of Clarence Stein and Henry Wright’s community experiments depended on securing upper class political and financial support and successful boosterism. The arrival of widespread economic depression and unemployment heavily impacted the capacity for organizations like CHC and the RPAA to continue their community and urban reform projects. Yet, garden city movement principles remained highly influential in the community building projects of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal Administration, particularly in his creation of the federal greenbelt town program for the purposes of employment and housing low income, destitute, former farming families. The intentions of the federal government’s greenbelt town program, however, exhibited multiple elements of what James Scott calls “seeing like a state”: namely, the “administrative ordering of nature and society” in a way that underpins national conceptions of “citizenship,” and a “high-modernist” ideological embrace in science, technology, and the “expansion of production” as constitutive elements in the regulating and ordering of nature and society.\textsuperscript{468} The nostalgic residuals for the natural healthfulness of previous social, environment and physical arrangements remained an element in federal greenbelt planning, but gave way to an emerging, high modernist government project seeking to establish a new co-operative community order through the power of modern government intervention and central planning.

\textsuperscript{467} Schaffer, Garden Cities for America, 192-194.  
\textsuperscript{468} James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 4-5.
City Housing Corporation Regional Recreation

It is important, in understanding the biopolitical dimensions of Sunnyside Gardens, how the CHC’s first garden city-inspired community was shaped by the regionalist ideals and philosophy of their architectural, reformist and planning peers at the RPAA. As these regional planners aimed to rebalance the relations between cities and environments and touted MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail project as the future “backbone” of their vision of an entirely redeveloped eastern seaboard region—a modern conservation of natural spaces for the purposes of providing “natural” recreation through hiking—the task of urban decentralization and garden city construction remained central and complementary to this large planning objective. For their stated purpose of promoting the tenets of regional planning, the RPAA called upon itself to instigate studies of housing and urban/regional problems, advocate their findings and studies with interested organizations, corporations and parties, and assist organizations who were carrying out regional planning projects. Yet, in the 1920s the RPAA was also the newly affirmed American chapter of the International Garden Cities and Town Planning Federation, and the members allied themselves to the priority of creating communities “along Garden City lines.” Ebenezer Howard’s community model remained, in the eyes of the RPAA, the exemplar for providing “better” housing and repopulating urban dwellers away from overcrowded and congested districts.469

469 “The Regional Planning Association of America,” Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “Proposed Garden City and Regional Planning Association,” 7 March 1923, Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
Thus, in their initial meetings, members agreed that any communities they planned would be in essence emergent cultural forms within a dominant urban region: they would be called garden cities “for the time being,” but their overall objective was the realization of a regional plan of “new population centers, where natural resources will be preserved for the community, where industry may be conducted efficiently, and where…adequate…houses, gardens, and recreation grounds will ensure a healthy and stimulating environment.” As historian Stanley Buder put it, RPAA members viewed the creation of garden cities as “only” a “means to an end,” for their “ultimate goal was to create a balance regional order as a basis for a humanistic civilization,” a regionalist vision articulated primarily through the writings and ideas of Lewis Mumford and Benton MacKaye.\textsuperscript{470} From this, dual objectives quickly arose within the RPAA. One was more modernist and emergent in character, and a placation to the dominant spatial relations of urban capitalism, as Clarence Stein, Henry Wright and their colleagues initiated research on the possibility of constructing new, modern garden city in the United States as their RPAA colleagues worked to translate their regionalist philosophy into American planning practice. The other was more residual and nostalgic in its construction, with RPAA funds allocated to support Benton MacKaye’s development of his Appalachian Trail project of tributary rail and road lines linking the primary wilderness hiking trail with community and urban “points of contact”: a project intended to restore conserved spaces of “wilderness” in relation to urban life in order to re-establish a socially and

\textsuperscript{470} Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 169; February 5, 1925 RPA Meeting Minutes, FOLDER 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “Minutes of the Organization Meeting of the Regional Planning Association,” 20 April 1923, FOLDER 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
physical healthful balance between technology, hinterland, and urban modernity.\footnote{The Regional Planning Association of America,” CURMC.}

The RPAA saw the construction of new garden cities as a complementary objective with the promotion of their regionalist vision and the creation of MacKaye’s Appalachian Trail project, and this in turn informed the biopolitical objectives of health, recreation, and physical cultural practices they installed within their garden city plans.

The RPAA itself, however, was a small organization of planners, architects, and thinkers who largely promoted their ideals of regional planning through essays, studies, outreach with likeminded organizations, and conferences. A separate, commercial entity was needed to help financially carry out the creation of actual garden cities in the U.S. For this, Clarence Stein persuaded his friend, New York real estate developer Alexander Bing, to create and finance a limited dividend company they called the City Housing Corporation (CHC) in 1924, with the stated task of building “better homes and communities.” Bing, Stein, and fellow RPAA colleague Henry Wright dedicated the CHC of the financial vehicle for experimenting with garden cities and community planning along the guiding principles of the RPAA. Its company objectives conjured notions of benevolent capitalism, with investors offered a “sound conservative business operation netting a fair return” as well as a socially-conscious company that would create, to use the words of a contemporary \textit{New Republic} editorial, communities for “increased human happiness” and “better health and morals.”\footnote{Schaffer, \textit{Garden Cities for America}, 103-107; Buder, \textit{Visionaries & Planners}, 168-169; Kermit C. Parsons, “British and American Community Design: Clarence Stein’s Manhattan Transfer, 1924-1974,” in \textit{From Garden City to Green City: The Legacy of Ebenezer Howard}, eds. Kermit C. Parsons} Emerging during a decade in which the goals of corporations and

liberal reformers coalesced around the question of urban housing improvement and businesses engaged in practices of welfare capitalism—employers providing their workers with benefits such as sponsored leisure activities, profit sharing programs and pensions for the purposes of controlling labor forces through paternalist care rather than conflict—the CHC served as the financial conduit for American garden city creation.\footnote{Schaffer, Garden Cities for America, 104-105. For histories that focus on practices of welfare capitalism during the 1920s, see Andrea Tone, The Business of Benevolence: Industrial Paternalism in Progressive America (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997), 1-5; Gerald Zahavi, Workers, Managers, and Welfare Capitalism: The Shoeworkers and Tanners of Endicott Johnson, 1890-1950 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988); Lizabeth Cohen, Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Colin Gordon, New Deals: Business, Labor, and Politics in America, 1920-1935 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994).} As Stein, Wright and Bing focused on the specific aim of planning an American garden city through the CHC, their objectives for “better housing,” while still ideologically allied to the RPAA, were also imbued with notions of improving worker efficiency and contentment through housing and community reform.

During the time Stein, Wright, and Bing began to form the CHC for the purposes of creating a new garden city community, Stein, Benton MacKaye and the RPAA continued their collaborative work on the Appalachian Trail project. Stein worked closely with MacKaye in scouting and surveying the region of the Appalachian belt for the later creation of trail and base lines, as well as detailing the over proposal for a regional resettlement of population based on the preservation of a recreational hiking trail through the Appalachian belt and its links to new living communities and camps. MacKaye’s scouting, surveying, and mapping of the eastern
region, in close collaboration with and support from Stein and the RPAA, would later expand and become his 1928 published philosophy on regional planning titled *The New Exploration*. The seeming simultaneous development of the Appalachian Trail project and the CHC’s garden city experiment at Sunnyside Gardens should not be understated, as their relation, formed through Stein and MacKaye’s close friendship and planning collaboration through the RPAA’s social intercourse, helps to further unpack the role of healthy bodies and physical culture in their community planning. With his Appalachian Trail project, MacKaye sought not only to preserve space for hiking and other “wilderness” recreational activities, as well as create a protective natural barrier from encroaching urban “civilization,” but also called for the creation of public-owned forest preserves to help regulate the growth of the region’s new population centers—likely to be designed in part according to garden city principles. The incorporation of wilderness and recreational spaces was integral to the creation of a regional environment suitable for the inspiring of healthier American living.474

With his City Housing Corporation formed, Alexander Bing had Clarence Stein and Henry Wright travel overseas to Britain to research the garden cities at Letchworth and Welwyn, as well as the architecturally-acclaimed Hampstead Garden Suburb, and personally learn from the insight of Ebenezer Howard and Raymond Unwin.475 Judging from Wright’s surviving reports from the research trips to Britain, the men highlighted the need for distinct recreational and organized physical cultural spaces as they documented the financial achievements and failings of the English

475 Parsons, “British and American Community Design,” 131.
communities. Henry Wright wrote “conclusively” in a 1923 report that an American
garden city, planned to the English standards could be created and become a
financially successful project, while not explicitly stating his reasons for making such
a decisive conclusion.\[476\] Like English garden city discourse, Wright asserted that the
“fundamental housing problem” in twentieth-century American urban planning
remained “supplying adequate,” affordable homes for “clerical” and “manual”
workers. Yet, the role of prescribing physical cultural spaces occupied the attention
of Wright, according to his trip reports. He surmised that a key, stated component in
remedying the housing problem was the necessary allocation of park and recreational
spaces: “Questions of noise, dirt, healthful green and recreational facilities enter into
the housing problem quite as much as...the size and arrangement of the individual
house or apartment.” In New York City and the large urban cities of the country,
Wright wrote, “[R]ecreational facilities have been completely forgotten,” and the
recent laudable attempts for better apartments “fall far short of filling the need for
proper recreation, community life, or even privacy.” Developing a garden city would
not only serve as an important step in urban decentralization and the organization of
social life, but would allow planners to consider “the relation of recreational facilities
and homes…” Wright’s reports spoke of recreation spaces and practices as emergent
cultural ideas necessary to ensure the health of the modern community residents.\[477\]
Recreation signified the physical cultural link between the healthfulness of the
community, its housing, and its relation to the larger regional plan for urban

\[476\] “What did the founders of Welwyn learn from the L experiment,” Folder 27 – Aug. 5, 1924, Box 1,
Henry Wright Papers, Collection #2736, CURMC.
\[477\] “Garden City Studies, Part I,” Folder 17 – August 28, 1923, Box 1, Henry Wright Papers, CURMC.
In the planning of American garden cities by the CHC and RPAA, there were emergent and residual cultural ideas of recreation and physical culture embedded within their plans: residual forms of “wilderness” recreation from their regionalist visions exemplified by the Appalachian Trail project, and emergent forms of modern sport and physical culture practices within the prescribed spaces of the new planning communities.

Figure 5.1 – Diagram of City Housing Corporation’s Sunnyside Gardens community, published in a CHC 1924 pamphlet. “Low Priced Garden Homes, Next Door to Manhattan,” Folder 10 – Sunnyside, Queens, 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
The Biopolitical Planning of Sunnyside Gardens, New York

It was in their approach to designing their Sunnyside Gardens project that the CHC’s imagined role of health, recreation and physical culture emerged as biopolitical prescriptions, for they became the central elements of the layout that were to implant dominant notions of traditional American democratic living and middle-class, gendered values of family life and domesticity. Documenting their activities and objectives later in life, Clarence Stein wrote that “Sunnyside was an experiment in community building far more than in housing.” They intended Sunnyside “as a step toward the creation of an American Garden City. Its social purpose was apparent as much in its physical form as in its community organization.” The idea was, at its foundation, “to create a setting in which a democratic community might grow”; to supply “the setting for community gathering and activities” they associated with traditional, healthy American democratic living, within an environment that would be controlled, gently regulated—Stein wrote that the company “did its best not to be paternalistic,” even as the company established regulations such as denying residents the right to change the appearance of houses—and administered by the CHC. In its relation to the preserved “wilderness” recreational spaces of the Appalachian region project, Stein, Wright, and Bing linked their understandings of a “healthy” American community to a racial and class homogenous built environment. This community building approach conformed to middle class values of nuclear, domestic family life,
democratic cooperation, and access to prescribed open and green spaces for the purposes of proper recreation, sport and leisure.\textsuperscript{478}

For these reasons, the CHC planners articulated the biopolitics of Sunnyside’s plan firstly through by arranging houses and apartments in relation to the community’s preserved green and open space, so that the garden spaces of houses and building adjoined to common spaces and installed recreational, playground, and sporting spaces. The underlying idea was to bring traditional spaces of familial leisure (the garden) in proximity with spaces of communal leisure (the central common space of each block, evoking the New England central common) for the purposes of inspiring resident to live democratically. Unlike the English garden cities, where the surrounding agricultural belt was a key spatial vehicle for inculcate healthy pastoral physical culture in the form of working with the land, the urban location of the Sunnyside project precluded the preservation of a surrounding belt of agricultural or countryside land, and the speed of development meant that “the social setting grew and developed as we went along.” The CHC purchased over 50 acres of land in Queens from the Pennsylvania & Long Island Railroad company, a portion of which it then sold to accumulate a financial “nest egg for the building of the Garden City of the future.” According to Stein, immediately following the land purchase housing units were planned and constructed, so that by 1928 the CHC built 1,202 family units on the Sunnyside property. The speed of housing construction meant that no wholesale plan for the entire Sunnyside community was ever completed,

\textsuperscript{478} “Organization of the Community,” manuscript written by Clarence Stein, 3 September 1947, Folder 9 - Sunnyside (City Housing Corporation), 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “Sunnyside as a Community” manuscript written by Clarence Stein, 30-31 August 1947, Folder 9 - Sunnyside (City Housing Corporation), 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
leaving the deemed “healthfulness” of the community to be dependent upon the arrangement of housing and community forms, and the incorporation of modern physical cultural practices such as sporting courts. Thus, when Stein wrote that Sunnyside was planned as a place to "bring neighbors together in small and large pleasant groups," to provide "places to play" and "places for social, education, political purposes," his biopolitical vision led to him to imagine the plentiful garden, common park, playground, and spaces would restore the nostalgic, residual arrangements of the mythologized American pastoral village, in combination with the modern procurement of structure, organized sport and leisure.479

The planners imbued the laying out of garden and common park space in terms of they could reproduce white middle class family dynamics and the association housewife ideal. According to historian Mary Ryan, American middle-class identity was constructed in the nineteenth-century and centered on the domestic relations of the nuclear family, where the solidification of gendered “spheres”—with men occupying public, civic life, and women occupying the home—resulted in an ideology of domesticity that would come to define white middle-class living.480 This link between the structure of the nuclear family and its reproduction of a middle-class domestic ideology endured in refashioned forms well into “domestic revival” of post-World War II suburban America, when the politics of the Cold War and the “nuclear

479 “Sunnyside – The Land and Its Cost,” manuscript written by Clarence Stein, 26 August 1947, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “Planning Sunnyside – The General Plan,” manuscript written by Clarence Stein, 27 August 1947, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “Sunnyside as a Community,” CURMC.
“age” fed into the promotion of traditional familial arrangements. As Friedrich Engels and recently Stephanie Coontz explain, the meaning of family life has long been embroiled in social reproduction, with late nineteenth and early twentieth-century middle class domestic ideology molded around the family as personifying class position and motherhood as the regulator of domestic activities. Yet, as Coontz later explained, this construction of middle-class identity around the nuclear family entailed a “nostalgia trap” of imagining a past vision of the “traditional family” as “an historical amalgam of structures, values, and behaviors that never co-existed in the same time and place.” Thus, as the Sunnyside planners structured home, leisure, and park space according to how they could enhance intimacy within families and the mother’s ability to be available to their playing children, they embedded their community design with a domestic ideology that was in part derived from a mythologization of the traditional middle-class family relations of the nineteenth century. The planners structured and prescribed the home and leisure spaces of Sunnyside according to their desires to regulate modern family relations, and nostalgia for a past American “golden age” of the traditional family where mothers could watch their children play in more natural environment.

By prescribing physical cultural and leisure spaces in terms of how they improved the ability for family “housewives” to watch in the kitchen or garden as

---

they children played, the CHC’s Sunnyside plans imbued their visions of healthy embodied living with the domestic, nostalgic ideology of white middle-class identity. Yet, their plans mobilized not just a modern, emergent re-construction of white middle class identity in a new built environment, but its relation to a residual understanding of the healthfulness of green spaces a la more natural environment. As environmental historian Courtney Wiersema explains, Euroamerican settlers during the nineteenth century perceived natural spaces such as western tallgrass prairie in terms of their significance in fostering healthy progeny. The “act of reproduction,” for Euroamerican settlers on the prairie, linked their bodies to their perceptions of the fertility of the natural environment, leading them to understanding the preservation of family in terms of their relation to environmental spaces.484 A similar kind of relation fed into the housing designs at Sunnyside, as the planners continuously framed the construction of houses as affordable “family units” for lower middle class families who could not afford the more expensive housing in New York, but also in terms of how each family unit afforded access to the green and common park and leisure amenities of the community.485

To effect a community environment healthier and aesthetically more pleasing than the “few dingy rooms” available to low income families in nearby New York and the “ugly disorder of the individual speculative boxes that lined the newer areas of Queens,” Stein and Wright arranged the houses of Sunnyside as blocks of single and multi-family buildings, each surrounding a common green that was landscaped

485 “House Units at Sunnyside,” 10 September 1947, Folder 9 – Sunnyside (City Housing Corporation) – 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
with trees, bushes and shrubs, and planned to include "sand piles and play places for children...restful benches and shelters for the mothers..."

The CHC limited the type of houses that could be built and standardize the housing styles in order to lower construction costs, and the planners stressed the economy and efficiency as a modern, yet healthy and democratic community where “housewives” can have “adorable,” simplified yet scientifically-advanced kitchens and American white families with modest incomes could live in a “well-built,” modern and “attractive” home. The planners believed the houses, built according to Arts and Crafts architectural and aesthetic values—in a manner that would’ve delighted William Morris himself, Sunnyside promotional pamphlets highlighted how each home would specifically designed for increased access to sunlight and “fresh air,” and “[c]heap, useless ornamentation” would be eliminated to enhance its “charm”—signified a healthier and more economical alternative to the congested living spaces of New York and other large cities. Within such a planned housing layout, residents would live healthier and more efficiently through access to a landscaped and administered central green, houses would simultaneously be more affordable and render a modest profit to CHC investors, and the community itself could be promoted as providing attractive houses to low income families while reinforcing traditional national values of the nuclear family, female domesticity, and the promise of a modernizing America.486

486 “Organization of the Community,” CURMC; “Low Price Garden Homes, Next Door to Manhattan,” Sunnyside Garden promotional pamphlet, Folder 10 - Sunnyside, Queens, 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC; “House Units at Sunnyside,” manuscript written by Clarence Stein, 10 September 1947, Folder 9 - Sunnyside (City Housing Corporation), 1924, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC;
The particular layout of the houses, in direct relation to prescribed spaces for family leisure and play, were to be one of the primary layout features facilitating the environmental and social healthfulness of Sunnyside as a “typical American community.” With the community situated in Queens, the CHC planned Sunnyside without a surrounding belt of agricultural land as at the first English garden city at Letchworth. While acknowledging that an “independent, self-contained Garden City” would “best serve to relieve the congestion of Manhattan as well as relieve the fatigue of workers,” the CHC decided to plan a “more limited experiment contiguous to present city developments.” Sunnyside represented an opportunity to design middle class and Arts and Crafts ideals of “adequate living space, light, ventilation, privacy, and economic grouping” within an urban space restricted by established street layouts, municipal laws and utilities. Perhaps shaped by such spatial restrictions and long term regional planning goals in conjunction with “wilderness” projects such as the Appalachian Trail, notions of open space materialized as park and recreation provisions within Sunnyside’s plan. Stein, Wright and Bing planned for Sunnyside to provide “liberal” allocations of recreation space, and noted multiple different kinds of recreation provisions: communal playgrounds for young children, community buildings adjacent to athletic fields, and a larger park that would function as a landscaped “permanent agricultural land”. This “permanent agricultural land,” however, was linked to modern, emergent sporting, recreation and leisure practices in green space. The planners still allocated a “permanently maintained belt of open land” adjacent to the community, but wrote of its potential

---

487 “Low Price Garden Homes, Next Door to Manhattan,” CURMC.
uses for family gatherings, dwelling yards and gardens, park and recreation space. Reflecting the cultural complexity of appropriating English garden city principles within American urban contexts, the CHC conceptualized the purposes of Sunnyside’s “open land” as a mechanism to “separate and protect the community from undesirable encroachments and preserve its identity,” but also as spaces where they could prescribe healthy, modern practices of sport, recreation and leisure within a landscaped green space.\footnote{“Preliminary Study of a Proposed Garden Community in the New York City Region,” manuscript written by Alexander M. Bing, Henry Wright, and Clarence S. Stein, Folder 14 – “Bing-Stein-Wright-Study of Proposed Garden Community 1923,” Box 5, Series 3, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.}

The prominence and specific allocation of sport, recreation and leisure practices within the planning of Sunnyside—in tandem with landscaped park space—reinforced the community’s mission as a built environment where middle class values of healthy living would be inculcated in part through prescribed physical cultural practices that would simultaneously function to discipline and regulate embodied activities. The planners specifically laid out tennis and basketball courts, one sporting practice holding strong cultural ties to muscular Christian and White amateur sporting ethos, the other a middle and upper-class sporting practice that could provide healthful vitality to middle class workers in urban environments.\footnote{“Sunnyside as a Community,” CURMC; Nathan Titman, “Taking Punishment Gladly: Bill Tilden’s Performances of the Unruly Male Body,” \textit{Journal of Sport History} \textbf{3} (2014): 447-466; Pamela Grundy, Murray Nelson and Mark Dyreson, “The Emergence of Basketball as an American National Pastime: From a Popular Participant Sport to a Spectacle of Nationhood,” \textit{The International Journal of the History of Sport} \textbf{1-2} (2014): 134-155.} The result was a contradiction between the social intentions of Sunnyside’s housing arrangements with those of the open and physical cultural spaces. Following the model of the English garden cities and Howard’s reading of Kropotkin, Stein framed Sunnyside dwellings
as “co-operative housing” constructed for the sake of good houses rather than profit. The “physical arrangement of the homes,” Stein argued, expressed the community’s economic and “spiritual value”: “[w]e must plan for a different and better type of community.” Yet, as he explained the amenities of Sunnyside’s plan that were important improvements than those currently offered in most New York City neighborhoods, Stein underlined the availability of sporting and recreation practices. “There is no problem more difficult of solution in our cities,” Stein asserted, “than that of recreation.” The planners of Sunnyside allocated spaces for controlled leisure and recreation, prescribing them within a controlled built environment that was designed to provide “privacy” and escape from urban congestion. In this they articulated forms of physical culture and embodiment that were contextually synonymous with whiteness and class exclusion. Borrowing the words of historian Lawrence Culver, leisure in early twentieth-century American history functioned as a “restricted privilege,” and at Sunnyside were shaped by the planners’ own middle class, biopolitical motivations for creating ideal conditions for health. Unlike the dance halls and commercial leisure establishments of the urban working class and immigrant groups at the time, the healthy recreation practices of Sunnyside were imbued with white, middle class values, designed to provide rest, recuperation, and safety for children and families.490

Arguably the most prominent form of physical culture implanted within Sunnyside’s layout was playgrounds, slides and swings for children. Particularly in urban centers such as New York, the scientific study and reforming of urban playgrounds during the 1920s entailed the supervising and regulating of youth play for the purposes of cultivating healthier, more efficient young bodies.\(^{491}\) The administering of playgrounds was a prominent feature of CHC’s governance over the community. Though Stein later wrote that they tried their “best not to be paternalistic,” the company early on administered the formation of resident associations, and employed directors to oversee each prescribed playground.\(^{492}\) In one of CHC’s promotional pamphlets for their Sunnyside community, they highlighted the procuring of “sand piles and play places for children” in close proximity to “restful benches and shelters for the mothers,” reproducing traditional gender roles through the allocation of spaces for physical culture. The objectives of providing “places to play” was central to the Sunnyside experiment, and the planners designed the central playgrounds in relation to each housing unit’s garden to foster a sense of privacy and allow “housewives” the ability to watch their children playing outside.\(^{493}\) As they reduced the amount of necessary space devoted to housing to 28% of Sunnyside’s acreage, the planners devoted the remaining space to children’s playgrounds, along with plots for tennis courts, basketball courts, slides and swings,


\(^{492}\) “Organization of the Community,” CURMC.

\(^{493}\) “Sunnyside as a Community,” CURMC; “Low Price Garden Homes, Next Door to Manhattan,” CURMC.
and flower gardens. By grouping houses firstly for the Arts and Crafts principle of prioritizing for “maximum air and light,” Stein and Wright reserved the open space for prescribed, organized, and healthy play, sport and physical culture.  

Stein’s written accounts of the Sunnyside planning, along with the minutes of the RPAA, made no mention of race or the new communities being open to African Americans or other minority groups, only that they strove to create a healthier, still “typical American community” while experimenting with the garden city model of development. As they promoted the open, green and communal spaces of Sunnyside as “healthier” spaces to live—and antithetical to the “congested,” unhealthy, inefficient urban centers—the planners undergirded Sunnyside’s prescribed green space with the residual values of agrarian Republicanism, a racialized ideology that mythologized the independent, virtuous, active farmer, in constant relation to man’s contact with “nature”, as the embodiment of healthy American living. Their articulation of “democracy”, in this context of a class and racially homogenous community, signified a Turnerian restoration of contact with nature that would, in turn, create a more co-operative, democratic community of Americans.

---


Bolstering the residual, racialized ideals of healthy, democratic living near open spaces was Sunnyside’s design as a racially exclusive, middle-class community. In assessing the cross-section of Sunnyside’s first residents, Stein acknowledged that they (the CHC) were not establishing Sunnyside in order to remove poor families from New York slums and rehouse them in the new community. The reason was the necessity to acquire capital support, and the CHC feared that aligning the project with the intention of removing the poor from slums would not entice enough outside capital to support the venture’s growth. Aligned with availability of middle class leisure and recreation practices—gardening, tennis, landscaped park spaces with pergolas, private playgrounds—Sunnyside’s urban environmental setup added a distinct biopolitical dimension to the values of the suburban “bourgeois utopias” of the period, becoming an environment for cultivating a Anglo-American middle class way of life that personified their emergent visions of modern, healthy living, structured to instill those healthy values within its residents.⁴⁹⁷ This vision of suburban, bourgeois health was imagined in relation to congested “unhealthiness” of 1920s New York, an urban environment in which the African American population, thanks in large part to waves of incoming migrant from the South, rapidly increased from 91,000 in 1910 to 327,000 in 1930. The absence of racial inclusion in the planning and setup of Sunnyside suggests the deeply Anglo-American, middle class character of the CHC’s vision for their Sunnyside Gardens project, and inherent racial

⁴⁹⁷ “Organization of the Community,” CURMC; Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias, x-xi.
and class tensions within their biopolitical intentions in constructing the community.⁴⁹⁸

For this reason, I argue that, like Letchworth during the English garden city movement, City Housing Corporation’s planning of Sunnyside became a spatial manifestations of modern biopower. The community’s intentions united modern town planning with the planners’ residual nostalgia for natural environment through the prescription of landscaped green space and modern physical cultural practices for the instilling of healthy living. With plentiful park, garden and common green space, organized sporting spaces such as tennis courts, basketball courts, playgrounds for children and benches for watchful housewives, and modern, sanitary, and affordable housing, the communities were promoted as “healthful places to live in, efficient places to work in.”⁴⁹⁹ Yet, what made Sunnyside “healthful” as a place of living and “efficient” as a place of work” was shaped by the planners’ nostalgic imaginings of the healthful physical cultural and embodied habits of traditional Appalachian and New England way of life. The garden city became a useful community model for experimenting with how to restore those residual relations within a modern, implicitly regulated built environment.

⁴⁹⁹ “For Release in Morning Papers November 16th, 1927,” Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
**Radburn, New Jersey: Biopolitical Planning “for the Motor Age”**

By 1924, Lewis Mumford believed that MacKaye’s Appalachian recreational imaginary provided the necessary residual cultural elements for their future, emergent garden cities qua regional cities. With MacKaye’s modern conviction in the need to restore and rationalize the recreational and physical cultural vitality of wilderness, and residual nostalgia for the social and environmental arrangements exemplified by the colonial New England village—a community form he believed was organically unified in meaning and embodied experience with its surrounding natural environment—he had the insight and social engineering knowledge needed for
structuring a healthy social and cultural life in the new planned regional cities in a way that Stein and Wright could not. Writing to MacKaye that year, Mumford wrote,

Both [Henry] Wright and Clarence [Stein], a couple weeks ago, made the confession that they could plan the physical garden cities, but had nothing to put into them – couldn’t visualize them on their social and civic side. This is where you come in Benton, and this is why I hark back again and again to the Appalachian and the New Colonial ideas. We want motive power and content for the program; and we must be audacious enough, it seems to me, to suggest a new way of life.500

The “new way of life” of Mumford’s regionalist vision was one with physical culture as its dominant fulcrum. The idea was to restore residual relations between people’s active bodies and natural environments by planning and creating developments such as the Appalachian Trail, where residents would be re-introduced to a healthier relation with nature through recreational practices such as hiking and camping. Within the planned communities themselves, residents would be inspired by the “motive power” of traditional virtues of American frontier egalitarianism and democracy, and bolstered local opportunities for modernized sporting and physical cultural spaces and practices. Yet, they would also be modern communities, with the technological advancements and conveniences of the typical American middle-class suburbanite. This tension between the biopolitical prescription of modern living spaces and nostalgic visions of outdoor recreation would manifest themselves in the overtly culturally dominant physical cultural practices installed in City Housing Corporation’s Radburn community project.

500 Wojtowicz, Lewis Mumford and American Modernism, 117; Letter from Lewis Mumford to Benton MacKaye, 18 December 1924, Folder 5989, Box 79, Series II: Correspondence: Letter from Lewis Mumford, Lewis Mumford Papers, Kislak Center for Special Collections, Rare Books and Manuscripts, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
This focus on modern, dominant sport, park, and physical cultural spaces within what would become the town of Radburn was structured by the planners’ desire to design a community the safeguarded its inhabitants for dangerous, unhealthy automobile traffic. Historians of Radburn and its significance in the garden city movement have long framed the planned community as an important moment in site planning’s response to people’s increasing reliance on the automobile as a transportation technology. A 1934 study on the community’s plan asserted that Radburn’s design “was based on the assumptions that most families want a home, and that motor vehicles are an integral part of present-day living and are likely to continue to be for many years to come.” While we tend to focus on the surge in automobile reliance following the Second World War, historians such as Christopher Wells remind us that by the interwar period cars were beginning to dominate both urban and rural landscapes and were becoming a consumer-based fixture of transportation for the middle and upper-middle classes. By the mid-1920s, well over three quarters of the world’s automobiles were purchased in the United States, and one of the key, emergent ideas underlying the construction of Radburn was the possibility that middle class families could own an automobile, as well as live in a planned community where social contact and recreation could be guaranteed without the risk of children and parents being exposed to hazardous, congested thoroughfare traffic. The automobile, however, was embraced by planners as well as reform-minded industrialists such as Henry Ford, who viewed it as a transport technology that could

501 Hudson, Radburn, v.
503 Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 168.
aid the decentralization of population. Indeed, in the minds of many Progressive Era reformers, including settlement house activist Jane Addams, thought the overcrowded city could be decentralized through such “rapid transport.” More than this, the spread of automobile transportation dialectically influenced national interest in recreational practices in natural landscapes and “wild nature,” as Americans found the ability to travel long distances increasingly possible through the new, emergent means of transport. Raymond Unwin himself, speaking in 1925 about the causes of urban congestion, cited the automobile along with the radio as technologies that could potentially aid the decentralization cause. This approach to the significance of automobile, as an emergent transportation technology that is potentially the key harbinger for effective regional planning, held important consequences for the prescription of physical culture and definition of healthy living within City Housing Corporation’s Radburn planned community.

The advocacy of the automobile in terms of its ability to spur the decentralization of urban populations restricted the prescription of dominant, modern recreation, physical culture, and sporting spaces in City Housing’s second planned community at Radburn. Lewis Mumford engaged with automobile technology as they formulated their perspective on how best to reform the urban metropolis, while others, such as the designer Norman Bel Geddes, embraced the transport technology

---

506 “Decries the Tall Building as Cause of City Congestion,” Evening Transcript (Boston), 22 April 1925, Folder 3 – “International Federation for Housing and Town Planning, Garden Cities and Town Planning,” Box 70, Series 4, John Nolen Papers, CURMC.
and fast highways in their visions of cities of the future. Benton MacKaye, perceiving the new community through a regional planning perspective that included his Appalachian Trail project, called Radburn a “key” example of community planning appropriate within his vision of “townless highways.” It would be the first town to be planned on the assumption that through motor traffic must be completely separated from the communal aspects of the environment.” MacKaye’s idea was that regional planning would allow for the beautification of both highway and community through the ordering and maintenance of wilderness and open spaces in their relation to built environment. By planning a town, such as Radburn, on the “assumption that through motor traffic must be completely separate from the communal aspects of the environment,” both natural recreational opportunities and community physical cultural practices could be prescribed and regulated by regional planning and administration. What resulted was a community layout that incorporated self-regulating park, green, and physical cultural spaces in tandem with town planning measures for safeguarding residents and their children from vehicular dangers and congestion. With the planners’ nostalgia for recreational wilderness spaces included in their broader regional development plans, the physical cultural and biopolitical dimensions of Radburn emerged with a more modern, dominant, middle class tinge.

508 “Discussion of the Possibilities of Regional Planning,” written at Hudson Guild, 17-19 October 1930, Folder 12 – RPAA, Box 8, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
509 Schaffer, Garden Cities for America, 153.
Radburn deviated from Sunnyside Gardens as a CHC community project in that it was discussed as much more in line with RPAA principles of regional planning: as a “new town—newer than the garden cities, and the first major innovation in town planning since they were built” in part from their incorporation of the “superblock” and what became colloquially known as “The Radburn Plan.” The superblock was Clarence Stein and Henry Wright’s method of bounding a large block of houses and community spaces around vehicular thoroughfares to prevent motor traffic from entering the housing and living spaces of the community. With a landscaped park and green and recreational spaces placed in the center, houses were clustered along the perimeter of the block, their gardens facing towards the internal park and leisure space. The backs of houses were connected to dead-end, “cul de sac” feeder roads linked to the trafficked thoroughfare outside the superblock. Each superblock, then, was connected to others via a system of underpasses and trails through each center park, allowing residents to interact without crossing a street or come into contact with automobile traffic. The idea was to separate motor traffic from community life, becoming a kind of “highwayless town” that MacKaye envisioned. The central park and green space, Henry Wright wrote, was like “the hole in the donut,” forming “part of a continuous green backbone, or framework of community.” When studied strictly as a town planning strategy, historians note

510 “Radburn and Sunnyside: Block Planning for Open Spaces,” manuscript written by Clarence Stein, 5 September 1947, Folder 24 – Radburn, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
that Stein and Wright’s superblock model was a major innovation in the evolution of garden city designs, for it offered a way of maintaining focus on the relation between home and green/park/leisure/recreational space while adapting to the rapid rise in automobile traffic in urban communities.\textsuperscript{512}

When studied in terms of its physical cultural qualities and relation the RPAA’s overall residual nostalgia for regional wilderness—exemplified by the Appalachian Trail project—the superblock functioned to organize and orient the Radburn community in terms of its incorporation of landscaped park and physical cultural spaces as modern spaces for healthy, racially homogenous middle-class culture. The wholesale planning of prescribed social and physical cultural activities differentiated Radburn from most white, class-exclusive suburbs of the era. As CHC Secretary Charles Ascher put it to historian Daniel Schaffer, in Radburn “everything was planned.”\textsuperscript{513} The CHC included the cul-de-sac in its laying out of feeder streets in the superblocks, which Stein credited to Henry Wright’s learning of the developed street patterns at Letchworth and Welwyn Garden Cities. The cul-de-sac street model, Stein retrospectively remarked, was a form they derived from the patterns of colonial American villages where houses fronted on central common greens, allowing CHC planners to starkly differentiate Radburn streets from the predominant urban

\textsuperscript{512} Buder, Visionaries & Planners, 169; Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs, 15-16; Parsons, “British and American Community Design,” 139-146; Christensen, The American Garden City and the New Towns Movement, 55; Brian Ladd, Autophobia: Love and Hate in the Automotive Age (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 78.
\textsuperscript{513} Schaffer, Garden Cities for America, 177.
and suburban grid patterns of American cities, and remain in line with Mumford and MacKaye’s likening for the New England village model of community life.\textsuperscript{514} Organized sports and recreation practices proliferated in the early years of Radburn, with two swimming pools, three playgrounds, five basketball courts, four tennis courts, four ball fields, archery grounds and summer camp facilities, all places in relation to roughly twenty acres of internal parkland for the community’s two superblocks and 1,500 residents. While basketball was by then played by the urban working class and immigrant groups, it was a sport long associated with Young Men’s Christian Association and assimilationist programs that utilized the game to teach and impart traditional American amateur, and healthy capitalist ethics of bodily discipline and the virtues of hard work.\textsuperscript{515} While CHC did not necessarily build a field for football and other, more aggressive popular sports at the time, popular sports, including basketball and baseball were integral to the refashioning of white masculine ideals of American nationhood.\textsuperscript{516} The creation of playgrounds, meanwhile, was a fixture in Progressive urban reform programs, as middle-class reformers tried promote healthy lifestyles and regulate working class youth bodies through organized physical activities and particular forms of play.\textsuperscript{517} Professional playground, sport, and recreation directors were hired by CHC to administer and oversee the town’s available sports and recreational activities, an articulation of the period’s increasing

\textsuperscript{514} Untitled manuscript written by Clarence Stein, Folder 24 – Radburn, Box 1, Series 2, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
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professionalization and rationalization of spaces for “healthy” physical activity.\textsuperscript{518} Meanwhile, City Housing utilized space for archery and summer camp facilities, practices that in the 1920s were often closely associated with the re-construction of modern, white national identity through the co-optation of mythologized American Indian activities and interaction with spaces of “nature.”\textsuperscript{519} Whereas “recreational” was conceptualized by the RPAA’s Appalachian Trail project as “that which gives access to the region’s natural environment and contact with its natural resources,” within the actual Radburn community layout dominant, middle-class, white sporting practices and recreational opportunities prevailed as CHC’s primary avenue for installing and maintaining “a healthy and stimulating environment.”\textsuperscript{520} The superblock, with its close attention paid to the separation of automobile use from internal community intercourse, helped to structure the available and use of community open space towards modern, dominant physical cultural practices while keeping the community design in line with the RPAA’s ongoing regionalist objectives.

The physical cultural practices and spaces of Radburn socially and spatially reproduced and reinforced the overall racial and class homogeneity explicit in the intention of the town’s design and administration. Stein wrote that their intention in planning Radburn was the creation of an economically, occupationally, and racially balanced community: the installation of an environment “setting where a
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democratic,” cooperative and agreeable “community might grow.” Yet, Stein wrote possibly as early as 1920 that his overall goal was to help preserve the “family hearthside” and the “traditional village type home” as a key archetype in town planning, as well as promoting affordable houses to “the man of modest means…” This was a political and cultural climate in which eugenics arguments linking ideal environmental conditions to racial purity and heredity proliferated within popular culture and the values of the white middle-class, and government immigration policies were instituted to police racialized conceptions of modern American nation. Thus, the first manager of the Radburn community, John O. Walker, stated that the CHC “tried to get people who fit together,” which quickly translating into a predominantly white, middle class, Protestant population, while CHC realtors reportedly dissuaded interested Jewish and African American families from purchasing a Radburn home. What largely separated Radburn from other predominantly white, upper class suburbs of the time was City Housing’s ongoing oversight and installation of organized, regulated sporting and recreational practices and spaces in the community, causing the company to benevolently regulate their overtly white, bourgeois conceptions of healthy living through the structuring of play and physical culture within the innovative superblock layout.

---
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The arrival of economic depression in 1929 forced a reduction on City Housing’s available capital, stunted the expansion of Radburn’s acreage, halted any anticipated industrial support or financial capacity to purchase undeveloped rural land surrounding the community, and left the community’s prescribed spaces for inspiring “healthy” living habits to be dominated by landscaped park spaces for feminized leisure and modern physical cultural practices that reproduced notions of white, middle-class identity.\(^{525}\) The depression dissolved the chances of an encircling belt of an undeveloped countryside, and stopped the construction of Radburn housing at four hundred homes. Apart from the community venture’s imagined role in any future wide scale regional redevelopment, the central common parks, green spaces, and physical activity practices of the two constructed superblocks represented the key biopolitical strategies left to inspire the white, middle-class families of Radburn to live healthier, “typical American” lives. As Kermit Parsons put it, Radburn “stumbled and failed financially.”\(^{526}\) By the 1930s, Radburn had become, like Sunnyside Gardens, a racially homogenous, bourgeois “bedroom suburb” of the New York metropolitan area, stopping short of the CHC’s goal, shared by the RPAA, in creating smaller, carefully planned cities that, in the words of Mumford, could


“perform effectively all of their social and economic functions.”\textsuperscript{527} Though the members of the RPAA held a residual nostalgia for the healthfulness and recreational opportunities afforded by wilderness spaces, the common parks of Radburn, in close relation with constructed fields and facilities for organized physical culture, were overtly modern and dominant cultural forms as they served to structure and rationalize modern urban life through emergent ideas of healthy living and a biopolitical impulse for regulating the activities of white families “of modest means.”

\textbf{Planning “Like a State”: The Federal Greenbelt Town Program}

The Great Depression, however, shifted rather than cut short the endurance and trajectory of garden city planning principles in American town planning. By the 1930s, the influence of the international garden city movement ideas on the healthfulness of a planned built environment balancing town and country spaces reached the social and economic reform policies of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s (FDR) “New Deal” Administration through the creation of the federal greenbelt town program.\textsuperscript{528} The greenbelt town program was a housing and


community building project based within the Resettlement Administration, one of the New Deal “alphabet agencies” tasked with the resettling of poor farming off drought-stricken farms and onto government-built homesteads with arable land. While a large amount of the RA’s annual budget went to direct agricultural programs such as emergency loans and grants to destitute farm families, farmer debt reduction, the redevelopment of substandard farm land, and the construction of rural homesteads and communities, a key component of the agency was the greenbelt program: the designing of “an ideal suburban community carried out as a complete whole on virgin land guarded against blight.” Greenbelt, Maryland was first established community of the federal suburban settlement program, promoted as a completely new town that could offer low income families a well-built, modern home, healthful surroundings and access to garden, park, playground, and recreational forest space. Though the Baltimore Evening Sun called a “solid American agrarian class”—a built environment for a re-instilled Jeffersonian, rural-based civilization—in fact the greenbelt program focused on the resettlement of low income industrial worker families to preconceived suburban communities protected by an encircled “green belt” of undeveloped land. The official stated purpose of the federal greenbelt program was to:

to obtain a large tract of land, and on it 'to create a community protected by an encircling green belt; the community to be designed

---

529 For an established, general history of the Resettlement Administration, see Bernard Sternsher, Rexford Tugwell and the New Deal (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1964).
for families of predominantly modest income, and arranged and administered so as to encourage that kind of family and community life which will be better than they now enjoy.\(^5\)

Historians have long explored the importance of the federal greenbelt town program as a significant project during FDR’s New Deal era of reform. Indeed, as historian Joseph Arnold explains, the construction of Greenbelt, Maryland was one of the largest single projects built by the administration by sheer number of workers hired for the construction: more than thirteen thousand previously unemployed men.\(^3\)

The program, however, had a complicated relationship to the international garden city movement. By the election of FDR to the presidency in 1932, the Regional Planning Association of America, the predominant organizational chapter of the International Garden Cities and Town Planning Federation, had ultimately dissolved, with its members left to pursue their individual projects. While RPAA members such as Clarence Stein and Catherine Bauer would go on to consult and work for New Deal agencies and projects such as the greenbelt program, they did not hold positions of great influence in terms of directing the outcomes of the projects.\(^4\)

By 1938, Raymond Unwin of Letchworth Garden City and Hampstead Garden Suburb fame toured Greenbelt, Maryland, guided by Resettlement Administration official John Lansill. Unwin was clearly an influential figure in the spatial reformist


\(^4\) Buder, *Visionaries & Planners*, 175-176;
vision of the program, but he did not play a direct role in the greenbelt planning. With its decidedly modernist architecture, the greenbelt communities aesthetically seemed to what Mervyn Miller calls a “modernist updating of the garden city image,” and one shaped by the emergent cultural ideas on architecture by the prominent modern planners and architects Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright.  

The Resettlement Administration paid homage to Ebenezer Howard and the garden city movement when they promoted and publicized their greenbelt communities. In a 1936 speech in Cincinnati, Ohio, RA administrator Rexford Guy Tugwell explained that the federal government planned to create “rural-industrial” communities (“greenbelts”) where low income industrial workers and their families could be repopulated into modern, suburban homes. The underlying idea behind these greenbelt communities, Tugwell explained, was “first expressed by Ebenezer Howard,” an English stenographer whose personal witnessing of the aftermath of the 1871 Chicago fire inspired his idea that a preconceived town could be newly and wholly built. Tugwell grounded the government’s planned greenbelts in Howard’s ideas—“an ideal union of town and country life, in which the use of every foot of land was planned to eliminate waste and provide the inhabitants with the maximum of healthy and pleasant surroundings.” At the same time, Tugwell proclaimed the greenbelt communities to be distinct products of a particular context of a national


economic depression: a reform for dealing with “[o]ur own situation.” While RA promoters and supporters acknowledged the program’s debt to the ideals of Howard and garden cities, they proclaimed Greenbelt as a new type of suburban community “designed for families of moderate income, and arranged and administered (managed) so as to encourage that kind of family and community life which will be better than they now enjoy…”537 The distinction of the greenbelt model from its garden city antecedent, however, can be illuminated by unpacking the physical cultural dimensions of greenbelt and their relation to the program’s intentions as a government intervention for provide unemployment relief and farmer resettlement.

Tugwell’s assertion that the greenbelt community model’s was unique in relation to its garden city predecessor was contextually significant. For some time historians have located the ideological underpinnings of Greenbelt’s design within the garden city movement. Robert Fishman wrote in his 1977 book on twentieth-century urban utopias that “the ‘Greenbelt Cities’ undertaken by the Resettlement Administration in the 1930s owed their form to the example of the Garden City. New Deal historian William Leuchtenburg remarked that the greenbelt communities “reflected the ideas of the English garden-city advocate Ebenezer Howard,” while greenbelt historians Arnold Alanen and Joseph Eden’s account of the program’s Greendale, Wisconsin community asserted that Howard’s ideas for the “English garden city was perhaps foremost in the minds of Americans when they turned to

Robert Freestone is undoubtedly accurate in his contention that the greenbelt communities functioned as the reformist link connecting the garden city movement with the “New Towns” movement of postwar Britain and America.539 When studied as strictly a blueprint for urban/suburban/spatial reform, there appears a great deal of historical material and context through which one could make an interesting and insightful comparison between English and American garden cities and greenbelt communities.

Studying garden cities in terms of each community plan’s biopolitical intentions and physical cultural dimensions, however, results in a more complicated historical relation between garden cities and greenbelts. To begin with, the greenbelt town program was promoted by the Resettlement Administration as a project to put unemployed industrial laborers in the Washington D.C. and Baltimore workers back to work. A 1937 Department of Agriculture press release announced that the program’s “primary purpose” was “to provide employment—as much employment as possible and as quickly as possible—for thousands of men in the District of Columbia, adjacent Maryland counties and the City of Baltimore.” While the department advertised the modern amenities of the affordable greenbelt homes—with modern kitchen appliances, heating, and electrical units—they acknowledged that “Greenbelt has been primarily a relief project,” causing the Resettlement

Administration to spend more on labor due to its worker relief and rehabilitation goals than they would have needed to “had the economical building of low-cost houses been the sole object of the project.” Thus, during Greenbelt’s construction the program strove to use “maximum amount of employment to relief labor,” choosing hand methods of construction over machine methods when possible. Racial politics were embedded within these relief programs just as they were in the racial nationalist undercurrent of English garden city ideology. As George Lipsitz explains, New Deal social and economic programs recreated cultural understandings of whiteness through the systematic exclusion of minorities as relief beneficiaries. New Deal policies reproduced the benefits of white identity by racializing who was and was not to benefit from the FDR Administration’s relief programs. As well, there remains a need to study the laboring activities of greenbelt program construction workers, particularly as they came to define their conceptions of national masculine identity through their laboring interaction with the landscape. Yet, though Ebenezer Howard spoke of the task of building English garden cities as “a great field of work for the adult population,” the embodiment of the planners’ conceptions of healthy living depended on the prescription of physical cultural activities for residents living


542 Historian Neil Maher similarly examined how the young white men of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCA) came to understand conceptions of American nationalism through their laboring activities with natural landscape. See Maher, Nature’s New Deal.
in the newly constructed community. The intentions of the federal greenbelt town programs was shaped in large part by a political and economic context of unemployment and government-initiated emergency relief, causing the program’s biopolitical to deviate from the garden city movement’s primary intention as an emergent built environment form confined to the dominant social relations of the capitalist mode.

Second, the greenbelt town program sought to house low income industrial worker families through communities adjacent to cities and places of work, complicating the physical cultural and biopolitical underpinnings of their stated objective in constructing a “complete town” on suburban land. The rural land use efforts of the garden city movement, spurred on by the industrial decentralization projects of companies such as Cadbury and Lever Brothers, resulted in promoting the communities as places where industry and rural life could be combined in a singular town, inspiring pastoral pursuits and laboring opportunities, organized sporting and physical cultural spaces in the town, and healthier, contented, more productive worker bodies. This paternalist impulse to regulate and maintain working class bodies through “planned industry amid idyllic surroundings” was articulated in advertisements for Letchworth Garden City. Letchworth would “lead to new [N]ational standards of useful, profitable, contented living” because the “manufacturing and the residential elements are not allowed to clash.” The goal was to surround workers in “charming natural surroundings” and have them work in

543 “Typescript of lecture entitled ‘Remedies for Unemployment’,” HALS.
“pleasing,” “modern” local factories.\textsuperscript{544} Similarly, in the context of the RPAA’s regionalist ambitions and eugenic fears of the inefficiency of urban worker productivity and commuter traffic congestion, City Housing Corporation promoted their American garden and regional cities as “healthful places to live in, efficient places to work in,” harkening the movement’s complete residential and industrial decentralization objectives.\textsuperscript{545}

The Resettlement Administration, by comparison, emphasized that their federal greenbelt town program was, first, an effort towards the “creation of employment”—it was funded through the allocation of federal support from the Emergency Relief Act of 1933—but second a project that considered “all the physical elements that contribute to a satisfactory family and community life.” The towns would have a definite “conception of purpose,” but it was acknowledged that greenbelt inhabitants would “depend on nearby industry for support.”\textsuperscript{546} In terms of its impact on the program’s biopolitical intentions, it molded the purpose of greenbelt planning as an attempt to make “a better and more pleasant way of living” for low income families, without a complementary goal of decentralizing industrial work to suburban districts.\textsuperscript{547} The healthy bodies of the greenbelt program were to be

\textsuperscript{544} “Planned Industry amid Idyllic Surroundings,” Letchworth Garden City Advertisement, The Overseas Daily Mail, 11 December 1943, Resident Reminiscences of Letchworth Garden City in Newspaper Articles, LBM4346, GCCSC.

\textsuperscript{545} “For Release in Morning Papers November 16th, 1927,” CURMC.


\textsuperscript{547} The effect of this direct focus on the communities as housing and living communities near established work places can be exemplified in newspaper accounts of early Greenbelt residents.
leisurely bodies, as the communities were prescribed with sporting spaces that reproduced dominant middle-class physical cultural forms within 1930s American capitalist society.

As a result, the sporting and physical cultural practices instituted by the federal greenbelt town program were culturally dominant active body practices long associated with the construction of modern, white masculine identities. Greenbelt, Maryland was a racially-segregated community, restricted to white families of “modest means.” Their promoted recreational and leisurely opportunities reflected this racial politics, as the federal government constructed a swimming pool, tennis courts, and an athletic field, along with the prescribed opportunities for outdoor “recreation” provided by the surrounding green belt. Swimming pools, in particularly, were sporting spaces that, in the early twentieth century, were defined by middle class notions of leisure and racial exclusivity. An early editorial in Greenbelt’s co-operative newsletter proclaimed that “[a]ctive participation in basketball, table tennis, dancing, hiking, softball, hunting, fishing and ice-skating…will be encouraged here,” an indication that early residents were attracted by the opportunities for sporting pastimes long associated with fashioning of modern white middle class identities. In addition, the government’s close association of the

---
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“green belt” with opportunities for recreation practices reflected the program’s alignment with dominant American cultural ideas on “wilderness” or “undeveloped land” as spaces for the inculcation of white middle-class American masculine values. The Department of Agriculture promoted Greenbelt, Maryland’s ample recreational opportunities, specifically those that would be afforded by the encircle belt of undeveloped forest and park space. They cited the availability of swimming and boating at the community’s artificially created lake, a recreational center in the center of the town with large athletic fields, picnic facilities, and playgrounds, and trail and camp sites through the surrounding forests for Boy and Girl Scout troops, “outdoor sports,” and trail hiking. These were popular, dominant and emergent sporting and physical cultural practices linking the communities with the cultural values of the contextual capitalist mode. Despite an implicit intention to inspire civic cooperation amongst the residents, the prescribed sporting and physical cultural practices socially and spatially reproduced capitalist relations.

Lewis Mumford, however, looked at the creation of the greenbelt communities through a nostalgic biopolitical lens similarly to the intentions imbued in the garden and regional cities of Sunnyside and Radburn, respectively. A Resettlement Administration report stated that their greenbelt communities were modeled after to fit the “familiar American pattern” exemplified in small New

553 United States Department of Agriculture, “Information for the Press,” FDPL.
554 Rexford G. Tugwell, “Cooperation and Resettlement,” Current History, 1937, Folder 21 – Cooperation and Resettlement, Box 57, Rexford G. Tugwell Papers, FDRPL.
England and Midwestern communities, where there is “common” park space in the center. In 1939, the American Institute of Planners helped to produce a film, scripted by Mumford’s himself, titled The City. The film sharply contrasted a nostalgic look at “early American life in a charming New England village” with the deleterious effects of urban industrial development, as a way of underscoring the need to reform the living environments of modern America. The point was to highlight the deplorable conditions brought to the lives of urban dwellers by industrial capitalism, and argue that healthier, modern built environments were possible through town planning. The film then used Greenbelt, Maryland as the exemplar of a future-directed, healthier, intelligently planned city. Physical culture figured prominently in the scenes depicting greenbelt, with children playing outside and adults leisurely enjoying the ample green space, sunlight, and fresh air, and the plentiful forest, park, and “natural” spaces surrounding the modern housing and planned community.

Though the film did not discuss the importance of Greenbelt in association with other regional planning projects such as the Appalachian Trail, it did showcase the community as a model in corrective town planning for the purposes of cultivating and maintaining a healthier, contented national population. However, the federal greenbelt town program emerged in a context of authoritarian state planning, with New Deal government administrators seeking the rational ordering of nature and society for the purposes of creating a more efficient workforces and relation with

---


The City, directed by Ralph Steiner and Willard Van Dyke (New York: American Documentary Films, Inc., 1939), film; The Museum of Modern Art Film Library, The City pamphlet, July 1941, Folder 26 – Accounts of The City Documentary, Box 7, Series 4, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
natural landscapes. The planning of Greenbelt, Maryland, like the other garden cities examined in this dissertation, was planned as a preconceived community form and touted by its administrators and supporters as, much like Ebenezer Howard’s garden cities, forming “the basis of a healthy, safe and pleasant living.” It was also the result of action by an authoritarian government institution seeking the emergency relief of unemployed white workers through the construction of modernized, pre-planned suburban communities. There is an important, illuminative comparative study to be done between the greenbelt town program and the communities built as a result of international garden city movement, but the emergence of greenbelts signaled an emergent era in the incorporation of garden city principles towards the centralized planning of communities.

**Conclusion**

At least a year after the construction of Sunnyside Gardens began, Clarence Stein wrote a letter to Lewis Mumford while traveling on the California Limited train route. His words foretold the close relation between Stein and CHC with Mumford, Benton MacKaye, and their goals of eventual regional planning, and expressed a hopeful optimism about what they would soon accomplish in their goals for American

---

urban and regional planning. Telling Mumford of the works that remains to be done in redeveloping the American landscape, Stein wrote,

I was going to tell you of architectural impressions along the way – but I am afraid this will be endless. Just this reassuring news I must send you. All that I see from the car windows looks temporary – millions of wooden boxes, the temporary abode of pioneers. Don’t give up hope – It is all to be re-made. The waste is terrible. But we seem to have pulled through the war, and we will pull through this – at least America. And then you regional planners will have a grand time.559

What the letter suggests to me is that, even as Stein and Henry Wright embarked on planning communities with influence of garden city movement principles in mind, they also planned within an understood, broader objective of the need to plan entire regions of the United States for the social, physical, and environmental benefit of the entire nation. In order to understand the biopolitical nostalgia that was articulated through City Housing Corporation’s planning and construction of Sunnyside Gardens and Radburn, we must see their emergence in relation to the RPAA’s residual nostalgia for the recreational wilderness spaces they hoped would be preserved through the Appalachian Trail specifically and their regionalist goals overall.

Yet, both communities were linked to and absorbed within the orbit of 1920s urban consumer capitalism, and functioned as modern biopolitical planned environments where the spaces and physical cultural practices of white, middle-class national identities could be maintained and regulated within a completely administered, pre-arranged town. The residual, nostalgic wilderness spaces for recreation signified by the RPAA’s Appalachian Trail project was isolated from the

559 Letter from Clarence S. Stein to Lewis Mumford, 13 September 1925, Folder 9 - C. S.S. to Lewis Mumford Sept. 13, 1925, Box 30, Series 6, Clarence Stein Papers, CURMC.
modern, emergent sporting and physical activity spaces installed at Sunnyside and Radburn, and the inability for CHC to encircle both communities with preserved countryside left landscaped park space and its concomitant fields, courts, and facilities as the primary means of inculcating healthy living habits. At a time when progressive historians like Frederic Paxson framing organized sports as a “new frontier” of social institutions where notions of American exceptionalism and character could be re-forged in the modern urban environment, the planners of Sunnyside and Radburn made sure that residents had access to safe, convenient spaces for sport and physical culture, a luxury in congested, overcrowded like New York City.\textsuperscript{560} Both planned communities by City Housing Corporation reproduced the dominant bourgeois cultural forms that typified the era’s middle and upper class suburban communities, but the planners’ intentions were calculated and pre-conceived, as they sought the creation of self-sustaining complete towns with the ideal social and physical cultural environment for lower middle class Americans. Their goal was to instill a healthier built environment that aligned with their visions of entire regions planned according to humanistic principles rather than the logic of capital accumulation. While their community plans materialized as suburban environments that bore strikingly resemblance to other bourgeois suburban subdivisions in their allocation of organized sport and physical activity, this was part of an overall biopolitical strategy on the part of the CHC to cultivate healthier residents through the tools of modern town planning.

Conclusion: Of “Machines” and “Gardens”

In September of 2014, the international politics magazine *Foreign Policy* published an in-depth piece by journalist Amanda Kolson Hurley titled “The Machine is a Garden,” a report on the recent international revival of Sir Ebenezer Howard’s original elucidation of a Garden City as a model for twenty-first-century sustainable urban development. The report appeared some months after British Prime Minister David Cameron announced his Tory Government would build at least three new Garden Cities to address the nation’s housing shortages. While the national newspaper *The Guardian* documented on the class politics of the government’s proposed Garden Cities and the apparent lack of affordable housing in the plans—The Town and Country Planning Association, previously the Garden City Association, “told the government it must guarantee affordable homes in four new towns if they are to be considered garden cities”—in the *Foreign Policy* article the discussion centered on the contemporary relevance of Howard’s original community model with addressing the emerging effects of climate change and the need to design more
Some people,” Hurley’s tagline proclaimed, “think [garden cities] just might help save the planet.” Hurley’s title was a play on lauded American Studies scholar Leo Marx’s acclaimed 1964 book *The Machine in the Garden*, which studied the cultural significance of pastoral metaphors and tropes of the disruption of American pastoral life by industrialization, transportation and technological innovation within American history and historical literature.

Reinvigorating the ideological binary commonly found in garden city movement discourse, distinguishing “healthy” country living with “unhealthy” urban life, Hurley wrote that Howard’s model offered “everything big cities didn’t”: a restriction on the number of residents per square acre, “well-built homes for people of diverse means,” “clean air and ample green space,” and a local, accessible place for “employment, education, and culture…” This seemingly eco-friendly approach to community building that was once “in the limelight,” Hurley reported, is now enjoying a revival, with scholars such as the Dean of Yale University School of Architecture Robert A.M. Stern seeing it as a “developmental model for the present and foreseeable future.” The article presented the Garden City as strictly an agent of urban and spatial reform, and an idealistic, yet potential remedy for the contemporary crisis of climate change, urban pollution, and rapidly increasing population in


countries such as India and China. While “there is little data to prove definitively that
garden cities are in fact the right solution for urban ills,” Hurley highlighted that
contemporary advocates such as Stern continue to see it as a potentially more
“humane, sustainable, equitable” plan for future communities. The article concludes
with a quote from a Chicago architect that would have harmonized with Lewis
Mumford’s and Sir Patrick Geddes’ geotechnic visions: “[T]he machine itself…has to
come a garden.”

When such contemporary supporters of Howard’s original Garden City ideals
speak of the community model as a coherent urban reform strategy specifically
focused on objective problems of overpopulation, environmental degradation and
sustainable development, they neglect attention to the international garden city
movement’s deeply rooted biopolitical intentions and implications. The overall
objective of my dissertation was to study the problematic links between international
garden city movement plans and their communities with the embodied and cultural
environment politics of their historical contexts—the permeation of eugenics
doctrine, racial imperialist discourse and policies, class conflict, and troublesome
attachments to visions of traditional, pastoral or more “natural” environments as
necessary spaces for inculcating healthy living habits—in order to inform
contemporary discussions of the Garden City as a community form imbued with the
workings of modern biopower. In other words, through the international garden city
movement, middle and upper class Anglo-American reformers and planners sought
the regenerating of lower class bodies by creating a built environment that could

reproduce the nostalgic definitions of health and nature within the imperialist, racial nationalist, gendered, eugenics-laden, bourgeois, modern Anglo-American imaginary. Scholars, urban planners and architects continue to discuss the need for more “biophilic” cities and ecologically-balanced designs in our present era of climate change, and communities where residents can enjoy “daily contact with nature to be healthy, productive individuals.”

Meanwhile, the historical origins and (bio)politics of integrating landscaped nature in relation to urban and built spaces are left to the writings and monographs of historians and cultural theorists in a different discipline and field of inquiry.

The arrival of anthropocentric climate change means scholars can no longer afford to discuss the reforming of people’s built environment and the promotion of ideal, sustainable community models in isolation from the embedded biopolitics of their plans, designs and layouts. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change recently estimated that global society has roughly two decades to institute sustainable, ecologically-balanced sociocultural, political, economic, urban and environmental practices before the world enters a period of irreversible environmental degradation. This year, over 16,000 scientists published a “warning” that “human beings and the natural world are on a collision course” and a path to human and environmental catastrophe if drastic measures are not implemented to reverse
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destructive human behaviors. The planners and reformers of the garden city movement advanced a valid point when they prioritized housing reform as a key component of installing more humane, equitable, and sustainable living arrangements. However, if planners and architects such as Robert A.M. Stern want to advance the garden city as a “developmental model” sustainable, human, equitable twenty-first century planning, we must first come to terms with its problematic biopolitical history, for it is in the treatment of bodies and health that the garden city’s ultimate sustainability can be studied. This gap in understanding between critical historical and biopolitical analysis and contemporary policy must be bridged.

Because of my incorporation of cultural materialist and ecological Marxist theoretical frameworks, in tandem with social theories of modern biopower and biopolitics, I have decidedly advanced a dissertation based firmly in the socialist tradition of cultural and post-Marxism. The socialist politics of such historical analysis, reformulated in the contemporary context of climate change and capital’s impact on the global environment, demand that I, following Laclau and Mouffe, start with the “transformations of the world in which we live,” and from there “interrogate the past” and “search within it for the genealogy of the present situation.” The point is to politicize the historical analysis, to “establish with that past a dialogue” with the present “which is organized around continuities and discontinuities, identifications

567 For more explorations into the amorphous spheres of “cultural Marxism” and “post-Marxism,” see Anderson, Arguments Within Western Marxism; Dworkin, Cultural Marxism in Postwar Britain; Geoff Eley, A Crooked Line: From Cultural History to the History of Society (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005); Amiya Kumar Bagchi and Amita Chatterjee, eds., Marxism With and Beyond Marx (New York: Routledge, 2014).
and ruptures.”\footnote{Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, “Post-Marxism without Apologies,” \textit{New Left Review} I/166 (1987): 80.} If urban planners, architects, and policymakers are to truly transcend the problematic aspects of garden city and other idealized planned community plans and use the power of urban and community planning to address the dialectic between livelihood and ecology, first we must bring “the art” of designing cities in conversation with not only historical politics and specificities of each planned community’s underlying ideals, but a focused understanding on the reform of the built environment as an ideational phenomenon with material consequences and dependent upon politicized imaginings of the healthy body. This is what I tried to do.

The catastrophic, advancing crisis of climate change and contemporary global society’s entrance into the epoch of the “Anthropocene”—a period of earth history characterized by the human species’ reliance on fossil fuels and deleterious impact on the global ecosystem—demands that scholars rethink the ways in which we conceptualize urban and environmental reforms such as garden cities.\footnote{Ian Angus, \textit{Facing the Anthropocene: Fossil Capitalism and the Crisis of the Earth System} (New York: Monthly Review, 2016); Jeremy Davies, \textit{The Birth of the Anthropocene} (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2016).} By planning communities with such underlying, politicized intentions embedded within their layouts, garden cities were, in their very foundation, the spatial and architectural materialization of particular forms of biopolitics that allowed their reformist intentions to be absorbed within the cultural hegemony of unsustainable capitalist logic. Stern and contemporary supporters of building new garden city communities would do well to remember that, more than simply a model for better urban and regional planning, garden cities were historical constructions formed of contextually-
specific notions of health, nature, and the relation between cities and countryside imagined within, rather than in against the relations of production. More than this, each planned garden city studied in this dissertation was shaped by the planners’ problematic social and ideological imagining of the ideal body, allowing their plans to serve as blueprints for the re-articulation of health within a twentieth-century capitalist context defined by bourgeois concerns of the urbanization and industrialization’s impact upon traditional notions of health and nature. What I am trying to say is that the Garden City of Howard’s To-morrow and the subsequent international movement was never a “machine,” nor was it a “garden.” It was, in its rawest historical form, a spatial blueprint for installing the planners’ residual and emergent ideas of health and nature within a preconceived built environment, and a spatial vehicle for articulating bourgeois biopolitical hopes for the regeneration of working class and low income bodies without usurping dominant Anglo-American cultural and national values of health and nature. Unless we have thoroughly deluded ourselves into believing that the further embourgeoisement of built environments, represented by the Garden City, is a pathway to building sustainable, ecological, and humane communities, we must allow this complicated biopolitical history to let us question the sustainability and vitality of the community model as a solution for reforming the urban environments wrought by industrial capitalism.

If Howard’s community model is to have any relevance in the pursuit of more sustainable, equitable and humane built environments, contemporary advocates of twenty-first century garden cities need to fully recognize that Howard’s notions of health, nature, the “unhealthfulness” of the industrial city, and the “natural
healthfulness” of the countryside were never objective, neutral, distinct or timeless notions. When Howard wrote of the “natural healthfulness” of the English countryside, it was a constructed, mythical, bourgeois vision of the past strength and pastoral origins of the Anglo-Saxon race, and a belief that the British nation’s imperial strength in the context of twentieth-century international conflict depended upon “returning” the national population, particularly those “degenerating” urban workers, to such traditionally valued agrarian spaces and masculine occupations. As this dissertation tried to explain, the creation of garden city communities was like a paternalist “civilizing mission” aimed at the urban working classes: a deeply politicized enterprise based on conservative middle and upper class reactions to contextual transformations of technology, culture, and traditional built environments, and bolstered by perceptions of the social and biological primitiveness of the urban poor.  

So it should be of no surprise that, at arguably its ideologically extreme appropriation, Howard’s model became a central component of the eugenic and racial hygiene objectives of early twentieth century German and Nazi town planners. In early twentieth century German planning, the Garden City was a highly useful built environment form that German planners used to bolster racist national ideologies and link notion of ideal communities to traditional pastoral and eugenic values.  

---


little doubt that those who now advocate the creation of twenty-first century garden cities believe the community model to be humane, ecologically sustainable, often basing these beliefs on the model’s underlying principle of the balancing of city and rural life for the benefit of residents. Raymond Williams however, explained decades ago how people’s attitudes and understandings of city and country life have often shifted not only in relation to one another but to each historical context’s capitalist mode and relations of production.\textsuperscript{572} The contemporary significance of the Garden City, in the context of climate change, lies in its capacity to illustrate the dangers of wielding urban planning tools in the service of modern biopower, class hegemony, and the racial, imperialist, and paternalist visions of middle and upper class perceptions of livelihood.

**From Garden Cities to New Towns**

Garden city movement historians such as Carol Christensen argue that Howard’s community ideal laid the groundwork for what became the post-World War II “New Towns” movement in Britain and the United States. Following the creation of coherent, complete garden cities at Letchworth and Welwyn, the garden city movement in Britain became, to use Peter Hall’s word, “becalmed”. Between the years of Welwyn Garden City’s establishment in 1923 and the 1946 passage of the New Towns Act, movements originally with the singular rallying cry of creation garden cities broadened in objectives and scope. The Garden Cities and Town

\textsuperscript{572} Williams, *The Country and the City*.  
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Planning Association, formerly known as the Garden City Association, was changed again to the Town and Country Planning Association, and remains so to this day. Demands for postwar reconstruction, the building of “homes fit for heroes,” and 1944 Abercrombie plan for the regional planning of the Greater London area and the restriction of the city’s overspill into suburban and countryside districts, led to an Act of Parliament providing Treasury grants directly to public development corporations for the purpose of constructing “new towns” modeled in part after principles promoted during the garden city movement. Between 1946 and 1996, 28 new towns were built across the United Kingdom, housing a population of over 2,200,000 people. The emergent cultural formation, modern concept of Howard’s Garden City, imbued in part with residual nostalgia for pre-industrial, bucolic spaces as a critique of capitalism’s deleterious impact on the urban environment, was splintered and suffused within various town, urban, and regional planning initiatives. It was absorbed into the dominant cultural values of a twentieth-century capitalist British national culture and political economy.

In the United States, while the Regional Planning Association of America is often credited with introducing the Garden City as a planning concept, landscape architects and city planners such as John Nolen were well aware of Letchworth and Howard’s ideas before the RPAA’s formation in 1923. In Nolen’s work as planner and architect, the creation of garden city—perhaps best exemplified in his planning of the “ideal [White, upper middle class] town” of Mariemont, Ohio—was just one
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prominent element of his overall career in city planning, which included the redesigning of existing cities and the incorporation of “civic art,” the creation of industrial towns and model villages, and bourgeois suburban communities.574 Historian Bruce Stephenson argues that Nolen’s approach to city planning, his “Garden City ethic,” was an important ideological and ideational capillary connecting the residuals of the American civic planning tradition with the emergent New Urbanism urban and suburban reform movement later in the twentieth century. Interestingly enough, New Urbanist discourse, particularly the writings of movement advocate and social critic James Howard Kunstler, includes an espousal of instilling traditional, American (and residual agrarian) values of “civic republicanism” within their new planned communities, with the intentions of hopefully cultivating citizens who valued and would foster a collective community spirit rather than succumb to the self-interested ethics of consumer capitalism and its concomitant landscapes of privatized strip mall developments and gated subdivisions.575 Meanwhile, by the 1960s an estimated 160 American “new towns” were constructed by private developers, promoted as complete “communities” where prospective residents could buy into a pre-packaged, planned “way of life.” By the 1960s, the co-operative civic virtues and community of the federal greenbelt town program became a spatial commodity for American consumers to purchase within the dominant capitalist

In both Britain and the United States, the decline of a focused garden city movement and the broadening or town and regional planning objectives has resulted in the absorption of garden city values, and the evacuation of their socialist, co-operative ideological underpinnings, within the dominant cultural values and formations of each national political economy. Urban planning scholars Tony Schuman and Elliott Sclar once wrote that “[P]lanning…is the process of superseding market forces in creating the built environment”; to study the biopolitics of past garden cities is to see community planning as a mechanism for instilling dominant, residual, and emergent imaginings of the healthy body without disrupting the forces and relations of capital.

This has complicated even further the tracing and highlighting of the biopolitics of contemporary urban and regional reform projects. In the academia arena of public health, researchers rightfully situate Howard and the garden city movement as an important historical moment in the evolution of urban public health reforms, ideas, and policies. Yet, they discuss the emergence of garden cities within a chronological, progressive narrative along with the traditional notable moments in general public health history, causing Howard’s ideas to be discussed as if the garden city was progression from Edwin Chadwick’s 1842 report on the sanitary conditions of the urban poor of Britain and John Snow’s studies of cholera outbreaks in urban slums. The Garden City model was not simply a reformist outgrowth of Friedrich Engels’ account of working class conditions, and the planning of garden cities was
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more than a reflection of “the characteristics of laboratory science”: garden city plans were biopolitical spatial projects.\textsuperscript{578} It is not enough to simply prescribe more open and green space within cities, or increase the walkability of a community, or construct housing in locations with less pollution and more “fresh air”.\textsuperscript{579} If the goal is the creation of truly ecologically sustainable, socially equitable, and humane built environments that inherently challenge the spatial and social relations of capital accumulation, urban public health scholars and policy makers must first question the historical and contextual origins of their understandings of health and nature, and ask themselves what idealized body is being privileged when they imagine what constitutes, for them, a healthy built environment. The tools and implements of modern biopower, as they are mobilized in the interests of spatial planning, are nourished by the imagined embodied dimensions of urban and environmental health reforms and the historical and social construction of definitions of health and nature.

If the history of garden city planning can teach us anything, it is that the construction and prescription of a healthy built environment, in the context of historical and contemporary capitalism, is arguably as much about biopolitical objectives and the


embourgeoisement of definitions of nature and health as it is an attempt to reform cities, suburbs, and spaces of living.

The Future of Cultural Materialism: “Livelhood”

The insight of cultural materialist theories allow us to question the seeming dialectical quality of Howard’s Garden City objectives—the merging of “town” and “country” attributes within “Town-Country Magnets” in order to resolve their cultural tension through the creation of an improved built environment—and the assertion that Howard’s model was inherently ecological and progressive in its approach to reforming urban spaces. In a 1936 lecture on housing and town planning at Columbia University, Raymond Unwin explained that the planner must rely of the “chief faculty” of their imagination: “It is the…imaginative quality in the design of a building, or site, or city, which differentiates the outstanding from the mediocre.” In his creative designed of garden cities and suburbs and work on improved housing standards in Britain, Unwin argued, “[W]e…proved…if the slum dwellers are given decent and adequate dwellings the majority of them will soon learn to adapt their lives to the improved conditions.” Thanks to the guidance of cultural materialist and ecological Marxist insight, however, we can see Unwin’s cultural ideas of “improved conditions” and “outstanding” design in terms of their residual, emergent, and oppositional elements and their relation to class ideology. Thus, when Unwin spoke of the “moral degradation” of overcrowded urban housing, or the architect’s responsibility “to envisage life in terms of human needs, desires, habits, feelings...,”
we also understand Unwin as a man born within a particular historical contexts, whose values regarding aesthetics, beauty, health, and recreation were often reflective of his upper middle class upbringing and paternalist desire to morally improve the working class through housing and town planning.\textsuperscript{580} The Garden City was Howard’s attempt to improve working class living without class tension, but the resultant communities spatially reproduced Anglo, middle class values of nature, rural life, and healthy living. If the Garden City was dialectical, it was a dialectic between bourgeois understandings of cities and country spaces.

The politics of historical garden city thought can also be critiqued through recent ecological Marxist examinations of the “meaning of work in a sustainable society,” with John Bellamy Foster revisiting the writings of Edward Bellamy and William Morris and their conceptions of a future, utopian society in order to unpacking contemporary arguments for how to construct a “prosperous no-growth society.” These arguments, Foster notes, often follow Bellamy’s mechanistic vision of an industrially and socially efficient socialist future, in which there is an expansion of “leisure as not-work” rather than a reconceptualization of the role of labor and traditional capitalist distinctions between work and leisure. In this way, future social arrangements along the lines of Bellamy’s vision offer little alternative to capitalist logic, for they merely propose an increase in “leisure” spaces and practices without a complete rethinking of what constitutes “work” in a socialist society.\textsuperscript{581} Morris,


similarly, was concerned how to create opportunities for “useful,” pleasurable work rather than the preponderance of “useless toil” under industrial capitalism, and the possibility of humans being liberated from work that is dehumanizing and alienating. Humans, Morris argued, create their “livelihoods” through their labor and toil with “Nature”: the aim in his mind was to create a society in which such “acts of livelihood” were pleasurable and worthwhile to the active, laborious person.582 Foster, however, importantly notes how both Bellamy and Morris’ visions reproduce capitalist hegemonic ideology, for their assume distinctions between work and leisure that would seemingly collapse in the post-capitalist conditions of creative collectivism. By arguing for the expansion of leisure and play, they preserved the “metabolic rift” between humans, society, and nature.583 Garden city plans and designs, similarly, did not offer a reconceptualization of work and leisure, and articulated the decentralization of populations as the expansion of opportunities within bucolic and “natural” spaces. Both in Britain and the United States, the communities reinforced dominant and residual understandings of health and beauty congruent within capitalist society. Garden cities articulated definitions of leisure, recreation, health, nature, and ideal bodies within the dominant relations of capitalism, not in opposition.

Raymond Williams recognized the need to rethink the human metabolic relations with society and nature. He understood “nature” as “ordinary,” just like culture. In The Country and the City, Williams examined how people understood and

583 Foster, “The Meaning of Work in a Sustainable Society,” 2, 11.
constructed meanings of country life in relation to city life as a way to deconstruct the dominant capitalist logic of the division between country and city. Williams found that the contrast in cultural meaning between the country and the city persisted in the literature as it was produced within the social and material processes of capitalism, despite the lived experience of those in rural and urban economies revealing a much more varied history that was itself part of the processes and relations of capitalism. As cultural studies scholar Rod Giblett explains, Williams revealed how the country was not “the last bastion of nature against exploitation by capitalism, nor the final refuge of nature in flight from capitalism, but its happy hunting (and gathering, and farming) ground in agrarian and industrial capitalism.”

Later in life, Williams articulated a conceptual means of theorizing the historical relations of the elements of “nature” and “culture” without reinforcing boundaries or oppositions between the two and thereby reinforcing capitalist hegemonic ideology. As Giblett explains, Williams articulated a concept of “livelihood,” of not only “one’s work and one’s physical surrounds,” but the environmental and non-humans forms, supports, effects, and processes impacting human society. Like his cultural materialist arguments, it was a totalizing concept, a framework for capturing the constituent elements within a “whole way of life,” but a concept that collapsed the boundaries between the cultural, the material, and the environmental. Thus, in Williams’ “livelihood,” what is cultural and productive is also inherently implicated in environmental-spatial processes: “[T]here is no livelihood that is not both cultural and natural” in the concept, Giblett explains.

---

“Livelihood is cultural and natural.” The concept, in its incorporation of the social and productive processes within both nature and culture, presumes and requires the analysis to be one of active mediation, dissolving boundaries between binaries and focusing on relations and processes. In order to avoid “a crude contrast between ‘nature’ and ‘production’, and to seek the practical terms of the idea which would supersede both, it allows one to study “a better understood physical world and all truly necessary physical processes,” and transcend culturally-imposed distinctions and divisions, ones like country and city, urban and rural, capital and city, or culture and nature. Livelihood became Williams’ attempt convey historical signification and experience as both cultural and natural, without reproducing hierarchical binaries that reaffirmed the basis for the logic of accumulation and alienation.585

Williams’ “livelihood” remains a potentially useful and underdeveloped concept for theorizing and analyzing the historical relations between humans, culture, and environments in opposition to the contrasting binaries of capitalist logic. Future studies of urban and regional reforms, and utopian and co-operative communities would benefit from the concept’s ability to highlight the natural and cultural elements of history and social experience while decolonizing the knowledge from binary oppositions. Moreover, a garden city history of resident’s relations with their surrounding environment, cultural and natural, would benefit from the Williams’ concept, as it would allow them to circumvent the logic of capitalist production, social reproduction, and distinctions between work and leisure that was deeply

embedded within the community designs. In this history of garden city planning, my focus was on the prescribed relations between bodies and environments the planners imagined in their designs. A Marxist theory of “livelihood,” however, potentially offers a lens for seeing how residents interacted with the material and non-human in ways that extend beyond categories such as nature, culture, and human-centered embodiment. It is perhaps in Williams’ concept of “livelihood” that historians and scholars may be able to interrogate how people’s “acts,” labors, leisure and recreation practices, and visions of place and home life entailed relations that opposed and challenged the capitalist division of labor.

**The Personal Politics of “Acts” of “Livelihood”**

It has been a long, meandering, difficult personal and intellectual journey from my first day as a graduate student at the University of Wyoming in 2010 to the present. Though it may not have emerged in this constructionist, cultural materialist historical narrative on garden city planning, there was a deeply personal as well as political dimension to not only my historical research and analysis, but my initial decision to even study garden city history. This dissertation is a living, unfinished piece of work integral to my lifelong personal and political project in unraveling and (self-)clarifying my personal feelings and bouts of social alienation, their relation to the mode of late capitalism of my late context, and the historical origins of such ordinary human experiences. When I force myself to consider and articulate the root personal reason why I study the history of garden city planning, I realize it is part of
my own attempt, as a subjective human, to figure out how I want to live within a modern world of enduring tragedy and farce.\textsuperscript{586}

I was raised in an upper-middle class, white family in the suburban town of North Canton, Ohio, a heavily white, homogenous community on the outskirts of postindustrial, socioeconomically depressed, racially diverse Canton—regularly cited as one of the most dangerous cities of its size in the United States.\textsuperscript{587} North Canton typifies many of the predominantly white suburban communities of “Middle America”: I went to an elementary school where my Serbian-born friend was told to stand during the Pledge of Allegiance, a high school where students congregated and interacted through informal, socially exclusive “cliques,” and where high school sports dominated and dictated teenage social activities regardless of one’s interest in the sporting event. Thinking back, I can see that I was fortunate to be born into a family of open-minded, inclusive, and sometimes eccentric parents—I was taken to probably at least a dozen Moody Blues concerts throughout my childhood—and two older brothers who, in their youth, actively rebelled against the dominant cultural practices of North Canton by playing in local punk rock bands and voluntarily reading philosophical texts as eclectic, difficult and contradictory as Jean-Paul Sartre’s \textit{Being and Nothingness}, Albert Camus’s \textit{The Plague}, Ayn Rand’s \textit{Atlas

Shrugged, and Naomi Klein’s No Logo.588 Both of my parents were born into low income, borderline poor families, with immigrant grandparents who were Pennsylvania and West Virginia coal mines, with relatives who spent their waking lives working for corporations such as the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company in Akron, Ohio, and with parents who personally experienced the hardship and tragedy of the Second World War. As a result, I grew up within the cultural milieu of what Lizabeth Cohen would call a suburban “landscape of mass consumption,” personally feeling the alienation of a built environment in which my social activities revolved around participation in sports, loitering in the local shopping mall or its adjacent parking, driving around listening to music, and a later foray into recreational drugs and alcohol.589 I came to question myself while growing up in an immediate family of parents and brothers who helped me question the contradictions and problems of the homogenous suburban American experience, and see the absurdity and rampant conservative, biopolitical thought that permeated suburban sports. My brothers and I played sports from our early years into high school—mainly soccer and basketball—and we witnessed firsthand the spatial production of white, heteronormativity through our participation in North Canton’s organized sports and our experiences with our predominantly white peers.590 It undoubtedly led to my early and ongoing struggles

---

with depression and social anxiety, and daily battle with feelings of social alienation. I developed early on a desire to find a way of living and a perspective on life that would allow me to see the operations of power that surround and implicate myself, and perhaps find a way to transcend them in a new, more humane form of living and social co-operation.

I do no describe my upbringing to be unnecessarily self-indulgent, but to articulate the development of my sensibility towards understanding the importance of historical inquiry. It was through this experience and my desire to better understand my own subjective position within the whiteness, overt heteronormativity, and upper-middle class sensibility of my social and built upbringing that led me to interrogate historical discourse. I have no source to substantiate the following claim, but I came to believe in the study of the past as the only path that could help me figure out how to live without feelings of inadequacy, sadness, and alienation, and without dread of not only the ongoing catastrophe of unchecked capital accumulation and environmental degradation, but the conscious and unconscious human complicity or at least relation to those processes. If modern power derives its strength by controlling how people understand their relation to the past, surely it was in history that I might figure out a way of unraveling those power relations, if only for my own self-clarification and comprehension, and perhaps as a way of helping me wake up each morning without a sense of dread of the uncertain and inevitable.

So perhaps I was drawn to studying the history of English garden cities because they seemed to exemplify a kind of tension with which I personally struggle: the tension between an uneasiness and dismay with the logic of capital and its
permeation throughout ordinary social life, and the personal politics involved in how one imagines their sense of ideal livelihood: a nostalgia firmly intertwined within the social and spatial relations of capitalism and modern biopower. In the course of writing the dissertation, I felt a simultaneous disdain for the planners’ ideas due to their overarching biopolitical intentions and objectives and an admiration for their basic desire to give the working class a home and a community better than that afforded by industrial capitalism. It only takes a quick reading of Sir Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker’s 1901 *The Art of Building a Home* to encounter the author’s deeply sensual, emotive nostalgia for home life. As I continue to reflect on the historical significance of these passages, I increasingly realize that in focusing on Unwin and Parker’s descriptions as cognitive articulations of a form of biopolitics, I unintentionally disregard the deeply personal, affective nature of their longings for a home life that was safe, cozy, beautiful, and adjacent to landscape that seemed to be quickly disappearing due to the onslaught of urban industrial capitalism.  

Yet, the incoming, developing catastrophe of Anthropocentric climate change and its relation to what seems like indomitable global desires for endless capital accumulation demands that we fully critique the deep articulations of modern (bio)power and desires to regulate bodies and their activities. These planners were anti-capitalist in the sense that they were alarmed with the state of everyday urban working class life, housing, and health. They did not truly consider, however, the cultural politics of their nostalgic visions of health and nature, nor whether their visions privileged particular idealized embodied forms and subjectivities. In their

---

591 Parker and Unwin, *The Art of Building a Home*.  
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quest to combat capitalism’s impact on the urban environment, they neglected to consider whether their idealizations of the past were causing them to socially construct and reproduce a particularly bourgeois and biopolitical relation to healthy living. This, ultimately, is where the international garden city movement failed. Rather than express a “peaceful path” to “renting” the world, as French philosopher Michel Serres might put it—a rethinking of hominization as a way of re-establishing natural symbiosis with the environmental and non-human in ways that blur the boundaries between—the Garden City signified a new way of rationally reshaping the nature and space according to the demands of modern power.\textsuperscript{592} If I learned anything from this dissertation, it is that continued attempts to establish healthier, more ideal built environments through the controlling and administering of natural and cultural spaces are no more ecologically sustainable than the values of market individualism and capital accumulation.

So as I researched and wrote this dissertation, it occurred to me that the ultimate question I was chasing was deeply personal and politically motivated. When I first encountered and visited Greenbelt, Maryland as a Ph.D. student at the University of Maryland, I was personally overjoyed with finding a community with such a purposeful, reformist layout, ubiquitous walking paths and playgrounds on each block, houses arranged that conjured visions of co-operation and communal spaces for play and social intercourse, and convenient access to wooded park and green space. My initial reaction was that Greenbelt seemed like the kind of “home”

\textsuperscript{592} Michel Serres, \textit{Malfeasance: Appropriation through Pollution}? (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2011).
or “livelihood” I hoped to find: somewhere more socially and aesthetically inspiring than the wholesale mundanity and senseless overdevelopment of my suburban upbringing, yet more peaceful and environmentally conscious than the “hustle and bustle” of large cities. Walking around Greenbelt, however, I began to wonder whether a planned community could effect an objectively and ecologically healthier, sustainable relation between city and green space without privileging particular forms and meanings of social, biological and natural life within the planned structuring of the community. Is there a path towards creating an ecologically and socially progressive community form that is not dependent on such biopolitical vectors (conservative/bourgeois mythologizations of a nation’s pre-industrial past, racial/eugenicist/imperialist reactions to the perceived ills of the urban poor, idealization of the farmer as the healthiest form of embodied living)?

In the end, I did not find an answer to this question. If anything, the history of the international garden city movement taught me that the processes of urban and regional planning are fraught with political contingencies, and opportunities for capitalist cooptation and (petty) bourgeois paternalism. I ultimately interpreted the history as evidence of the enduring politics of planning ideal communities based on the assumed healthful qualities of rurality, “wilderness,” “open spaces,” and other socially constructed conceptions of nature. Through this research, I have become acutely aware of how visions of more ideal and ecologically sustainable communities, though often intended as critiques of capitalism, become victims of mythical,
nostalgic visions of “nature” and “natural” spaces for health.\textsuperscript{593} Social and environmental historians have elucidated the historical politics embedded in people’s nostalgic “reinventions” of a healthier, natural, yet lost past, and how they often function as deeply gendered, racialized, and imperialist narratives within Western culture that buttress, rather than challenge, capitalist social relations.\textsuperscript{594} In their persistent desire to restore nostalgic visions of ideal health through the tools and strategies of modern town planning, garden city planners reproduced and reaffirmed ideological binaries distinguishing “nature” and “culture” and the “human” and the “non-human”, binaries which continue to plague modern environmentalist thought. Though British and American garden city planners presented their community layouts as a blueprint for remedying capitalism’s onslaught on housing and urban environments, their aversion to contemporary class struggles led them to administer each community according to what they imagined was a healthy, content, co-operative, democratic citizen. The Garden City ideal, as a result, was prisoner to the planners’ class politics and prejudices towards particular forms of livelihood. Far from establishing some kind of ecosophical harmony within a well thought-out built

\textsuperscript{593} For example, in 2007 noted American environmentalist Bill McKibben wrote a book titled Deep Economy and argued for the creation of ecologically sustained, small-scale economies as a means of checking the ecological and social damage wrought by the unrestrained growth of capital and the production of wealth and wealth inequalities. He wasn’t calling for the dissolving of markets, but rather their localization, so that people could live in happier circumstances and make sustainable, ecologically friendly changes to their everyday habits. His arguments were a critique of market capitalist assumptions of the virtues of unchecked accumulation, but his solution harmonized with the arguments of Ebenezer Howard’s garden city ideal. Yet, much like the problems encountered in the planning of garden cities and greenbelts, McKibben’s community-based solution rested on an ironic understanding that pre-capitalist life was healthier and happier, for not only were people free from the ideological grips of capital accumulation and the constant need for “more,” they lived in communities that fostered social interaction and a mutual relationship with the local environment. McKibben’s vision of future sustainable communities was dependent on the ahistorical view that pre-capitalist, pre-urban living was healthy living. See Bill McKibben, \textit{Deep Economy: The Wealth of Communities and the Durable Future} (New York: Times Books, 2007), 1-4.

\textsuperscript{594} Merchant, \textit{Reinventing Eden}, 1-8.
environment, garden cities functioned as the spatial handmaidens of capitalist ideology, and offer precious little detail on how to plan a community without reproducing the underlying capitalist logic of “town” and “country” that continues to wreak havoc on the global environment.595
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